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. CHAPTER I. E' TRADEC SYSTEM'

_ORIGINS OF TRADEC 0 7

1. The origins of the TRADEC lie in a working group
established' in 1971 by'the Yorkshire Council for Further Education
to consider 'TheFuture of Craft Practice Courses,14nder'the

. I, Chairmanship of Mr. J. Lorigden. The terms of reference-of the working

group were .

10 evaluate the ucational needs of engineering students whose

needs 're et by the Engineering Craft-Studies Courses,and
subSequently to prepare a suitable FElcourse or courses to meet

AlleSe needs! '(Resolution 114 of the ExecptiVeCommittge)

2. Ijts appraisal of Ifactorsfindicating,the need for a new
course, the working aup pointed to 'the steady"increalse
proportion of people employed in Engineeringand Engineering-fte
occupations who are in the limited skills category! If the'new cddrse--

were to attract a larger population than the short-fall resulting from
the ending of CGLI 193 and meet the needs of people in the meddle band
it would, the Working Group aseerted, have to depart from the general Study
'pattern of most existing courses. The features held to be essential
for.thenew course to achieve, success were those of .capability for
'alignment with.the particular, industrial conditions in which the
student worW. `The course; itwas proposed, should be'arranged 10

locally', managed in cooperation with industry to meet the ne ds of
swifit.groups of students. It shouldibe conducted 'practica ' and

should allow a usekul qUalification to be obtained whether the pe iod
of aittendance was one year or more.* I

3. the curse outline, developed n these biases, was accepted on
recommend- ion to the EXamination.Bojard that the new course should be
provided for those studente for whom the 500, series icer)drses were
considered unsuitable either because of content and standard, or 1.1.dk

of complementary training, and who' r4 in engineering occupations which
justii'y,a significant amount of tec cal,education. The course, it

was proposedo'should allow for trans er of Suitable students to

Engineering,
anaft

Studies Part II. The title Mechanical Trades Princi-

ples was sele ted d
,

th, e syllabus for all three stages oompleted by

1972. The distinctive features of'the TRADEC system as it currently
()berates are embodied and clearly recognfsable in the original course

outline. They have however...evolved considerably from that'time, through
refinement of their conceptual bases, through experience of, their
imptementation and through contextual trends and developments.

k t;

4. The Trades Principles development, therefore, clearly has

A. its origins in the response to 'needs generated by phas.ng out of Craft.
Practice among those young workers for whom,theCity and Guilds Craq
Studies Series would either be an incomplete experienceor would be
too far remoye 4rom their needs on. the job.

5. Pilot schemes,f6r Mechanical Trades Principles were run in
1973/.74, .and evaluated. The possib,ilities for extension of the Course
Model adcpted in the 'Mechanical Trades''area tobOther areas having
potential clients whose ne4N were unmet or unsatisfactorily met, were
quickly perceived. In .1976, a TRADEC Advisory Committee was established
to investigate and make recommendations to the Examinations, Board on

1 '

. N

* the greater flexibility of mode nd length of study which now
chtracterises the scheme was,int oduRgd subsequently.

9



sUbjeCt'ai-646foi-':cieve
34
apment.*Itimas also responsible foi--drafting °

and
t

d preparation!of .toe yllabUs and.able to establish ad'hocrworking
parties (subsequently writing groups) -.as necessary, to UnOartake
scheme writing activities. The s'..:ift from the purPosed of developing
a single scheme to meet specific need to tha;of developing a system
aimed to ,meet the needs of a stratum of themOrkforce across the

. whole occupational field evolved as-subject areas were idet.15fied

.Nby the Advisory Committee. The fdentifiCation.of occupational
groupings for which schemes could be constrUctedand'subsequently,
the identification of 'Zones' comprising. sets of related'schemeso
evolved sloWly over the periOd to the,"stlpegy'.forcoverage
represented in-Figurel.r. ;

6 The approachito occupational grduping has e;sentiaily been a
pragmatic one TheidentificatioSof occuptional fields underpinned
by similar processes, materials and technologies has formed the basis
for development of schemes. The'zones and occupational groupings
differ quite substantially from those developed through systematic
skills analysis. However, the limited experience of application 9f
the variety of alternative occupational 'families'\,and groupings
doeSnot permit judgments to be Made at this stage, reading to
preference:by virtue of its performance, of any one model Ofgrouping
over another.. However, one weakness of the TRADEC model may be it's'
lackof underpinning by the analysis of generic skills which may
'reVer it lesS'able to Meet adequantely the needs of the full range
of workers which it'seeks to draw under each scheme Umbrella.**

.

. , .

...
.

7. In 1979, .Department of Industry funding_ was obtained to
support the writing bf five schemes. The schemes concerned were .

Powered Traction Trades Principles, Electrical Trades Principles,
Fabrication and JoildVg,.commercial, and Food Trades Principles.
Ftether schemes currently in prepTtion are shown in. Fig.1.1.

40 .; '.

. ,

. 8.. Following the 'establishment of schemes for the employed, the
possibiLit es of eXtension of the TRADEC approach to othertargets are
under exa4nation.:1- The potential. use of the TRADEC' approach in the

final year4f%sehool, in bridging the transition frOm school lovwork
and/or college has.been'explored through a small number of pilot schemes
implementedcooperatively with schools. Experienceis being gained-of
the application of TRADEC to young people on Work experience programmes,
through the increased enrolment of yOung people.within this category
in the standard schemes. The more.systematic.application of the TRADEC

approach to this target is under Consideration, as is.the possibility
of application to unemployed adults engaged in MSC programmes. The

'pOtential for use of the TRADEC model as"a base for prevocatioqal
schemes on ABC lines is also unde; examination. In the context of.
expansion,oP Vocational Pre paratipn into a comprehebsiVe scheme, the
transferability of any system designed for the population in',question
between'the alternative bases 'of employment, unemployment and full-time
education, is of considerable importance and is discussed further in
Chapter XI

* The Advisory Committee and Working Party, were dissolved in July 1979,
replaced.by the TRADEC Committee Structure described in para

**See FEU 'Basic Skills' (.Nov. 1982. ) Section Two
13

1
I

+ A Working Party considering policy in respec ofivpplivations of the TRADEC

model was in progress at the time of writing.i.r.



TRADEC_SCHEMES 'IN OPERATION, UNDER DEVELOPMENT -AND....

PROPOSED (at 1/6/8.2):

ENGINEERING ZONE

Mechanical Trades Principles

Fabrication & JoiningTrtdes Principles

P,oweredTraction Trades Principles

Electrical Trades Principles

BUSINESS ZONE

Distribution & Consumer Trades,Prifnciples *

Food Trades Principles *.

Commercial Trades Principles *

Graphic & Arts Tr'ades Principles
4

CARING OCCUPATIONS ZONE:

. Health & Welfare Trades Principles

Recreation & Leisure Trades PrinCiples

Public Service Trades PrinCip.les

PROPERTY OCCUPATIONS ZONE

+'

Property Mairtenanae Trades Principles ,+

Construction Trades Principles
)

Wood & Furniture Trades Principles
+
+

PROCESS INDUSTRIES ZONE.'

Fibre,.Fabric & Making.,.up'Trades Principles

Extraction IndUstrieb & Products Trades Principles ,

\ ,

Chemical TradeSPrinciples
,

+
+

",...,

Science Trades Principles +
+

NATURE PRODUCTS ZONE

AgriculturaleTrapies Principles

e Forest Products Trades Principles

Marine Products Trtdes Principles

Schemes ready for implementation

Schemes in preparIttion

Schemes'in prospect'



TIC GROWTH AND DISSEMINATION-OF EG SCHEMES

9. The number of schemeOmPlemented in colleges in the Yorkshire
and"Humberside region has/grown steadily from 1974, the. implemented

schemes-diversifying asithe written schemes have been prepared and

piloted. A list of schemes implemented in England and Wales during

'the period of the research is given, together with basic details of
their operation, in Table 1.1 and Table,1 a(PP 22727. ) summarises the

schemes operating in Scotland. The.numberof.'operationall TRADEC
Colleges in Yorkshire and Humberside increased to 13 in 1980/81 and to,-

15 in 1981/62 with some c;pctuations due to discontinued'oy periodic
offering of schemes for vbility or other reasons.*

10. Five types of schemes were in operation at the time of the
research. These were:

Mechanical Trades Principles
'Fabrication and'/oining Trades Principles.
Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles.
Commercial Trades Principles.
Food Trades Principles.

Powered Traction Trades Prindiples had been 'piloted' with 2 students
at Keighley College in 1980/81, but attempts'to launch pilots in several
colleges in 1981/82 had proved 5portive through recruitment problems.
Electrical Trades Principles too was ready for operation by 1981/82.
Again the recruitment' difficulties which have hit all day release or
eqUivalent coursesin Eetime of recession, have delayed the successful
launch of this scheme.

11. In parallel with the moves tb extend.TRADEC model both to new
occupational zones and to targets other than thateof young people in
employment,, onsistent efforts have been made by and through the former
YHCFE"to promote the TRADEC system beyond the Yorkshire and Humberside

are AS early as 1973, means by which to secure the promotion of.MTP
t' as a nationally certified course offered alongside the 200 series were
discussed in the working party on the Future of Craft Practice Courses.
Resolutions were passed that Further Education examining' bodies in

England and Wales be approached to secure their participation, in

offering pilot.courses, and the promotion of TRADEC to and through RAC

was given attention.
we'

12. In 1978/79 the City and Guilds of London Institute entered into
a 'loose agreement' to promote TRADEC in order to establish pilot
TRADEC schemes inother regions; including London and the Home Counties.
The outcome of the initiatives of CGLI, which included establishing
contacts with interested Principals, and an attempt to convene a 0
Working Group of interested parties under the auspices of the London and
Home Counties RAC, was a 'degree of interest, and some moves towards
establishing TRADEC pilots in selected' colleges in the South of England.

No schemes reached implementation, however. Factors militating against
0 implementation in these instances are discussed further in the context

of viability and transportability, in Chapter 8. . .

I
* e.g. Colle)ge N was not operational in 1980/al, having put its

'Distribution and Consumer scheme into temporary abeyance following
. the change in the relationship between TRADEC and UITB/UVP

** The Yorkshire and Humberside Councl.lfor Further Education ('HCFE)
was replaced by the new regional body, the Yorkshire-Atd Humberside
Association for Further and Higher Education (YHAFHE) in 1982.

12



.13. In the course of moves-towards the Promotion,of TRA6EC.through:

, .
theAlACs, thl,interea't of,Northern Council for FE.was attraCted'fit'an'7'

early,stage, and a working relationship Was established betWeen NCFE

.-and'YHCFE. One representative ,of the Nortllern Region sits.,',,as.an

observer, on the Trades Principles Committep,.and opportunities to"

particiPate ,
as.approPriate, in Writing Greups are offered-tO

interested,practitionersfrom the region. The Powered Traction

. Writing- GPOuP,77dhichl has
recenay -completed its Writing process, is

chaixed eya.Principal from the Northern Region, and invplVes

.0ractitionerg drawn from.C011eges both in the Yorkshire and IHumbersdde

1. and Northern.regions, Inaccordance With YHAFHE. guidelines concerning.

'administratiVe artangements betWeen atseIf and other RACs in.the

implementatifirni.of TRADEC, the intention is that NCFE should take

over, CoMpletely,:the Certification and.moderating fUncfions-in

.
respect of chemes operating in- the Northern Region, after a short

Period of JOint Operation.y. At the time Of research NCFE, itself

undergoing reorganisation, was planningto. establish a Trades

gPrinciples- Sub Committee.as a basis -for'development, 9;1 was,actively

seeking to-promote andTencOurage TRADEC in the region, with reservations

qoncerningonly the.status the development in the context of the

movement towards coherent and cOmprehensive'Vocational Preparation

provision. tim

In0.980/81 the first'TRADEC schemes to.bp successfully

impleMented outside the Yorkshire la Humberside Region urre launched

in Scotland7under the responsibility of SCOTEC and SCOTBEC. Six

schemes were offered at'Stage 1 in 1980/81, with expansion-to 7 at

'Stages 1 and 2.in 1981/82. The implementation followed Sinsultations

between scoTEc, SCOTBEC and YHCFE. It was stimulated by combined

..pressure from-some colleges for support in making provision of this

kind, and by general interest on the part of SCOTBEC/SCOTEC in the ,

potential of the TRADEC_Ievelopment to"perform certain specinc

functionwA within their ovi?=4-11z.. attern of provision. The implementation

is overseen by a SCOTEC/SCOTBEC Joi dvisory Committee forTRADEC

sChemes. Again, one of the.primcipal cons- s has been finding a

'niche" fdr TRADEC within the eXisting and deve ing range of provision.

At the time of the research SCOTEC saw the'scheMe pri ily as a.Craft

Przfctite replacement for thdse_not receiving coMplementarg'-training

and therefore saw little role fOr Stage 2 or 3, other than that-of_

feeding into City and Guilds Craft Studies. -In the Distribution and--

Consumer area, the role of TRADEC in relation to the National

Distribution:Certificate is-also under consideration. The national

coordination of TRADEC within -the context of other provision in Scotland

has produted someadaptations of the scheme and differences.in its

delivery, which Will'be Considered in Chapter=11. The Scottish TRADEC

initiative, following clarification of differences between the

Interpretations:of the model held by the former.YHCFE arid by SCOTEC/

SCOTBEC was approved by YHCFE as apprOpriately-named and certificatO as

TRADEC during 1981/82.- .

15. Tn 1981/82 one scheme became operational in England and Wales

outaide-the Yorkshire:and,Humberside region through direct contact

between a member_Cf College Staff and YHCFE. .This is the Fabrication

and-Joining' Trades Principles Scheme operating in.Shrewsbury College,

Of. three TRADEC.schemes attempted, Fabrication and:Joining was alone in

reaching viable numbers and has been developed with the support and

supervision,of YHCFE. One rc,presentative-of the West Midlands Advisory:

Council for Further 'Education is an observer to the .Trades Principles

Committee



UNIFIED VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

16.% The'introduction of the DES/DE UVP Pilot Programme in 1976 has
exerted important influences on the growth and on the features of the

'TRADEC development. On introduction of. the UVP Pilot programme, the
similarity 'in target with that stated:to, be a primary target of. the

.TRADEC development (i.e. thejmn-participant in Further Education`
among,young people in employment) and of the statedaiMS of-the two

programmes,was immediately apparent. An application.was made by the

i former YHCFE for recognition;of TRADECas meeting the criteria of
UVP, and therefore qualifying for funding support 'under the Pilot

-Programme. The subMission wasfaccepted,'following clarification of
points relating to the treatment.of'Social land Life Skills dimensions,

and all sdhemes working to the TRADEC Stage 1 model and appropriately
implemented were approved by the IDG from 1978. In the Yorkshire and
Humberside region, TRADEC accounted for 90 per cent\of UVP and by
virtue, of the difficulties experienced in reaching the Pilot Programme
targets, for approximately50 per cent of all UVP in' England and Wales

rin the first four years of operation of the_Pilot programme.. In the
.recent drive. for expansion of UVP these proportions have' fallen sub-.
stantially.

'.1.7'EVidence of parties to the implementation of UVP/TRADEC, at
alr)-le'VelaSuggests that the principal effect on TRADEC implementation
afthei:UVPaseociation occurred in the SciAal and Life Skills area
TbacoliefOr adequate treatment of SLS, integrated into a system
centrecOnits specification, on personal develOpment of the participants,
haa.'aiWaY*been inherent in the system. However,it is argued by many
that'Aestimulus'ito good performance and good practice in these aspects
of the. pCheme came, with the UVP development, in whiCh-c61-leges-were-
.reqUiedtodemonstrate, to a higher level of specificity than that
reqUil-;ed by the.TRADEC system,, the objectives, structures and content

of SLS dimensions`, The eicamination'of SLS in this Study revealed in

many cases, a markedly greater emphasis on SLS at Stage 1 level

qualifying for UVP fupding than at subsequent stages."

18.. -Tbe.assessMent features of the TRADEC system, which. alscr
distinguish it sharply from-the 'standard' UVP models, bave alSo been

a focus of attention. It can be argued that the development and
.

general/ acceptance of the wider. philosophy of Vocational Preparation
combined with the pressures of practitioners in' colleges Actively
engaged in the implementation of the assessment systems with the client
group,ihave been instrumental in producing the greater degree of

flexibility introduced recently into someelements of assessment.

However, other assessment features remain at issue. The Steering
COMmi+e, also a required feature of UVP, was introduced for schemes
qualifying for UVP funding support.. These vary from course level
committees to those operating at College level and in the case of
Distribtion and Consumer Trades Principles, at Regional.level.

19. The introduction of the Distribution and Consumer Scheme in
,paralleliwith the UVP Pilot Programme and. the DITB's substantial
'involvement'in the support and promotion of the latter resulted in
varying degrees of interaction'between the two lines of 'development,

with resultant influences on both. The DITB/UVP progi.amme in Yorkshire,

and Humberside-quickly began to link with the pilot TRADEC developmemt

Ife; paras 477 - 480
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in-.Yorkshire and Humberside on its introduction in 1977. UVP/DITB

schemes managed.by DITB, which recruitment was undertaken by DITB,

together with co-ordination and. monitoring of incompany work,. adopted

cdllege-based TRADEC as a replacement for the Business Game,and

supplemented the %-day, TWIEC with a %-day progriamme in-YMCA.to build

up the Social and Life Skills component, which /Was considered deficient

in the TRADEC model. The full day release TRADEC scheme was

subsequently suppOrtedby DITB which continued to undertake promotion,

recruitment and suPport_cf the complementary incompahy training ..

provided by the employer.
(.9

.20. -bn establishment of the DITBAational.Stedring Committee 'for all

DITB/UVP,schemes, investigation of TRADEC as part of a national

review produced criticisms of the'scheme, which, it war considered,

representedsubstantial departures from the philospphy-and intention

of DITB in its programmes for young people. (DITB 1986..:17). The

principal points of departure were in approaches to assessment and'in_a

teaching and learning practices; whibh DITB considered to be in- .

sufficiently participative and client-centred for the nature of the

intended' target. P ok

21. Following withdrawal.of DITB recognition.and funding support

a Regional Steering Committee of practitioners' from'TRADEaschemes

in Yorkshire and Humberside was convened, which-agreed to establish

the existence both of incompany programmes of planned.expe ience and

'residential periods .(neither of which are requirements of e TRADEC

model) as features of good practice which should be maintai ed as

extenSionstt? the TRADEC model in theDistribution and Consumer area.

Colleges'gave their assent to this approach to the maintenance of

TRADEC-Distr bution and Consumer schemes under the UVP umbrella,

These ad tional features" were clearly embodied in the direct-submissions

to the IDG following,the breaking of :'the DITB link. The practical °

,
implications of,this.decision are discussed in Chapter 4.

4

.----22:_- Beyond the influences onibalance% and some Teatures of assessment'.

and'scheme 'steering', the original distinctive features"Of TRADEC

have been maintained, Their efficacy. and apprOpriateness'relativeto.

features or current developments has been outlined 'in TRADEC I, * and

Will be expanded in-the fpllOwing Chapters.

O

REGIONAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE FOR THE,DEVELOPMENT,OF TRADEC SCHEMES.

23.5' The Yashi.,re and Humberside Council for.urther Education

established, i 1E7, an advisory 'Trade's Principle Committee', and

subktructure.to ovevee the development of TRADEC, acing the

functions of the Onig4a1 Advisory ComMittee and WOr ng,Party. The

.committee structure currently *under review, following the replacement of

the Council by the Yorkshire. andHumberside Association for 'Further and

Higher Education, is represented inFig.

* TRADEC I (Pares 20:- 35)
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EXAMINATIONS BOARD

(TRADES PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE
-.1t I

EXECUTIVE SUB-COMMITTEE.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
SUB-COMMITTEE

Region

College.

Research

abcd
Writia..Groups

Pre7Empioyment
Group_

Jr

Programme
Research

VALIDATION SG.
CERTIFICATION
SUB-COMMITTEE

Validation
of College
Schemes

Moderation

Certification

..24. The Validation and Certification Sub Committee is responsible
for approving the initiation of Schemes by colleges, appointing moderators
and approving the issue.of certificAtio A 'Course Development.Sub-
Committee' originally establishes oars. -set out terms of
reference of Writing Groups and autho se mounting of pilot schemes; has
now been discontinued, some of its functiont integrated into the
formerly mo!bund Staff Development Sub - Committee. Other functions, in
respect of overview of the work of the Writing Groups,., have passed to
,the Trades Principles Executive Sub-Committee. The Scheme Writing Groups,
together with.ad,hoc sub groups concerned with examination, of possible
applications of the TRADEC model to new client groups, are, appointed by
the ExecUtiVe Committee, to which they report. The Writing Groupsare
suspended after-completion of theirwriting task.

4
25. The Trades Principles Committee has comprised the following.

-balance of interests 51979-82).:

17 Members of Colleges of Further Education,' Yorkshire and
Humberside Region.

1 Representative of the Manpower Services Commission.
.

1 Representative of the Local Education Authorities.

1 Representative of 'Further EducatiOrvStaffs'

1 'Staff Development' Representative.

6



1 Representativeof 'Industry and,Commerce'.

2 Assessors (Department of Eduration and Science, Department

of Industry)

5 Observers (City and builds of London.Institute% West Midland,

Advisory CoUncil for' Further Education, Northerri Council for

A Further Education, Association for Liberal'Education,
Yorkshh-e.and Humberside Association for Further and Higher

Education) ..

The Writing Groups comprise, in membership, repreSentatives of practi=

tionenq in the college, preferably'from the range of occupational areas

tb which the scheme will be appropridte, and selected industrial and

training board representatives. In practice, the participation of

industrial representatives is largely'' nominal. This is; particularly so

at Writing Group level, with a few marked exceptions in,anstancles where

a large Company has perceiVed that- it can make a major influence on a

scheme which can directly and in the short term'serve a substantial.

prOportion of its staff. .

.26. Where RACs or individual colleges outside th:: Region wish to

offer TRADEC schemes, the Yorkshire and Humberside Association acts

both to assist and to control by ensuring awareness of requirements and

methodology and by potti4gthe college in touch with experienced-support.
It undertakes to moderate schemes.and issue certificates, for appropriate

fees, for a limited period Allowing launching of the scheme, until' such

time as-Che appropriate regional body can 'provide the necessary

administrative procedures. Participation in the writing of schethes,as irk

the case of NCFE,' is welcomed; There is a particular concern:that any body .

offering TRADEC'and any RAC or recognised validating body supporting the

system adheres closely to 'its structure and methodology. The openness .

of the systemIto change where change might be appropriate is an issue for

later discussion.

THE TRADEC POPULATION AND ITS NEEDS.

27. The essential characteristics of the. TRADEC population have been

outlined in TRADEC I. The TRADEC system is based on the premise that

workers in occupations not requiring multiple transferable skills-but

ratherspecialised skilld 'riot necessarily.compounded of common elements

of basic skills' need special opportunities. Their needs arise',from the

pressures to whichthey'are subject in terms of. rapidity.with which their

task can change as machines and processes change, their isolation within

the workforce, their work identity and their perceptions of their own

social value. Status throukkskilla is not important, it is argued) to

the typical worker in this category. What matters is a satisfying job

and an acceptable life style. Work Preparation_which instil6 confidence,

and the capacity to adapt to change.easily is a principal' aim. There

now ow considerable support for this perspective among proponents of
continuing education and training both in the. UK and more widely.

28. The intended TRADEC population, to which the system is designed

to respondGis characterised by a wide ability spread, and by-functions 4

highly differentiated in.level, from supervisory or technician-type .

functions to. those which'are limited to process inspeCtion or Machine

feeding. y. For example, in the Distribution-and Consumer Area,' sales

assistant warehousemen, checkout operatorg, and junior supervisors,

would be ex pies ofgroups Of workers falling into the intended target

group Of TRADEC.



. e ,

29, ''',The 'aims, fully stated, of the design and operation of the 'TRADEC

systerri based on appraisals of the needs and circumstances of the target
population,1 are as follows:

a) bverall aims

Vii) tb promote individual, personal development in an
through the current and changing work situation;

10.) to develop self-learning abilities and theenjoyment
Of learning;

iii) TO promote a better understanding of the technology
and relationships of the work situation, and of the
enjoyment of learning;

iv) to maximise personal opportunity and job satisfaction;

s
to .enhance the learner's participation in contempory
and future work'situatiOns and thbreby.increhee his
contribution, to his. or her employment and prospects;

vi) to assist with and stimulate response to traini
and the growth of expertise; .

vii) to enhance educational and life-stYle opportunities
for the individual..

b) Design 'aims:

i) to make provision, through employment and further
education, for.ciaLegories of workers not being
catered for.;'

ii) to provide a learner-centred,system.capable of
satisfying the needs of learners in a very wide range
of jobs.by any particular scheme;

iii) to seek to apply a common design.arAt methodology in
schemes covering widely differing occupational bands
or areas;'

to secure schemes wh' h materially assist industry-
and the individuaL4 d re largely selfadjusting
to technological change;.

to proVide a practical working relationship between
college and employer.

THE STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF TRADEd.SCHEMES.

P4

30.-The_scheme structure, outlined in ,TRADEC I, requires more ..,

detailed examination and explanation. The structure of the TRADEC system.

and its component schemes was designed with, the stated.intention of .

providing 'substantial flexibility in operation.and in actual content'.

The uniform methodology'or 'anatomy' -adopted is intended to facilitate

management, allow quality. control and to-rationalise staff development

band administrative procedures. 'YHAFHE supports the case for maintenance



of a structure and method'more highly specified thg5that found in

Unified Vocational PreparationOr initiatives introduced subsequently,

with reference to the need for a Scheme which is communicable'to

employers. -aid to learnerst and which also easily affords progression
and continuity within and between occupational zones, by building and

matching 'blocks' of learning.

21. The working basis adopted for definition of a scheme 'is the

'tree'-,'repitspnting the three stages of thescheme% Construction of

tn..d'tree! is taken as the start :.ng point by.each writing group. The

,first task is the identification of the range'of occupations which

the scheme is intended to serve. The top .of the tree"is writtento

reflect this range, which is composed of occupational areas with broadly

the same technological base in terms of materials, processes'and methods.

'over the widest possible spread.! Having identiqed tR, spread of
occupational.interest which characterise the divisfans of-Stage:,3, Stage 2 '01110
divisions are established and between eight and ten units for each of

Stages 2 and 3 are then devised from this base, 'for .accommodation within

the established divisions. The trees' developed for a range of schemes

areillustrated in Figures 1.3 to 1:6. The 'top' of tree for''any given.

scheme, therefore, indicates the wide range of occupations for which

that scheme is suitable. For example,"Mechanical Trades Principles is
intended to protride for workers performing:mechanical tasks in operations,
.adjusting., feeding, cleaning and servicing machinery, or using and ,

maintaining services and processes. The scheme is intended to serve not

only those workers drawn from the engineering sector, but also those

whO'May be in jobs.such*,as food processing, textiles, line production,
public services;and stock or materials handing; for whom an appreciation

of Mechanical Principles their application is relevant and necessary.

32, The sues are\intended to prOvide for a progreaSion of interests

and experience, a progression from initial training to supervision.

Learners. moving through the stages should,' according to the model,-

experience a wider range of relevant topics and more detail, rather than

escalating academic difficulty. Their likely progression in comprehension,
attitude and maturity rather than in academic level, or 0 abilities

of various kinds are usually variables influencing selection for stages.

It is. eScpected that learners of limited ability, who are engaged in tasks.

of limited scope, might cover Stage 1 only. It is alba intended that
experienced'learners wishing to enter the system in order to update
and reorientate the skills to changing for demands should be able to enter

Stages 2 or 3,if this is appropriate to their:needs. The stages-are

therefore designed. to be self-contained. The separation into divisions

at atages.2 or 3 is designed. to facilitate alignment of scheme to the

needs of groups of Comparable occupations. The system can, if required,
accommodate hybrid combinations of stages or part stages between schemes

-0-to meet individual needs.

33. Ea&h,stage and division contain a number of units which describe

the. content of the scheme. The structure of the unit is an array
comprising 5 columns'anA a number ofTines usually varying in number

betvieen-3 and 8. .The lines a - e are described as 'containing carefully

.

chosen and modulated technical topics expressed as learning parameters! '-

The columns are described. as 'indicating the objectives of each part of

the content'.
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.4

a

b

Column E requires a 'basic concept' explanation to be even
efor each 'topic', line. This'involves explanation

of why the topic is being done and the significance
of the ihformhtion for thd learner. The guidelines
state thatthere.should be 'a:short address' and
that the explanation given mifht be adapted according
to the occupational background of the group.

Column A Group Instructional Practice is an 'information
element' i.e. a presentation'of simple factual ,

inforMation.'preferably by hand out and not by
lecturing and dictation, and, again, adapted to

..-....- specific occupational interests of the group.

COlumA is supplementary study, i.e., terminology, science,
calculations,. explanation. The 'objective' indicated

,/ is that of enabling,the information to1be understood.
The recofnmended method of operation is that these'
should accompany the infOrmation element and not be
extracted to form,a separa subject of instruction,
and that they should be sented in a 'non rigorous

---------mannerL-in the-contekt-ofof- learners interest:
-

.
.

Column C is 'the operational. outlines' element. ,The objective "D
indicated is consolidation and comprehension thi-ough the
selective use of simple tests, observations,- experiment,
handling and demonstration...

. J. a

Column D represents the prbject element. It is intended, as'far
0

as possible,. that the projeot element should be undertaken
N by groups rather than individually. Five or six minor

projects. and one major project must be done'at each stage.
The major project, at least, it is required, must be chosen
and its objectives identified co-operatively between the
college, learner, and employer and should be a, task ',
related to the working situation.

34. The. project element. of the scheme is described as embodying the main
learning, and an involvement function- of the cheme. It is seen as one oil
'the means by which matching canbe.achievad to the individualcs work
situation andsspeciai requirements and is i tended to be 'wholly or'partly
carried out at the workplace,' with the involvement 8f company personnel,
wherever possible. . Projeats can incorporate or complement job training or
be desigqed to improve particular abilities e.g., numeric ability. The

22



projects. which am.yritten up for assessm nt shoul0 produce 'a

practical and uWtul result' althoUgh it s stressed that they do

not necessarily Va've to be a manufacturing,ex cise or process

operations. The intended objectives, implici in the model and

scheme specifications, include those of deVelo ing practioal skills as

,s1 well as including those of liVEracyand numerac , a varietyof life and

social skills objectives and achievement of\gacceptable standards

of performance and reliability'.
- 1 Ke

'Every project should be designed to include aspects of

life and social skills, showing tha perOonal behaviour,

hohesty, dependability, self-reliance and enthusiasW are

essential and gratifying qualities. The achievement of

acceptable standaNs of perforMtince and reliability, and

attitudes of personal pommitment and responsibility, are .

appropriate objectives andineedients of Oroject work and

should be pursued throughout 1/he TRADEC par nership.'.

' (YHAFHE 1982: 22)

35. The other means of achieving alignment within a scheme are

through (i) the relative emphas %s given to individual units

and topics.
(it): the division of Stages 2 and 3
(ii1),use of-employers plant processes and equipment in

information consolidation and project work.

Coverage of the Information and Supporting Studies elements of each

unit is a requirement of the scheme. Beyondthat, Operational
Outliiibs and project work may be drawn from particular units to
emphasise the topics of greAt4at relevance to the learner and his

employer.

36. The recommended method of operation forcolleges is to treat

the content of any one line such that. the BASIC CONCEPT is introduced

'initially- followed by the INFORMATION ELEMENT and integrated SUPPORTING

STUDIES. OPERATIONAL OUTLINES follow, leading into PRWECT:WORK,

where the. topic is one selected for more detailed and sPecialified.

Scheme',* forthe_treatment of 'Social.and Life Skills in TRIDEC

courses' and for course management by schemei.produced for use by

colleges iniroducing schenies, seek to stress to'Oractitioners, the

flexibility of content within a mode of operation which 'preserves'

the structure and presentation'. In Particular, the maintenance of

the 'structure t links'. between Basic Concept, Supporting, Studies,

Group Instructional Practice and Operational Outlines in any re,
organiaation,is required. This is an important point to be
consideredinthe context of the substantial ,reorganisatiohs", on
implementation, undertaken by many departments; particularly in the.

Business Zone Schemed.' Thee scheme intends-, but doesot require; that
the employers' plant, processes and equipment are.used for information

and. consolidation throughout the scheme.

37. The mode oflearning is flexible. The specific length of

time in hoursAs not specified, In TRADEC schemes, stages currently

offered range from 11 weeks T 35 weeks. .T1194wrfiVolve a variety of

patterns of learning, including combinations of block attendance, 1/2 day

rft

* YHAFHE unpublished CoMmittee Draft at timey of writing, ,



release and full day release modes for College based elements,
accompanied by varying degrees of company baaad,activity and in
some cases by residential elements and formalised company -based
programmes. The total time to be spent in covering the scheme is
considered to be the sum of that spent in college and on the job, and

is determined by the needs of individual groups of ltearnera and their
employers. The basis for this degree'of flexibility is that the
sdheme'if it is, to attract the participatiqn of the former non
Rarticipants, 'particularly in industries and companies with little '

experience of traditional day release, must justify itself as
practicable for employers. There is no control or definition of
minimum levels of operation. There is an assumption that in practice
schemes will converge on a,band of operation considered reasonable
and acceptable to all parties to the process.

'It is likely that organizational consideration and

emerging experience and agreement with the employers

in similar businesses will result in 'sensibly limited

variation' in operating conditions.' (YHAFHE 1982:)

Since assessment is not standards-based, it is argued, it is both

feasible and acceptable 'for programmes of learning leading to

completion of individual stages, to vary in length and intensity

not only by type of scheme but also within schemes. ,This clearly

raises questions both about progression. between Stages and about the

appropriateness of the form'of certification, discussed in'Chapter 8,

TREATMENT OF SOCIAL AND LIFE SKILLS

The_TRADEC system claims to be centred on the principle of
whole, - person development and subscribes to the now widely accepted
view of the interactional nature of personal,social and vocational,
development% .(FEU l978: 7)

r

-The-general aims -of- -Social and -Life Skills in TRADEC schems are

presented as follows:-

a) To identify for learners the variety ofcontexts'in which they,
live and operate as workers, as individuals, and as members of
social grbupsC

.b) to provide learners with arunderstanding of these contexts and
of the problems of operating within them:'

c) to enable learners to aquire he knowledge, skills and
understanding to operate within these contexts,:

d) to equip learners with understanding and abilities which will .

enable them to adapt to change; .



.nnd more particulnrly to ingender an ewarenean of:-

e) the wider aspects of learners' employment in such matters nn
4P

they overall structumeorganisation and objectives; the

technology employed; costs; customers; competition; projected

developments;

fPpeople within the wogk situation, e.g, the management structure;
functional responsibilities; 'who does what, why, and how' they

relate to each other'.

g) the learners' own roles, attitudes and contribution to the
haterprise, coupled with an understanding of the fact of and
need for change both in local and wider contexts; the learners
capacity to adapt and to enhance their contribution to and
satisfaction from work;

h) the need for,specific skills in working and in living, e.g., in

communication; in numbers;, in managing personal money; where to,

go for he or information; skills in learning and.adapting to

change; in developing personal interests and an understanding of

individual social and civic responsibilities.

39. The stance of YHAFHE on the treatment SLS in TRADEC schemes

is 'essentiallinon7prescriptive. Within the gigyn_aims,and the ,

general principles of integration, decisions on content and emphasis

are matters for the individual college:

'the only prescriptiOns are thikt education in life and social

skills forms an integral part of TRADEC schemes,.and-that the

, whole purpose of TRADEC is to'meet perceived needs' (YHCFE nd.,3)

More si,ecifically, it is required

lth all the projects used should be f.elated to personal
and inter-personal skills, that corp rate and gOcial effects

%sla..:of work should be illustrated, that re g and individual

enquiry should be stimulated. and that the applicability of

skills to personal interest should be .constantly

. revealed'. (YHAFHE 1982: 27)

The prescribed principle of integration, however, does not exclude

thqftreatment of some aspects of SLS independently of technical topic

where necessary. The only recommendation in.respeq of the approach

to SLS other than its integration and the. desirability of joint

staffing to achieve this, is that it should be responsive to the
identification of individual need and developed in accordance Sdi,,th

tqe principles and 'spirit' of TRADEC. .de 7-,

. d
40. The importance of identifictionand monitoring of the

elements which constitute SLS is also stressed. In,separate elements
it ?s stated that 'it is importantthat learners themselves should '.

be able to identify and monitor their own progress'. Where SLS'is
integrated with the technical content, then its assessment should be
integrated into the assessment approaches designed for the various

scheme, components.

e .

A
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41. The seeesament system in TRADEC schemes hae-beenthe most

controversial feature of its operation, The assessment procedures are

based on a number of claims, from practitioner experience,,, concerning

the preferendes of theAparnera in the target population for some forM

of assessment and certification, and of the employers for an aRseaeqent

which is easily translated into their terms.

most learners, including those who found
examination processes difficult or unacceptable
at school; prefer some form of assessment and
certification'.

'Employers appreciate an assessment which is
understandable, brief,"find easily related to
factors with which they are familiar.'

(YRAFHE 1982: 30)

at

42. The ,principles of operatidn of. the assessment system require
that'assessinent should accrue from the normal process of operation
of thevscheme and,should not require an additional and separate procedure;
that a moderating, procedure should be used which allows all colleges to
participate_and which aims to secure mutually acceptable assessment
procedures by comparing methods and projects;,that learner and employer
involvement in suitable parts of assessment should be Obtained in ier

to ensure their understanding of results; that the certificate stP 4

clearly what has been done, provides a simple objeotive'statement -it

accomplishment, implies levels of success rather than failure, ant.
generally applicable to any occupational zone; and,that the procedt..-e
is compatible with varying scheme durations and completion times, and

does not impose the conventional constraints in the event of illness

and repetition.

43. Assessment comprises the following elements:

Continuous Assessment:- . of elements of work undertaken throughout

the scheme.

Practical Work Projects:- the assessment of a range of minor projects.

The Principal Projects:- involving the assessment of the main project

and the related written report, coupled with an oral assessment in

which an industrial assessor is a necessary participant.

Theoretical and Related Knowledge:- It is a requirement that the

body of knowledge linked with each TRADEC scheme is separately

assessed, in a nay which requires written responses from the learner.

44. The role of the moderator'is principally to ensure that the

scheme adheres, in implementation, to the TRADEC methodolosI. It is

not to standardise assessments, since any standards set and measured

are specific to individual schemes and their participants. The

moderator system as a whole, however, aims 'to secure an appreciation,

of standards levels and operation appropriate to similar circumstances.



The moderators are required to:-

a) monitor the conchict of courses, with-particular reference to

key features'of methodology e.g, employer involvement,

.b) monitor assessment and examining processes to ensure that 'good

exrmination practice' is observed:,

0.) act as advisor and 'mentor' to those centres, in which TRADEC is

introduced for the first time.

Gradings are submitted for each scheme according to a set of criteria

introduced by YHCFE in 1980/81*

SYSTEM SUPPORT AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

45. The distinctive features of the syetem'soperation place special

demands on the institutions and staff engaged in the schemes. The

partnership principle, closely associated with the translation of the

structure into practice, is dependent uponeffective and continuing

liaison with the Course Tutor, or in some cases, a coordinator with an

overview of the marketing and implementation of the scheme.. The
approaches recommended by YHCFE for securing employer commitment and
-involvement incorporate exhortations college staff (a) to determine
local industrial needs. and to develop knowledge of the nature of
individual employers' bUainess and their likely requirements before
making direct personal approaches for recruitment purposes, Au (b)
actively to pursue emplOyer involvementin_project work, industrial
assessment and Course Committees.

46. Thapethods and styles ofilteaching and learning described
require a,6ommand of, and expertise in,'non-traditional modes of
operation. from the practitioners implementing them, if they are to be

fully effective in practice. This the schemes hold in common. with
other. Vocational Preparation developments based.on various types of
client-centred and participative approaches.

47. Ar s of pressing need for staff development are seen as:-

-
.

,
.0*

marketing and initial employer relations
- planning and establishing the organisational base within the college
- preparation and presentation of material,'incltiding the design and

conduct of project work. -

- assessment and moderation

The range ofsuppOrk services arranged by YHAFHE and .cUrrently.i6
operation include publication of scheme booklets, guidance hot and
manuals, aPpointment and development of moderators with a,suppdrt

Junction, and a limited range of staff seminars and works Hops.

.Mhile a considerable amodfit of exchange takes, place informally outside
this. YHAFHE framework of tupport.Services, by virtue of the close net-
work of college relationships which characterise the r-dgion4_:there is
no provision, at the time,of writing, of a more formalised netWbrilL_

which seeks to identify and respond to needs systematically within and,
betwden the colleges. Experimental activities in the development of

See para 426
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this type of network for UVP/TRADEeand related developments,
launched several years ago, were not advanced.

48. The absence of a systemAtic staff development strategy to

support implementation is recognised by YHAFHE which is seekirg to

..,..det.pilystem..adequate to meet the demands and to ensure tnat

1.4.rifOgeriCfthe system from its intended operation and performance,
:::4en4ne-tXpocour as new and inexperienced collegep enter the system

:and;Piaatin.Support networks beco e overstretched, isreduced.
Thi0661.3ort function will be s6ten ed in-the context Of the.Association's
recently adopted functions in respe t of the 'franchise' for all college-

.

based-UVP in the Yorkshire and HumbeXaide Region..

PROPOSED APPLICATIONS OF THE TRADEC MODEL

4a The 'Principles and Practice' statement claims,that 'any°

learning system which is successful with the quoted target population

when,in employment, must be of value to thesame population in other

circumstances because it employs learning.methods which appear to

motivate that type of learners (YHAFHE 1982: 35)

While it can be argued that a scheme which is tuccessfUl in terms of

the_learner motivation which it generates_is likely,to_be_of value,to

similar learners in other contexts, the extent of the value which .

may be derived will undoubtedly rest on the extent to which the key

motivating factors are present in the new circumstances. Foa, example

if success in motivating a learner is based largely on the direct

transferability of learning to its point of application, that point of

application being the participants' chosen job to which he is committed

and in which he wishes to develop, then the key moti ating factor may

be Absent in circumstances in which application to the point Of

interest and commitment is not possible. Similarly in a context in

which the key motivating factor is the employers' encouragement, support

ami.supervision, given because a scheme is directly meeting his

requireMents, then the' key motivating factor may beabsent in
circumstances in which the employer 'pay/off' is not immediately.

.apparent.

50. However, on this premise, applications of the T, PECmodel. in

integrated programmes involving work experience, in-CorirlUhity Enterprise

and other projects for the unemployed, asvi in school and
are.prevocational courses for pre-16 and post-16 learners, are 4'rgued by

TRADEC proponets to be appropri&te and potentially successfUl,

51. ,In the Work Experience field, the standard TRADEC schethes have

in the.period of recession, attracted an increasing proportion of WEEPS

participants. One college has offered TRADEC in 4-week

blocks with work experience periods for schemes sponsored by local

training associations and employers. YHAFHE claim'that the, TRADEC

schemes 'appear to be the only suitable systematic proVision available'

and argue that if college and employer in .partnership plan' the' work-
experieriand give the recipient a bona fi,de'development experience

On;-which the TRADEC scheme can focus in Order to be a vehicle for that

----deveturffeEt7then the. outcome can be a successful. one.. While. this is

A
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probably the case, a question lies over the realism of this, on

the basi's of experience of obtaining employer involvement and

commitment in respect'oP full'employeus both In TRADEC, in UVP schemes

run on,different models dndin the operation of WEEP schemes under

YOP . However, the introduction of NTI and uncertainty .qpout the

effectiveness of employer incentives and mechanisms to.mgintain quality

commends this possible application as one to be watched.*

52. In respect of COmmunity Enterprise, nAFHE suggests that following

a TRADEC scheme in parallel with Tree standing projects can provide

not only opportunities for systematic and planned development over the

period of the enterprise, but a useful'qualification at the end together

withthe possibility ofprogression within,or from the TRADEC system

subsequently.' The limited training coMponent'in Community Enterprise

again renders these applications worth examination. 'Experience in the

implementition of TRADEC with adult groups remains Veryeir'i_imi_ted, and

any judgements concerning its efficacy With older.age bands must

necessarily,be provisional. 4"

53. rn the case of'Sasis for ChoicE'prevocational courses, the suggestion

that TRADEC might provide the vocational elements of ABC is under

examination. The featAres of the TRADEC target group; its practical

base wthout commitment of the learner to Sipe

teachi learning approaches render it approp ately considered'ih terms

.of its co ribution to the ABC development: The appliCations of the

model exemplified in the pilot experiments undertaken cooperatively.

With schools in 1979/80 are now moreilappropriately considered in the

context of the prevocational development aslikely to. be implemented

in schools, and implications for programmes for. those in thefinal"

..year of_compulsory schooling.

54. The extent to which the TRADEC system is able to meet ABC

criteria, and to serve the needs of pre-16s in these changing circumstance

is reviewed Chapter 11.

4.40
5.. This chapter has served to elaborate the key features of the

TRADEC system. Succeeding chapters .seek.to examine, do the basis of

evidence obtained, the implementation of Schemes,.in order to comdare

actual. system performance both with that intended, and that achieved

by other Modes,and to comment on 'the PbtentiAlof the system to meet the

needs and reach the populations it intends to serve.

4.4

See TRADEC I,, Para: 10
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COLLEGE / SCHEME

I,

,

ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

80/81 81/82

'Nlimminumameri

OCCUPATIONAL

'hARACTERISTICS

OF PARTICIPANTS

1

, NO. OF

COMPANIES'

81/132

alimmipillirmrioromilP
ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING

.

,

COLLEGE A
STAGE 1. - .

MECHANICAL STAGE ?,

STAGE 3

COLLEGE A
. .

.,

FABRICATION STAGE 1

& JOINING

COLLEGE LI,

STADE 1

FOOD

%

1980/81

Case Study

1981/82

19 -

17 10

.

13 , 11

nm.,,,11,,,moim...

Machine Operators

Apprentice Fitters
11 ,

& Turners

Producticn Trainees

in Mechanical Trades

36 weeks day-release

1

Q

.

Small proportion undertake major

.

project in the company,
`

1981/82

.26 11

10 7

Apprentice Plater/ 5 , 36 weeks day-release

Welder
NCB Company-baied work as above,

Manufacturers

of mining .

equipment

. %

fabrication

Nib companies.fmnimmiumm..mer

Trainee Supervisors
.

Tea Attendants
5 Day release for 18 weeks.

Waitress One third of major project undertaken

Hotel.Receptionist r within the company under their supervision.

.

Fish Fryer About 11/4 hours per week,

Sales Assistants
.

,
.

COLLEGE B
STAGE 1

"MECHANICAL STAGE 2

STAGE 3

.

Pilot Survey

1980/81

.....

N
12 15

I

16 12

.

Apprentices and
35 weeks day-release.

,..

Probation trainees
.

21 °
e.g. Turners

Grinders
Mainly small Rrojectmork undertaken entirely within

Fitters &
manufacturers the company,

Machinists
eg. Lighting .%

maintenance
Nuts & Bolts

Printirognglying

.

CO. LL_EGE B
_ _ .

STAGE 1

.

FABRICATION STAGE 2

& JOINING

STAGE 3 .

. .

31 29

26 11

14 19 ,

"'etc-

.i?'

27

-------..,

...
Mainly small

Apprentice and,
i medium sited

N metal works,
,

Sheet Metal ',

Workers 'N,

immulluo.

,

.

.

v

35 weeks day-release.
.

,

.

Relatively little company-based work.

1In contebst with the MTP scheme in which a

company-based major project Wes considered

essential,

-

1980/81



TABLE LI,

am...u.....mommilmompoomimmok,

COLLEGE / SCHEME

f

ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

,Ioowspii

NUMBER OF ,

PARTICIPANTS

' 80/81 81/82

'.

OCCUPATIONAL,

CHARACTERISTICS

OF'PARTICIPANTS

JO, OF

',OMPANIES'

81/82

.i.m.......ogroommoomominumnommow...immem

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING

,

.COLLEGE CPII1
k

0111 1=

MECHANICAL

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

1

. .

STAGE 3

.

t,

,

i,

13 9 '

10

' 14

1

Apprentice Fitters

Machinists

Setter/Operators .

Toolmakers

Maintenance Apprentices

, 20

iainly small

and medium

onufacturin,

:ompanies

tisCellaneou

34 weeks day-release,

Residential element introduced 1961/82

Company-based element (small) based on

projects/assignments carried out on an

ad hoc' basis.

COLLEGE C

FABRICATION

& JOINING

PAGE E.
,

DISTRIBUTION

le CONSUMER

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

.

STAGE 3

, ..

STAGE 1

1980/81

Case study

. I981/82'

. . , .

-

0

1981/82

1980/81

.

28 12

20 ' 20

.

21 16

Apprentice sheetmetal

workers

,

Plater/Welders

Panel Beaters

Blacksmiths,'

27

.

34 we0s.day-release
,

,

,

'. Residential element introduced 1981/82. ,

Company-baled element (small) based on .

projects/assignments arranged on ad hoc

basis with some employers.
.

i ,

) .

,
.

, ,,,, N. 410

/

,

12 0 16

11'
12,

'11

3 -

,

,Sales,Assistanis

Warehouse assistance

,Clerks
,

wounsummioun

Sales Assistants

Trainee Managers

Warehouse Assistants

General Assistant

Clerical Workers

.

5 ,

Small retail

ing establish-

ments

11

ManY snail

retailing

establish-

ments.

1..
.

13 weeks day-release

Residential element of one week

18 days company -based activities.

12 weeks day-release.

. ,

12 weeks day-retiase.

Company-based element arranged on an scl hoc

, 'b

asis with'soMe willing employers.
Release

.,

back to company or college day, sometimes

adopted for specific company-based activitiei.

, .
.

COLLEGE 2

DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMER.

.

.............mmoommimift.

.i.........p.m..........m......m......120'

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
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ftsummerr

COLLEGE / SCHEME ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

VW/WNW/MN

NUMBER ON OCC TIONAL NO, OF

PARTICIPANTS CHARACTERISTICS COMPANIES

80/81 81/B2 OF PARTICIPA
61/82

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING

COLLEGE E

MECHANICAL

STAGE I

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

COLLEGE E

FABRICATION

A JOINING

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

1981/82

12

10

11 9

4

Apprentice Engineers'

Machinists AO

Maintenance Engineers

Toolmakers, turners etc

Operatives

,17

Mainly amall

and medium

manufacturing,

Miscellaneous

IMIANNIMNEMISSW=MINIMIIIMMIONL

12 8

9

9 8

Apprentice Welders

Sheet Metal, Workers

and Platers etc.

36 weeks day-release

Proportion of projapt/assignment work

undertaken in company.

12

Small light

and heavy

fabrication

companies.

36 weeks day-release.

t

F,ifty'per cent of major pricts undertaken in company,

and a substantial proportion of atsignment work. Time

set aside by company in exceptional cases, where the

project involved development of product for use for

the Company.

.0..,.......-...

COLLEGE E

0 Residential included in some schemes. Also block-

_ _ _ - -
Sales Assistants

6+ release model.,

STAGE 1 31 20 Clerks
Mainly large

Set work involving surveys, investigations, etc.,

DISTRIBUTION 1980/81
Checkout O designed to be undertaken in the Company, requiring

. ,

perators
companies

6 CONSUMER
Machinists approximately one day per week. The'work is not super-

STAGE, 2 8 9

vised in the Company but brought,back to the college.
,!t

Release back to the company or the colleges day used

_............

periodically for company-based activities.

Office .Juniors ,

ft., . -1011040"01

General' Apprent

9

ices Mix of small
Full day-release of'20 weeks.

1980/81 10 9

medium and'
All projecta are company; based, Time allocation by

Receptionists

Sho Assistantsis

large manu-
companies variable but organised mostly on an ad hoc

basis., Company staff responsible for supervision.
factoring &

, retailing

.0': companies.

; 1:1 e

'CqtEG 1

'NMERCIAL STAGE 1

COLLEGE E

FOOD STAGE 1 1980/31 11.
Apprentice Butchera

As 106.

COLLEGE F
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

DISTRIBUTION '

di CONSUMER

STAGE 3

103 90

1980/81 44

Case Study

1981/82 10(?) 25

Sales Assistants

Management trainees'

Warehouse Assistants

18

12 days and residential week Stage 1

12 days Stage 2 (normally following.Stage Lend -on)

24 days (2 X 12) for ,Stage

(Also runs 13 week Short courses 4 week's college, 2 weeks.

training, centre and 7. weeks experienie)

No company-bised elemect in .the majority of cases.

Although aproportion of employers underta* to offer

job rotation, this rarely materialised. In.a few cases

existing company based training based on rotation operates

in parallel with TRADEC but is not. linked 6 the TRADEC

programme.
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COLLEGE / SCHEME

COLLEGE

STAGE 1

MECHANICAL STAGE 2

STAGE 3

ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

81/8181/82

52 35

61 39

37 37'

OCCUPATIONAL

CHARACTERISTIC

OFPARTICIPANr

Production trainees

Setter/operators

Apprentice Fitters/

Turner Toolmaker

Cptterd/Grinders/

Niers

Machinists

NO OF

COMPANIES

01/82

28

Many large

mandecturin

comprise.

Toole, Wire

Products, or

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING ,

Day relent 33 weeks

to

Little company.baled work within Sohn

One major subscriber (Sheffield triet Drill) completely

altered the Company training schemes to complement

Taut, to rotation round deportment in the first y(ato

on production but with training in

This le esceptionih'

colLp!

FABRICATION STAGS 1

& JOINING

STAGE 2

STARE 3

COLLEGE 2

STAGE 1

COMMERCIAL

STAGE 2

4";"

3

1980/81

1981/82

16

IS 15

16 13

14

p

Apprentice ;Weldei`s%"

Sheet Metal Worker!!!

Platers

Blacksmiths /Fitters

0

'Clerk Typist

Junior Clerks

,Invoice Typists

(Predominantly WEEPs

Trainees at Stage I)

22

Mix of small

medium and

largo
,

abricatipn

companies.

Day release 33 weeks.

Company-based, as *yr

Day release 33 weeks.
P

LiMited amount of company-bared
aqtivity in connection

16
sum properly arranged on an ad hoc belle. Release' back to

the Company on the College day and periodically for

company-based activities.

37



TABLE 1,1

COLLEGE /4011EME ACADEMIC

YEAH OF

SURVEY

NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

80/81 81/82

OCCUPATIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS

OF PARTICIPANTS

NO, OF

COMPANIES

81/82

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING

.

ammo., .......romaimmorINIMarmismaiimilMormailemminw

RIM li 0

MECHANICAL STAGE I

STAGE 'e

STAGE 3

rm.

1980/81

2

.

li

6

13

13

Apprentice Fitters

Machinists

Trainee Operators

12

Mix of large

medium and

mall manu

facturers In

glase bottles,

training menu

oil 1 mining

eering.

1

Mainly large

companies,

36 weeks *reline

Residential week 100141i

,

Little company bared workp undertaken very

occasionally for major project.

-

esmiLom.mmismiomingii

12 weeks daprelase.

Residential week.

Company-based work, continuously mused.

.mmmosommoommiouom

COILEGE N

DISTRIBUTION

& CONSUMER
STAGE 1 .

Nommob

11

t,

Warehouse Operators

Sales Assistants

General Assistants

....,.....--,.....,,,,..,_ -. --.. ,_

iC.141,

MECHANICAL STAGE 1

- - ...

1980/

,

11

.. . .

Wire Rope Operators

Workers in Plastics

..,,,,2

Large

company.

35 weeks day - release.

One week residential and one weekend residential

(end of scheme)

Major project completed by each individual student,

at,work, under the guidance of an industrial tutor,

assigned by the Company.

201124. i

DISTRIBUTION

& CONSUMER
STAGE 1

'

STAGE 2

1980/81

Pilot

- survey

only

6 12

10

.

0

.

Sales Assistants
i.

0

10

Mix of medium

and small

retailing

establish-

ments.

.

$

. ,

12 weeks day-release.

One week residential

Company-based projects arranged on an ad hoc basis,

FAG! t .4_,....,0- ,./

.., /

DISTRIBUTION
STAGE 1 1981,82

& CONSUMER

:

.

25

.

'

Sales Assistants

Clerks.

Butchery Assistant

Warehouses

,

1

Mix of small

medium and

large

retailing

establish-

ments.

13 weeksi Day-release for 12 weeks, one week residential

No company.7based element in most cases, !None exceptional

case job rotation programme was implemented by a company.

(Intended minimum of two days per.weekl.



ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

NUMBER OF.

PARTICIPANTS

80/81 81/82

TABLE 1.1.

COLLEGE / SCHEME

COLLEGE L

MECHANICAL STAGE 1

COLLEGE

FABRICATION STAGE 1

JOINING

STAGE .2

COLLEGE N

MECHANICAL STAGE 2

STAGE 3

COLLEGE

DISTRIBUTION
STAGE 1

& CONSUMER

4

1980/1981

1980/81

20 i5

-18 16

10 8

14

OCCUPATIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS

OF PARTICIPANTS

Semi skilled

operators

Apprentice fitter/

turners

Production trainees

Labourer

Apprentice fabricators

sheet metal welders,

welders, plsOirs.

4 (.

Wire drawing operators

PrOduction trainees

Sales & Warehouse

assistants

NO, OF

COMPANIES

81/EZ

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING

10 36 weeks day-release.

Small, general

fabrication
No companpballed as a matter of 'policy all

"Hydraulic"
projects undertaken in

College under the super-,

Engineers,
vision of College staff.

e.g. Tanne

Pig Breeder

25

Many small

sheet metal

working

"general"

engineering

companies.,

36 weeks day-releaae.

No company-based element, as above,

36 weeks day-release.
,

One week. residential (Stage I)

Mainly large No comony-based,wcrk
currently takes place

manufactur- only as an exception, if work requires .

ing,
special machinery.

12 weeks day-release.

Oni-wee residential

------9
Company-based project work, on 'an ad_hotbalili_

Mix of smil Job rotation in exceptional cases,

medium and

large retail-

ing companies.



TABLE 1.1

COLLEGE / SCHEME ACADEMIC

YEAR OF

SURVEY

NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

80/81 81/82

OCCUPATIONAL

,CHARACTERISTICS

OF PARTICIPANTS

NO.,OF

COMPANIES

81/82

ORGANISATION

OF LEARNING -_

t
.

i

IMMIII.111 IMMOMI.k.

COLLEGE P
,%

DISTRIBUTION STAGE 1DISTRIBUTION

STAGE 2

.

I

1981/82

-

.

7

.

.

25

9

.

Sales Assistants

0

14

'

Small shops and

supermarkets/

multiple stores

'''..

.

12 days (day.relFase)

Company-based work arranged on in

ad hoc basis

.

COLLEGE R
- - 1 -

- ,,

FABRICATION STAGE 1

& JOINING

. '

- ..,2 Fabrication

. pprentices

,..

. ,

, .4

One large standard

engineering company

manufacturing in

sheet metal and

scaffolding.

. .

36 weeks day-release ,

Company-based projects arranged on an

,ad hocbasis

.
.

.

COLLEGE S

1

FABRICATION STAGE 1

& JOINING

.

1981/82

, 0

- 11 Welders/

Fabricators/

Machinists/ -

Panel Beaters

. .

,

9

,

Small general .

agricultural and

motor engineering

,

r".

.

.

36 weeks day-release

Seven days residential element

No company -bayed element

1
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TABLE 1.2

Colleges which have operated schemes to 1981/82, in Scotland

DUNDEE College of Commerce

ESK VALLEY College

LAUDER Technical College .

- Distribution and ConsUmenTradeS
Principles 1

4Mechanical Trades Principles 1
-Fabrication and Joining rades

.Principles 1, 2.
-Distribution yid Consumer Trades
Principles' 1

7Mechanical Trades-Principles 1,2
-Fabrication and Joining Tr.adeS-
Principles 1,2.

TELFORD Cd.lege of Further Education -Fabrication and Joining Trades

U.0

Principles 1 . .



CHAPTER INITIATING AND MAINTAINING A .TRADEC SCHEME

CONDITIONS SUPPORTING THE INTRODUCTION OF TRADE&

56. The distribution of TRADEC scherlies in colleges both in and

beyond the Yorkshire and Humberside area has, occurred -partly by design,

and partly by the interplay of local and institutional fac\tors. There

has been, in Yorkshire and Humberside, arr-dttempt to achieVesome

degree 'of co-ordination and'planning-in the location, of schemes, in

order to avoid problem% of competition for the same population of

students. Planning can, however, take place only in respect of-those

colleges"choosing 4o enter the TRADEC system.

-.57. A range of factors seem to be important in'determining a .

college's involvement. Frequently, entry to the system, is prompted.'''

by falling,students. numbers in.fhe traditional areas of provision.

A climate of 'Openness' to innovation also favours the introduction of

TRADEC, linked,- of course, with the support of, the Principal ,and /or

Head of Department, both in spirit and in the more tangible'forms. of

reward for good performance in. the, schemes, and of flexible working.

arrangements or remission for Course Tutors engaged heavily in liaison

and administrative duties. TRADEC is part of a band of provision

marked by 'low status' in:Burnham grading's, (Burnham Catego7 17): In

colleges and departments engaged in that upgrading process often termed

!Academic Drift! (Pratt & Burgess 1970) conditioris tend to be , .

,,,

un vourable for entry into the TRADEC-- system, or for expansion of

.es a

I'
"blished involvement in'the TRADEC system,: Also im rtant in

al coking TRADEC to take hold is the existence of the ta et client

population in the locality, in sufficient numbers-to ensure continuing

Viability of a scheme without excessive recruitment activity (although

a high level of recrument activity is required for'modt schemes).

ENTERING-7-'1'HE- TRADEC. ZYSTEM

58. A.college wishing to enter the TRADEC scheme is required to

register its intention with YHAFHE, at least six months in:advance of

the intended starting date. Steps are taken to ensure. that the depart-

ment/organiser is full aware ofthe'conditions of operation' of the

scheme, involving, in some cases,' a lengthy process of discussion and

information eXchange. Approval,.if appropriate,.is given by .a

Validation and Certification Moderatorsare appointed to

support and'advise on translation of the.scheme into.pracfice. The

YHAFHE Guidelines 'Starting and.Operatinga TRADEC Scheme' ( YHAFHE 1982)

assertthatthe success of the operation is largely.dependent'on the

careful selection.of staff by Criteria -reqUiFe-d-fOr-effective -pekormance---

fundamenteljeatures;of the scheme, e.g., marketing ability,

knowledge of local industry,.management.ability.

STAFFING

59. The 'Course Tutor' of the scheme usually carries responsibility

for co- ordination ofthe staff .team and for implementation of the scheme.



design, including recruitment, liaison and assessment activities.

The course teams vary considerably, some'fOrmihg cohesive groups,
operating interdepartmentally in some_ instances. In others, the

Couase Tutor is the link person between AlluMber of staff
contributing periodically but with little sense of team operatiqn.

Between thesi tWo' lies the team op6ating departmentally, withthose
contributing'from other depattments, (e;g, General Studies) remaining.

on the periphery and seeing themselves as servicing the course
rather than as full team members. Staffing 'policy'-also varies

' considerably in terms other than that of grade of appointment. In

some colleges every effort is made to'staff the scheme with the
enthusiasts and those. committed to the approach and client group.

In others, spaces in the timetable dictate the membership.

The levels of staffing for the schemes. surveyed are shown in

Table 2.1. The pattern of gradings tends to be higher than that
whith wouid.be expectedfOr the Burnham Level. of the coarse. It is

the view of many Principal's and Heads of Departments in-the
participating colleges, that the special featUres of the scheme,
particularly the liaison and methodological features, and the roles

and responsibilities assigned to the Course Tutor, in particular,

makes necessary a more highly graded staffing complement.than would

normally be indicated by the Burnham Gradings. It is.in this area -

that the Principal's support is a key factor in effective operation,

although there are many scheries which have achieved successful

'operation with the balanceof,Staffing usual for courses graded; at

this'level.

60.. Most departments, on impiementing.a new scheme, claim to

adhere closely:to the YHAFHE syllabi and. guidelines: In some cases

it would seem that the claimed adherence is based on misconceution

concerningthe intentions and use of theprinted schemes.' The

tendency to'follow the printed 'schemee as syllabi in set format,

rather than'as-flexible frameworks as the YHAFHE guidelines suggest

is a recurrent problem, to be discussed-further inChaOtere 4-6.

.

However, it is clear that for many practitioners, the printed scheme

is.sufficiently concrete -to provide a 'half -way house' -for the

practitioner unable' to relate readily tothe openness of, for example,

a UvP'scheme specification. The close. initial translation of the t'

.arrayinto the actual Course_programme and timetable is frequently

adapted.very soon after launching, whenomore experience of implement-

ation has been gained, particularly in the .'non-engineerings areas'

61, Pperuitment to a scheme is, in most cases,:dependent upon the
effectiveness with which it can be sold to employers, In. any

scheme:intended for the 'traditional FE non-participant', securing

-.the participation of the client_ group presents a major hurdle.
Successful recruitment of a viable group is, of course, crucial to

_the:launching of any new TRADEC and it is frequently at this

point,that_schemes:founder.Viability size of a TAADEC_group.

isdetermined by the Head'of Department/Principal. This is another

Areain_which the attitudes to the 'initiative held by'the college'

hierarchy can facilitate or impede the introduction of the scheme.

Some Principals schemes to run. with a groUp-of 6 or 7r-

Students or even lesth in its:pilot stages. Otherswill-expect .a

eroup of a minimym size of 10. Thcse schemes which fail to meet the

UVP viability levels are frequently run despite the abSence of UVP

funding support.

See Chapter 10



TABLE 2,1: STAFF TEAMS ENGAGED IN SURVEYED SCHEMES*

COLLEGE

Stages operating

'In year of survey

Mechanical Trades Principles A 1,2,3

G 1,2,3

o.4

112,3

,

M

1 ,

3

Fabrication and Joining B 112,3 a

Trades Principles
C 1,2,3

113.

.L 1 2

Distribution and Consumer,

Trades Principles

Commercial Trades Principles

Food Trades Principles

Staff * *' Where the team is drawn from)

'3LI, 1LII(Engineering) 3LT, (gs)

5LI 2L111 1SL (Engineering) 1LII, 1SL (gs)

2L111 1St

2LI, 1LII, 1 Training Officer

5LI 1SL (Engineering) 1111 .(gs)

6LI (Engineering) 1LII, MI (General Education).

'1LII; 2L1

1LII,, 31,1,

4

S 1 3LI

E

3 2LII

1,2 1SL, 4LII

1,2,3 2L111 1LI

1
III, 1 Training Officer (KITB) 1 YMCA Youth Tutor,

1,2 1SL, 2LII

1 1LII,. 2LI

1,2, 1LII, III (Business Studies) 1LII (GS)

1
1LI, 1LII, 2 Visiting Lecturers

1SL

a..=lowrIk.,
* Based on returns from,CourseJutors in the year of, survey., 1980/81 for some schemes, 1981/82 for others.

Where' the team is, drawn from more than one DeOrtment, the Departments are indicated.

0



Simi4 recruitment strategies can be found ,among those
schemes whieh'have been. successful in becoming operational, although
there is a/considerable variation in the degreeof recruitment
effort w icsti has to be put in, both betWeen.types of scheme and
betwee localities. Most have attempted three types of approach,
built onto., existing industriatlinks of the Department. These are

(a) mailing of course leaflets

(b) visits to companies, identified initially .through
Yellow Pages in many cases

(c) open days and other meetings for company personnel.

In same cases e.g. College F and College .G, working through the local
.Training Associations has also been used'as a mewls of recruitment:
The'outdomes of these approaches have been predictable. Mail-shots .-

produced few recruits, company visits produced a larger', but still

t

verylimited, number of recruits and 'employer meetings' held in '.0

the college were frequently so poorly'attended hat they were of
little effect. Use of Training Associations was found ineffective in

,i one case (College S) but extremely effective in college§ in the
.
Sheffield area, where word,of"mouth' contact between companies has
been seen as a key factor in successful recruitment.

.63.' In schemes which hdd not achievsd;viability, theaboVe strategies
had also been used, although often to a lower level, particularly in
respect of visits made. Factors which seemed to be important were
intensity of the recruitment process, local factors, and competition
with other aurses. Inthe'case of one college in which Food Trades
Principles Was in competition with a parallel UVP schethe for a .

similar client group, TRADEC failed to:attract a viable group,although
the orientationof.the schemes was different. Differences in remission
given for liaison activity also appeared to be significant in
recruitment. In colleges in which remission was not officially granted;
there were some instances of a degree of flexibility being given to
the Course Tutor in order that necessary recruitment activities could
be fitted in.%

64% Considerable effort had been put into production of attractive
publicity for the scheme by several colleges, andtheinitiatiVe of ,

YHAFHE in producing.a film, and, at the time of writing,,inplanning
training for marketing of TRADEC; all serve to underline'th'.?importdnce

attached to thid'aspect. The recurrent problem of staff 'not being
trained aesalesmen' was meitionedbothin.the colleges and by.'the YfiAFHE
staff responsible for the schemes, and an emphasis, i.e.relyfound in other
schemes, was placed on the need to develop 'selling points"' and techniques,
by many TRADEC proponents. 'Selling points"' were considered to
include the claimed 'profit' to the employer in training staff.Tor
greater flexibility and adaptability, in.reduced staff turnover-froM
greater. satisfaction with their work, and inthe inclusion of prOject,and
related act'iv'ities which dould.be geared to specific company requirements..
Considered in the'light of the actual operatiOn.of schemes, some of
these claims were considered questionable I? the.college staff involved in
implementation." Several Couree Tutors mentioned their. hesitancy in
making claims which were subsequently not borne out, in view of the
effects pn subsequent recruitmentand general emplOyer-college relations.

4



65. In d significant number of cases in the Engineering Zone

(Mechanical and' Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles) employers

releasing young people to 'go to the Tech' were not aware of the

particular course on which the student was being placied, and left

the matter of placement entirely in. the hands:of the college.* /n
,

cases in which the employee was designated an apprentice,or similar,

but was not receiving EITB off - the-Job straining and modules, many

colleges made placements automatically onto the TRADEC schemes.

In these instancesredruitment effort was decreased sinte many of

these young employees concerned could not correctly be regarded

the traditional non-participants i9.FE"and would have been engaged

in another form of course had they not been placed on TRADEC** This

aspect of recruitment anctplaement raiSes'many issues and questions,

not least in respect of the.rOle pf.'process experience' in craft

'studies, and of the relationships between skill level and training..

66. While initial recruitment effort was high for all schemes,

once a core of users had been established the expenditure,of time

and effort on recruitment was Considerably lowered. Some colleges,

relying very heavily on a, core of established users, found

particular difficulty during the 81/82 academic year because of the

effects of the recession on recruitment in the participating'companies.

Other Colleges sustained and extended their recruitmenl targets from

year to year. These,, it appeared, were slightlyaless susceptible to

the recruitment problems indicated above.

67. Many colleges, on establishing a Stage. 1 scheme, had establshed

Stages 2 &3 in succeeding ears. In the Engineering Zone Schemes

most students progressed and' \ it was therefore relatively simple to

launch each new stage in thelyear.immediately succeeding the launch

of the last, and in most cases this was done. One c6116ge however,

placing more emphasis on the UVP concept than did many,others,

concentrated effort on Stage 1 only, while others used lower stages as

feeders to City & Guilds Craft Studies, In the non- engineering areas

it was more common for a Stage 1 scheme' to be run several times over

in order to accumulate a t'pool' of clients able and wishing to

proceed to!subsequent stages. This was clearly linked with norms and

traditions of the particular Industry, for lengths of training, and

with the status of the actual recruits in terms of perceived training

needs. An engineering employer, for example, would regard-a training

period of 3 years or more as normal for an employee termed, rightly or

wronglyan 'apprentice'. In the distribution area, however, where

schemes were, in most cases, only of 12 weekb duration at Stages :1

& rdany employers wound have regarded'a training period in excess of

one year, and in some. cases in excess of 3 months, excessive for 'the

categories of workers who.traditiohally havd received no release for

FE, Direct entry to Stages 2 or,3 occurs to some degree in most

schemes. It was particularly marked in the Commercial Trades

Principles Schemes selected for case study in which BEC General pass

students presented a'wsubstantial.source-of demand, -for Stage 2.

O8. Few colleges which had launched TRADEC in pre-UVP times had
established'scheme Steering Committees at the inception of heir

schemes. Direct guidance wasreceived, when required, from the

regional committees established for the maintenance, and development of

TRADEC. On establishment of the UVP association, .al schemes had to'

* See paras 336- 382

** See paras 135 - 149-

See par& 174.
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' establish Steering Committees, compr.aed of College Staff', Company
'Representatives, Careers Service,' Trades Unionu, H.M.Inspectorate
etc. Several of these were moribund at the time of investigation.
In other instances, Steering Committeas had been established to
deal with nll TRADEC schemes operating within a particular college.
In respect of tie DITB/TRADEC schemes, a Regional Steering Committee
for TRADEC had been established, following the debision by DITB that
'TRADEC would no longer be adopted as a model or component for UVP.schemes.

0

9. The Steering Committees operating fully and effectively were
found most often in those schemes in their pilot stages, and it was
clearly in this period that their value was at its greatest. The
post-hoc introduction of Steering CommitteeA for already established
schemes had-generated some "resentment in some cases, and the
opportunities offered had therefore not been capitalised on. The
review of Steering Committees currently underway euggests that a

° system of regiOnal or ,sectoral Steering Committees backed by Field/
Development officers could prove a more economic andtiffective way of
guiding schemes.

(t".-

FEATURES OF THE INTRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL

SCHEMES. \

Medhanical Trades Principles
.r.

70. -Five Mechanical Trades Principles. Schemes Wei ed, and
one of these 'case studied' during the course of the sway. (College A)

71. The MTP scheme operating in CollegeG was among the first set
of schemes to be launched, the, college.having been heavily involved.
in, the TRADEC develbpment fuom its earliest stages. The, Course
Tutor claimed that a need, in the'Sheffield area, for a scheme'
designed for the 'operative' revel,of employee had clearly manifested
itself. There was a substantial target\Rf operatives in large
companies, who were using a high degree of,ekill in a narrow area,'
but whe were not multi-F.-killed craftsmen and therefore received
little training and, in most cases, no Further Education. ** There
was also a.large number., of small coMpaniesin diverse industi-ies
often living off steel, employing some specialist workers for whom
little provision was made in traditional FE. Stage I was established
in 1975, leading to the introduction of Stages 2 & 3 in subsequent
years: ull support had been given in the Copege from the Principal
'downwards', and'good relationships with the LEA had enabled the
department to obtain time for industrial liaison,'double staffing for
the'integration of SLS components and, importantly, the upgrading of
TRADEC 3 work to Burnham LeveLIV.

72. Onetfactor in the early developmentof the scheme was the
growth.of mansr.emall firMs, with an accompanying interest in production

'rather than in traditiOnal craft support. In the first year of
Operationapproximately-150 companies had-been approached.. Ten. to

twelve Of these sent their employees on the initial pilot sCheme. The
4'''Course Tutor had worked through three training associations, incorpora-
ting 300 firms. This had meant" hAt the scheme was made known to. -

See Chapters10, Case Study 1

** See paras 144.- 146



sma 1 companies. These, while in some caSeS only sending a single

emp oyes periodically (i.e. every few years), proved to be a

valtable source of recruitment. Recruitment from these small firms

was also serving to draw in those young people who would, almost

cer ninly, have boon non-participants in conventional courses, and the

ech me was therefoPoe meeting a prime objective of TRADEC The part-

'icu ar value of the Training Association, it was claimed (and

Pei forced elsewhere) had been in 'the 'passing by word of mouth'

which had taken place through this medium. The college found that

ap roaekes had come to them fi.om companies by this meant'. The

Co rse Tutor'had also undertaken direct canvassing of employers,

co centrating on those employing trainee operators and semi-skilled

workers."

73. The initial ..low take-up of the scheme had quickly built up

nto a substantial,core of users, supplemented by the periodic

mall company users, and the establishment of the scheme was

greatly helped by the continued involvement of 2/3 companies'bending

a total of 50/60 students. The scheme has, over a long period,

remained one of the largest, although the most recent intake had

dropped to 40 students on Stage 1 comprising a substantial proportion

of WEEFs trainees, reflecting the general pattern of falling numbers

due to the combined effects of recession and reliance on existing

recruitment sources. The firm establishment of the scheme and

the wide knoigledge which local employers had of it, had meant that

the amount of time and effort given to recruitment was currently

considerably less than it had been formerly. While all staff have a

dutyto.maintain continuing industrial contact, it remains the

responsibility of the Course ,Tutor to.liaise with prospective companies.

Once established at least one liaison meeting was held with each

company, each year, for purposes,of discussing areas of satisfaction,

dissatisfaction, and any developments or changed requirements of the

scheme.

74". Eight lecturers fromthe Engineering Department, and two

general studies lecturers were involved in 1981/82.. All those

involved in the workshop aspects of the scheme were engaged in

company liaison, project supervision',.asSessment and course planning.

duties. One member:of the Cdurse Team was each responsible for the

administration of oriestaga, and the former Course. Tutor undertook

Overall co-ordination. A Joint Steering Committee had recently been

established for the three TRADEC schemes (MTP, FJTP and CTP).

operating in College G; to meet UVP requirements:' The Steering

Committee meets appr9xiMately twice a year.

75. College A, too, had been involved from, the early stages of the

TRADEC development. The Course Tutor'expressed the emergence of the

need for the scheme, within the College; in these terms:

'there was a need f9r it once the old City &. Guilds Crafts

Practice Course fell away and we found that there were a

lot of students who came to the college who were not following

the E1TB training .scheme. So we wanted somewhere to-place.

these students, and this Trades Principles Course'filled that

gap'

4



This view of the scheme's origins was reiterated by therHead of
Department. So, rather "'thin recruiting non-participants in the
usual sense, the emphasis here appears to be on placing on an
alternative course, those for whom craft studies would necessarily
be an incomplete experience, (although the question of the role of
process experience again arises.)*

76. Factors which were seen as important, by the Head of
Department and Course Tutor, in the successful establishment, of the
scheme in the College were, firstly, the support of the Principal

and the fact that the course had always been backed with resources
Some remission for liaison (2 hours a week for the Course Tutor and

1 hour a week for other staff) had also been given. However, other

members of the Course Team complained, of difficulties caused by

lack of organisation and-resburces, that remission was 'unofficial'
and that since in priCtice no one person has the responsibility
for selling TRADEC, recruitment was poor.

77. In the first two years of the schemes operation, students
had been drawn from companies which were existing college users
rather than from approaches to new companies. Mailings of course
information had then been undertaken to 180 companies in the
'Catchment' area of the College, but this had proved ineffective
and 'company visits were being re=established as the principal means
of recruitment. There was a core of four companies sending several
students each year, which had given some stability, but Stage 1

()failed .to operate in 1981/82. Lack of co-Ordination and extension
of recruitment activity had clearly contributed to this, although
the economic circumstances Were again a primary factor. The students

tend to be drawn from quite widely differing occupations, ranging
from machine operators to production trainees closer to,the craftsman
apprentice than to the operator. Once a group had been 'established,
two or three liaison visits per year were made to most <4 the
participating companies for the purpose of familiarisation with the
course programme, (in the case of'new companies), and for discussion

of project work to be carried out. .Maintaining contact with progress
of students in, those companies in which a substantial amount of
project work was undertaken within the company, under the supervision
of industrial super:visors, was also an important function,of liaison.

78, 'The Course Team comprised-six staff of the Engineering Department,
three o'f whom were normally engaged in any one stage together with one
or more members of the General Studies Department. The Course Tutor

was responsible for industrial liaison, for course administration and4

planning, and undertook some'classroom teaching and project supervision.
All staff in the Course Team contributed to liaison activity.' Some
organisational problems had been encountered in the co-ordination of
teaching, particularly in maintaining continuity of teaching within
the Department, and between the Engineering Department and the General
Studies Department. The scheme 'officially' had a Steering Committee,
which had initially been active, but had not met for 18 months.

79. Colleges H and M, also involved from the early stages through
membership of the regional TRADEC committees, provided examples of
schemes experiencing decline at the time of the investigation. Both

schemes had, again been established to meet the demand created by the

* The specification for, process experience in Mechanical Engineering and in

Fabr cation and Welding appears in City and Guilds Part 1 Engineering Craft

Studies syllabus, 1982, pp 49 -71. It is intended 'to provide students, not

-.receiving training, with the necessary workshop experience required to carry

out the practical activities associated with the(200 series) syllabuS, and to

enable them to progress to Part II courses with safety and-confidence. The

process experience programmes should also be used to establish stbdents'

'ability to manipulate.the listed tools and equipment correctly! p49



-Or me in craft education and training, and.mIt with auccas

becauae of their greater relevance for those not receiving full

EMT off-the job training plus modules.

80. The area in which the MTP scheme of College M operated,

held many small companion supporting P or 3 large concerns including

the National Coal Board and British Steel Corporation. The scheme

had been introduced in direct response to the decline of conventional

courses. The College had, in parallel, mode substantial increases

in provision for the unemployed. In, this context TRADEC had not been

seen as particularly radical or innovutive.in its approaches.

81. The scheme introduced in College H had developed steadily from

one to three stages and peaked at 25/30 enrolments within one year.

The numbers subsequently went into sharp decline. Similarly the

College M scheme started in 1979 progressed to all 3 stages by 1981.

However, lack of recruitment to Stages 1 and 2 for past two years

had reduced the scheme to 8 students in Stage. 3 only in 1981/82.

Factors important in this process of establishment of the scheme had,

in both cases, been the initial support and enthusiasm from higher

levels. However, in the case of College H there had been some

\'horitility' towards the development from some of the members of the

Department. There had also been discontinuity with the absence of

a Head of Department for 18 months. At this point TRADEC had 'lost

its way' and recent attempts to revitalise it, with the support of

a new Vice Principal had run into the recruitment problems, caused

by sharp decline in target population exacerbated by the additional

difficulty of operating as a 'feeder' to another college this.has put

in doubt the future of the scheme although efforts continue to be

made. The Department considers'it possible that they-have 'fished

the pool dry' with little chance of continuing viability:

82. In both colleges, recruitment took place largely ,or the basis

of existing industrial contacts, since both were part of well-

established local networks. Recruitment had been extended to other

companies likely to hold the target population in the early stages..

Special promotion activities had been devised in both cases: College

had held a special Mayor's banquet to launch the scheme: In College H.,'

80 new companies' were contacted and a seminar held for 22-.companies

for the current academic year, but the respohse had been 'extremely

,disappointing'. Both colleges had approached companies directly bY,

pergonal contact, although it was noticeable that in the latter,

established relationships with lgcal companies had been very heavily

relied on, and both liaison and recruitment visits were relatively,

few in comparison with many schemes.

83. The staffing arrangements-are again shown in Table 2.1. The

'Course Tutorship' of the Wakefield-Course was changed every 2J3

years as a matter of College policy. The Course Tutor had sole

responsibility for recruitment, liaison and project supervision

and other administration. There was little course planning work,

he claimed, since the scheme was pow well established. The staff

involved in the College M scheme had been selected as those who

had a real interest in and commitment to the TRADEC development.

The Course Tutor was responsible for-the co-ordination of industrial,

liaison, which was shared between himself and two other staff members,

for all course administration and for -the co-ordination of, planning

undertaken on a team basis. All staff contributed toteaching and



the Courses Tutor was involved in the selection and design of project
e

work which was, therefore, the responsibility of another team member.

84. The Steering Committees of both schemes had, again, been 4

established because'of the UVP association, but had rarely met. The
Steering Committee tothe College M scheme had only existed for two
years as it.had only been required for Stage I (UVP).. The College
had been represented by the Head of Department, 'Vice Principal and
Principal, with the Cdurse Tutor invited as required. The Steering
.Committee.was considered by the Course Tutor to have made no contri-
bution to the scheme whatsoever.

85. College J had established a scheme which was more consciously
directed towards and shaped by the concepts of Unified Vocational
Preparation than theeMTP Courses which"pre-dated UVP and had their
origins firmly in the 'Craft Practice' area, The introduction of
TRADEC had initially met with resistance in the Department concerned,
since it was considered to be an unacceptable alternative to the.
City and Guilds 200 series.--On-the introduction of UVP and the
financial backing and orientation.that gave to TRADEC, the decision
was made to proceed, but with little enthuaiasm,from the Elwpdartment
as a whole. The scheme has remained at Stage 1 only, and thdse
showing abillity'to cope with 200/205 City and Guilds are transferred.
The?Course Tutor considered. that institutional factors had
substantially impeded the growth and development of the scheme, and
.had also found that the response from industry was-frequently 'hostile'.

86: Attempts at recruitment to the scheme had extended far beyond
the normal catchment area, both geographically and in terms of type of

. company. But the Course Tutor had found 'selling' the scheme .

extremely difficult, and the takel-up_rate_very-low-,-despite intensive
personal Visiting. The relatively late introduction of the scheme in
a period-when recruitment of labour was already falling substantially

-undoubtedly had an effect here, although the Course Tutor's
perception was one of hostility or apathy to the scheme on the. partof
many employers. ,Liaison was undertaken on a continuing basis with
the three or four companies involved. The.small number of companies
made intensive liaison activity possible:

87, The Course. Tutor was responsible for all co-ordinated planning
activities for_TRADEC and other UVP schemes. He had been granted '6

'hours /week remission to undertake this work. The staff_team of fo6r,
involving three Mechanical -Engineering lecturers and one General.
Studies lecturer, contributed principally to classroom teaching, other
duties being carried by the Course'Tutor.

88. The Course TUtor,,although a supporter of the TRADEC developMent
from the outset, considered that the system had ossified and presented
many points of weakness when compared with current Vocational

-Preparation developments. In 1981/82 a UVP scheme in engineer
was Offered with some identifiable TRADEC characteristics, but not
under the TRADEC system. The newly constructed schemes formed part
of wider college development under the .New Training Initiative 'umbrella'.
: .

Fabrication and°Joining Trades Principles

89. Five FJTP schemes were surveyed, (Colleges B, C, E, L, S), d

one of these was 'case studied' (College C).
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90. The Fabrication and Joining scheme running in College E had

been launched in 1977. The need fora course of this type had

been generated by a move from sheet metal to heavy plate metal

working in the area,-.combined with the decline of some large

companies and the %groWth of smaller companies requiring less

specialisation. Stages 2 and 3 were introduced in successive years.

Factors seen as important in the successful establishment of the

scheme were the effective team work of staff, the remission for

industrial liaison and the general support to the develppment given

by the College Principal (Chairman of the Trades Rrinciples

Committee). All companies working in fabrication within the college

'cathcment' area had been approached both with pamphlets and

personal visits. The initial take-up hud been very high, but a

slight decline had taken place recently through thb,combined effects

of competition between three colleges offering Fabrication schemes

within the area, and the effects of recession on the size Of the

potential client group. The Course Tutor had found it necessary

to generate new contacts continuously becausiton the large turnover

of companies. Liaison activity in respect of 'project work'which

involved company-based working was also undertaken on a continuing

basis. c)1 -

91. The Course.Team comprised three staff of the Engineering

Department. The Course Tutor carried responsibility for all course
administration and planning and shared the liaison duties with one

other member of the team. All teaching, project supervision and ,

other duties were shared by the Departmental team of three. The

.College Steering Committee.c9vered the Fabrication and Joining Scheme.

There was little contactor communication between the Course Tutor

and the Steering Committee..

92. The scheme developein College kalso involved in the TRADEC

development since its inception and offering one' of the competing

schemes mentioned, was.in its fourth year of operation at the time

of ilvestfgationL and was considered to be 'well established'. The .

Course Tutor paw the scheme essentially as a replacement for Craft.

Practice. There had been little new recruitment activity in
connection with the launch of the scheme, since the process was

simply one of,Placement of existing recruits onto an alternative

course. The City and Guilds 200 course had not been offered for-the

last two years, and the Client group had been automatically channelled

into the FJTP-scheme. The scheme had high numbers-of participants, and

at the peak of demand a ceiling'had been placed on enrolments.'

Head of the School of Engineering had bden fully supportive of the

development, and was Chairman of the Writing Group for the Electrical

Scheme as well-As in-membership of the Trades Principles Committee.

Once established, one or two. liaison visits per year were found-necessary

tdpaintain contact, although a greater number of visits was undertaken .

in the Company. This appl-iedto less than 10% of companies.

93. Six staff of the Engineering Department were involvedin the

. scheme. The Course Tutors weresofely responiible for Course

administration. All membersrof the team were engaged in all course

duties. Some difficulties in course organisation had been encountered

with the.timetabling policy of the college, described as rigid, which

had made it'difficult to translate the 'gray' satisfactorily into

practice.' A Steering Committee had been established in line' with- UVP



requirements. The COmmittee Yas-curiLently inactive, thelast
meeting having.taken place over 12 months ago. The Scheme
introduced in pollege C in.1976,'had also been prompted by !*.he need
to fill thecig p' in provision left by the phasing out of Craft.
Practice.* Th s scheme had taken hold before recruitment of new
workers had de lined substantially with recession, and a good base
of patticipati g companies had been buil,t up by perSonal contact;
with attempts o widen recruitment each year. Some 35Companies,
mainly small firms, were inv,olved_in 1980/81, dropping to 27 in
1981/82. The'acquisition UVP status in the scheme's second
yearioloperaton had given clear financial. advantages and had
influenced the scheme,'in respect of the attention given to SLS.

94. The Course Tutor had been involved since the start, and
undertook all coordination and administration activities as well as
16 hours/week teaching in the si.theme. The members of the Course
Team, including General Studies Staff, contributed primarily'to
classroom teaching and project supervision. A College Steering
Committee for Engineering Zone schemes was introduced.in 1981 to
replace earlier committees convened for specifid schemes.

95. The scheme operatingsin-College L provided an example of a
more recently launched initiative. The introduction of the scheme
had been prompted by the fall-off in the number of companies involving
young workers in EITH.training (attributed partly to a perCeive0
'lack of relevance' to their needs.) -.The demand for an Alternative
had not been an active one - considerable effort had been. put into
selling TRADEC as an 'alternative'. Stage 2 had been added for the
first time in 1980/81 while two groups had become establiShed at
Stage 1. Tha College had no plans .to offer a Stage 3 scheme,, the
intention ,being to transfer participants to City and _Guild:, Courses
following completion of. Stage 2, in order that they'would gain the
'internationally recognised City and Guilds' qualification'. It was
considered by the Course Tutor that the institutional factor of support
from above had been important in the success of the scheme, although
administrative staff cuts had generally impeded new work. Another
factor associated with the successful launching of the scheme had been
6th& large amount of 'leg-work' undertaken for. recruitment purposes.
Almopt all companies in the trade had been visited, and 'enormous
resi'stance' (it was claimed) had been encountered initially, from
disenchanted-employers. The 'core' Of.emOloyers-involved-im-the_fitst________
instance had been tapped subsequently and following the. initial

0

approaches, the Course Tutor had limited his field to those with
real recruitment poteatial.

96. Once established, continued liaison at two. ,

with the works manager or similar for general matters, and with the
-foreman for the specifics of project work. The students recruited
to the scheme tended to be narrowly spread in terms of occupation,
mainstream welders/fabricators in most cases.- Several WEEPs 2
trainees were involved at the time of investigation.

97. .Tne scheme involved a team of four staff. All members of, the
team were engaged in the range of course duties, including liaison.
Responsibility for course administration lay with the-Course-Tutor;--

,

See Chapter 10, Case Study 2
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Some organisational problems had been encountered in respect of
timetabling, allocation of suitable staff to the scheme; and cross-.
division working in some aspects of the scheme. The Steering Committee

no longer existed. The Course Tutor reported that it had 'degenerated'
beCause of lack of support from the employers.

98. College S introduced a Fabrication and Joining Scheme during

the year of the investigation. The scheme was the only one of a
package of prbposed schemes, including Mechanical' Powered 'Traction
Trades Principles, to attract a sufficiently large group to'be viable.

,

It was the first TRADEC scheme to be successfully"laUnched in
England & Wales, outside the Yorkshire a.-.d Humberside Region. The
scheme provides an example Of the stimulus to innovation of falling
student numbers in the traditional areas. The fall of apprentices_

I

from Rolls Royce from 120 at the peak of demand, to 40, then to 20
and finally to zero in 1980 led the department to give prior ty to
the development of new schemes. The Course Tutor had.sdgges ed the
introduction of_a TRADEC Scheme, having attended a conference of YHCFE
some years earlier, and despite little enthUsiasm was enabled to
proceed with the.attempted introduction of MTP-and FJTP. Approximately

200 companies identified within the scope of the schemes, were reduced
to 68 which were visited following initial screening of the original .

list. 11 companies were successfully recruited to the FJTP scheme.
MT) failed to reach viability.

99. A series of 5 liaison visits per company were planned for the
purpoSes of ascertaining specific company requirements, obtaining .

- feedback and establishing major projects during the operation of the

scheme. TWo staff were responsible for.liathOn activities, the Course
Tutor having sole responsibility for industrial liaison during the

firstyear.of-operation. Industrial liaison duties were to be shared
in.subSequent years of operation.' The scheme had an active Steering
Committee of'the.usual coMposttion which had first met in June 1981.

100. In the Mechanical and Fabrication and Joining'fields then,
initiating and maintaining a scheme had several important distindtive,

features. Firstly;.. there Is a ready market of .young employees in a

variety of more or less highly-skilled occupations, in companies in
whicp there is an expectation of using FE, even if only as a duty, for
those in bands closer to the traditional apprentfce than to the
operator.------It7is-interestihg to note that -The only schemes successfully

launched in new colleges seeking to enter the'system, in 1981/82
have been'the Fahrication-& Joining schemes.

101. Many of the participating companies aresmall companies not
providing complementary training = a feature particularly marked in

FJTP schemes. The job of maintaining schemes with large numbers 'qf
small user companies is an extremely demanding one, which requires'
either good remission or high grading, combined with. very high commitment,

. -from the Course Tutor. 'Selling' nd Maintaining'levels of recruitment
is stiZi-an intensive process, even with a ready market, and maintaining
contact over large numbers of often individualised projects is similarly so.

DistributionanddaradeYPrinciples

102. Five DCTP schemes were surveyed,'(Colleges D,E,,F,K,,P) and one

4ase -studied:* (dollege F)

* See Case Study 3 Chapter:. 10



103. Distribution and Consumer schemes were first launched in 1977

.and took hold rapidly. Colleges D, E and F -all launched Distribution
& Consumer schemes in the early stages of the scheme's development.

D and E were already 'established' TRADEC colleges, through their
the case of College D, and

in both Mechanic

Trades Principles. I

and Fabrication & Joining Trudes.Principles in theji
work in Mechanic n-

n,

case of College E. ,----
.

/

.,

104. College D laun hed the pilot Distribution and ConsuMer.schemes

in 1979, following a 'college- scheme' run on the UVP model in 1978

for the Coop. The original schemes were in some.cases run c".". ...;,ITB]

TRADEC schemes and all received UVP funding at Stage 1. Gtages.2 & 3

were. introduced in successive years, and recruitment was high,, with

fall-off in 1980 rendering several-parts of the scliteme non-viable;
One of the largest subscribers had withdrawn.becauge of staff % A

shortageb which. had made release difficult. Withdrawal of DITB support.

had'alao temporarily damaged recruitment although the DITB Field Officer

had continued to support recruitment to TRADEC in practice. Attempts ,

were maiWe to draw in new types of employers extending beyond,retail

distribution. In September 1981 theschertie was successfully revived;
and two.schemes ran in academic -year 1981/82. The Steering Committee
met twice a year, but wasconsidered in practice to be weak although
potentially useful.

.

105. In College E the introduction of the Distribution and Consumer

scheme had, from 1977, proceeded'hand-in 7hand with,UVP developments and

had originally been constructed as a DITB/UVP/TRADEC scheme. . Since

the industry has little tradition of training, the existence of a need

could be assumedjit was suggested: A 'fairly stable base' of employers

existed. Approximately 40 companies were approached each year for '

recruitment purposes, one-half of these being 'prospective' rather

than participating companies. Some overlap in recruitment occurred
between the Food, Trades. Principles and the Distribution and Consumer

scheme.* Trades Unions and.the Chamber of.Trade had also been
approached for their support, but experience had shown that it was the

direct approach to Companies which really produced'results. Earlier

attempts by means of letter /publicity had proved ineffective.. .

106. In the first year of the scheme's operation the extensive
.'..._.recruitment activitpundertaken had produced .'take up' of places by

six large companies. Recruitment had'sPreid-beyond -thea-e-ttimpanies'

subsequently: Eleven Stage 1 schemes and one Stage 2 scheme had been

run at the time of investigation, with an average of.12 students.

Some schemes had been '!single company'. initiatives geared to the weeds
Of a particular company and level of employee; others had covered a wide
.spread of recruits from retailing, lOCal government and hospital stores.
Recruitment difficulties associatedWithfthe effects of the'recession
were also apparent in this scheme, at the time of investigation. Once

the, scheme had become established, a 'fairly wide clientele' had been
built-up .and it had been found'ihat the intensity of visits for
recruitment purposes would be reduced, but even the 'good companies'
needed.to be chased.. Th'eUVP grant of £4 per:day plus payMent for .

incompany elements was important for employers in this industry. This

_contasted_with_the engineering sectorin which the grant was considered
to have little effect as a.tecruitment incentive. ,The client group was

comPtised principally of sales assistants.

* The two schemes in question were very closely linked, and were

,promoted together.'.
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107. The Course Team of five staff Of the Department of. Community
Education'and Staff Development comprised one.Senior Lecturer and

four Lecturers at Grade II'. Liaison and administrative duties. fell

- to the Course Tutor with overall responsibility for Food & 'Distribution .

schemes, who was also substantially involved in scheme to Ching and

f

project work supervision, shared between, the Course Team embers.

The College Steering-Committee was considered by this Cou se Tutor
to be 'pliable' and Course Tutors could take the lead over change if
they wanted.

108. College F had entered the TRADEC system in 1976 (See,Case Study 3)
A college - deviSed short course in distribution had been launched in
December 1975. TRADEC was naturally adopted as a replacement for this.
The scheme was conducted to "fill a gap' both in respect. of students
unsuited to BEC and in respect of students completing BEC General to
Pass level and thereafter'unable to prOgress within the BEC system.
TRADEC 2 was considered an appropriate scheme affording further
opportunities to this group.

109. The target employers were those with a long standing association
with the college, and the department clearly prided itself on its
ekisting industrial links. 'In-fill' recruitment was undertaken by

DITB. It remained.the case in this scheme, at the time of investigation,
that DITB effectively undertook recruitment, and the.college 'simply,
received' the students. Two effective liaison and recruitment sources
had been a local Cooperative Society and the Sheffield and District
Training Association. The numbers were sufficient to 'obviate, in the

Course Tutor's view the need for individual visiting for recruitment
purposes, although continuing general liaison occurred with the.major z
stores and chains. The DITB grants were seen'by the Course Tutor as,'
significant factors in employer take -up, together with the tendency
for employers to recognise TRADEC both as.more suitable, in terms of
content., and more flexible in terms of organisation, than alternative
courses. On, entering the UVP ''system', the mode. had changed,'temporarily,
from day release to the College, to a day split between the College and
the local YMCA. The original model had been. reverted to as this

arrangement had proved unsatisfactory.

110. The schemeowas one of the few continuing to'expand during the
recession. The client group was.predominantly comprised of sales
assibtants_arawn_from enterprices_rAnging_from small shops_to_department
stores.' Block courses on the TRADEC, model for Vork Experience learners
were being run., in association both with the Sheffield-and District
Training AssoCiation and a Coope-rative Society, in parallel with the
.'Standard'- schemes.

111. The Course Tutor was entering his fifth year in.this capacity,, and
acted as Course Tutor for all Stages. He undertook 95 per cent Of all
/liaison work, and. was. solely responsible for course administration and

planning. The teaching team, for a total of 155-students i-vas-3-full:-
time-lecturers-and-two-part-timers. The. expansion of .TRADEC had created
some staffing difficulties latterly, particularly with the' recent .

increase in demand.arising from the introduction of the 'short block'
model. TherewaS'resistance from. many of.the existing staff towards

--r-increasing-their7±rivolvement-in-TRADEGJandl-therefore-dn-more-41ow'level'
work in grading terms). Part-timers were increasingly' being employed,
laying added responsibilities on the 'Course Tutor for inculcating a

-:- 59



changing and discontinuous team into the concepts and"practices.of
e.

the TRADEC approach. The scheme had nO'Steering Committee; The

Regional Stee.ring Committee for Distribution & Consumers schemes
was regarded as the Steering Committee.

112. College K had introduced TRADEC as a replacement for National
Distribution Courses, which had not proved successful. The one year

attendance pattern for the latter had proved unpopular with employers,
and there had been a high drop-out-rate. The 13-week TRADEC scheme
developed by the College had been more able to respond to needs for
flexibility, it was suggested. The need was perceived 4gain in terms

of a 'vast, initially untapped market' in this industry.

113. A DITB/TRADEC scheme had been developed as a departmental.
initiative in 1978. DITB had undertaken the initial organisation
and recruitment for the, first four 'courses, and in this respect.
had played a 'crucial role' in the period 1978-80c. When DITB,
recognition of TRADEC ceased dn 1980, the-course had been placed in
temporary abeyance until January 1981, pepding the re-establishment
of the UVP associationdirectly.through the IDG channel. The UVP
association was again considered vital becaUse of the importance of
the grant in this industry. ..DITB recruitment had tended to focus on

a small core of companies.' Some resistance had been encountered as
many employers djsmissed training for 'shop. girls' as unnecesdaty

'as-they only stay for a couple of years'. When the College took
over responsibility for recruitment, the scope'had been widened,

.
methods were based on mailings and follow up telephone contact,
coupled with personal vis,its. By these Means the Department had
experienced relatively little difficulty in obtaining sufficient

students. One staff member had overall responsibility for the
marketing of all-Distribution courses offered by the department; and
initiated a considerable range-of,employer contacts; The client

group comprised sales assistants, principallyYbut included,
occasionally, a typist or fork-lift truck driver. .

114. Remission was granted for industrial liaison. The burden of
recruitment activity. was noted by the coordinator, who drew
comparisons in'Tespect of the relative ease with which scheme's
operating in the Huddersfield,& Sheffield areas, which had strong
retailing traditions, could ount on a high level of recruitment

-without excessive expenditure: of time and_effort.. The-epartment was
planning to,offer Stage 2 in the near future.

115.. The-Course-Team. co sed .two full -time and one part-time

lecturer and a YMCA Youth Tutor.' The original TRADEC Course. Tutor had

moved-into-the-rdle_OL. erall_co-ordinator_of,Distribution courses,

and:a new Course TutOr was introduced 1980. Liaison for recruit-
ment_was shared between the,general do- rdinator and Course Tutor.
Continuing industrial liaison, course a inistration and planning were .

all handled by the' co-ordinator. -Classroom- teaching and other

responsibilities were shared by the:staff team. A SteeringCommittee
had been established to. meet UVP requirements.. Relatively little
contact existed between this course team and Steering'Cpmmittee, except
for the purposes of 'reporting back' periodically.
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116. College P offered the,moet recently e'stabl'ished scheme

surveyed. The College had entered the TRADEC system'for the first

time, In 1981. Here the context was one.of heavy involvement in

schemes for the young unemployed., As as new ,college just establisfing

itself, new initiatives were welcomed and received the, full backing

of senior staff. TRADEC had been the first course to be.developed

.

in the retail area, and, indeed, it was on the strength of this first

experience that a full-time lecturer in retailing had been appointed.

The scheme was considered to be instrumental in developing the

reta4Tield within the college by showing local retailers that the

college was taking thearea seriously. Some companies had already

involved young,, mployees in the Richmond Scheme, and were therefore

familiar with the TRADEC approach'. As'a College with no established

network of industrial *contacts, establishment of effective liaison

had been a priority not only in respect ofTRADEC.but also for the

d :elopment of many other forms.of provision. Initial aPproaches046ad

been made to assesewhether a market for TRADEC really existed. Mail

shots, visits and telephone contact with approximately 300 employers

had secured the participation of three companies in the first scheme.

The Course, Tutor described the employers' reception of the idea.as

either 'hostile' or 'apathetic!._ A minimum of two liaison Visits to

each participating company was intended, and in most cases carried out,

during the 12 week scheme.

117. The Course Tutor was. responsible for all aspects of the scheme, .

and was supported by 'three part -time staff involved,in classrooM

teaching.' TRADEC Stage:2 Was established in quick succession to

Stage 1. There were no clear plans to extenp,to Stage 3 atthe time

of the investigation.
1,

.118. In Distribution and Consumer schemes, then, the picture is one

of a 'clear gap easily identified, with employers seeking new courses

by virtue both of financial incentives and of-some degree of
disf;atisfaction with the level or orientation of existing courses.'

In the areas with established retailing traditions Distribution. and

Consumer schemes appear to take hold fairly easily. It is the only

scheme to%thave expanded its numbers in a year in which part-time

courses for.the employed have, in general,-been.badly hit the effects

of recession on the client 'pool'.

Commercial Trades Principles

119. Both of the Colleges (E and q) involved in Commercial Trades

Princples schemes were included in the survey investigation, and one

wa; case studied.-1,(G),- The-schemes 7in-the7pilot-atages at the time of-

survey,'had been introduced in established' RADEC colleges.

129.College G and College E_bothhad considerable experience of operating
TRADEC, in the former case exclusively in the Engineering Zone, and in

the latter case, across the spectrum of TRADEC schemes. The. Course..

Tutor of the scheme operating in College G had been an active member

of the Writing Group for the scheme. The-College had. undertaken to

pilot the.sdheme for Stage 1 in 1979, 'and fpr Stage 2 in 1981. As in

i_.many other cases, identification of 'need' was based solely'on knowledge,

of the existence of the target categories Of workers in the locality.

* See Chapter 10, Case Study 'II



Initially,,..the_echeme_had:been established by direct recruitment- from-7--
employers, aPproximalply 20 - 30 employers having been visited. The'

spin-off from the development of Mechanical and Fabrication & Joining
schemes'and the,contactnetwok provided by theTraining Association
had been important in the successful' launch of the,scheme. During the

current year the number of companies releasing their'young employees
had fallen substantially. At the time of the study, recruitment to
the scheme was being undertaken principally through the Careers Office,
resting in an influx of WEEPs participants and unemployed young
people to the scheme, The scheme was clearl5vxperiencing'some of the
problems of lack of continuity caused by WEEPS predominance in the
-study groups.' The scheme recruits were in junior'clerical/clerk/typist
and similar jobs or Work Experience.

121. The CourseYream comprised two members of the staff of the'
Department of Business Studies, and one member of the General Studies
Department. All liaiton and other course'duties were shared by the
two staff-of the Business Studies Department. Some problems had been

. experienced in respect of allocation of resources, attributed to the
low priority given to the course when competing for space. The College
Steering Committee* was responsiNe for the CTP.scheme, The Head of
Department represented TRADEC.on this committee. It was considered
that the committee 'made little impact' on the way in which the scheme
operated.

122. The scheme operating in College E had beenOntroduced in 1981,
for those companies which required 'something a little bit more basic'
than BEC. Stage 1 had been launched and Stage 2 was in planning. The

Course Tutor considered that there was a market for Stage 2 which was
quite distinct from Stage 1: that of older workers requiring retraining.
This and the Food Trades Principles scheme offered by College A were the
only schemes to see the older worker as a primary target for TRADEC.
Recruitment was again undertaken by personal visit. A core of 10
employers had been extended to 30,161and the help of the Training
AssOciation had proved important. Recruits had, in the first instance,
been workers requiring basic clerical preparation.' The majority
were in the 16 - 19 age range, but. the scheme had included several
participants in-their twenties. Once in operation, liaison visits-were
made apprOximately once per month.in connection with scheme activities.
The Course Tutor waa given remission (which was subStantial in comparison;
with other colleges) to'undertake all coordination activities, and' was
also

. the team undertook all classroom teaching.

Food Trades Principles

123. Two Colleges '( E & A) were operational in Food Trades Prillciples
'at the time of the survey.. The scheme offered by College A was case
studied., ** The Food Trades Principles scheme which had been introduced

--as-a-pilot-scheme-in_College E in 1980;----was-run in close association
',with the Distribution and. ConsuMerLScheme,_JUsing_tha_tame recruitment
approachet, and-cmbined.publicity in 'the overlapping networks.,
RccruitMent had been'found difficult, as in the College's Distribution .

and ConSUmer schemes,:because of the natUre of the Food Industry, which
has as .i.mited a'tradition of_traiding outside certain narrow occupational_
bands as.does the Distribution Industry. 'At the tim f the introduction
of the Food schenle, considerable experience had alreadYlbeen gained of the
implementation of DCTP. The.two course programmes were closely linked,

* See para 74
** See Chapter 10, Case Study.5



and in some parts combined. The scheme has been,eucCessfUl in

attracting two viable groups atthe'time of inveltigation, although

the scheme failed to achieve viability.in 1981/82 in common with the

new scheme offered by a Leeds College specializing in the Hotel-

Cstertng-lepd studies field The staffing, organisational and Steering

Committee arrangements wer similar to those of DCTP.

121. The scheme offered by College A had been piloted in the summer

of 1981. A, member of the Department of Health.and Social Studies had

participated in the Writing Group. Once Stage 1 had been written, it

was 'a natural time to try it out', and in terms of staff available

-at that time the scheme was feasible in resource terms. The Course

Tutor claimed that need, as in the case of DCTP, could be assumed of

the serious gaps in provision for the 'below craft' level in the Food

Industry. The length of the course had been extended from 10 - 16

weeks for the second run, on the advice of the Moderator.

125. The Course Team comprised 'two 'regular' full-time Lecturers,

and 'occasional' contributors'including a Public Health Inspector and

Hotel Managers. Organisational problems in attempting to balance the

liaison and curriculuM demands of ,the scheme with a full work, load.

had beset the course in its second run. These problems had not been

encountered, to the same:degree when the scheme had been first offered,

in the summer months. Problems in respect of securing payment of to

the UVP grants had also occurred. There were plans to put the Schema

into abeyance for these and a host of reasons connected -with the

curriculum dealt with in Case Study Report 5.*

126. The recruitment experiences of the Course Tutor had revealed

the small enterprises to be most responsive. 'Visits to fifteen .

establishments had initially produced 11 recruits, mostly at lower

supervisory.level, and aged 19 and above. On, the sebondCourse, launched

ih the Autumn Term of the 81/82 academic year, the number of Tarticippting

companies dropped. to five. The reasons attributed by the Course TUtor

were changes in management and an -increased reluctance to release from

the manpower point of view, in the,economic circumstances. There were

no plans to introduce Stages 2 or 3 as there. was no evidence

satisfactor3, to the Course.Tutor that-there would be,sufficient demand.

The Course Tutor considered that only two of the pilot scheme

participants would have bcen eligible or suitable for, continuation'.

Although they were largely in loWer supervisory jobs, they were 'totally

Untrainedt:and-.a-direct-a-inking- ta-Stage3-was_not_consi OerP0._ qpProprlate .

The client group for-the second course had been drawn from the* low skill

occupations (eg. fish fryer, tea attendant) The scheme had involved a

high level of continuing college - companpliaison in order to maintain

the.incompany element, which was more substantial, in the pilot scheme,

than that found in many other schemes. ,Employers had participated' in

supervision and assessment in the first scheme,-although incompany.support

had diminished, for a variety of reasons, on the second scheme.

Concluding Remarks

127. The general picture, therefore,. is one of considerable variation

in the. ease with which schemes can be launched. The prospects for new

schemes trying to gain a foothold, in all cases but F,Trp and DCTP, are

not currently. good. difficulties- experienced by Commercial Trades

See paras.647 - 667
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, PrincipAes, relying heavily this year on work experience youngsters,
Food Trades Principles, in which ,only one scheme has become viable and
Powered Traction and Electrical.Trades Principles, which have yet to,
got off the ground, reflect the combined effects of recession and the
nature and exp3ctations of the industry concerning training,. The
latter factor is illustrated by comparison of the Food Trades Principles
experience with that of the City and Guilds Specific Skills Scheme for
operators in the Food industry, which have expanded considerably during
the year.

128. The cases show that there is no short cute to recruitment and
maintenance of company contact. Support.provided by the college is
widely variable and is a key factor in the success of the scheme. The
level of commitment of the 'pioneer' staff will not extend to those
adopting the scheme in its later phases of development. Greater
support involving use of higher gradings, remission or-flexibility
of working arrangements will be required if schemes are to be maintained
at their intended level and style of operation after initial development
and through the inevitable periods of least energy' which arise in all
developments.



CHAPTER 3 THE CLIENT POPULATIONS

IP9. The characteniatica of the intended TRADEC population have

been'outlined In THADEC I * This chapter presents an analysis of

the extent to which these characteristics are represented in the actual

population of participants in the operational schemes, and comments

upon the potential of the schemes to attract the intended population.

130. Th.:: TRADEC development has aimed 'to create a system capable of

providing opportunities necessary for workers or intending workers in

a wide variety of occupations for which no satisfactory provision

exists'. This intended population coincides, within the 16-19 age
band, with the residual population described in the FEU report on
Vocational Preparation (1981: 11) Population groups for which no other

provision is designed or intended, clearly fall within the intend
TRADEC population, which thus incorporates many of the 200,000+ yOgRO

people in the 16-19 age band who receive no Further Education and
little or no training on leaving school. It also clearly includes
much of the adult working population in a wide range of occupations.

131. Important questions arise in respect of the participation of

groups of young people who are, in the words of ,.the FEU report,

realistically or fully committed to an occupation and for which in zome
cases, other provision is available and intended. Such provision may be

considered unsatisfactory by one or more parties to it, by virtue of
its incompleteness because of the lack off' complementary and/or supporting

experience or training. Alternatively, a form of provision may not be
participated in because -' the demands it makes on an employer, in terms

of cost, ektent of relel. ,r training requirement.. Qr., it may fail to

meet directly and speci)1L Aly the company's needs. The fact of non-

participation does not in itself render the provision unsatisfactory.
The placement into alternative schemes of 'FE non partidipants' who

require, but do not receive the level and type of preparation provided

by the so-called conventional courses of further education acid training

invokes the 'half a loaf lc better than no bread' argUMent. While

arguments of this kind may be supported for specific groups in the short -

term, they are not supportable in the context of longer term interests'

of a major sector of the labour force now or in the future, or in the

context of the major strategies for further education and training for

all young people which are currently under development. That the
conventional or existing_systems-and provisions are proving satisfactory
in one sense.or another for Some of their targets, produces the case
Tor improvement of those systems and provisions, and not for feeding

their targets into alternative forms of provision primarily designed for

different targets. Movements in the so-called conventional camp, in the
development and updating of models_and.systems are clearly intended to

tackle those aspects of provision which may render it t-ansatisTabiory to

some groups of potential clients within their intended targets.

132. In short the 'traditional-non-participants' in Further Education

-------Tar-Ticit7-bpincide-with actual non-participants. As the intended targets

of 'conventional' forms of provision shift and widen, so do those of

the provisions whose targets are defined resi&ally. In the context of

the drive towards 'foundation' preparation for all, the distinctions

are further blurred. It is with these issues of the appropriate and

See TRADEC I paras 8 - 13



actual targets of TRADEC provision, and with those contexts of change
and the blurring of boundaries in mind, that the features of the actual
participant.population of TRADEC schemes is examined.

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

133. The Principles and Practice of Trades Education (TRADEC) schemes
(1982)'state that:

'courses and opportunities for personal development have
been.confined to well developed schemes for technicians
and craftsmen, or workers at comparable levels....
prescribed study and training of substantial duration
(usually 2% to 5 ears).... it is assumed that the
worker will thus be equipped for continuous employment
in his or her occupational field, and have a 'career'
in ,the sense of achieving status or promotion.... Tradec

-schemes are aimed at those who have no place in this
system because they are in inappropriate occuphtions.
Such persons r:eldom receive orrequire substantial
training, and even if they had access to existing
courses these would prove to be neither appropriate nor
satisfactory'.

43,

The three-quarters of the population employed in occupations which
'seldom receive or require subsIantigI training' therefore essentially
describes the occupational-fAlures of the intended TRADEC population.
These are the occupations previously termed unskilled or semi-skilled.
The blurring of the stratifications of the labour force in the
context of changing industrial circumstances and requirements has had
ramifications throughout the training systems and has rendered
incrbasi4ly difficult and increasingly inappropriate the attempt at
definition of boundaries between discrete groups of 'skilled'
occupations requiring substantial training and 'less skilled'

. occupations. Recognition of a skills 'continuum' and Wider recognition
of requirements for. the application of skills in 'non-traditional'
areas of particular industries (eg. engineering) has clearly reflected

. and responded to these changes. These changes are of considerable
importance in the TRADEC development. Conceptually itis new notions
of 'skill' and their relationships with worker roles that underpins
much of the TRADEC thinking.

134. Descriptions of actual and intended participants in terms of
occupational categories are often unhelpful. In, for example, the
FABRICATION field, a term such as 'welder' can incorporate those who
make decisions and plan, those who follow instructions and have a
limited skill repertoire right through to those who just muddle through.
SiMilar problems arise with 'sheet-metal worker', 'vehicle builder' etc.
Therefore, looking at job classifications of those taking TRADEC courses
is only a very rough guide. The crucial factor is what they are-
actually asked to do in.their jobs.

Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles.

135. In the fabrication field the eVidelice from the students, companies
and colleges would all seem to Indicate that the level of skill required
by participants is.usually much nearer to that of a. craftsman than the
basic operator. If the operator/craftsman/technician classification were
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that iu close enough to, (and even overlapping) the ,craft boundary

such that many of the students regard themselves), and are 'regarded

by' many employers, as skilled. FeW of the jobs are oPeTietive*Jobs

which ate very quickly learned. Indeed evidence that the training/
learning required may have been seriously under-estimated in the -:

YHAFHE statement, is challenged by some of the colleges themselves

who argue that the students work experience coupled with what they

learned on TRADEC makes them.afleast equivalent to, and in Some

respects better than, those who received conventional training and

further educatiOn. Arguments in favour of the view that TRADEt is

seen as a definite forM of technical training which noes lead to a'

clearly defined place in the occupational field, with acComparying

status, promotion and/or future job "prOspects come fromtwp sources.

Firstly the number of students who Viewed the course'ihese terms*
and secondly the numbers who carried on to obtain a City and Guilds

qualification.**

136. However, although the overlap in terms of occupations between

those on TRADEC and those under2oing conventional craft training is

much closer than the YHAFHE publication suggests, there is a significant

difference in another respect. The type of companies who send their

'apprentices' on FJTP schemes are predominantly small.firms, who .

do not and would notsend them on first-year off - the -job EITB training.

Nor would the workers subsequently do module training. The City and

Guilds Craft Studies courses would, in practice, be difficult to do

without this associated practical training. Hence the. TRADEC scheme

would seem in reality to plug-the gap left by, the demise of the old,

City and Guilds Craft Practice courses.

137. Interviews with staff at both CGLI and EITB revealed that both

saw TRADEC as supplying a broadly similar end-prdduct to a related, buts

more or Less distinct, population. Teaching. and learning methods were

also seen as being different, but cpnverging'due to the general direction

of educational change in this area. TRADEC was viewedas complementary
to, rather4than competing with the standard craft provision: Staff at

both institutions also recognised the necessity of a move towards

greater flexibility in training and away from mechanistic'and
institutionalized arrangeMents accompanied by the development Of
appropriate forms of skills standards testing.

These diwelopments'mean that'

(a) TRADEC was welcomed insofar as it represented a clear step Forward

See Chapter 5

** See Para. 174
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for those who previously received very little formal' training

(b) that TRADEC-type courses would have a clear future as one route
by which a skills standard could be achieved. However, this would

mean 'formalizing; the current de facto position whereby TRADEC, in
this field, is seen primarily as-a vehicle for learning specific skills.
This would be perceived as its main purpose, and would call into ,

question even more sharply whether TRADEC should be/is first and
foremost, about acquisition of skills or about the personal development

of operatives, who have very limited job prospectS.

138. An analysis of the occupational characteristics of those involved
in the 1981-82 Fabricati n & Joining Schemes clearly underlines the
point that the present aison d,'etre is acquisition of skills (even

with all the provisos reviously mentioned about difficulties
-distinguishing what the jobs actually involve):

Welder
Sheet - metal worker

Plater
Apprentice Metalworko?r,
Plater/Welder
Fabricator
Blacksmith/Welder
Fitter
General Sheet-metal/Welding .

Welder/Fabricator
Panel-beating

Structural Fabricator
Blacksmith
Heavyplate/Welding
Lagger
Welder/Fabricator/Machinist
Body Repairer
Motor dismantling
Labourer
Trainee Refrigeration Engineer
Chain repairer
Stainless ,Steel Fabricatur

A minority of these activities do involve only a very narrow range of

skills (e.g. some students' work was highly repetitive in for example,
the manufacture of ducting); but the vast majority, in terms of students

if not of occupations, would be expected to be able to do a fairly wide
range of work and hence have to learn a corresponding range of skills.

Indeed several of the very small companies made the point that bebause
of the nature of the trade and the fact that they would take whatever

work they, could get meant that they wanted their apprentice to be able

to perform a very wide range of tasks.

139. Overall then, the TRADEC -t.rication & Joining Scheme clearly

.

meets 6 need, and will continue W %0 so, but its niche is in the main

.among those who do see, themselves 6Cco attaining a recognised status/

career position in the trade. It has had far less success (but never-
theless has made some slight inroads) with operators who require little

training. Its major success has been with those that do require fairly
substantial training, but who are not actually receiving it on a
systematic or. formalized basis (i.e. the small companies who, if TRADEC
,did not exist, would rely mainly on "sitting with Nellie" to meet
their training.needs). It should be noted that.the number who would
receive full EITB training if TRADEC did not exist in this area is
very small, compared with'the massive number who would otherwise
receive no formal training at all. As with'the other schemes, TRADEC
does reach a, much, narrower population than that suggf:st9d in the YHAFHE
publication.

Mechanical Trades Principles

14O. As with the Fabrication & Joining scheme, the levels of skill
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required in'the jobs of, the participants were often much nearer that
of the craftsman than.of the basic operator. However, greater
variations occurred in the way in which_the scheme was used, and in
the occupational characteristics of the participants, than in any
other scheme. There were four main-categories of participant: (1)
mainstream' skilled apprentices (fitters, turners, toolmakersetc.);'
(2)those in specialist occupations which may be highly skilled but in
a comparatively narrow area (e.g. flute grinder, surgical fitter, Press

setter etc.); (3) those not directly involved in mechanical engineering
but for whom an appreciation of M T P may be useful; (4) those without
jobs (e.g. on work experience). but who hoped to gain from an.appreciation
of Mechanical Trades Principles, and perhaps use it as a 'springboard'
for obtaining .a job in mechanical engineering.

The participating colleges differed in how they saw their main 'target'
%. audience for M T P. in relation to these categories.

141. Category 1: 'Mainstream' skilled apprentices:
Some colleges saw this group as their m;in audience. Some saw M T P

as more orc:.less a straight replacement Xor,the old 'Mechanical Engineering

Craft Practice' course: The companies involved were usually either small
ones, who felt they could not support first year off - the -job training

and subsequent module training, or else larger ones who preferred the
day-release mode complemented with training at the workplace, rather
than in a completely separate training environment. Indeed that this

was seen as a different route to the-same and, was sometimes strongly
emphasized - itwas not viewed as a course_aimed at a different
occupational stratum. This was madeoclear in several ways.. Firstly, one
company which recruited apprentice fitters.made.the decision concerning
the route o'be followed, according to supervision, assessment of which
course would best suit each individual apprentice. c'Secondly, the scheme

was often seen as part of a 4-year training period in which a City and
Guilds Certificate was the ultimate goal.

142. The extentto which this group` was seen as a legitimate target
varied according to-the attitudes of departments as a whole, and an
almost full. range of responses could be demonstrated in the'region. At

one extreme was College J, which saw TRADEC as either or both i subverting
existing courses and iibringing in groups 'below' those normally found
in F.E. and hence thought to be more likely to be ill-disciplined etc.
In this context not only all of this category,but any from category 2
also, were encouraged to take existing craft courses. This meant, by
necessity, that those running M 7 P at Doncaster had to look for their
"clients in category 3 (those not d:'..rectly involved in mechaniCal

engineering). In College L the of th4s group (fitter- turners

etc.) was seen as legitimate, but .s 'cage of M T P was
offered; after which the learners 137.-.P-C, *D city'and Guilds Craft
Studies Courses. Not only was M 7 aq, G 'feeder' course,

here, but it was also considered pot,ie ct7. V40 fit only if the group
reprented a very-narroWrange of ,2t.2pr,e:i. In effect, where TRADEC
is used in this way it is as' an ex2edient, .1.t is clear that the

wider ramifications of the TRADE' philosopki. :ire missed. College, A.

provides an example of a College:; recruiting heavily in this group, and
the support of -several large ci.Oanies:who were 'strong believers in ftilp
Value of F.E., and-who were welling to let their apprentices attend college .

for at least 4 years meant ttlat the oollege (and the students) tended.,
also to adopt this lonPer perspective. Although the TRADEC approach is
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embraced, it is with one eye on what will be required in the subsequent

year on the City & Guilds course. In these circumstances, TRADEC is

viewed as .just 'another course', broadly similar to many others..

143. Finally, there are colleges (B, C & G for example,) 4hich have

'substantial intakeb. and have put a great deal of effort into recruitment

of those learners in category 2, highly skilled in a narrow range.

Obviously there is some degree of overlap between categories a and 2

and indeed some companies who in other circumstances might have sent

apprentices on craft coursesopt for the M T P course. However it is

clear that these colleges do'not see those incategory 1 as their

prime 'target' group for M TT, and this is accord,with stated YHAFHE

policy. In these colleges, some students to go on to follow craft

courses, but-this transfer is not seen as the raison digtre for M T P

in the way it is in Some other colleges. The TRADEC course and

qualifications is seen to stand in its own right. This may be attributed

to the total numbersof students doing Engineering zone schemes in

these colleges, which have been-high enough for TRADEC to achieve loCal

.recognition in its own right. Where recruitment has been much lower,

for whatever reason, there has not been the same degree of confidence

placed in TRADEC by either the college or the local employers'.

144. Category 2: Specialist Occupations
As has just been partly outlined above, some colleges make this group

' their 'key' target.. These colleges also tend to have the largest

number of students.' To some extent, this is due to heir larger catchment

areas, but it would also seem to be associated with the degree of

enthusiasm with which the TRADEC philosophy is embraced, since to

acknoWledge'this group as the main target will also mean the adoption

of a much more active recruitment policy. Many of the potential students

would not otherwise attend college.

145. Some of these occupations are highly skilled,but in a relatively

narrow range. However, in terms of how these occupations are viewed by.

the local community, they may be regarded as skilled and certainly would

be (or at 'least have been in .the past) viewed in,bareer terms in a

similar way to the traditional craftsman. Examplee of theig types of

occupations include flute grinder; umbrella marker; tool cutter;.

cylindrical grinder; instrument maker; optical technician; key cutter;

and lock repairer; spring7maker. The largest group is comprised of

those.in occUpations which traditionally have been regarded as, below the

multi-skilled craftsman but above the level of the capstan-operator.

These include setter-operators, millers.and-turners. However, the,

majority in 'this group were often not identified by other than generic ,

labels'such as 'apprentice engineer', 'craft apprentice', 'maintenance

apprentice', 'machinist' etc. Although from such vague lables it was

possible to argue for their inclusion in a number of different categories,

in
tpractice the college and the company were normally able to make i

clear that the job did fall in the area ,close to the blUrred'craft-operator

boundary, as with Fabrication & Joining 'ScheMes. It was apparent that

there were very few doing the lower-level operator jobs, although sometimes

workexperience trainees performed these roiee.*
:

146. Category 3: Those not directly involvalin mechanical engineering.

With the exception of College J, which devoted 'a whole course to this

type of group, it was, very rare for there to be anyone on an M T P scheme

who was not clearly in the mechanical engineering field. Instances

* See para 147



occurred of enrolment on M 'T P in order to gain a general appreciation
of mechanical engineering,- of.a qual.ity,controller, a trainee accountant,
trainees from a.production 'planning department, trainees salesmen etc.
However, these were isolated examples. The scheme offered by College J
differed from other M T P courses, in that it was run solely for a year
(with no link to other courses) and the emphasis was described by the
Course Tutor as very much oriented towards UVP philosophy: By this it
was meant that the acquisition of mechanical skills was seen as secondary
to the development of confidence, team-work and improving communications.
This was seen as more appropriate to the participants, who were operators,
needing no more than an appreciation of mechanical processes. It is

perhaps unrealistic to expect to be able to get a scheme of this nature
off-the ground, unless the bulk of the trainees come from one or two
large companies. However, in these circumstances there is the advantage
that the scheme can bemore easily, tailored to meet the particular
requirements of the companies. For example, it was noticeable that
there was a high degree'of liaison with the companiesn the scheme ,

under discussi'..m. There was also a substantial incompany element in
contrast with many other schemes.* However, while this demonstrates
that this market can be tapped, in terms of overall numbers it
represents a very small proportidn. It may also be that a UVP scheme
in an area other than mechanical,engineering may be more appropriate e.g.
glass and ceramics; rubber and plastics etc.

147. Category 4: Those without jobs:
While TRADEC was developed for those,with a job, changing economic:
circumstances. and prospects for employment has meant that'TRADEC has
started to look at this potentially very large population. * *,_ The M T P
schemes accommodate two major groups who do not have a job. Firstly,

those made redundant during the course. These learners can continue
on the Course (and proceed ,to subsequent stages) and the college will
in most cases set up projects etc. for them. This creates few pi4oblems,

because the students can draw on their previous experience .of work, and,
one hope'S, readily ascertain the relevance'of_what they are doing at

,college. Secondly there are.those who' are unemployed whbn,they start
the course. Increasing numbers of these students have been. enrolling on

TRADEC courses, particularly if they are on Work. Experience schemes. It
is clear that these groups can use the TRADEC course as a 'springboard'
to improve their job prospects, _However,-theSe are potential conflicts
of interest between those with and those without' permanent employment--

.Overall then, the conclusions about the range and level of
occupations.for which M T.P is currently catering are broadly the same
as those reached about FTP.. That is (i) M T P.is a useful means for
learners todevelop mechanical skills.. However, this group is much
more circumscribed than YHAFHE literature might suggest: the majority.

are in occupations popularly described as and they are much
nearer to the'job of craftsman than basic Operator. (ii)Although TRADEC
has.only rarely been taken by those.in more limited operator jobs, it has
been 0.44Wn that it can successfully be used for these groups, where their__-
participation can be secured. If provision for young people in this
band, within the. Engineering Zone, increasesto the extent intended under
the New Training Initiative, then TRADEC will clearly be a potential
vehicle for their vocational preparation. (iii) Similarly,, with regard

to the needs for a practically-based cou.:!,3 in Mechanical Engineering,
for those who'are not in full-time employment, TRAD has shown that it

has a role to play. Again, however, clarification of the type of role..
will probably have to await policy developments elsewhere.

* See pares 214 - 219

** See para 51

+ See para 231 - 261 71



149. TRADEC is,-described by its.proponents as an infinitely adaptive

learning systeM; In the context just described, TRADEC has a number of

possible roles. it can fulfill*What is not so clear is whether it can

fulfill all of them within its present structure. For example, while

a more broadly-based system of.personal development may be appropriate

for.groups2 and 3, the need for what i6 effectiVely quite highly

developed skills training also exists (group 1).. However, it.is.

not an.insoluble dilemma, but it would appear that policy decisions

are requiredsconcerning the scope and intended applications of the

scheme, and the means by which the system's satisfactory performance in

respect of any particular gr'oupis to be achieved and.enthured.

Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles

150. The DCTP scheme has a target population of all. occupations in

the Bosiness zone.of manufacturing and distribution; wholesaling and

distribution; retailing non-Perishables; retailing perishables and

retailing services. However, in practice, the overWhelming ority

of learners participating in the schemes have been sales asais ants,

directly involved in retailing.. As all students do the same basic

course for Stages 1 and 2, making allowance for different. specializations

is relatively simple', especially as those from the-:backgrOunds other

than standard retailing are unlikely to do Stage 3. Even on.Stage 1 & 2

,those from backgrounds in e-.g. warehousing;..wholesaling; vending machine

sales and service, were rare enough to make generalizations about these

difficult; It was noted that students from these areas did complain that

that scheme was geared.much more to those direc'tly involved in sales to

customers.

151. The schemes have generally been very successful.in maintaining

viability, and in reaching audiences who previously wereunlikely to

have attended college. Within the colleges themselves, it was widely

acknowledge that the DITB had played an important fabilitating role.

At a regional level this support continued even when officially the

support was withdrawn -at national level. Another important. influence

was the provision of grants to the companies - which in some cases were

quite substantial, as the companies were expected to undertake in-company

training to.a greater extent than, was apparent in other schemes. An

adaptation of Stagelhas been used as an 'Introduction to Distribution'

short, industrial course, for the unemployed., The.scheme has also been

undertaken by those on Work Experience schemes. There have also been

several instances where one company has been able to 'fill'. a complete

scheme, rendering it much easier to adapt the course to the company's

requirements.':

152. Overall then, DCTP Stages 1 & 2 haye operated successfully

throughout the region in terms of being able to reach Part of the scheme's

target audience. However, its very success in recruiting junior staff

of supermarkets, stores and smaller retail shops has meant that some of

the other areas have. remained reatively untouched. Stage 3 of DCTP is

currently undergoing change at Writing Level; Stage 3,' as currently

constructed, intends to 'serve as introduction to management for first-

line superyisors or junior managers'; As such its target audience is

much narrower than for Stages 1 & 2. This .narrowness is.now seen as

contrary to theintentions of the scheme, leading to the,reconstruction.

currently underway.* In practice there were some cases where the expected

level of entry was forthComing, but there were other cases where TRADEC 3

*'The written scheme remains unpublished at the time of writing, for this

'reason.



was used more as a folloW-on-from TRADEC 2, rather than because it was
appropriate for the person at that particular stage in their career'

development. This sometimes' created problems of relevance in that it

was often difficult to relate the scheme to the actual'.work they did.

Some clear'anOmalies were'in evidence. Learners from One company which
specifically recruited junior management trainees, gave them a
substantial 'in- company training and took a great interest to see that
what they were taught on DCTP fitted what the company wanted, were
enrolled in Stage 1 and received only Stage 1 certificates. Their

projects were also of a quality and depth which made comparison with
other apparently, .equivalent schemes a little odd.

-153. The three-stages of DCTP.Vould-appear to fill-successfully a
'gap' in the previous provision. However, once again-the actual
occupational spread is at this time much narrower than that envisaged.
Another point worth noting'is that. there is a possible overlap in terms
of target population' both with Food and with Commercial Trades Principles

in respect of those in clerical positions in retail organizations.
Placement is most likely to be determined by which course' Is available.

154. The records of occupations of participants in 1981/82. DCTP
schemes include the following:

Sales Assistant. General Assistant
SaleeMan '-'6.N..Management Trainee.

Clerk Vending Machine ServiceMan
Butchery Assistant. Servicemen
Waitress
Warehouse Assistant
Buyers Assistant

Produce Assistant
Checkout Operator
Machinist.

Some of the categories may be overlapping or ambiguous, but even if all

the other categories'wpre considered as quite distinct from that of

sales assistant, this ategory accounted for 75 per cent.

Commercial Trades Principles

155. Commercial schemeshave so farrun in only two colleges, with the

pilot schemes put into operation in 1979-80, It is therefore, still

very early days for this schime. A further complication which arises in
assessing its.target is thatof the predominance,, at one of the colleges,

.
of learners.who have not.been in permanent employment.

156; In CpllegeG, _the last two Stage 1 schemes have had only.a small
minority of learners in permanent employment: 6 Out of 17 n'the 1980-81
scheme (and one of these was made redundant part way through the course)

and 2 out of the 14 on'the 1981-82 course.. Leaving aside those who .

are unemployed and have' no workplace'anyway, thosebn 6 month Work
Experience schemes were' invariably assigned to general office duties/junior
clerk.roles, this was also ,the level of occupation of most of those who were
employed. The stated jobs included, general office duties; order

processing; office junior; juniorrblerical etc. There were also a couple

of perhaps marginally higher status jobs: clerk typist and invoice typist.

The one occupation that did stand out was that'of quality.control

technician. This example did afford an illustration of the potential
flexibility of the TRADEC concept in'that.the'learnercouplea,Commerbial
with Mechanical Trades Principles. The occupations' of those. on the

scheme offered by College E reflected a similar position. Here, the



learners were predominantly 'low .evel' clerical' workers (office
juniors, sPlop assistants etc.) with the odd invidivual, in. receptionist

or secretary positions. IJ

157. It appears that Commercial schemes reflect an opposite
situation from that of the engineering-based TRADEC schemes. The

learners on these Commercial schemes have been, in the main, those
performing 'low-level' jobs, which require minimal training, but with
the odd individual whose job did have a higher skill content. This

was precisely the type of market TRADEC sought to tap. However, the

viability of these courses rested heavily on involving work experience
and unemployed students- Thus the'scheme has not yet been able to build
a firm base among those with continuing or full-time jobs. The nature

of the actual population on the schemes also means that much greater
emphasis is put on UVP-type aims of 'giving young people a better start
in working life by helping to equip them with certain basic job skills
andknowledge.and to develop the personal skills needed at work and in
adult life generally'. As such the course-is seen more in terms-of an
introduction to working life ratherthan the acquisition of skills of
a similar type and level to those on engineering-based TRADEC schemes.
Indeed as both the unemployed learners and those on Work Experience
schemes, are likely to be following other courses at college, itis
more appropriate that they are given a broader introduction than. specific

job-skills which may not be required in their eventual employment.

158. Overall then, Commercial Trades-Principles has made only a very
limited impact in recruiting employee. young people in the clerical field.
It has been shown that the content and general approaCh associated with
TRADEC Can be adapted for those who are unemployed or on Work Experience
schemes, but this does mean the course is viewed as more of a foundation
course, with a consequent lessening in the importance of the link between
the learner and a particular workplace and job.

.

Food Trades Principles

159. Firstly, o e of the colleges which ran this scheme considered
it 'absolutely impossible' to operate a scheme for those-directly
involved in food preparation and those for whom this constitutes a
relatively insignifiCant part of their work. This was because the
whole scheme was effectively built around-food preparation: potatoes,
salads, sandwiches etc., .rather than the more 'general processes:
materials and .supply; handling and storage etc. This Course Team
thought that the scheme, as it operated, was generally applicable to
the group of learners, which comprised-a fish fryer, waitress, sales

assistant in.a bakers', trainee supervisor, but considered that, for
example, the hotel receptionist should have been on a different course.

160. Another college operated the scheme according to different
criteria, and, without getting involved in 'food practical, found that,
it could run a course on similar -lines to -the Distribution scheme,
where 'the main aim was to improve communications, awareness. etc. rather
than to teach specific skills. This was more successful in attracting
aider range ofoccupations: nursing auxiliary, day porter, housekeeper
etc. A scheme was also run which was aimed at trainee butchers. Therefore
it would appear from limited experience available that a range of
occupations can be embraced by Food Trades Principles, but that the

7.
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range on any particular course has to be intOnallyoonsistent (i.e.

all in food preparation; ancilliary support; etc.)

161. It should berremeftered that the total numbers who have been

)e

on this scheme are llow,. that recruitment has been very difficult and

no Stage 2 or 3 sc mes have yet been run. However, what is clear is

that although thereis a very large overall potential market in this

area, in practice the differencps within it are so great so as to make

it effectiVely a series of smaller discrete markets which need to be

tackled separately. Overall then, Food T.P. does offer substantial
flexibility, but it is a flexibility which will probably have-te
operate between courses rather than within them. .

162. Two other points are worthy of note. Firstly, th, . all learners

on Food schemes have been from either preparation and provision of food,

or from sales and service. There have been no learners from the food

supply industry or from food mar)ufacture and processing. Secondly,

there may be competing claims fi4om different schemes on the same

occupational groups. Thus butchery assistants, waitresses and,food
sales assistants' have featured on both Food and Distribution and Consumer
Trades Principles schemes. The key factor influencing the placement
decision has so far been which course was available.

THE AGE 'CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS
1

163. The argument of YHAFHE concerning the inappropriateness of age

specificity of TRADEC can be 'summarised as follows:

The occupations of the intelf<itarget population of TRADEC are those
which do not, in respect of performance of the required task, require a
foundation of lengthy training and preparation in adolescence. They can

be entered with limited training at any age,' and frequently young people

and adults are' engaged on .similar tasks.shortly after entry. The

retraining and personal development needs of adults, on chan ng or

preparing for changing roles, are similar in many respects those of

young people entering them for the first time. The provisio for this

occupational. group should not therefore be age specific, it is argued,
and the.aim.i's the creation of a system not only able to cater for a
wide range of occupations, hut. also for a wide range of ages.

164. The analysis of the age characteristics of the total population
of participants in 1980/81 and a more detailed breakdown for schemes
surveyed in 1981/82showed'olearly the.predominance of 16-19s. The ages
of the participants in 1981/82 ranged from 16 to 28 years. The vast
majority (91.3%) were in 16-19 bard, over all schemes. surveyed, and
register sheets recOrded a similar proportion over all operational
schemes. There was little variation between schemes in age range or
,modal age. The Food Trades Principles Scheme'of College A had attracted
an 'older' populatiOn; however the total numbers involved in this and:the
otherFood Schemes ,,ihich had.operated in College E were insufficient for
any longer term,pat ern of success in attracting older populations in this
scheme to be identi ied. It was the view.of the, Course Tutor from College .

A that a larger pool existed of potential recruits.of older employees in
the Food Industry initially untrained but subsequently requiring training
for low lev 1 supervisory roles.
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165. The overwhelming predominance of the 16 -19 age group can be
attributed to th Main thrust of 'selling' by the colleges. Few
college staff u dertaking industrial liaison activities had given
emphasis to the retraining role of TRADEC in their approaches to employers,
claiming that ew employers had any interest in schemes involving release
of older workers where such retraining as was required could take place
quickly and easily in-company, whereas most anticipated approaches in
respect of the wider work preparation of their young employees. This

perception of employers' priorities was borne out in employer responses
to questions of suitability of TRADEC for the older worker. There is
little evidence, based on experience, of the suitability of TRADEC for
older workers. The potential of the TRADEC system for older workers is
not put seriously in question by the absence of any significant
proportion of older participants. Both the approaches, in practice, to
the presentation of TRADEC to employers and the intensity of"recruitment'
activity in respect of older age ranges would. need substantially to be,
improved, for conclusions to be drawn about the ability of the scheme
to attract and maintain the involvemefit of adult workers. The UVP
association clearly weights the scheme towards the 16-19s, as does the
wider identification with 'Vocational Preparation'. There was some
suggestion that there was greater scope in the short term for involuament
of older workers in the non-engineering areas with little tradition of
training and fewer entrenched views concerning types and functions Of
training.' A training officer in fabrication company seeing TRADEC as
essentially a Craft Practice 'replacement' would be expected to b= slower
to perceilfr it as a potential vehicle for retraining and recruit ent
of older orkers than might his counterpart in a shop, with lit' e past
involvement or experience in courses of further education or t aining.

EDUCAT +ONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS.

16q. The'wide range of abilities as reflected by pas attainment
whictk have been asserted to exist in the TRADEC popul tion, (YHAFHE: 1982)
have been demonstrated in the population participat'ng in operational schemes.
While past attainment reflects, to some degree, t e range of ability it
is recognised that ability and potential does n. necessarily equate with
attainment. Table 3.1 presents the pattern ,of :eneral education qualifica-
tions held by the population of participants in surveyed schems in 1981/82.
The general educational qualifications hel ranged from nil to A level,
the modal level being:?3CSE,1,2,3; <40' 1,2,3; in all schemes surveyed.,
Other vocational qualifications, /widely varied in nature, were held by
approximately 15 per cent of leavers.*

TABLE 3.1 GENERAL EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS HELD (Surveyed schemes)

Qualifications

No, qualifications held 17/
3 CS gd 1,2,3 16

>,. 3 SEs gd 1,2,3, 54< 4 Os gd 1,2,3,

14 Os gd 1,2,3 13

TOTAL 100% .
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PLACEMENT

167. The process of placement of a learner in a TRADEC scheme,varies

considerably between schemes, and, to some degree, between colleges.

Three means of placement, or allocation of learners to courses, may be

found, a combination of which may operate in respect of any particu]1r

scheme.

(a) Assessments of ydung people presenting themselves for enrolment,'
in terms of their suitability for the different courses available.

Here, assignment of those with complementary training opportunities

inadequate for entry to'City and Guilds Craft Studies, is frequently

found.

(b) Direct recruitment for TRADEC,schemes of those in the former

'non-participgnt' category.

(c) Assignment on request from learners afforded opportunities for
releaseby employers or in association with Work Experience or similar
programmes to schemes of their choice (subject to the college's

assessment of suitability).

168. Substantial differences occur in the approaches which'predominate,

between schemes. Placement on TRADEC Courses byemeans (a) is frequently

found in MTP and FJTP schemes, combined with direct recruitment under (b)..

In Distribution and Commercial Trades Principles schemes, direct recruit-

ment undertaken specifically for the schemes predominates. In Commercial

Trades Principles there is some evidence of student preference (c).

accounting for a significant proportion of placements, particularly among

WEEPs students. The numbers here are, however, too small for conclusions

to be drawn.

169. When questioned concerning their experience of the process of

placement to their TRADEC scheme, 19 per cent of TRADEC participants

surveyed claimed to have asked for release for Further Education. One

quarter of these asked specifically for a TRADEC scheme. The majority

considered.that they had simply been 'sent to Tech' by their employers

and the rationale of their placement on TRADEC was neither known nor,

case study interviews revealed, an issue which concerned them. It

appeared that of such cases in which discussion invoping the learner

concerning placement had occurred, the majority were in the Commercial

and Distribution and.Consumer Schemes._ Responses,'btained from companies

surveyed (N=133) also revealed that in 90 per ,p4nt of responding

compabies in MTP and FJTP schemes, the employers viewed placement as the

responsibility of the college. As far as tfiey were concerned they simply

'sent their lads to Tech' a finding compatible with that of their

employees perceptions. In 52 cases employers were quite clear about the
category of workers released for TRADEC, and differentiated the scheme
clearly from those courses adopted for other categories of worker. The

majority (30) of these were located in the non-engineering areas. In

general, the clearer perception of TRADEC, its target and its distinctive

features among company personnel associated with the non-engineering
schemes, may be considered to be another example of the greater opportunities

for establishing the scheme in its intended form within those areas with few

established, traditions of training, and, also, of the outcomes of the more

intensive liaison' activity which is frequently 'associated with the

introduction of schem7s in these areas.



PROGRESSION

170. The importance of progression within the TRADEC system and
between TRADEC and other forms of provision, in view of the unfolding
national strategy for the development of Vocational. Preparation and
its status arldlocation in relation to other 'mainstream' or 'conventional'
FE provisions, hap been discussed in TRADEC I .* At the level of the
individual participant, discovering new aptitudes and interest, finding
himself faced with a change of direction, by choice or by necessity, or
wishing to proceed further in the process of self-development embarked
upon, the existence of opportunities for progression are vital. These

may be opportunities to progress within TRADEC, to feed from the various
stages of TRADEC into other avenues, or to move from other forms of
proyfision into TRADE with some degree of continuity and with appropriate
recognition of past attainment. The existence of such routes is
equally important to the company committed to development of its training
systems and of its personnel.

171. 'Progression within the TRADEC system, between stages, is intended
to provide for 'a progression of interests and experience' and not a

..progression from initial training to supervision. Rather than increased
academic difficulty, it is claimed, the stages represent opportunities to
experience a wider,range of topics undertaken in greater detail, at the
same time remaining self contained. In respect of progression to and
from other forms of provision, the TRADEC position is that TRADEC is not
appropriately regarded as primarily a preparation for other courses.

'If TRADEC schemes were no more than a preparation for entry
to the courses, they would represent failure to those who
did not progress'(YHAFHE 1982:41)

Rather, .i.t is argued, opportunities should be afforded for those
interested and,equiliped to do so, to progress/transfer to other courses

1

at whatever sta e is judged suitable. To this end counselling and
guidance should be provided for learners, stressing again the

'importance to 'establish, in arranging progression for
some, that this does pot imply. failure or inferiority in
in others' (YHAFHE 1982:42)

172. The issue of progression from other courses to TRADEC is not
dealt with explicitly. Instances are occurring of learners 'blocked'
in terms of progression in,conventional courses, transferring into
Stage 2 TRADEC. The position of remaining 'free standing' while acting
as a base/preparation for transfer for those able, raises many issues
outlined in Document 1 and discussed further in Chapter 11** The
progression patternP and intentions of participants in operational
schemes r Te%1 several established routes, and a plethora of individual
variati ns.

173. In some schemes in the engineering areas, progression is built
in as the norm for high proportions of the participants, usually
in Part 2 Year 2 of City and Guilds Craft Studies following the 3 year
TRADEC experience. In this system, clearly the 3 Stages of TRADEC are
considered' equivalent to 2 years C & G Craft Studies with the full
off-the-job and in-company complementary trainingIn_other cases
feed into. City and Guilds takes place, as a matter of course, for the ,

entire group, following Stage 1 or Stage 2, no further TRADEC stages

See TRADEC I paras 22 -35

** See paras 749, - 753



being offered (e,g,Colleges AMP ). In neither case are the concepts

or progression outlined above apparent. Transfer from City and Guilds
for those 'Struggling' on City and Guilds occurs periodically in all
Olgineeeing schemes. in the Commercial and Distribution areas,
progression from DEC General into TRADEC Stage 2'is not uncommon
for those achieving n Pass in DEC General , with a desire to proceed,
having their .ecnpany's support for further learning, but finding
themselves with'no way forward by that route.

174. In all schemes there are instances of progression to and from
TRADEC to a variety or other courses according to individual needs,
aptitudes and circumstances. (e.g. the College G MTP Scheme' had
occasionally passed 'very /Able' learners through to TEC schemes).
Within.TRADEC, progression through all three stages is undertaken by
approximately 60 per cent of participants in the engineering fields.
In Distribution and Consumer Schemes, approximately 45 per cent proceed

through Stages 1 - and in many cases, a combined 1 - 2 'end-,on'

scheme is offered parallel with a freestanding Sage 1 scheme, to
meet the substantial demand.for this immediate progression within the
space of one academic year. Approximately 29 per cent proceed to
Stage 3 which currently remains orientated strongly towards
supervision. Commercial Ti,ades Principles, available at Stages 1 & 2
only at the time of investigation, with Stage II in its pilot stage,
gave indications,o" a demand for progression, and for Stage 2 direct

.entry, from forme] DEC participants. In Food schemes, however, no
Stage 2 had become established, although the scheme had been piloted
with 3 groups in 1980. The Course Tutor of the College A Scheme expressed
serious doubts about the existence of a market and, therefore, of a
demand for Stages - beyond Stage 1, and considered that a very large
number, of schemes would have to be run at this Stage before a 'pool!
for a viable Stage 2 scheme could be established.* The development is
insufficisptly advanced for judgments to be made concerning progresaion,
although ghe general difficulties in recruitment to'the scheme, and
the characteristics and needs of recruits and employers give some
support to the above view.

175. The survey and case study data provided some further insights
into progression patterns and intentions.

Past courses/future intentions of learners.

Past Courses:

Twenty per cent of respondents (84) had attended college for other
courses, apart from TRADEC, since leaving school.

Sixty-four of these actually completed the course, remainder
presumably reflecting those who transferred onto TRADEC after
finding, another course unsuitable). There was a sprinkling of.
studentswho had completed BEC, TEC, RSA, etc., and 26 (four who
had completed Part II year 2). The major reason for transfer
seemed to be experience of 'struggling' with the previous Course
in association with a previous job, or spell on work experience,
or had attended evening classes. If the previous course was in a
similar area, the students could come in at a later stage (usually
Stage 2), although this was comparatively rare. Some-of the

previous courses reflected a change in career direction for the
learners, (e.g. one student doing Distribution T.P. Stage 3 , was

* See Case Study 5, Para 648.
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in his aecon(i year on a full-time TEC Diploma, when. ho neeepted
a permanent JO at n department" store whore he had boon working

on Saturdnye).'

176. With ono exception, there were no colleges,or schemes where
more than a few had done previou courses. Even where previous
courses had been followed, then() tended to be a mix rather than a
consistent pattern, e.g., plumbing, motor vehicle technicians, basic
engineering craft studies, etc.).' The one exception was the DCTP
scheme of College F, whore a group of six learners from one company
'transferred onto Stage 2 after finding DEC General largely unrelated
to their own work. However, it is clear that for the majority of
learners, TRADEC is their first experience of Further Education. QV

those who have done previoug courses, there is no consistent or
established pattern whereby any particular course usually precedes a
TRADEC course.



CHAPTER 4. SPECIAL CURRICULUM FEATURES IN PRACTICE

/`177, bocsment I and Minter .1 present the eUsential features of the

imit,gy .31. th,, TRADEC system and the curriculum structUre and n qhed-

ology arising from it. Thin Chapter describes the translation of that

structure and methodology into operaLionaj schemes, examines variations,

between schemes and the associated patterns of strength and weakness,

both in terms of t:he perceptions of parties to the schemes, and in
comparison with the data compiled and experience gained in the operation

or alterrintive c'urr'iculum models and strategies. Particular attention

is given to the'ldintinctlye curriculum featuren,and the extent to which

these, in design and implementatibn, are able to meet the criteria
developed for schemes falling under the Vocational Preparation 'umbrella'.

17H. Considerable variation was foUnd, between schemes, in 'the
interpretation of the methodology and approaches to its implementation

which they represented. In some cases, interpretation and implementation
diverged considerably from the intended operation of system. Ih many

respects, in common with other developments in Vocational Preparation,

)

variations in implementa ion, and, where it occurred, divergence from
its intendedoperatiOn w re attributable, in part at least, to rectors

beyond the system itself, including staff and employer attitudes, and

institutional constraints. Where divergence from intended Operation

occurs substantially and widely, however, the system too must be examined

riot only in terms of the 'effectiveness of its delivery, monitoring and
'feedback' mechanisms, b,ut also in terms of its realism. To what extent

can the possibilities of substantial diVergence from the requirements

and methodology of the system be reduced, within the operating constraints,

and without impeding the scope'for variation and adaptabflity? These

issues are of importance here, and are developed further in Chapter 7.*

'NEGOTIATION' IN CURRICULUM IMPLENANTATION

179. The notion of the '3-way partnership' and the triangular
relationship between employer, college and learner is fundamental to

the TRADEC system. Crucial to the operation of any Vocational Prepara-

tion Scheme is the way in which this 'partnership' or negotiation

principle is translated into practice; in particular, which processes
and practices are adopted to ensure that the exchange between the
parties is one appropriate to partnership, and that 'negotiation',

if it occurs, takes place from positions of comparable strength. The

TRADEC system requires-the establishment of the 'triangular relationship'

as the basis for construction of a set of learning experiences negotiated
within the scheme framework, to meet the needs both of the users
(companies) and consumers (workers) and to culfillthe educational

functions of the providing institution. Thereby its potential, for

success in the achievement of a negotiated programme may be considered

greater than those models in which negotiating systems are superimposed
on, or introduced post-hoc into conventional style schemes. However
systems:and devices for achieving satisfactory outcomes to real, as

opposed to 'illusory', negotiation for the'r target groups are still in

their infancy.

180. In operational TRADEC schemes examined, the triangular relation-

ships, where they existed, tended to be based on limited Consultation'

rather than 'negotiation', in the full sense in which that term is

currently used within the wider'Vocational Preparation' development.

* See para 475



The schemes,dq not, in general, adopt instruments such as learning
_ _

agendas or similar tangible bases for, and-expressions of, negotiation

although there would be space for them to do so within the scheme
fritmework.without distorting intended system operation. While there

wns,.in-mostchmes investigated, some impact on the learning prcr;ramme
both 'of employer preferences and requirem&nts and of learner choit_:, a

.deeper sense of 'three-way partnership', and real negotiation was
present in very few schemes; Liaison activity between participating
companies and the college _certainly takes place more frequently and

-'1dith greater intensity in the:'typical'' TRADEC scheme, than doe^

liaison in. respect of ita-.conVentional.counterparts,a point cory;ented
onAv a significant proportion ofcompanypersonnel providing'r-uphs
to the suitvey.4 Although in 'gOod' conventional schemes, frequert
and purposeful liaison will be undertaken, it is apparent that thf stattl

of liaison as a fundemental requirementof the launching and operation

of the scheme in the'first.instanCe, produces a greater intensity of

1i.aison-activity than would otherwise be the case in a conventio.ol
scheme." In -some long established Schemes, carrying a 'core' of

continuing employers, howeve , there is evidence of liaison activity

declining progressively, wit an accompanying ossification of
curriculum contentand:therepre fundamental departure from the ;.:.F.sence

of the7TRADEC approach:: :
-7.

181, A frequency of one.to two visits to each-participating compar
during'the course of a-scheme_was the raison frequency most oft,m1
reported by Course Tutors: In most cases; this was broadly compate
with-the reports of liaison given by company respondents. A substarial
proportion, ..however, reported thiee or four visits to each company, .per

scheme. It'Wasnoted that the_nuMber of cbmpa:1ies involved in a
particular scheme is an important factor in frequency of liaison. The

number of -user' companies ranges from ,1 to 30 + in some Fabrication

and Joining schemes. Not only does the number of participa.Lng
companies influence frequency of liaison; it also affects 'negotiating
space', which it necessarily limits, therefore liMiting also the extent

of alignment to company and.industriaIneeds,_ even given the flexibility

and scope for individualisation offered by the project features of the

`curriculum. In most cases liaison visits are devotedto securing and
maintaining recruitmentto the scheme, discussion of project work and
'airinW-of users' Satisfaction/diSSatisfaction in respect of alignment,

learner'progress etc. Contact isMbst often established betwee the,

Course Tutor and Training. Officer or WorkS Manager. In some Engineering

schemes it is the subsequently the Foreman. or Chargehand who becomes the

main point of contact:'fOr securing support and involvement from the
workplace. ** The picture then is essentially one of 'exchange' :ind
familiarizatiOn with needs, between company and college,staff.

182. In:the case study scheme Course Tutors were invited to keep logs

of liaison activities and the purposes for which it was undertaken.
The logs kept for the College C Fabrication and Joining Scheme (27

companies) showed. a total of 62 hours engaged in company visits, of
which approximately one third was spent on recruitment, one third on
discussion of learners' progress, requirements and any difficulties,
and one third on 'general discussion' of course matters. Six companies

had also made visits to the College. The logs kept for the College F
Distribution and Consumer case study schemes (18 companies) showed a

total of 32 hours of visits. Approximately, two-thirds of these were

devoted to 'course development' and one-third to recruitment. A

See Chapter 6

** In some schemes, cooperation at this level was seen as a key to
learner motivation - 'they know Iknow the gaffer'.



dubstaritial amount of time had also ben spent in telephone contal.
Among,.he!-is surveyed afd case studied, several instances emerged of

liaiso ! purposes of course development and review of trainees

Hrittertaken only with core' employers. Some employers had

clearly Hever befni visited or engaged in any substantial liaison over

the scheme. This state of affairs existed in schemes with large

numbers of companic Involved, and can clearly be attributed to lack

of time of ff, anti the exercise of priorities operating against

the pursu employer with little interest in participating in

any activ These cases accounted for less than 10 per cent of ,

companies schemes selected for study.

183. The extent of learner participation in the discussion of

emphasis and orientations required for scheme content (required for

alignment of the framework to individual needs) was limited to some
consultation in selection of project work in most schemes surveyed

and case studied. The outcome of low learner participation may be
reflected in the perceptions of relevance discussed in Chapter 5.*
Course Tutors in 15 of the 19 schemes surveyed, on questioning about
the extent of learner involvement and influence in the triangular
relationship considered that this was the weakest point of the operation

of the partnership. One considered very strongly that TRADEC had much

less scope for real learner involvement than did UVP, because of the

relative inflexibility of curriculum.**

184. The learner, while clearly part of the partnership by virtue of

his participation in the learning system was frequently seen to be

'on the fringes' in matters of discussion and decision,on scheme
content and activities, although a higher degree of learner input was
encouraged and achieved in'the project element of the scheme. In the

two schemes in which Course Tutors considered learner involvement to

be generally high (DCTP, College D and FJTP, College S) different,

factors were seen to be responsible. The success was attributed, in

the first instance, to the use of planned group sessions at an early

stage of the course for discussion of options and needs, found to be

particularly effective at Stage 2 & 3, and in the second case to the

high intensity and frequency of liaison and contact between the

ipmpanies and colleges in respect of the new scheme. Participating
employers had been asked to talk to their young employees about their

needs and preferences, as the 'basis for discussions, ith the college.

Learner responses from both schemes supported the Course Tutors'

assertions that learner input had been catered for and achieved. In

other cases there was evidence of too much reliance on an assumption

that the process of general familiarization with the learner will

provide insights sufficient tr. secure alignment of,the curriculum with

their needs. The importance of the sensitivity and continuing,.
receptiveness of the teacher for the manifest, if not expressed, needs

of the learner should not however be underestimated.

185, The case study investigations revealed a picture broadly
compatible with the Course Tutors' assessments. Little or no

planned learner involvement'in dete. -.ning general scheme orientations

and emphasis was in evidence in four of the five schemes, but a high

degree of involvement in.selection or dp%'ermination of the project

characterised all schemes, particularly Stages 2 and 3. Only in

the ease of the Food Scheme were opportunities for selection of

priorities and emphasis of the scheme given to students at the outset.

*f- See paras 231 295

*K. See para 88



186. Table 4.1 presents the pattern of learner responses concerning the
extent to which they were engaged in.discussions leading to determina-
tion of scheme content. The large majority of learners in Engineering

schemer, in responding to questions concerning the opportunities which
they had been given to discuss their, own ideas about what they should
be learning, revealed little experience of being involved in such
discussions, either in the college or in the company. and were often
surprised by questions in this area, remarking that 'Its just a fixed .
syllabus, isn't"it?'. However, more than half of.the learners in
Distribution and.Commercial schemes reported that they had been
afforded opportunities of this kind by college staff. In most cases

the discussions had taken place as a group rather than individually. A

higher level of discussion within the Company was also characteristic
of those schemes, with the emphasis on individual discussions between
learners and company personnel, in this Context.

187. These findings were reinforced by-the more detailed investigations
of learner involvement which took place in respect of the.casestudy
schemes. In 1 two Engineering Zone schemes, the learners had, little
or no sense of the operation of the 'partnership' or 'triangular
relationship' principle in the alignment of the scheme to their needs.

The substantial proportions commented on the lack of application

of F--:.111eme 1:o their day-to-day work, also said they were not aware of
having been given any opportunities to voice their particular require-
ments in respect of their jobs, except in some instances, in
their project work. It is important in interpretation of data of this
kind, to remember that ideas of involve,:ient in determination of course
content are frequently new ideas.to'young people who-have recently
emerged from initial schooling, and may therefore not ba aware of
opportunities which do in reality exist. Even allowing for effects of

past experience!, the data taken together indicates.that the learner
involvement in the operational schemes rarely extends beyond the
existence of a degree of learner choice, and; in the case of.the
Business Zone schemes, collectile expressions of preference.

188. It should be noted, that the options,. for choice are far wider
than those found in many conventional courses being based in most cases
on widely differentiated experience rather than set projects or limited

ranges of topics. There were some indications of 'fall-off'. in degree
of learner choice as schemes progressed and became established. As

Course Tutors became more familiar with jobs undertaken and requirements
of the regular company users, the drop in liaison activity already noted.
was sometmes accompanied by the increased use of .stereotyped sets'of
'set projects',a phenomenon warned against in scheme guidelines.

189. In respect of major projects the higher learner involvement
achieved was perhaps afforded by the. more tangible nature of: the
discussion - a point which reinforces the suggestion that the learning
contract or similar approach might provide a more tangible base of
learner involvement at the start of the scheme, as well as an instrument
for monitoring, assessment and feedback.* The majority of case study

learners had had an involvement in selection of the project. In all

schemes bar Richmond, companies had also been involved in the selection

process, to varying degrees. This seemed to be an important factor in
motivation towards project work which was uniformly high across schemes.

See FEU 1981:, 12



TABLE 4.1 LEARNER REPORTS OF INVOLVEMENT IN DISCUSSION OF SCHEME COVENT

Had opportunities to discuss

ideas about what he/she should

be learning

(a) with college tutors

(b) with company training/

supervisory staff

MTP FJTP

0

ro

H

ro

V
0

ro

c't

DCTP

0

ba

ro

H

ro
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.4

0
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li
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0

ro

0
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ro
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ro
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orl
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0
.14

0
0

H

7 16

27

53%

50

38%

3

1

23

80%

20

32%
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16 3 3

100%)

4 0
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190. While'the TEW)!C model certainly admits opportunities for real
learner involvement, approaches for achieving this successfully within
the TRADEC system need to be examined' and developed. It has already
heon noted that exchange between the Course Tutor and company personnel
Was grcw.er inTRADEC than in conventional courses operating in parallel
Certainly company responses to the survey indicated a welcoming of
improved contact with the Colleges brought by the introduction of TRADEC."
He came down here and.has spent time finding out what we do -.we never

used to see them from one year to the next before' was a typical comment-
from on.employer formerly engaged insending apprentices to City & Guilds
courses. This stance was frequently counterbalanced though, by the rider
'hat as far as the actual course was 'concerned, they were happy to leaVe.
it _to the college and preferred it that way, given that the college knew
what their business and needs were. Working partnerships were too time._

consuming:

191. The extent to which the'mproved contact brought with it the
desired adaptation to the local and individual company needs is difficult
to assess. However, where good liaison existed it was possible to
identify specific instances of successful alignmenttocharacteristic
company needs through effective operation of the working partnership
principle." How far these successful alignments were a product of the
TRADEC system, and how far they could have occurred in the context of
conventional.courseP, given good contact and liaison is questionable,
bUt there is 'little doubt that.the improved liaiSon which is essential
to the operation of a TRADEC scheme does produce greater opportunities
for local adaptation and alignment toneeds. The extent to which the
opportunities are exploited depends on a range of factors, not-least
staff commitment and expertise.

192. Course Tutors were almost all of the view that a 'working,
partnership' with companies was achievable with some companies and dio

- exist to some degree in their'own schemes. The e.:( t and effectivenesL,
of this was largely determined 'by the effort and ee,r,.se put into it,
and the nature of theemployers'inVolvement ranged fitx:, minimal
involvement at the outsetof a Scheme, to full i-lvolver--nt, in a few

.cases, involving substantial-contributions to Cor.)any - oastA and college-
based programmes, participation in industrial asseP;smtint and scheme
writing groups.

193.The evidence suggest firstly that the system is capable, under
certain'conditions,. of achieving full and effective partnership between
college staff, learners and companies, resulting in satisfa_:tory alignment
to needs, and-secondly that these conditions appear to be

(a) that.the number of participatal companies is small

(b) adequate liaison time and staffin
//

(c) fu 1 understanding /awareness Of Company personr,1 and
lea ers of the nature, purposes and intentions of the
scheme

) some element of incompany work or college based specialisation
option

lhe e aspects of the Schemes' operations are fully discussed in Chapters .5

* .See para 180

** See the examples presented in pares 368 370 ; paras 380 381 , para 414



STRUCTURING AND SEQUENCING OF SCHEMES - CONTENT AND PROCESS

1c14. The translation into
w

practice of the scheme structure and meth-

odology ill tixamined in operatiOnal schemes In surveying schemes,

variations in'general approach and interpretation of scheme structure

were noted. Case study investigations allowed detailed examination
of programmes and their implementation in the classrooM, workshop and

company to take place. The processes of writing schemes, variations

in the implementation of the'schemestructure, and experience of the
practitioner in,attempting to. implement the scheme are considered in

this section. Issues of appropriateness and effectiveness both of

the structure of the schemes and of the .whole development strategy are

discussed in Chapters 7, and 9.

195. The processes of the writing groups leading to the production
of published schemes were examined. In the cases of the schemes
completed and published the only data sources were the finished products
and recall of the participants, since minutes of the groUps were not

recor.led. In the case of those writing groups in existence and
working on new stages and schemes at the time of the research,
obser tion and interv,iewswith the Chairman and selected participants

serve co shed light in their modus operandi. In many cases
{practitioners acting as Course Tutors to operational schemes within the
colleges had, formerly, or currently, taken part in writing groups, and

were therefore able to provide additional. omment on the -r, operation.

196. The rtheme 'units' centre on the sel ction Of 'topics' described

as 'carefully chosen, carefully modulated t chnical topis'. forming the

rows of the area. The units and their cons ituent topics describe the
'content of the scheme selected and expresse as areas of information and

'understanding likely to be needed in whole r in part, whatever tYe
combination of skill involved in the learner's specific occupatic

197. The existence i".f.specified and assessable-'basic skills' w}-= ^h
the course or scheme is intending to transmit has been identified a

key feature and subSequently adopted, as a defining characteristic and
criterion for acceptibility.of programmes under the Vocational Preparation

development. In examining the TRADEC schemes, both-at the level of the
writing process and in their implementation, the question of,whether
there existed an identifiable core of basic skills which the scheme was

seeking to transmit was a key evaluat.L6n question.

198. The transfer or transmission of basic skills, -in the sense used
in (FEU,1981: 13), is implicit in the TRADEC model. The statement of

m thodology embodies references to the responsibility of the implementing
.colleges to seek. and develop areas of skill and attitudes,' within and
outside the SLS component, which are clearly embodied in the CoMmon Core
and 'Basic Skills' models under development. TRADEr. refers, in respeCt

of, project work, to the need for design to include.aspects of life and

social skills, the dchievement'of acceptable standards of performance
and reliability, and attitudes of personal commitment,and.responsibility.
(YHAFRE, 1982: 22). At the implementation level,in'many instances,

Course Tutors speak in general terms about the types of basic skills which

are being developed in the-learners, ranging from affective areas of

confidence and maturity to skills of literacyandiability to communicate.



By observation, lifeans by6which these skills are developed can also be

easily identified, e.g. written use of reports on practical projects,
in developing written expression; role playing, with use of video, in

developing confidence and understanding. In some instances, criterion-
referenced touting is used in respect of basic skills in some parts of

the course, usually in General Studies.

199. While the columns of the array are, it is stated, intended to

'indicate' teaching objectives of, e.g. 'providing infermation',
'bringing understanding', 'consolidating' in respect of the technical
topics, there is no specification of learning objectives in the basic

skills areas at design level. While the scheme may, in practice,
represent the contextualized transmission of basic skills, the absence

of specifications of basic Skills objectives at design level, or of 'any
requirement for their specification at college level, results in some
instances, in the schemes! degenerating into little more than sets of
loosely linked topics developed through.a variety of teaching/learning
modes with resulting difficulties in making any sensible assessment of

progress in basic skills, other than the purely subjective.

200. The implications of this for prevocational courses are considerable.
Whether the 60 per cent core is separate or developed through vocational
areas specification of basic skills to be transferred, and the means .by

which they will be assessed, is essential. There is certainly potential

for adaptation to meet this criterion of Vocations: Preparation by making

explicit the implicit objectives for groups within the Vocational

Preparation band. This could support assessment considerably and would not,

in the view of the researchers, distort the principles and methodology
underpinning the TRADEC approach, or the application to other groups. The

dangers of over - specification at the other extreme should be guarded
against. Slavish adherence to highly specified, possibly unrealistic
behavioural quality of processes, is all too frequently found in
application of the 'objectives' model. It is to be expected that
'basic skills' will be a primary importance at Stage 1, giving way in
importance, progressively, at Stages 2 and 3. While it is recognised
that TRADEC seeks to meet many needs outside the Vocational Preparation
area it seems that some alignment will be requred in respect of basic
skills specifications for schemes seeking acceptability within that band
of provision.

201. There are considerable variations in the interpretation and
implementation of the 'tree' and 'array' structures and SLS guidelines
into the week-by-week programmes and daily timetables of learners
engaeng in different stages, of any given TRADEC scheme. Variations by
virtue of special features and needs of the participating consumers and
users, and of the industrial context, are intended, the accommodation of
variations in need and context being a central feature of the system
'design. However variations clearly also occur by virtue of the interpre
fA:io Kpectations, attitudes and experience which the teaching team
bring to the scheme and by virtue of a variety of institutional constraints.
Clear divergences betwe-?n.intended system interpretation and implements-
tin arm actual oractir,! abound.
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202. Case study investigations enabled close examination of the

curriculum rth experienced by the learners, to take place. Practice

varier considerably, between those schemes which take the units in

sequence and follow the lines of the array by allocating succeeding

periods of the day's timetable to each element (supporting studies,

operational. ''outlines etc.); those schemes which integrate the supporting

studies, operational outlines and group instructional practice elements

in order to give baSic theoretical understanding, while at the same

time retaining their essential features in identifiable form; and those

schemes which use the unit and array structure to identify themes

which cut across the units themselves. These are then treated in ways

consistent with the schemes intentions, but without retaining either

their identifiable features or the structural links between them.

203. The translation of the tree and array into the daily timetable

and week-by-week programme in the case study schemes is described fully

in Chapter10. These accounts are illustrative of the variety which

occurs in practical implementation, and of the impact of the ntext of

operation. More generally, the structure of the written scheme was

translated into a working programme directly and with relatively little

difficulty in the Engineering Zone schemes. In many of these schemes

the day's timetable reflected the columns of the 'array', and in the

week-by-week programme the content of the units could clearly be

identified, although sequencing varied considerably. Few kept rigidly

to the rows of the array in terms of topics.

204. In the MTP scheme offered in College J, the.Course Tutor

considered that the ,array, by its rigidity and.overspecification of

content, failed adequately to accommodate the curriculum processes

which he considered educationally worthwhile and desirable. The

personal development dimensions were, by contrast, under-Specified in

terms of aims and objectives both centrally and at college level,

and the array acted as a constraint on those wishing, at college level;

to develop, for example, ABC-type personal development aims within the

curriculum. The structure progressively forced or led teachi towards

practical details at the expense of personal development, he onsidered,

particularly in respect of project work. Here he felt that t e emphasis

on 'producing pieces of metal' promulgated by some, if not al ,

moderators in the MTP field, severely reduced the scope for personal

development through project work.

205. In.the MTP scheme of College A the array had been found restrictive.

Some topics which. the college wished to include, and which met specifiC

needs identified in discussion with students, had been omitted since they

were not featured in the rows of the array. The flexible 'columns' did

not afford opportunities, it was felt, for the introduction of new topid

areas Such as these, only for specialisations in tne specified topics.

The re4Uirements of_coverage of all 'rows' of the array for each unit

meant an overloaded syllabus even with the flexibility frr the reduction

of time spent on some units according to need. The spread of needs

within .the.group,necessitated-coverage of some substance for all topics

with resulting rigidity and superficiality. In the College G MTP scheme,

some topics were missed out (despite specification) but the problem of

shallow depth of colierage"was also mentioned. College H, followed the
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YHAFHE published scheme closely. This was the prime example of the
whole written scheme being used an a fixed syllabus rather than nu an
adaptable 'anatomy' and the scheme was also notable for its related
lack of employer involvement; and its substantial recent decline.

206. The danger of the use of the published schemes as fixed syllabi
is well recognised. The appraisal of one UVP field officer, that one
strength of TRADEC was that it offered, by virtue of its specification,
a half -way house for the practitioner unable to relate to, or uncertain
of how to construct, scheme( from more open, client-centred models.
This strength can however become a major source of weakness at the
implementation level, through misinterpretation of its purposes at
college level where traditional perception and expectations of a course
specifications result in ossification of content. This phenomenon was
apparent in several schemes.

207. In DCTP and Food Schemes there were no instances, in the schemes
surveyed, of the array being translated directly into the daily time-
tables and weekly programmes in the way in which it was in many engineer-
ing schemes. In the scheMe operated by College P, the Course Tutor
summed up the process as 'dispensing with the array and looking at areas
to be covered', the day being divided into SLS (integrated with scheme
topics). (1 hour) Communications (2 hours) and Retailing (3 hours). The

array here was considered too rigid, to contain too much material
requiring coverage, and lacking in 'new technology' topics. Similarly,
College F found the array,too rigid, used it, flexibly and 'ignored it
quite often'. The content had been cut right down and requirements in
respect of coverage were not met, intentionally, since the content was
considered too heavy. A similar picture was found in other schemes, in
mode of implementation, but there was considerable variation in what was
considered to be legitimate and appropriate 'flexible use' in terms of
the scheme guidelines. in only one case was the requirement of coverage
with weighting according to student need and interest observed. Hence
'ignoring' the'array and 'using it flexibly' constituted different
accounts of very similar processes.

208. The two Commercial schemes resembled the Engineerin Zone schemes
more closely in their translation of the array directly into the day's
timetable. Neither aimed for total coverage of required content, at any
level of treatment.

209. The examples of curriculum implementation given in the case studies*
illustrate some different approaches to the treatment of Social and Life
Skills in TRADEC schemes.

21C. As a working framework the guidelines to SLS in TRADEC schemes
have.been the subject of concern in many quarters. The personal devel-
opment theme in TRADEC, although undoubtedly present in TRADEC from its
inception, as it is acknowledged generally to be in courses of Further
Education, is not 'as apparent in the records and progress of early
Committees responsible for the launch of TRADEC as it has been on and
subsequent to the sealing of the UVP link. The SLS component of TRADEC
was a main point of issue in approval of TRADEC for UVP funding. The

importance attached to SLS dimensions, and the reality and strength of
dimensions in practice in a scheme specified by technical content and
methodology only, raised some questions concerning the appropriateness of
incorporation of TRADEC under the UVP umbrella. Approval was obtained

See paras 554; 585; 609; 632, 653.



folowing cinraLcntion of the intentions of schemes in respect of SLS

and inspection of selected schemes using fully integrated approaches.
But for many practitioners with particular interest and/or repponsi-

bilitios in Social and Life Skills, the SLS component
remelts' weak 'Ind underspecified, resulting in considerable variations,

between colleges and schemes, in both structure, extent and quality of

the SLS dimension. The moderation function in respect of SLS in intended
to effect some degree of control here - its efficacy is discussed in

ch;ipter 7.0 Doppite the' operation of the moderation system, the SLS
component in some schemes paused as acceptable is barely identifiable and

certainly operated at a level considerably-.below that intended by the

system and that considered acceptable by many practitioners in General

Studies and, in some cases, in technical departments.

111. An examination of the treatment of SLS across the spectrum of
operational schemes, serves to shed some light on the translation of
SLS guidelines into practice, and the validity of arguments presenting

the need for greater specification. In.twelve of the schemes surveyed,

the treatment of.SLS was based on the 'fully integrated' riwdel. These

were in the MTP scheme of,College G, the FJTP scheme.of College E, all
Distribution and Consumer Schemes, both Commercial and both FOod Trades

Principles Schemes. The MTP scheme of College M had attempted a fully

integrated model, but in practice the SLS element was virtually non

existent - a point on which it had received criticism-from-the-scheme--
Moderator. In two of the Engineering Zone Schemes, 'double staffing'
involved Technical and General Studies staff in sessions introducing
technical themes, combining SLS and technical perspectives in the treat-
ment of the topics and themes around which the scheme was built.
College E offered its double staffed sessions every third week; SLS
dimensions were also built in throughout the other parts of the scheme.
College M had previously attempted 'double staffing' and a separate GS
component as means of meeting-the SLS requirement in its MTP scheme. It

will be noted that all schemes in'the Business Zones, used'the 'integrated'

,model of SLS. Inthe DCTP and Food Schemes it was considered by the
Course Tutors that many of the themes and topics in the published units

were predominantly. concerned with social and life skills;, integration

therefore occurred 'as a matter of course' in the treatment of the

content. This embodiment of SLS was particularly marked in elements of
courses dealing with customer relations and aspects of management.

212. .In two of the schemes surveyed,-the-model of integrated SLS,
suDplemented by separate elements, was adopted. These were the MTP

scheme of College,J and the FJTP scheme of College S. The College J scheme

had involved a 'volunteer' from the General Studies department with a

'genuine interest in the scheme', in the provision /of separate elements.
SLS has been related directly to the specific technical topic under

consideration, The Course Tutor, strongly committed to the personal
development areas of the scheme, had paid particular attention to ways

in which SLS ould be developed through the practical and project work
of the scheme, through providing experiences of e.g. team working,
subsequently reflected upon and. discussed in a_group-oontext--The-
College S Scheme linked the SLS component with the-'Basic Concept' column

of the array. SLS in this scheme and others was staffed from within the
:Engineering Department, an arrangement associated with a wider policy
decision concerning staffing of General Studies taken some years earlier,
and was not a feature of the TRADEC development itself.

See pare 427 432



213. In five of the schemes, SLS was undertaken principally

IbrouAlmarate SLS elementn provided either by staff of the GS

department or of the department offering the scheme. These were

the MTP Schume of Colleges A, B, H and the FJTP schemes of

Colleges C and L. In the case of the College A scheme, the college

hall developed an SLS model for all Vocational Preparation courses and
schemes, through a staff team based in the Department of General Studies,
specialising in the Vocational Preparation area. Similar teams existed

for other broad types of courses. The SLS component of .the DABTAC scheme

was,coordinated.by a member of staff of the General Studies department.
The component had formely been modelled along lines common to City &

Guilds Craft courses but had recently been restyled to incorporate some
ABC ideas and approaches. Steps had also been taken to integrate
General Studies staff with the with the team of the Engineering Depart-

ment in respect of the TRADEC scheme. The scheme of College L devoted

one half'hour at the beginning of the day to SLS, taught by department

staff. Thereafter there was some 'limited' attempt to develop SLS
within the technical content. The MTP of College B, worked on a basis

of shared responsibility for a separately timetabled shot between the
department and General Studies, while the scheme of College H provided
an SLS component identical with that offered for City & Guilds Craft

S4.udies courses, entirely within the Department.

ON-THE-JOB LEARNING, COMPANY - BASED ELEMENTS AND INTEGRATION

214. A requirement of the TRADEC system is that it should 'bring the

employers' plant and expertise into use as a part of the essential

method of operation, and in such a way as not to interfere unacceptably

with company operation' (YHAFHE 1982: 12). The opportunities for

effective use of plant, process and equipment for information,
consolidation and in project work are emphasized. Although the existence

of a company-based element is not a requirement of the scheme, it is

stated that the project should make use of the employer's equipment and

processes, and be 'wholly or partly carried out at the work place with

the involvement of the staff'. The scheme can be built around or

linked with existing incompany training programmes or incompany prbgrammes

designed specifically to complement the college-based programme.

215. Incompany elements on the model, commonly adopted in UVP schemes,
of induction plus a specifier number of days of on- the -job training and

planned experience. are not a feature of the TRADEC system, although
.programmes of job,agtation have been grafted ontothe basic TRADEC model,

as a recommended form of incompany element for companies wishing to
qualify for the incompany grant for Stgge 1 TRADEC in the Distribution

field /* The intention therefore of the TRADEC systev.is that the company
plant and processes should be used in such a way that tilt_ lea.rners'

experience, of specific tasks and working contexts gained on-the-job is
built upon and used in a variety of ways both to support learning by
illustration and application, and to match learning-to the learners'
requirements and experience at work. This should create 'relevance',

it is claimed. It is further cIakMed that use of employers' plant and
expertise ensures automatic adaptation of the scheme, as experienced by
the learner, to technical change and should 'achieve a practical
.contribution to resourcing' through use of employers' equipment, materials

and personnel andthroughindustdal supervision. Tie investigation of the

-reality and extent of the use of industrial plant, processes and expertise

* See pare 21.



hbn been given particular attention in thin invontigution and in

repol"ted fully in Chap turn and

Tho proportionn or 'whom) pnrticipnnto ourveyed who undertook

any put of the ochemo or course nnnignmentn within their compnnien in

given in Table 4.7.

TABLE 4.7. PERCENTAGES OF LEARNERS UNDERTAKING PART OF TRADEC

SCHEME IN THEIR COMPANY.

FJTP DCTP CTP FOOD TPMTP

N-144 N=155 N=94 N=24 % N=5

Major Projects

None 37 39 41 8 (20)

Little 31 25 27 20, (20)

15 18 10 28 (40)

Most 10 8 18 32 (20)

All 7 11 4 12 (0, /

Minor Projects
And Assignments

None 56 57 49 33 (40)

Little 26 21 22 54

14 16 13 4 (20)

Most 4 4 12 8 (-

All 1 2 4 - (-)

The responses were broadly compatibly with the responses received from"

company personnel to questions concerning the extent o: company-based )

activities undertaken by their participating employees and with the

Course Tutors' assessments of the extent of 'company-based activity.

The results revealed that company-based activities were more frequently

undertaken in connection with the main project, 36 per cent of respondents

recording that one half or more of project work had been done in their

companies.. This overall figure covered substantially different,,degrees

of company based activity between and within types of schemeand within

each scheme itself, reflecting different policies adopted towards company

based work in different colleges, aswella.s variations in liaison

approathes and\local conditions. It will benoted that only in Commercial.

Trades Principles\and FoOd Trades Principles schemes did the majority of

participants undertake more than 'little' of their main project work and

minor projects/assignments within their companies. This finding is based

on small samples of participants in schemes which are either in, or have

only recently completed tkieir pilot, stages. The results sho"ld be inter-

preted accordingly.

* See paras 304-- 317
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.'17. Company-based octivitie, whether for specific course assignment;;
or project. work, was undertaken on an ad-hoc basis In the large majority
of cases in which it was present. Only exceptionally did companion
allocate a regular time for company-based elements. Similarly, in only

few cases was any formal supervision given within the company, and the
existence of an Industrial. Tutor or equivalent sympathetic - experienced
adult, to whom participantr related within their company in respect of
the Scheme vine rarely encountered. Where such a 'role' wall encountered
it was generally associated with the UVP link, .reflecting expectations
and norms of the UVP model, rather than those of the TRADEC operation.
However the provision of more generalised support 'was claimed by many
responding companies, and learner questionnaire responses and interviews
revealed that approximately 57 per cent of those indicating some part
of the scheme to be taken, in-company could identify e,point of supp- and

supervision in respect of their participation, within-the company.*

218. Learner assessments of time available for company-based activity,
and of the extent of supervision and other forms of support given in
respect of.company based activity are given in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3. LEARNERS'APPPAISALS OF ADEQUACY OF TIME FOR IN-COMPANY
WORK REQUIRED AS PART OF THE TRADEC SCHEME

Learners' MTP FJTP
%

N =71

CTP FOOD

Appraisal N=103 N=111 71 :N=22 %

Too Much 7 6 1 5

Just Enough 48 550 39 64 (75)

Not Quite
12 20 23 .18

Enough

Far Too
Little

34 19 37 14 25)

In'three schemes surveyed, one full day release was agreed witlh companies,
and participants periodically or regularly went ID4ack their; companies

in the afternoon to undertake TRADEC activities there, This approach had
proved moderately successful, but had encountered some problems in
communicating to the companies that the intention Of the rettitrn to work
was that the participant should continue the learning activities in the.
Workplace.

219. Differences in 'policy' of the departments offering TRADEC schemes,
towards incorporation of company-based work, has already been noted. In
some colleges, there was an insistence that the major project Was undertaken

* See para 253



in the 'Compariy,and there was,a high degree,of.success in achieVing

In other instances., compapy-baped projectS were not encouraged --

or.debired, often because of the anticipated'problems in their'

monitoring and supervislon..-Employers attitudes and.wiShes fdi'activv

involvement, "wer'; of course the other dominant factor determinirig the .

existence and extent of company-basedaCtivities. Thble 1..1.* summarises

the extent ofCompany based work in the schemes surveyed. The extent of

other forms. of company-related work; drawing on the employer's' plant,

procebsesand expertise, was able to be examined more closely through

'the case study investigations.

80.

(i) Use. of company plant/process etc. for illustrative purposes in

the classroom.

220. Obtervation revealed that individual experience of learners,

.gained'in their jobs and in the wider work environment, was drawn on

fully and'effectivelYin the theoretical componentS of most schemes,

thus grounding theory in experience and practice as intended.
'Classroom's methods ranging fror--completion of:worksheety, drawing

`on specialised experience, to discussions on the ways 'in which' specific.'

tasks/problems were taCkled,in the company were common. Inlearner
interviews conducted in the case study schemes, it became apparent
that unemployed young people participating in the schemes,.wh6 were hot

Current WEEPs trainees, were freq8entiir left behind .in this although
several found it of some help to learn from the experiences Of others...

Differences WexperienceErof work' of this order, and their implications
for the value which can be derived from schemes,.'are points to be given

attention, by the schemes' drawing in progressively larger proportions of

unemployed young people.alongside those who are in work.**

(ii) 5upPly.of materials/equipment for college based work

221. Supply of materials by companies was widespread, and occurred

.
whether TRADEC acivities were undertaken within the Company or wh011y

within the college. In the case study schemes there were exampled of

materials and use-of .equipment being made available by a substantial
proportion ,of participating companies, ranging from small businesses

to large companies. The nature of the contribution, too, ranged from
supply of occasional 'samples' from retailing establishmentS to
availability of specialised equipment and supply of all materials for

selected prOjects. It should be noted, though, that for any given
scheme, it was in-:exceptional rather than typical cases. that the latter

.level of contribution was made.

(iii) Industrial inputs to ollege-based work
*.

. .

222. Industrial Assessors were used in 18 of the 19 schemes surveyed.
In the 5 case study schemes) alieicaept Coilyge F used industrial
assessors in the.asspssment of'project work. 'kv In all cases the
indahtl-ial assessor was drawn from a.participating company. Periodic
industrial inputs featured in all of the case study schemes. Only two
schemes involved induStrial personnel as members of the Course Team,
contributing regularly to college-based learning.

a-

-10

0* See pp 21 - 28.

A* See, for example, Case Study 4, paras.626 7- 646
N ^
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LINKAGE WITH TRAINING PROGRAMMES

223. There were few instances of TRADEC "-schemes being linked withl
existing training programmes of on -the -job training, or of .pl ned
experience being devised to.. accompany ,.or`. !fuse' with the stan d.

scheme. Where existing, training was provided, 'frequently no link-up
occurred and irilseveral cases direct duplication resulted, a point
'commented.on by participants from tha,companies concerned. Examples
of this were presented by the case study investigations.*

224. The general survey'results revealed that. m&re than one-third
bfresponding'companies claimed to attempt to gear the informal on-the-
job lea'ning'of their' TRADED participants to the college programme.**
Many with whom,personal contactfrs established considered that it
Would be'useful to.do so, but ilad little time to concern themselves;
with that sort of activity, aneconsidered'that it was the job of the
college to relate `the progress of the college-based-Oomponent to the
developing work and experience of the learner in the cOmpany. It
should be noted however,.that a substantial prOpoption of company,*
personnel considered that the prime function of release to the college
was to enable younwepple to 'broaden' their knowledge and experience
beyond the ',narrow alleyway' of theiy work and that of the individual°
company.

.225. The Distribution and Consumer area represents a special case in .

ch
respect of integrated or iinked'traini g i the company, and the- .:
selected Case Study pro' des an excell t illustration of the features
which differentiates DCTP from other schemes in discussionaof the
natve and role of an 'in-company element'. TRADEC Distribution and
Consumer schemes became operational after the introduction of.the UVP
Pilot Programme, irrtontras with the MTP and F6,1TP schemes. Their:
link. pith the DITB /UVP programme has been described in .Chapter` 1
.together with the decisions tOproceed through different channels following

.---ithe withdrawal of DITB recognition for TRADEC in 1980: The Regional.
Steering Committee, set upto guide and support DCT?'schemes, '.

subsequently recommended that Certain features.of the DITB/TRADEC
-operation be maintained as.'good practide1,- . The two features in ..

queStionwere'the 12-week programme of planned exiierience'and job
rotation, and the residential element, grafted'onto the basic TRADEC
model in order to-provide a. more complete experience for the learner.
Companies subscribing to the scheme and wishing to 'provide. an incompany
element approprialp for MSC fmpding.pprposes are, therefore, invited-in
most schemft to'draw up a programme of planned experience. Or job rotation '
to link with the college-based scheme.

cases '
-

. . .

226. In most in which in- company schemes based on job rotation/
planned experience are intended, they.have failed to materialise. ,Thid;
the NFER evalliation revealed, was by no means uncommon din UVP scheMes.
In the.caseof TRADEC, the loW success rate is attributable, in large

,
part, to the-absence of workable supporting mechanisms. It has proved'

°extremely difficult for scherr coordinators to maintain these' programmes
without the coordinating monitoring Mechanisms of the ITB. .Even
with these Mechanisms, substantial problems had been encountered in
sustaining the in-company programmes. S .ince no requireMents are placed on
the existence of an in company programme or on satisi-aotoi-y performance.,
within it, for successful'completitn of tile'scheme, there is little
incentive for'either college or.compORy to eXpend effort in this Urection.

* see, for example. Case Study 3, para 617
g

**See, for example, paras 340, 361 , 408, 409'.
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In the CO-liege F DCTP case study, two large department stores: a a

substantial.and\continuing involvement in the scheme. .BotN companies

`ioPerated programM'es'of job rotation for youx employees as part of

their standard training'. .However, in neither case was. the programme

linked 'in terms' of job progression,' duration or 'cYcles''cerotation

or experience, with the structure progress or length of the. college-.

based scheme. Obtatni6g -linkage was considered, by the Course Tutor

,to be potentially too demanding for it to be worth' attempting, and the

learners perceptions were invariably that there was no association

between college-based TRADEC and their company programme..

INTEGRATION

227; MattersconCerning integration have been touched on repeatedly

in,the discussion of variations in company based work and in .discussionv

° of alignmeht needs The function of course work assignmenta.and

projects'ia essentially an integrating function,' betweenday-to-day

experience gained in the workplace and.learning in the college setting.

On the whole, where there is a degree of-student choice..and discussion .

in respect.of selection'of these elements; their integrating function

,ia effective and is perceived to-be soby all parties to the proceds;

the danger is one-''of ossification* in stereo-typed activities T.Owing

a period of operation.

228. The existence ofa compleMentaryin-comPany programme. of planned'

eXperience/on-the-job,triaping gives the projects and assignMents
potehtiaAy enhanced power as instruments both of learning, and rein-

. ,

forcehent, .and of integration between components, if appropriately Used.

'In schemes achieving a hil.her degree of balance and unification between

incompany and college-based programmes, projects on the TRADEC model

could assume a very'important role, and would, if adopted,' improve 'upon

the less Tocuted project approach frequently used in UVP schemes,

proViding a vehicle.. for transmission of a wide range. of basic skills

in an integrated and applied way.
.

l /

229. The'integration of the programme'with experieni and on-the-job

learning tends to,bel as good as the liaison Process.an the commitment

and understanding Of the staff operating it. Schethes operating with

'.only One or. two companies involved clearly are able-to have greater

intensity of liaison than schemes with very large numbers of small

Companies, shown by many schemes in the engineering areas. Companies'

FeSponSes to questions concerning integration are disCussed in Chapter. 6..

The overall pictUre.is one of fairly good alignment, but little'

integration .of different scheme components. Integration in the mind of

the learner is ultimately what counts, and in respect oftlle.general

progression of the scheme, 'a frequently expressed view Was `that such-

had.occurred between the college and company components was

.,.. by chance only.* 'This was an assessment supported by the' researchers

own observations and'examination of .scheme programmes and activities,

against-data obtained on the working and training contexts of the

learners.

230. In conclusion, therefore, the curriculum features which represent

the translation, into a:working model, of'the learning parameters

originally developed.for the system,** materialise in widely varying

forms. The variations are due both to differences in. interpretation by

the practitioners, and to the demands placed

.
Indeed, the echeme was most often regarded by learners as consisting

solely of college-based activities - a point also noted in respect of

-tryp in the NFER research.

** -See. TRADEC I paras .14. =.)19 08.
.
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on the.system and different circumstances.. Divergence from-the
intended model'is apparent, 'in most schemes, in the. extent of real.
interagency add,teacher-client negOtiation which takes place, and

,

in.the extent of use of the employers premises as a'basefor planned'
learning. within the scheme, under supervision.of industrial staff.
The intended integration of SLS occurred in the majo ity of schemes,

\\
although there were again, considerable varieions in the.strength of
this diwension. In translation of 'the scheme"%etructure into the week.
.by week'programme and daily timetable, full use is made of the flexibility

, of the model in many oases:. However, variations exceed the boundaries of
acceptAbleoperatioin Many case, particularly in the. content coverage
requirement'andin thelmaintenance of.structurAl.relationshibs between

../
-

parts of the sc.bemes.

a '

41

a
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CHAPTER 5: .LEARNER BENEFITS '

'LEARNER EXPECTATIONS. OF THE. SCHIIE

..- 231. Opeti'responses to-questionnairie items* coupled with interview

data-from the case study-schemes led tb the following conclusions
'concerning learner expectations of the scheme in which they were

engaged:
' It

.

i

C

I

(i) expectations wereoften not clearly, ormulated, or
formulated only in'a very general way. This reflected

the fact that initially many Were,told.they had to come:

Often the learner'knew little'about the scheme beforehand
and in most cases it was their first Ik2sperience of college.

s- .

(ii) expectations were'influenced by previous:educational
experience..,Those who had been successful at school often

. saw coming to college as a natural follow-on,to school,
whereas ihoSe'who were not successful academically and/or

did not like school divided intotOo camps: firstly, those

who expected college to be more or the same-boqing,-
unintereStipg,being treated like children, and secondly
those who saw it as an opportunity to Make a fresh-start.

(iii) ;expectations and wants were dynamic, and changed as
the learners'attitudes to botwork and college chantet
in rediNnse to their experience of.these.(eften.new).
'contexts.--Also of course, many were experiencing change
inthe.sense that others' were recognising thatthey were
adults,rather than children, even.itthey themselves.had
long regarded,themseiiies in this way}

(iv) those who were unemployed or in Work Experience
hoped (expectedwoul3 be an overstatement) that it woutt
help them get a job and this was thei\d2minant concern.

.(v) t se in work and following BUsiness Zone schemes

gener ly expected the course to be;useful tkthem,in their,
preS nt job in the sense of actually helping fhem to perform.

bet er, if they did expect'thecoupSe to be helpful at all.
Only rarely did they expect the courseto..lead, on to' something

else.
:

t k

(vi) by. way of: contrast, dominant theme forthbSe On
Engineering 3dhemes_was the expectation that the course
'would enable them to learn a trade/skill, to achieve fully
skilled status etc. Thus tmproved'performance in their
current job was seen as a by-prodUet,.even if it was a .

necessary part, of the achievement of skilled status. Indded

some operator: perceived it as a way out of their current-job.'

.
.

.
.

. ) ' -

.

..

232. The issues raised here are dealt with further in the following

sections'on learner assessment of benefits, useftlness and relevante
eand on learner motivation.

4.

Quetionnaire for schcme participants;

TRADEC III,y Questions_ 2, 3, 8, 14, 15, 20

_100'
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PERCENTAGES'OF(LEARNERSIDENTIFYING7DIFFERENT
BENEFITS, BY'SCHEME -

111

I BENEFITS OVERALL, MTP FJTP. DCTP CTP('

,.. .

1. Understandlhg my work-better. 69
P .

.

3.,Learning things-f1 life outside-work: 48

3) GrOter confidence.

tl

.4.'Wider work eXperience
-

5. BAader outlook on work.

6. More responsible 4titude to

7. Commurlicate better. .

8. Means of getting a better job

9. Ne opportunities .at work.

10. Re

61 85 72 60

.49.
s

6441

26 44. 63 40

72 69 82 57 72

54

work. 48

44`

48

.0

ationships with other peopl

'11. Greater satisfactionffrom work.

.
12. Developing my interests.

13. Opportunity to gain knowledge and
sills not' gained at 'work.

14. Chance tb gain a qualification

46 58 62 440
A

27 58 62 48

w 36: 73. 40

43 60 136 40

29 24. 34 29 24

39 33 26 71 40

36 20 53 - 37 16
I

pi

70.

82

233..a.earner/appraisals of the fol,loWing were sought:,

22 -42 31

69 74 68

79 91 76 '

arctual.,benefits
17,1e'r

reYLVe.USefulness of different scheme components

c. any company-based activities experienced
. .

1

tii

A
d.. ,relevance of scheme to work

7t
Actualbenefits

12

52

80

2Z4. The learners were asked in the questionnaire survey whether they
thought certain .specified benefits applied to them.* The figures .

,0411testionnaire for scheme
lb

to

participants; .question.6; 'TRADEC III



obtained were'examined by type OfscheMe and byr.individual sCheme.
Thescores.foreeach variable were subSequentlyadded into scores. -

tefl&ting 'general self-developthent bensfits' and 'job-related

nefits'. (She Table 5.1.)' -

r
235. The .learners in Fabrication and Joining Schemes. considered that

there were substantial job7relatcd-tnefits.arising from their partici-
,-

pation. .Thils; all job - related benefits listed were rated highly, ( 50%) .

with the exception of that concerning new opportunities at work. . Overall,

67 per ceryt thought that the Fabrication Scheme had helped them with

four 'or pore elements in thd job-related cluster. Even witkthe.general

self-deVelopment'score, the learners responded positively, although

there were 2 elements where the 'course was clearly not perceived as

helpful: 'helped me to communicate better' and 'helped me,in,my

relationshilS with'other peoples.e'". ,f4

.

236; When the pattern of responses is.broken down to individual

colleges, a reasonably consistent picture emerges (the only exception

being College S which was running the. c&Irse for the first time a d%

Which was acknowledged by the course team to have'I'ost its way'

during the year.The benefits of the course were seen primarily job

related but there were alsoosome behefits in terms of general self-

development. However, these were nearly all related to j.usttwo eleinents

'of the self-development cluster!.opportilnity tb gain knowledge and skill

not gined at work (74 %) and*chance to,gaina qualificatibn (91%) .

Both these strongly' related to the idea that they were !learning a trade'

and given the small, size and limited var!,ety of work in ma0fabrication
workplaces, the c9Alege was perceived as somewhere you couN' acquire

the additional skids necessary for you to achieve skilled status,. The

other elements of, the general set development cluster tended no to be

'recognised, although there was an increasing awareness at drecOgnition

of ffiese as benefits after Stage 1.' (Learners in Stager3 of the's,cheme

run by College ,E were exceptional in that they did consider the course 1

.
was hen' with all the pessonal development elements).

237. 'It might' have been expected that learners on MechaniscalTrades

pt.inciples schemes would show a.similarpattern of rense,. as this was

also an Agineering 'scheme and all participants an outlook about

.

the value.of job - related skills which we's similar to that found in the

Fabrication schmes, However, learner assessments of the actual

benefits were lower in all of the.categorieSgiven in Table 5.1, 'and

often Markedly lower. This emerges even'more clearly ifvone looks at

the general'self-development,and job-re/ ted cluster. Theschemeo not

only scored markedly less well than the Fabrication schemes.but they had '

the lowest score of the 'four schemes (34.fr, both counts. Indeed four of the i

five c ge4 rated, very low on both counts. Theonly'exce0Lion was

Colle J, which. scored very highly on the geniral self-development

cluste (a majority of students responded:positively on each of the /-

separat elemenis). It is important-to note .that this scheme was the

One in which theCourse Tutor claimed Wipe str6ngly influenced by the

UVP phileso ,
and hadexp2rienced concern about the capacity of the,

TRADEC model to meet personl development aims adequately. , , `

4...114;
% 238. This is not to Say the,MTp scheme did .not in general, offer benefits',

but just that they were percieved as rather narrow or few:in-number. For

example, for only four categories did s111:0-jority of.learners consider the.;,

courselgave'them this benefit: understand my work better (51%),'.wider work !

experience. (69%) opportunity to gain knowledge and 'skills noto4gained at

work (.69 %) chance to gain a qualifilCation.(79%)
1.

1,02



N,.
239. . In Distribution and Consumer Schemes the outstanding

features of the'paterllof responses obtained was the extent t6

which learners'yercelve0he Scheffie as helping them to.

. communicate better &73%).and helping in relationships with other people

(11%). The 'other three schemes did not hav'emoi4e than.40% positivey

responses on 'these elements. Similarly, the 'job, related, benefits'

store was also quite high:(58% Overall) despite row scores on..three of

those elements: new opportunities at work (29%) more Satisfaction:from

my work.(37%) means of getting a better job (36%). HoWever, there were

differences between colleggs in respeCt of the j9b-related scores,

the schqmes offered'in.CoUeges Pand E being strongly positiv whereas.

schemes operating-in.Colleges anji H were strongly negative.

t*'

240. The results from. the Commercial schemes should beexaminedby
college. The College E.saleme4only produced5 respondents, but 4.out of

5 strongly.emphasized the job - related benefits.. Whereath learnerVin the

College G scheme had .low scoraon these beneft s.\,This was..partiqularly

kt...
rmarked in the case' of Stage 1 learners. Hovve ;earnes in the former .

scheme rated general self-development benefits low, overall. In the

Case of 'improving confidence' the' score wastiiil: There wad a distinct

difference between the two,College*G groups?! Stage 1 learners rated
genefal *self-development benefits higi, while Stage 2 learners rated them

low. If irrAproving cohfidence is looked at again, in-Sage 1,:8 out of

12 learners,. and. in Stage 2,.2 out of 6 learners selected this as a

benefit. The' Stage 1, resultb dre'readily explicable ty the nature of 'the

learners theMselves, .'fbe...iow jobrelated.scores in the College"G scheme

reflected the fact that m§py of the learners did.not have a.""Permanen-b

job to relate theie'learning to:. ,:- /

241..The 5 respondents from the College.A Food Scheme considered that

the course offered a fairly wide rang of benefits, with high scores on

both 'general self-development' and? Ob-related' benefits.
f

6' .. /

RELATIVE USEFULNESS OF DIFFERENT/ SCHEME COMPONENTS

.
.

242. Question 8 on the questionnaire survey asked respondents which

parts of the scheme had been most useful, and which least useful, in

their.work,* Because of the different ways learners answered,.itwas

difficult to make direct comparisons. While Somefor example,,speCified

particular subjects or skill elements, others contrasted'ialue of theory.

and practical., The specific elements most frequently mentioned as Mosts

or least use ul A were as follows: 4. .

\

Most Useful N.

FJTP: Technical Drawing , 31 (least.useful 22)

Welding 34 ( r" f I t 2)
I.

MTP: Machining - 1.3- j, ( it 1, 1)

DCTP CommunicRtions 15' ( 1/ il. 5
Typing

. 7 ( 11 . it

?)

* Questionnaire for scheme participants, TRADEC III



The only speci is e e s mentionej oftfn as
7

'least Useful' elements were:

eattUseful

FJTP:

MTP:

Technical Drawing 4$
Sheet -metal Work 21

! '10Plastics

(most-US-la 31)
(, II It 7)

Where answers were expressed.in terms'of broader-scheme components, the
frequencies were:

Ptactical

theOry

general studies (o SLS)
0

Most Useful' Least Useful

1107
3/4

8
c9 ,

.

28 ,20
J

23 114

Learners in some cases wrote about the.,relatie usefulness of different
components in the space for 'hdditional comments': However, these

comments often related to the particular way o subject was taught by a

tutor, rather than to its intrinsic value.

243. Overall, them, little systematic information about*the relative
usefulness-of scheme elements was yielded by the.quettionnaire responses. I

However, substantial.data was obtained froff the case study.schemes on this

question..,

Case Study 1: Mechanical Trades' Principle's, College A.

244. There,were varying, opinions about he usefulness of different

parts of the course. For example,' the re ponses of 10 Stage 3 learners

were as follows:

Learner 1: many lessons were irrelevant general studies was .a waste

of'time; would like a lot more practical; sefulness of
practical is curtailed by poOr quality of he equipment.

Learner 2: theory more useful than practical,particularly supporting
,..,studies; practical is not useful because it ie.a,different

scale to,that used at work,:the machinery is too old-fashioned.
and by the time you have %et your machine up and packed away
there is little time left to do much practical; General
'Studies useful (especially with regard to your rights: trade
unions. etc.)

Varner
3: theory very useful, practical'hot very helpful, because

already covered at work; General Studies alright but of
little direct:use. ,

Learner 4: theory useful, practical helpfu macRines not 1.w..:d at

,
work, but practical at college and work haVedifferent
emphases (finith v. speed) ; General Studies is;a good lesson.

learner, 5: theory is needed as background., practical is helpful;
General Studies is not much use lit work, but Maycome 'in
useful at some time.

104
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iearner6: ,prectical is just rightfor work; theory is.little,use-'-
it,is too_easy;*(did more atschool); General Studies,ls

no use at all. r.
,

1

Learners 7: practical - thinks they should have a special course; the.

8: use machines they do not use at worklbut this may be

& 9: useful.if they left their present company; theory is of

little help; General Studies was.useful when they had good

teachers, poor now.

,Learner,10: theory and practical..both of littleuse at. work - they are

too easy, althougha bit more useful now maintenance is

separated from production; General Studies was aliight in

previous year.
.

245. What does emerge from the above is thatearners use substantially

different,Priteria-to judge whether something is Useful', The perfect

illustration is afforded by the learner who comments that part A. is

useful because. it is Iittle.to do with his job, while his colleague

observes that this is 4hy it is'not useful!). To attempt a summary of

the above, theory is generally seen as useful:, although fora variety

of different reasons.. Practical work is seldom directly relevant!to the

job, but again this is perceived in different ways. 'General Etudies

receives a mixed response. A similar mixed pattern Of responses:about
the usefulness of'vdifferent parts of the course wasshown by the Stage 2

'learners as well.*

Case Study 2:' Fabrication and Jo(ining Trades Principles, College C.

246. A, much more'consisten4- pattern. of.reaponses was discernable here..

The majority of learneRg'found both theory and practicaluseful, and while

some 'thought the*balana between the two was about right, others would

have liked moreVractical. There were .Mfew learners whO wanted a little

less or a little more welding or sheet-metal work,.but'the practical work

was Widelyregarde'd as very useful. Several learners did; however,

comment thatthey found Technical Drawing the most usefupart, and would

liked to haVe4onelhore. Overall the general attitude was so positive,

that itwas'VOy, rare for.anything other than General Studies to be

mentioned as .least useful. Ho*ever,General Studies was not perceived

as.Uniformly pad. The majority of learners on Stage 3 felt that GeOral
Studies-was better ih the third year, but had been very poor during

,previous yeara,,Moqt Stage 2 learnersthought that G.S. was sometimes'

interesting, while at other times during the current year it had been

'hopeless'. In addition the learners felt that this component had been
of little value in ate , a perception rainforc ed by the current year's

Stage1 learners.

Case Study 3: -Distribution and Cohsumet Trades Principles, /College D

247.. Again a fairly consistent pattern of.response emerged:

FOr learnersfollowing StageS 1 and 2 (end-on)

- money, 'pmfit, turnover, credit

- security -

- law

* Ahswers to this also depend on the learners' general outlook or

, motivation, seeParae 294- 329 /
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were the elements-frequently identified as the most useful,,' together wttiv

the residential period which.was. regarded-very positiVely. .The only
subject mentioned aAl.east useful was 'personal-deyelopment4' However,

the overall response topersonal development was mixed with'one group
finding it interesting and useful, whereas.twoalightly larger, givivs

found it good, but net relevant or had a very strong dislike of it and

considered it to be useless. It was clear that most of the ;:earners
considered there was toe much time spent on irrelevant a,ptivities (news

reading; telling jokes, charades, role playing etc.) The practical
sessions (exercises in sefring etc.). evoked no strong fee7ings either
way, with only 2 learners mentioning that these were helpful). For-

learners on vago 3, there seemed to be agreement that most of this work
would be useful if they were promoted.

.

1(
, ,

Case Study 4: Commercci Trades Principles, College..G.

248. Most of the, learners on both schemes perceived all parts Of the
course as useful, bbt not necessarily relevant to work. The Social and
Life Skills element, was, particularly likely to be seen as, very useful in
Stage 1, although one or two learners had reservations about some of the
activities in SLS. However,when the researoher probed a little more
,deeply into their feelings about the course, it seemed that there were

two distinct groups among the Stage .1 learners:

i: those who were genuinely enthusiastic, and found,the scheme very
useful and

ii: those who passively accepted most of what 'was taught, but did not
feel very strongly' about the course.

.

There were also one or two complaints about facilities. It was 'boring'

having just to fill'in exercise sheets during the practical sessions, rd
insufficient individual attention was given in typing sessions (where the

groups were amalgamated into a large class). On the other hand, the

learners, on Stage 2 all'responded favourably. Three learners saw 'wages'

as being particularly useful element, but learners did not identify any

element as being leps than, useful. Several learneri also made the point, ti

that it was a much better course than the BEC General Course which they

had followed previously: Many learners, however, did not find the

/
learning relevant to their work. .

Case Study 5: Food Trades Principles, College A.

249. Learners were reluctant to identify any particular.elements as
"most useful' or 'least useful'. The whole group appeared passive and
unresponsive, a perception shared by the Course Team.

9

.Company Rased Activities

250. Question 9 asked learners to record'how much of the eme hack

been undertaken.in-comOSinf The oNrerall findings were as follOZt:



TABLE 5.2: EXTENT OF IN-COMPANY ACTIYITY
.

.

....

./, ,

(Percentages, N = 430):
1 #

Main-Project

Small Projects

pther Exercises

Other . ,

J.

1.None

f

a.:Very Little 3.ABout Half 4:Most 5.111

.

37

!3

63

96
f)

27

25

23

t

16

. . 14

6 ,

12

. 6

4

,

8

2

2

Where the- results-are broken down by scheme, the patterns are shown in

Tables 5.3 and 5.4..

251. Thus it is'uare for any scheme activities other than the major
project.to be done in-company. Where this does occur it usually takes

the form of a tutor asking the - learners to check ona particular element
of the company's operations eAg. fire precautions; safety; stock control,

ordering etc. This was most common, though,still rare, on the DistribUtion

scheme). For this reason when looking at the amount of in-company work

carried out at different colleges, it will only.be necessary to look at

the statistics relltlpg to the major project. Of the engineering schemes,
only the College J scheme had a substantial majority doing a significant

amount of project work in-company. Similarly, amongthe Business Zone
schemes, only the College G Commercial scheme had a substantial majority

doirig a signifiCant amount'of project 'rk in-company.

/
V

TABLE 5.3: EXTENT OF IN-COMPANY ACTIVITY, BY TYPE 0 SCHEME '

.

Other
ExercisesMain Project

None or
Very Little Half ormore

(percentages)

Small' Project

'RP N. 144 68 3: 84=16 91-9

FJTP N. 165 64 - 36 79 -21 '86-14

DCTP Nr 93 68 - 32 72-28 i 77-23

CTP N. 23

(rood)

- 72 87-13 92-8

Actual Numbers (2 - 3) (4-1) '(5-0) '

N. 5

51 252, Among the 107 learners who undertook no scheme activities at all '
in-company (i.e. answered 'none' on all three elements), the reactions

to questions of whether the scheme would have been mole or less useful
if part of it had been done in their company were as follows:

more Useful- 41%

less useful 16% '

uncertain 43%



That.this-reSpOnse was less positive than'might have been expeCted, may

'reflect (i) that some learners perceive the scheme as valuable .

because it ffers them- an 'escape route' from their jobs

and are mor interested in the acquisition of general
applicable skills rather than those relating to their

current job,* and

.(ii) that even for those who did see the course as helping

i
them in their existing job, what mattered for them .

-t we's whether the course was tailored to their job.

liaison and specialization could hroduce,a'highly.re),evant coufte everi. .

if it took place entirely at college. By the same token a scheme co d

be largely irrelevaht, but have a project which took place. in-tompany!

.So of more cohbern,to the learner (unless he had very clear individual

goals, which were unrelated to his present job), was the, degree of

support he received in-company towards his participation in the scheme

as a whole.
p

TABLE 5.4. EXTENT OF IN-COMPANY ACTIVITY, BY INDIVIDUAL SCHEME

(Frequencies)

None/Very Little

>Half

Mechanical Trades Principles

College M 17 - 9

College H . . 8 - 9

College J 0 - 11

College A 23 - 13

College G 50 - 14

1

Fabricatioh & Joining Trades Principles Commercial T Principles

None/Very Little

Z>Half .e
Distribution & Consumer-Trades Principles

College D lO - 14..

College E

College P

College K

College F

14 - 15

11 - 3

5 - 0

25 -8

.
College L 21 - 6

College S 8 - 0

College E 5 - 6

,College B 28 - 27

College C 41 - 18

.College E 2 - 3 -

College.G 5 - 15

Food Trades Principles

College A 2,- 3

-253. Only 41 pei cent of the total learner population surveyed (N=440).

had someone at work to.supervise and help with JRADEC coursework.**

This person was identified as follows:

Personnel or Training Manager 42

Other .Management 14

Supervisor/Line Manager. 23

Other Office Worker , 1

Foreman or EquiValent' 6

Instructor: 1

Other Workers 12

All Staff or. Varying 1

.
For a fuller:diScussiom.of this, see paras 294 - 329

** Questionnaire for scheme participants Questions 11a, 11b,(N.1157)
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Given thatlearners sometimes felt reluctant'to initiate contact with
managers over course matters, even if the manager was favourably
disposed towards the scheme, it was clear that learners'often felt they
were not adequately supported in-company. The deleterious,offect this
could have on learner motivation is dealt with in Paras

254. For those learners who undertook some form of TRADEC activity

in-company, the following were the reports they gave of some of the
types of support they could have been given.*

TABLE 5.5. TYPES OF IN-COMPANY SUPPORT (Percentages, N =333)

Supervision of
pro ct work

anging visits and
other epenial act-
unties

Arranging'expehience
ofAiffererit kinds'
of lfork

Giving,advice and
guidanoe on course-'
work

Providing materials
and equipment for
use in projects

.Other

Very
Helpful

Fairly
Helpful

Little
'Help

No Help
Given

19 30 30 20

6 19 38 37 .17

20 24 2; 32

20 .31 27 23

48 26 16 10

4 7 8 81,

This suggested that learners perbeived their companies as generous in
the supply of materials, a point reinforced by data from other ces.**

The degree of suppoft offered in the form of help, advice or some orm .

of training in- company varied greatly. That this was so Was amply supported
by interiews with learners in the case study schemes, and in the responses
of college staff and employers themselves. There was a particular' lack
of pOpport from'employers participating in the DCTP schemes. (even though
these ha0 sometimes received substantial grants on the assumption that
in-compel* training was occurring alongside the college element).

\

Relevance'pf The Scheme To Work '

255.. This issue has already cropped up, in the preceding discussions
on actual benefits, relative usefulness of different schede components
and the extent of company -based activities., The relevan6'of the schethe
to work can be looked at in three ways:

* Questionnaire for scheme participants, question 11c N.SSS)

** See Para 221
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i. whether the scheme helps the learners in their current job

ii. whether, the course teaches job skills (irrespective-, of. whether

these are used in the learners current job or ,Jnot).

iii. whether, by relating the course to work, the/learners are given

a base from which to achieve educational.goks.

Each scheme will be looked at in. turn..

Am. 256. In Fabrication &
Joining_Schemesan analysis of learner..

assessments of the benefits gained froM-TRADEC* showed that the-

majority of learners thought thatthe schene did offer substantial

job-related benefits,-but also that'it taught more general job skills

(i.e. they were able to develop a skili/learn,a trade). This .view.

received strong, support from the answers to su bsequent questions

.
concerning job prospects** 70 per cent of learners thought:that

gaining a TRADEC certificate would'help their prospects in their present

employment ,and. 91 per cent thought it would help their future prospects.

Where the results are broken down bypcollege, the emerging pattern is
-

as shown in Table 5.6.
--
TABLE 5.6, LEARNERS-ASSESSMENTS OF VALUE OF TRADEC CERTIFICATE IN

(a) PRESENT (b) FUTURE EMPLOYMENT (Frequencies)'

College
B

College
C-

College
E

College
L

(a) Present Employm nt

Will 'not he prospects 9 14 2 9

Will help prospects'

(b) Future Employment

32 33 16

Will not help prospe 3 6 0 2

Will help prospects '40 41 8 21

College
S

3

This would appear to confirm the,view already argued that the scheme is

essentia.ly about the 'acquisition of job skills, even although the course

might not be directly. usekil for some in their preSent job. Evidence from-

the Case study scheme suggested that, at,least College C, this was more

likelytto be attributed to the limitations of. their job rather than to any

lack of flexibility in the scheme i!tself. gowever, fo.r.a large majority,

the scheme is relevant to their current job. That the scheme also uses

the relationship of the scheme to work as a vehicle to achieve educational

goals is sthstantiatedifthe' prior educational"level of the learners is

examined
%;:3 CSEs

no CSEs <3CSEs 4. 40s .;40s

24% 22% 48% 6%

* See paras 234 -241

**Questionnair$ for scheme participants, -Question.14a and 1 b (N=133)

Questionnaire for scheme participants, question 24



25. The achievements on the, Fabrication scheme were very'impressive.

In comparieon with the other TRADEC schemes the Fabrication schethes

were the most successful on almost whatever.criteria were chosen - even
though they had the keast 'educatedsgpopulatiOn. The results were

achieVed with a population l6% of whom had less than. 3 CSEs tand.as such

would be regarded as 'academic,failures').

258. It has already bee toted that learners on Mechanical. Trades
Principles schemes were the least' positive about the range of benefits

offered of.all4the schemes, This was also reinforced by answers'to
questions concerning 'ProSpects', where a majority (56%) considergd that

the course did hot-help their prospects in their.preSent employment,

although 72% of learners thought it woulc4help their prospects,in'future

employment. Again this was the-least posOive rating by type of scheme.
The case study scheme showed that elements of the course could be valued

despite or even because they were not relevant to their immediate_job*

259. It was clear that'..the Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles.
scheme' was not necessarily seen by learners afs directly related to-their

'work roles, in the Sense that it improved particlar job-skills, btt it
was helpful to them at work-insofar as it helped them communicate better,
improved their .self- confidence and.helped them 'get onwith others'.
That is, general, personal development aims also paid off in helping them

to perform better at wor, since they were mairlity involved in retail

selling. However, the extent to' which individual learners considered thd

scheme to be helpful depended on attitudes found iwtheir companies the

extent of'college-company liaison and their own motivation.** This.

would again:apnear to have been borne out by the response to questions

.concerning P: 'cts: 6ft thoughtitthelped their.prospects'in their present

employment wh_ 81% thought it would help their future prospects. '-

260. In the Commercial Trades. Principles.schemes, the majority of
learners did not have a job, but the scheme was not.seen as relevant to

work even by those with s'job.....-Oaly-ana-learnellthought the pcheme

would help their prospects in their-current employment. However, 12 of.

the 15 learners thought the course might help their future.prospects.
Thus there was a.tendency to regard the course in the same' general' terms

as other F.E: courses.; This point was 'reinforced by the number of learners

14p were doing or had dorte other F.E. courses.

261. Of the 5 ledrnez4s in Food.Trades PrincipleS 2 thought that the scheme

was directly relevant to them.' Only 2 thought the course' would be'helpful'

with regard to future prospects. It was generally agreed that overall
value of course depended on the nature of the participants) job.

TEACHER 'PERCEPTIONS OF LEARNER BENEFITS

262: Teacher-assessments were also sought, concerning:

a. actual benefits

b. .relative usefulness of different scheme components'

c... any company -based work

d. relevance of scheme to work

See para 245 40

4* See pares 294 - 317



Actual Benefits .40

263. Fabrication Schemes: Teachers shard .on .the whole the view that

the main course benefits relate to jobskills, but, stressed in most

cases,that they are trying, "in addition, to. tea the -learners a trade.*

Other personal development aims hive a low priority. Mani teachers were

openly sceptical atiouflialue of SLS. However,-straff in College C

acknowledged that this was a weakness, and4in the 81-8.2 scheme tried'

for the first time...to incorporate a residential element

264. Mechanical'Schemes: Similar orientations were found among

teachers': College.G considered twat their scheme gave personal
development needs through their treatment of social and life skills.

However, there was one exception, already mentioned, to the view that

the scheme was primarily about the acquisition of specific job skills:

In College J the staff expressed the view that the course was not

pridarily about the acquisition of mechanical skills, but rather that it

was more important for the learners to be able to work as members of a

team. Hence emphasis was placed on forming relationships with others

and improving their ability to communicate.

265. Distribution Schemes: Teachers in all of the colleges operating,

DCTP stressed that increasing self - confidence and the ability to

communicate were essential to.improving job performance (selling) as well

as for their own sake. Thus the centrality of personal development was
emphasized, and the,teachers considered that this would also yield job--

related benefits.

266. Commercial_Schemes: College E placed great emphasis on the fact

that the scheme is deeigned to improve job-related skills. While the,

composition of the learner population in the dollege'G scheme might have

led one to suppose that the main aim was more general personal deVelopment,

the:Course Tutor was at great pains to point,out that she felt there was a

considerable body of job-relevant knowledge to be transmitted by the scheme.

.267. Food_Scheme:-College A staff felt that it was difficult to discern

any substantial benefits to the learners,. and that this particular group

of learners did not have sufficient experience of:catering to be able to

contribute much. Also it was felt that the learners were not sufficiently

critical in their assessment, and the, scheme could have been 'made more

relevant to their jobs: -

Cone& E staff consdered benefits toe similar to those of DCTP

Relative Usefulness of Different Scheme Components

268. Certainly. the practical emphasis was often stressed by the

teachers, but they were1likely to see both.theory and practical as useful,,

to learners.at work. There was, however, a marked difference of opinipn

over the.usbfulness of Social and. Life Skills, with many teachers very .

scepticalAbout its value, and some openly hostile. These attitudes-were

fa'rly\ycommon on the Engineering schemes.
.4

e case study schemes are able to provide 'illustration here:

. * Although College S is seeing the scheme as primarily for operators and

concernineitself with supporting operated functions

PO-
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.

?69. Mechanical Trades Principles: 7t was acknowledged

thht the praJical,scheme of work for those'on maintenance was
probably better than that for those on production.' The degree of

staff support, facilities available and releVance to work of the

practical were all poor.. The theory part of`the course was better.

organised,' but this:was because it drew heavily on material.used in

other courses, which:did have a more theOretical emphasis." There were,,

however,..few qualms.over this - this was a body of .knowledge. which had

to'be known if the learners wanted to go on.to achieVe skilled.status.

Some staff had'reservatiOns that Wei were insufaciently prepared by
TRADEC for transfer to the, academically snore, demanding craft

courses, they simlily had riot.spent enough time. on theory.
. ,

270. Fabrication & Joining Trades Principles. _ College C. Practical
- -

and theory were both seen as very useful. The usefulness of Social and

Life Skills was thought to depend on who the teachecwas as much, as do

.the subject, in that some 'teachers adopted totally appropriate

approaches.

271. Distribution & Consumer Trades Principles: College F'. Staff

, did not perceive any one part of the, scheme as,being most useful or

beneficial to: the learners. They did recognise th'6t they.sometimeshad
problems with company participation and that, as a result, projects were

not always as releVant as. they could be The dominant theme of the'

'personal development'_ sessions was that of development of
confidence etc. bypUtting the learner, nt& testing situations. It is

interesting tojlote how few learners had understood the intentions ofthgr

activities here.

272.. Commercial Trades Principles: CO4ege G.' Staff did not. stress

any part of .course as being more :useful or beneficial than any other.

They did acknowledge that. -the range of practical activities etc. had been

curtailed by the unavailability of the businessacti4itiesroom,,,and
similarly that typing facilities were stretched.

-273. Food Trddes Principles: College A., Staff felt that it Was-very

difficult to obtain any responsq from the group.* They doubted whether

any of the scheme was Much use to the learners in thii instance. In

parthu1.9r, the learners were so inexperienced thai they did tnlyvery,

low-level pra-Aical activities.
'-.

Company Nased Activities

274. Most teachers readily acknowledged that.there was tittle or no in-.

company element. With regard to the major project,manktolleges
preferined, this telPbecarried out in the college, to ensure that it was .

adequately supervised and that it was a worthwhile learning experience.

275! On the. Erigineering schemes (with the exception of College J and
its attempt to use.the project to develpp teamwork, and an appreciation'
of theimportance,of,co-ordination and communications) the project was
usuallyeen_as the most striking example ofthe.bepefits.of)industrial.

,liaison affording-the opportunity to produce something.oT value to the.

employer, and anopPtunity for the learner topull together some of the
.skills learned, in the produCtionof a piece'of work which will offer
the learner challenge and achievement- Some teaching staff took a great

* See para 249



pride in the esaohievements oPlearners in their major projects and they.

put their effort into this rather than in trying to set the projects

up in-company, where they felt they might have insufficient control.

276. On the non-engineering schemes, the projects'were often discrete

rather than integrative of different skills, in that they related to

one part of the course or they provided a background to the learner's

job. However, some were directly relevant in the Aense that they related

to specific .productd, the intention of wiy...ch was to extend the learners,

product knowledge.

Examples or these three 'types' are given below:

i. relating to one ii. background

part of course

DCTP:

SecUrity Basic'Beauty

Consumer Protection Hair Care

iii. product knowledge

Royal Worcester China
Berol Writing Utensils

FoodTP:

FoOd Service Hotel Structures. .Potatoes

CTP:

Purchasing Power History of '

of the PoOrid company

However, they were again perceived as Usedl and beneficial in that they

could represent a substantial learner achievement.

.277. The whole question of the degree of support the learner received.

in his TRADEC work is a key issue, and is discussed more fully-in pares .

3.08- 311, suffices to say that teachers did aCknolwedge that there were

wide variations: in thedegree of employer support, but the exid4-nt.to

which they actively sought to improve this also varied considerably.

Relevance Of The Scheme To Work

278.; All teachers in.Fabrication And Joining.thought the.scheme was

highly relevant to work, that students were learning a trade/skill and

they did regardthe.link with, their work as essential in order to teach
this type of group... Most had a high commitment.to industrial liaison and

.sought to make the scheme as relevant to work as possible:
A

279. With' the exceptn of College , J. teachers in Mechanical Trades -

Principles shared the'same broad dutlook.as.those in Fabrication schemes

but seemed moreprepared to teach a body'of knowledge which was assumed'

to be rerevant, rather than trying actively to make it relevant as
possible to the work performed by each learner.

28Q. Teachers in all Distribution schemes thought that the-Way to

combine improved job performance with educational goals was through...,

'personal development' aims acknowleding the centrality of communications

etc. to jobs nftiving selling. The collegehowever, varied in the
extent to which they sought t6 make thecourse relevant to the particular
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jobs -,he learners performed.

u

2A1. Staff in Food Trades ypinciples thought'that the scheme was not
very relevant to learners'in their part18ularjobs, because of their
lack of experience.

282. College staff involved 'in Commercial schemes did see the course as jobs
relevant and,sOUght to stress the lick even, where the learners were
Onlyon workeXperience, while those.,engaged in the one Food Trades
Principles inoperation felt that the"scheme was not,relevant to
learners in the,current scheme, because of.othe la6k of experience .

already noted". Staffengaged in the Food scheme previously offered by
College E, however, considered that 1heir'scheme had been'as successfu
in achieving work relevave as had been their DistributiOn scheme.

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING LEARNER BENEFITS

Fabrication Schemes: _--
.

283. The whole emphasis.-.ofa
3

l parties to the process was on
..

.

.

development of job-relevant -skills; and most went beyond this t
consider that 'the course was akeqat students :learning a skill' or 'trade'

(wit') possible exception of ColNK.S.). There is little.doubt that
the course.was successful in these terms. Again all parties seemed to
agree on the marginal nature of life and soCial,skills, and did not
consider this helped, them communiake,form relatiohships etc. Wider'

UVP-type aims do not appear to have been taken on board.

Mechanical Schemes:'

284. At several of the cdlleges the schemes'Were ,suffering a,marked
decline in terms of numbers, and therewere doubts about the continued
viability of the courses. This may rfave meant that teacher assessments
referred to earlier days,. when the scheme was more buoyant. However, the

-lower earner assessments of job - related benefits compared with .

fabrication schemes could also perhaps be accounted for by the fact that
.there were greater attempts made to make the schemes. releVant, fit
particular-jobs etcon-the fabrication schemes. .The high 'general self-
deVeloPment' score obtained in College J shows what can be a ieved; where
personal development goals are given.a high priority in pract rather

than paid lip-service.

285. The reasons why tlle.Mechanicalschem appeared less pele ant to
the learners' workithan was the case in FabricatiOn schemes, would seem
to be:

i. effort put into liaison wag noticeably less

1.

ii. the scheme as a-whole was experienced more negatively by
learners: many more-(although still a minority) expressed.
dissatisfaction

iii. with regard to mechanical trades, the distinction between
the operator and the skilled'man, while not being absolutely
clear was much more distinct than in fabrication. Also
ther .were cases where the operator was highly skilled but

narrow area, and this was much less common in fabrication.
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Distribution Schemes:

286. All, the schemes were reale:1y successful with regard to personal

developmen'i; aims. However, while job - related benefits depend partly on

the euceessof the college in matching learners' jobs to course cOilten0

etc., a more direct 'barometer' is likely to be the etWude of the

company in the degree of support, it Ives to-the scfleme:

\

Commercial Schemes:

...,

287. The College E scheme was perceived by.all participante as

emphasizing the development of job-relevant skin's, and,it appeared

successful in these terms. , li pro
'i

, 1

0 \ 4
*

0
4

288. Almost ineviAably, the lack of a clear empl rent base for most

Stage 1 learners areCollege G meant the course was alued:by the lee7n A..
forthe way it enhanced personal development, and i was judged acCo

to how useful it was as a course and many, of the spe ific benefits which

may accrue to those'at work were simply'not,conSiVered relevant - their, ''.

prime concern was getting a job.

Yo

289. However, on Stage 2 the learnerd felt, that the course offered

themlittle.other than a qualification and wider.'work cxperence. Again

some of these did not have a job, and so felt. that benefits did not

relate to a particular job. Their, lower rating 'of personal development

may have been attrNutable to the feelings of some that they were going

over the same ground. The overall impression was that the(!learners were

judging the scheme, as a course incomparison with others they had done,

rather than for its benefits in relation to work. , '

Food Scheme:

290. This was difficult to-atFei-d-i.
\
since the learners were satisfied

with benefits that TRApEC offered', whereas college staff did not feel

these were very substAtial. The first time the 'course had been run, a

great deal more effort had been put in by the §taff and it was felt that

eehievement.was much higher. It was acknowlqdged that the Commitment

of staff time end resources was much greaterAhan could be expected

during term time. Were the teachers comparing their current experience

with too high a standard?

""

291. As far as Company-based activities were concerned, whether there

was asubgtantial in-company element depended on two factors: (i)the

attitude of. the college, (ii)' the number of employers.

(i) several colleges preferred project-Work to be carried.out, wherever.

. possible, in the college. The reasoning behind this was to ensure that

they had adequate supervision'endtPothat it was a worthwhileslearning a

experience.. These colleges'considered that it was important that the

projectwa relate'd to what the company.did,.but that did not have to

be performed there;

(ii) Where a few' companies contributed a large humber of students'

in-company work was likely, to be regarded as more, feasible.

292Interestingly enough, at the only two schemes with a substantial

amount of project-Work carried out in-coMpany, the learners (61d not

regard the course as particularly useful With regard to job skills.
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,Wheroas 0/the ColleganGTommerainlechomo tharprojpetverOt rotated
to the company rather than a particular job (historylbf th6 company etc)
and in addition most or the learners were on work experience and
wore not interested in etierythlog being related to a Sob they ware only
doing for 6(/Months:'

.

2931'0v/reN al, as tht'g NAht be cogent educatNnal reqgonv why some`some` .

.. .

college'chose to dq r. oidet work- mainly, in company ttfenthie factor i

is an inadequate indicatbe of the strength of college-company links. To

this end, what 49"important is the quality and extent of industrial
liaison pn this and other issues rather than the location of the, project- 'R'

work (that is the process of choice,and,:the suitability of the ,!

project chosqn arethe key elemen'ts, notwhether it takee"place in Company

. .

orrtficollggf).'. However,.the fact thatthe employer's resources and
equipment. may be drawn on, if required',Voes add an extra dimension to
the tylvof pitoject which can be undertaken. .4

.

LEARNER MOTIVATION

Afr.

Learner Assessments Of Thei loth Initial Motivation

294 There were two sources of inforMation about initial learner:
motivation: the survey questionnaire and interviews with students at
the case-study schemes. Data provided by the questionnaire survey
indicated that the majority of students thought from the outset that
TRADEC did have something to offer.

4 TABLE 5.7.' LEARNERS' REPORTED INITIAL FEELINGS ABOUT TAKING PART
IN A TRADEC SCHEME. (N = 439) (Percentages)

enthusiastic

wilfin, but not
enthusiastic

not really interested

reluctant

opposed to'it

52

40

6

1

1

eV

.

295. However, this apparently ,higkily positive response shoujd be
treated with caution for two.reasons. Firstly-, there'weS a marked

)
increase in those sayinlitthey were. initially 'enthusiastic' at each
stage, where the schemeaa-generally highly rated by learners.' This
is illustrated by the Fabrication schemes of:Colleges B and C (Table 5.8)

.
,

TABLE 5.8. IEARNERS' REPORTED INITIAL FEELINGS ABOUT TAKING PART-IN A
TRADEC SCHEME:COLLEGES B AND C. (Frequencies)

\1-r Not Really,
1 ,

Stage Enthusiastic Willing. Interested Reluctant Opposed

Colie>8 1 '. '13 1 1 -
..

'2 16 .4 1 i -

3 10 2 -
.

.College C 0 1 15 5 1

.
2 11

3.
6. - 1

13 1'

i
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296. /n other respects the yearly intakeewere similar, so it seems
likely that as with each,passing year it beOomes harder'to remember
exactly 'tit your feelings were on Joining the course, there is a
tendency to project-back your existin feelings towards the course.
Secondly, when reasons were given or selection of the particular

response, it was found that the reasons givendid not necessarily reflect
their attitude towards the TRADEC scheme as such. So the reasons given

were grouped into three categories, according to whether the learner saw

TRADEC in a positiVe, neutral or negative light. ExAples of some of the
responses kn each category are as follows:

1.

(i) Positive (i.e. TRAQgC is perceived as helpkul): needed knowledge

for my job; not having a big exam at the end; worthwhile; willing

to learn; because it meant serving an apprehticeship;. learning a

skill; to gain a qualificatigeetc.

(p) Neutral (or not relating to"TRADEC as such):Nd not know what

course wag about; day off work; chance to get, out of factory; we

had to do day school; not sure what qualification could, do'for me;

not bothered as long as I get paid.; never- like anything to dovith'

school et.. .

,

(iii) Negative (or hostile to TRADEC): any schemethaf can be passed

just by attending is a waste of time;, the time pent at tech is,

too long (9 7.30); its, nothing to do with work; rather stay at

work - learn more there etc.
.

,
With this classification, the overalstatistics were as follows:-*

-Perneptionaof TRADEC initially were

Positive 46%

Neutral 35%
ort

Negative 19%

297. If 'these were analysed by scheme-and college, there were
invariably sizeable minorities who gave 'negative' reasons. When those
giving 'neutral' reasons were added, it was clear that sizeable numbers.
entering TRADEC courses remain .to be convinced of the value of the course.

This wariness is partly to be expected because of.the prior academic
experience of many. Of the participants, who were often not regarded as
academic successes at school and would 'reflect the worry 'expressed by some

it would be like school'.

298. To some extent then, this type of attitude among entrants should
be welcomed in that it shows that,TRADEC.is picking-up some of'its target.
audiehce - those whovould traditionally be non-participants in F.E.
However,' another aspect,, Which is less welcomeis that the wariness often.'
reflected uncertainty- about what the course involved. Only 30 per Cent of

learners had discussions with their supervisoror training-officer about
what they might gain

were

the'TRADEC scheme.** At only 6 of.the 37
diyerent stages were there majorities who had had such discussions, with
mo t of the remainder having, very few instances of consultation indeed.
This might not matter. if the learners were already highly motivated.and .

the course did notut much/Stress on. the link between college andloork.

Derived fromquestion 3b(4.377) of the qdestionnaire for scheme participants.

**Question 2c e

1.
9

1 8

,



However, as it itanda, current practice is such that there is a real

danger that learners will from the OUteiet perceive that college and work

are separate, and that those wrlo are at work either do, not' know or are not

interested what%happens at college.

299. The importance of this is reinforced by what wa# diaoused
during the meetings which did take place. The possible gains/benefits
which could have been discussed related either to the learners' job,
company etc., or to education and self-devel4ment more generally.
The benefits discussed invariably concentrated on the former, (72%
N=116)undin no individual scheme did significant numbers stress purely

educational,benefits: Thus where these discussions did take place they
emphasized the link between TRADEC and their work in- company almost

exclusively. The need for discussions of this nature to stress the
relevance of the course was also important given that a majority (55%
N.427), were not given a choice as to whether they could take part in the

scheme.*

300. Initial attitudes are important. Although tney can be changed

as a result. of the experience of the course itself, it is clear that

these initial attitudes will themselves influence the experience of the
course itself. Indeed answers to questions concerning changes in
feelings towards the.scheme**nade it Clear that the course itself was
often judged according to how it measured up to those initial expectations.

'TABLE 5.9. LEARNERS RECORDING CHANGES IN FEELINGS TOWARDS SCHEME

PARTICIPATION (Percentages, N 336)

Yes Feelings Have Changed 29%

No 52%

Uncertain 19%

64 per cent of those whos feelings had changed. (N=119) changed'in a positive

4rection. The reasons given include: 'realized it helped The more

ii my work'; 'because I now knoi4 more about the course'; 'it as not

like school-more relaxed';, 'more practical experience'; 'lot of

useful knowledge not just in theory but in practical terms' etc. iMany
W' these points could have been cleared up before the course staris,

and of course should be if the triangular relationship is to be a

reality. By contrast, those whose feelingS towards TRADEC became more
negative tended to reflect more on their experience of the course itself,
and provide points needing to be discussed at a later stage.+

301. Information from the case study schemes was particularly valuable
in examining initial learner motivation,. because the students were asked°
what they felt about the course within a couple of.weeks of joining
the scheme, whereas the'questionnaires wene'answeredtowards the end:

For this ¶'eason information from the students on.Stage 1 will be the most
valuable,.and indeed information_ from just one case-study will suffice

to make the point..

Questiomaire for scheme participants, qUestion 2a

** question 3c5

+ See para 0
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' Cult) Studz,2: Fa ricntion dr .Joining TrAdmil5ineip1m College c,

w 302. Initially the attitude or the student group was one of almOst

total hostility: 'you learn more at work.- tech WAR a waste or time;

only come because we have to not told anything.nbunt the course before
we,ntarted; day nt tech. won too long (9 o,m , 7,30 p,m); Opld scrap
Genorat Studies; workshop's not that relevant either; best part is the

dinner-break!' They felt they had been alienated by echoal, They

wanted to work, and were resentful that they had to come 'to college.

Thin wan en interesting, if perhapa extreme, example. Incidentally,

their attitude towards the end of the first stage hod changed completely,

and they viewed the course an relevontuserul,worthwhil0 etc, However,

the pornt is made oven more clearly hers that a lack of information and

consulAtation before the course starts can mean that initial attitudes
are resentful and can take some'consider,able time to change. 'In particular,

the purpose of the different parts of the,course, the Methods it uses, its

link with work and how it differs from school all need explaining to
learners, as they are not self-eliident. When talkIng to the*learnerilit

appeared that not only would they havevalued the information for its own
sake, but also because it would have demonstrated that.their employer
(and the collegii, staff) were interested in their progress.

303. Overall then, results seem to support the view that thr4e-way
consultation (not necessarily full negotiation) about the nature, methods\
and content of the course could have a significant influence on learner

motivation. However unrortunately it was rare thaistudents were seen

AL by either of the other parties, let alone both. (The one example of this

was the Food scheme operating in College A where this did contribute to
higher initial learner motivation, although some of the learners felt they \

did'hot subsequently receive much support from employ9ts.)

Learners' Assessment Of Their-Own Motivation Later In The Scheme

304. The learners judgedtheir subsequent motivation to be associated

with four factors:

(i) the experience of the course itself

(ii) attitudes in-company towards the course,

(iii) whether they had clear individual goals (i.e. they
knew what they wanted from the course)

/ (iv) extent to whicbrthey were able to participate in
decisions about the course which affect them.

Although these maybe to a degree interdependent each will be looked at

in turn.

(i) Learner motivation as Wected by the experience of the
course itself:

,.k

.305 Among the reasons given for a negative change of attitude,* great
stress was placed on the failure of the scheme to meet their expectations.
For example, reasons.given.includea: 'I, though it would.go,into greater

-depth; majority of course was done at school; it is boring and you don't
learn 'owt; I can learn more at work; disappof4ed about course, subjects

facilities etc.' Obviously, failure to engagAthe students. interest is a
fate which can Tall any course for a variety' of reasons. However, it

* Questionnaire for scheme participants question /3c, N=45 71
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would appear that 'the Maio tenets of the TRAGIC approach were eound,
in that wherever the attitude of more than one student or two otudento

Woe negative this wee explicable in term ofone or more tenets not being

follawed, Indeed theca failures were often clearly perceived by staff

an well ea etudenta (e.g,, ailure to relate learning to the students own

work; treating the syllabup as fixed and immutable; difftouI4 in
devoting the level of time and reaoureea to the ilebeme as. was squire

to make it operate well etc.) Nevertheleee it wan encouraging Wet no
many individual echemen were suceeeeful in generating high learner
Motivation in groups traditionally seeociated with low motivation.

30G . To eccomplish this, however, required a continuing willingneen

on the part of college staff to adapt the course, to ensure it did match

the learners' needs and expectations. At leant one college wee" resting

on its laurels' in this rcepect. In this instance, college staff
reported how they fulfillnii Tarly all the basic aims and tenets ofthe
TRADEC philosophy, and, indeed they had, in the past been held up as a

model of good practice. Some students however, complained of lack of
relevance and rigidiaiy with regard 'to the practical work they were

required to do. In defence of ,the'college it would be said that the
number'bf couhses and students had been so high, that it was difficult
(impossiklie) to retain either the previous flexibility or the innovative
zeal of the staff; the course had to 'settle down'. However, when it hld

'settled down! the course was taught, and experienced by the learners,
much more like a traditional F.E. course.

307. This raises more general questions concerning the appropriate
:levels of time and effort which should be put into TRADEC courses, one

they are established. It should perhaps be borne in mind that where i'

is au ht well, and perceived as relevant, TRADEC can induce high learner

iVA , but if the course is seen as boring and/or irrelevant the

rner response may be even more negative than that of traditional, F.g

participants, because their previous educational experiences may also

hale been unsuccessful. t

(ii) Learner motivation as affected by company attitudes

308 . Again the''TRADEC philosophy was shown to be sound, in that where

the employer was involved in a genuine three-way relationship with learners

and college, then this had a significant. effect on learner motivation
(although the converse was also true). However, the practice often fell well

short of that required 'in theory'. It has already been shown how failure
to explain how the scheme relates to work can result in poor initial

motivation.* Subsequently the learners only rarely perceived company staff

as directly involved with the scheme:**

- only 28% of learners had opportunities to discuss their.own
ideas about what they should be learning with company training
or supervisory staff (N=417).

- only 41%of learners even had someone to superviseor help with
TRADEC coursework (N=440).

- 53% of learners considered their company did not give any credit
to employees fqr effort and achievement on TRADEC schemes (N=310)

* See pares 298 303

** Questionnaire for scheme participants,fquestion46, 9711a,14a
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- there was also very littlWof the scheme which had been done in,

company (64% none h1.174;i'frare-of-their main project, 78% none

or very little.Of'6all projects and assignments, 86% none or,very
little of demonstrations-and exercises (N=430).

3Q9 Thus it would appear that - learn s often did not consider there

was any substantial' involvement Of co any 4ersonnel, but the majority
did see college staff, visiting their companies (73% had one or more ?j

visits N=428) and did consider that the scheme helped them underttand

their work better (69% N=440).*- So while the majority saw the course

as relevant to their work, and-this may have been sufficient to.overcoMe

any perceived. lack of interest -from the employer, nevertheless a

significant minority (31%) considered that the course was not useful-to

them at work.** It is highly likely that.this perception was influenced
by the_attitudes of others in- company. Once again, it is necessary.to

turn to the case studies to help substantiate

Case Study 3: Distribution & Consumer Trades. Principles. College F.

31Q Three learners from the same company hpd very different experiences.
All considered "the company training officer was keen that they should do

well at college. However, one learner at one branch thought the super-
visor was very interested in what she did.at college and commented on the
way"-in which the superVisor- had encouraged the other employees to give
the learner any help nr support she required. The learner was very keen,

and although only on Stage 1 she was already eager to do Stage 3. By

way of contrast, the second learner working at a different brandh

reported that the supervisor had emphasized that she thought.that college
-was of little use and,tliat the learner W51111-Be better off,staying at

work. Also the learner said that 'they never stopped work at the shop','
and that all training was'done 'on the job.'. This learner did not even.
know whether she would be allowed lo continue on Stage 2 (even though
this'was clearly company policy). She was nevertheless reasonably happy
with the course, because she felt it was quite helpful to her work.',The
learner at the third branch not only found that the Manager and other staff
were not interested in what she did at college, but also stressed the -

differences, 'here we do it this way..;.' The learner was not very keen

on the course. She-said she 'would rather not come' (although 'you get
used to it'), and that when she was not at college'she took her work Mine
and putit away till the next week. -

-311. Again'the example was chosen because it does illustrate the point to

well, but it was not typical. The learners' motivation for study had to'be
strong to overcome indifference and/or hostility from those at work.
Another classic illustration.of a negative response was that of an employer .

who had three girls oA Work Experience. He offered one of the three a
permanent post on condition that she dropped the course!

(iii) :Learner-.motivation as.aPfected by 'clarity of individual goals
(i:e.-%whether the learners knew what they wanted from the course):

.312. Evidence in support, of this came from thecase studies: firstly,

there were those individuals who had taken the initiative to find Iht,about ,

thecheme,-and,had subsequently asked their employer if they could haA,,,,

day-release. One example of this is provided by-Case'Study 8 (CTP Stage 1,
College F) The learner had not only convinced her employerhf the value
of letting her go on the courses but also resisted pressure from other .

learners who.thought that she was working too hard on:the course and that

46
Questionnaire for scheme participants question 6 N=440.

after excluding those who Were.unemployed 122
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this reflected badly on them. However, she had very clear ideas that she

wanted 'bo get on', and that this course could ,be, helpful to her.

(Ironically, she was promoted at. work, but in hknew position of
responsibility she could not be released to continte with TRADEC).

type of motivation could be powerful enough to overcome the disincentives

of a boriniescheme and/or an unhelpful employer.(.

1

313 The second group of individual in this category were thos o

saw the scheme as a way of attaining avzivalification dnd skilled s atus,.

and hence being able to get a better j9b than the one they were doing.

In Case Study 2 (FJTP-CollegeC), sevel4a1 learners said that the scheme

had little relevandk to their present jolt ('making ventilation ducting all

day long'), but that they hoped would)pnable them to get a more

interesting job in thefuture.

314 This instrumental attitude was more comm6EIi7-1E6agineeringthan
in the Business Zone schemes. This was because of the perception that

,'qualification equalled skilled status',-held by many learners. Support

for this view alsci came from the questionnaire survey, where 32% (N=356) *

of learners expressed the view that the TRADEC scheme'would help them get

a better job/make it easier to get another job/might help them to get

another ',lob. If the'scheme is viewed in these terms, then again the

individual's. motivation may be strong enough to overcome a back'of interest

from the employer. (Indeed this in itself may act as a spurn..

(iv) Learner motivation as.affected by the extent to which learners were

able to participate in decisions 3boutthe scheme:

315 The significance of Lie k of involvement of learners in discussions
about the course.and what they might get from it, and the deleterious

effect this can have on their initial motivation has already'been noted.**

Similarly a subsequent lack of involvement in decisions which affect them

can also be corrosive of learner morale. Indeed the idea of 'negotiation

as a means of ensuring relevance and commitment is a central piliar.of the

TRADEC philosophy. However, once again the learners revealed'that practice

was sharply divergent from theory.

316. Only a minority had opportunities to discuss their own ideas about

what they should be learning on the TRADEC scheme with-their college tutors

(39% N=435)
+ However, this was an issue on which practice between.

different colleges/schemes was sharply divergent (rAnding fi..om the Collegb A

Food scheme, and the College P Distribution and Consumer Schem. where all

learners considered they had had such an opportunity, to the?114chanical.

.scheme of College E_where'none had.) If this was related to tDe.findings

of.the question 'how far do you feel that your own needs and interests

have been taken intoaccount by college and'company staff in planning the

work which you\have done in your. TRADEC scheme?', it could be seen that

of the' 77 learners who thought their interests were taken into account

'hardly atall'i 62had had no discussions'with college tutors.

317. Courses-can be successful, even in the learners' eyes, without these

discussions,- but they run'the risk that the course will appea' not to

takestudents'fhWelt-6-16account. It shows that, from the viewpoint

of,the learner and the effect this'may have on his motivationi'it is

important not only that the learners', own needs.and interests be taken .

into account, but that they should be semtb be taken into account i.e.; the

* Questionnaire Sr .scheme particOants, question 14b

See pwas 308 , 311**
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.learner should be involved directly in thaprocess. ,There were several
instances where college and company staff went into'great detail

explaining hovi they had tailored the scheme to fit a learner doing a

particuldr.job, by means of a proCess by which employer and college

Would agree on certain actions,. sometimes without even telling the learner

concerned. This was.genuinely believed toconstitute''a 'triangular
-

relationship' in some cases. Without direct involvement of the learner,

the process of securing commitment to the course could be much longer

than it otherwise need be. There is no dOubt, however, that this does

involve' a change in attitude among some staff, who expressecrthe View

wthpt to involve the learner was pointless, because they'did not know

enough to know what they wanted.
4

1
Motivati mAs Reflected By Drop-out 0

318. The wastage rates from schemes were low, ranging between 7 and

14% for all,schemes. In this they are close to the wastage rates

reported forUVP, and considerably lower tSgn wastage rates for cart -time

students from convfntionalcourses.' tearner motivation is only one-factor

here. Employer satisfaction is clearly another.. In addition, it was

very obvious that, in current circumstances, wanting-to keep ones jOb

.w0s a key factor moving in favour of continued participation even where

motivation Was not high. This was particularly appar nt'in the engineering

- schemes, and revealed very strongly in the case st
wastage appeared to be due principally to reasons o
home, etc., 'rather than diasatisfactiOn.

Factors Influencing Learners' Decisions i'o Continue

interviews. The
redundancy, moving

----319. During7-198-1=82T-only-food -Stage-i-was-on offer.. In addition, the .. .

Commercial.scheme operated its Stage 2 for the first time. Hence attention.

will be focused here on the other three schemes.' Firatly,,it is

important to remember that, with.the exception of College S (which was

offeringla Stage l'scheme fdonthe first time) and College J(which only ran

a Stage 1 Mechanical scheme) there was'an expectation that students would
\\\proceed to further qabges on the. Engineering schemes. Indeed; where

there Was an expectation of transfer onto another course the total period

of learning expected by the learners was even longer than three years. Also

.

it should be remembered that the majority bf learners were not allowed to

decide for themselves whether or not,to take pat in the scheme (55%, N=427)*

This was_reinforced by the response of a significant minority (39%, N=196)**

of Stage 2Iand 3 students who gave passive reasons for continuing to the.

-next -17t-Ige'(inclUd4g 'I was forced'; 'had to'; 'it is a 4 year training

scheme'; 'its a do 'y' work1). .

:a.

. ,

320- Similarly, with the Distribution schemes companies'sometimes
received DITB grants on the understanding that the learners_ followed
Stages L'and 2. This means that the decision to continue need not
necessarily indicate either satisfaction with'the course nor reflect a

genuine desire to continue. For these reasons it me'' be'a'poor guide

learner motivation, satis ion or achievement
Pgt

. However, the responses

questions concerning reaso for continuing did indicate that the majority
of those who have_continued after doing a prevloqs stage have done so 'for

positive reasons (61%, N=196), The reasons included '-interesting'; 'to

reach full qualification'; 'to beCome fully skilled'; I 'to go into more

.detail of job praCbsses! etc..). Also, the four factors identified earlier
(i.e: experience of course; attitudes in company towards course; extent to

which they were able to participate in decisions about the course) exert a..

* :Questionnaire for seheme'partiCipants,question 2d,

**Question 15a , 1.24
'7/



similar influence over the decision to continue, for those who have a

choice.

,321 Overall then, for the Engineering Zone schemes there is a wide-

spread.aesumption among learners, employers and college staff that day-

release courses for apprentices or similar groups run for three and

four years. Proponets of TRADEC have argued that this pattern need not

nvessarily be followed., but it overwhelmingly is followed and hence

Niere is a widespread assumption that once:the ledrners have started,
they will continue, provided. they 'pass' the existing course (the

nature of the assessment being freqUently misunderstood in this context).

This'assumption would appear the major factor, in explaining the pattern

of progression - for often the question of whether to continue does not

really arise as a decision as such at all. (For:instance, even wher4f

an employer. was dissatisfied it was rare for him to withdraw a learner.

from the scheme at the end of the stage"- .the. more usaal response was '

not to subscribe to it in.future years).

322. More interesting,_inthis respect, were. the Distribution schemes.,

for here there was no.exiietTd pattern-. While 70% of Mechanical and
76% of Fabrication learners on.Stages 1 and 2 intended to take further

stages, only 45% of those followingDistribution schemes intended to
do so.* Indeed, for some of these participants there had been no'

previous provision at all. Sometimes Stages 1'end-2-were run end-on .

in.a single academic year, and this increased the take-up to theneXt
stage, as even here thete was a tendency for employers.and learners to

'think in terms of traditional academic years Thus where college F

offered Stage 2 from SepteMber, and Stage 3'in two halves from February

and the following September, the major.break with regard to the number

leaving the scheme occurred during the summer break.

.323. Several of the colleges considered that Stage 3 Distribution was
-.aiming at a different target audience (supervisors' etc,), and that the-
scheme should not, therefore be judged in terms of the learners' progreasion

througli-tu:Stage In fact Richmond.was the only college offering.
Stages 1, 2 and 3.during"1981/82, and they welcbMed learners doing 1, 2

-and 3 consecutively. As this was the'scheme selected for case study;
we can examine factors influencing the decision to continue in.some.detail.

One group of 12 students doing Stages1-and-2-end-on gave the following

responses when,asked whether they.wOuld.continue-n-tb-Stage 3:,

- maybe if I get promotion in future - it is training for Supervisors

- don't know (would accept company decision)

.- wanted to continue (personal aspirations)'

want to (company would support me in this)

rather not come, but get used to 'it (and. would come, rather
than go to-employer and say did not want to come)

= probably, but hoped later stage would be better, probably .stop
at-Stage 2

-.look forward to it, more related to work

- do not really want to

- unclear, wanted more information about course

up to employer, but would like to go on

- would like to. go on

*
(ct! *scheme participant: question:7
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324 Thus only 4 students'were r ositive in the sense of

wanting to carry on and feeling.t ey would be allowed to continue.
However, similarly only one'stud nt was willing to say categorically

'that he would not continue to St e a. For the rest, they either

perceived the decision as resting ith the employer or were themselves

unsure whether they should continue. The intentions of others

interviewed at College F were similarly pr(oblematic.. What'conclusions

can be 'drawn from this? Firstly, that.learner motivation is hard won,

and that learners have not only to be convinced'of the value of the

course initially, but of the value in continuing. Secondly, that the

employer plays a significant role and a clear-commitment from this

direction' would remoVe some of the learners' doubts. Thirdly, there

is no presumption by either learners or employers in Disfribution that

the learner should continue through to Stage 3, and as such there has to

be active recruitment at Stage 3,at well as. at Stage . More generally,

the significance of the four factors identified in para 304, as

influences on learner motivation are equally significant in the decision

whether or not to continue.

Variations In Motivatian.

325. TRADECproponents and the learners. emselves show considerable'

.degree of agreement on this idsue, although .hey may'express it.in

different ways. As has previously been shown, the learners judged .

their own motivation to be dependent on the four factors of; experience

of the course itself; attitudes in-company; clarity ofjndiVidual.goals;
and degree of partiCipation in decisions about the course. ,YHAFHE

incorporates much of, the substanceof.this in their statement that one

:one of the intention's in Promoting TRADECis'to create a working
partnership between learner, educator and employer, and through this

involvement agree/a.practical justificatiOn for supporting personal '

development'. v

326. The significance of the four factors for the learners has already

, been discussed in detail. All of the colleges involved with TRADEC
11- acknowledge the need to make the torte relevant to the rearners'work

and that, wherever 'possible,- the course shod have a practical emphasis..

Generally, the idea of employen liaison has also been embraced, and while'

thit has not always been as full as'either college or employer would

like, nevertheless it has invariably been'a major advance'on exiiling

practice. However, not so much attention has ben.focuted On making sure
tnat.the learner is part of the partnership, although here normal practice

differs between,ngineering and tusiness /One schemes. In business_. zone

schemes most of the colleges did seeleto invqlve learners.in discussiont

about what they'should be learning. (Interestingly, one of the case study

schemes was one which did dot, and while the researcher was.discussing

this issue'with the. learners; the point was forgeefully put by the group

that they should have been having this-discUssion.with college, staff :

rather than the researchers0

327 . The need for expladation and discussion was particularly important,

where the connection with the rest of the course or relevance to work was

not immediately. apparent (e.g, in exercises in communications etc ;). .Byl

.contrast, in the Engineering schemes, little attempt had been made to

allow the learnerstoAisduss their own Ideas about,yhat they should be

learning. The-dominant theme here. seemed to be that.the cOUrsewas

about the acquisition of. specific joh-relevant,-8<lls and as such the

college staff kneW best 'what the students Would hA.d ;learn. The.

learners did Share. the idea that thecourse was about. the:acquisition of

skills, but nevertheless.they ofteh had a whole 'series of general but



fundamental, questions about what:they should be learning This
again was revealed by discussions. wit learners in the c e'study

schemes. or instance, learners on th College A Mechanical.scheme
wanted to know why they did practic exercises rather than making.
small tools, which they would subsequently aseLhow what they learned
in TRADEC fitted in with C & G; whether they would be. classified as
skilled if they just had a TRADEC qualification; the valu of a TRADEC

certificate; who the course .was intended for originally. erall they

had no clear idea.about the status of the course, and this. g erated

'friction. Besides the general queries, the learners also some imes
questioned why they should be.dOing 'Particular parts of the course.
For example, do the College C Fabrication scheme several students .

questioned why they should have to do.gas welding when this was not
.used at work and seldom used in industry at all. An explanation that
it was appropriate to do this because the same basic principles were
involved in some other weldingtechnieques,. or even an.admission that
the college could not affo'rd to re-equip with more modern equipment
would at leastlaCquaint the learner with the reasons why,e was

_ - ,
expected to d6 it. .

328. In addition, it has already been noted that what the learners
found most useful or wanted to do was unpredictable in thasense that
some foundit 'useful to do things. they did not do. at work, while others'
f6und it most usgful to do things that related directly to what they
did at work. Obviously this' depended on the learnere own:particular
reasons /expectations and motivation towards the scheme, andagein some
opportunity to disCuss these points would at the very least help to
clarify the extent to which these were .realistic and could be met. FroM
this-Lt would.seem that discussions with college staff about what, why
or hoW they were learning and how this related.either to their.preseht
job or to a possible future job would. have been welcomed by the learners.
Similarly the relationship with other courses:Could also have been
discussed. Besides the effeCt that this may have. had directly on learner
motivation, it may have had an effect on two of the other factors: the

Clarity of the individual's goals and how the course is experienced. It

sometimes appears that,'because the college staff themselves haye.no
doubteabovethe value of the skills they are teaching, they expect this

to be self-evident to others, including the learners. .

329. Overall the TRADEC.schemes are fairly successful in generating
high learner motivation,. but where they are not it seems that. the simplest
step-to take in order to improve this is to involve the learners more'in
discussions about what they 'should be learning on the'course.,To do this

".as a first step will have the added advantagekthat it will bring to light
any other blocks to learnermotivation's, e.g. where the course is perceived

as boring; an employer is'not supportive;'or the course is not meeting an

individuals goals or thesabave not been formulated.
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CHAPTER EMPLOYER INVOLVEMENT AND .00MMITMrNT

330. Employer involvement was investigated directly by means of'
questionnaires administered to company personnel, case study visits,
and selective involvement in college-and company-based liaison meetings.
It was also investigated through data supplied by learners and teachers.
There'are two levels of employer involvement in TRADEC schemes

(a) Involvement in the operation of-the system
a

and

(b) Involvement as 'Mers' of individual schemes.

(2 INVOLVEMENT IN THE SYSTEM

....---".
331 Involvement in the sygem takes place througlvmember hip of

the Trades PrinCiples Committee and its sub-cOmmittees, t ough the

Writing. G oups, and at -.the level'of individual schemes,.through the
industria assessment system and respresentationon Steering Committees.
The proportion of industrial representation is usual.lY.considerably
higher in Writing Group composition* than in Committees. Membership of the

Trades Principles,Commfttee inthe year 1980/81 allowed for participation
of one representative of'.industry and commerce'. At this levelyartici-,
pation of a committed and enthusiastic industrial representative is secured
without difficulty. At Writing GrOup and Steering Committee levels,'
however,. it was repeatedly.reported, as Well as evident from Minuted,
where available, and the:researchers' !elective observations, that actual
employer participation was.substantially lower than thatof other
participants; and sometimes, barefX existent,'although exceptions-to this .

did exist. One Writing Group Chairman considered it inevitable that, at °

the 'working' leve1,7 participation andattendanCe of companyApersbnnel
would be intermittent and that it would be- unrealistic to expect a big

employer input towriting processes. The important feature of this system,
he considered, was that cOmpany membership of writing groups meant that
employers werekept in touch. with the-output of the Writing. Group and were
able to intervene and comment,'as.they Considered appropriate. .ITB

participation, too, was spasmodic. 1-
..

'. . . .
. .

.
. . .

332: The inddstrial assessments ofpartof each scheme is the other
feature of the,rsystem in which employer involv6ment..is sought. Most

schees successfully engaged. the participation of company personnel in
the industrial assessment processes. Only pne of thesphemes surveyed
did not include'assessment by one or more employers.

..-...

0 . .

INVOLVEMENt AS 'USERS' OF INDIVIDUAL SCHEMES.
. - -

333 Responses from 133 companies participating the schemes, recording .

detail; of the nature and extent. of their involvement iWthe schemes under
survey, and the perspectives, of compahy personnel- and,their satiSfactions with

those schemes, provided a means by, which the mode of operation.ofschemes as
experiencedby the company; could be clarified and confilmed. Claims.of
.the TRADEC approach concerning the ability of schemes to secure' employer
commitment and effective alignment with needs of participating companies
and individuals could also he examined directly. The material-compiled
from the company investigations also provides a qualitative picture'of the-
circumstancesand contexts within which the selection and pal4ticipation' .

' of young people takes. place; as well as examiplifying the wide range of,

i'e. in / membership as opposed to',Attendance
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employer perceptions and priorities in respect of their own training
needs, the scheme they use and the functions they expect them to perform.

334, The 133 coalpany responses were divided as hYlows between 'types of

scheme:

MECHANICAL TRADES PRINCIPLES .
30companies.

FABRICATION& JOINING\RADES PRINCIPLES 57 companies

DISTRIBUTION tt CONSUMER TRADES PRINCIPLES 29 companies

COMMERCIAL TRADES PRINCIPLES 12 companies

FOOD TRADES PRINCIPLES / 5 companies

A selectiop of responses was obtained from,all schemes suryeyed. Responses
were invi*, for each company, from the person with overall responsibility

. .

for the participation of employees in TRADEC and,: where applicable,.from
tHe .person(s) with direct supervisory and related roles in relation to
company-bsed TRADEC activities.

335: The predominance of small companies -in several ,.of the schemes,

'and the low level of company-based activity beyond that associated with
project and assignment work arranged an an ad hoc basis,, meant that the
involvement of direct supervisors with designated responsibilities for
supervision of a company-based;'component' was the exception, mOstof the .

.responsibility for:rthel,earners participation inthe scheMe falling on the
Training Manager, Worics Director or, in somecases; the Foreman.) The

'total number of responses obtainedfroM those in'a 'second' level'of
direct responsibilityr,for the TRADEC activities of scheme participants was 45..
The responses from company personnel showed clear differentiation between
.types.of.scheme, shedding further light on mahy of the differences in
Iearner responses, target groupand general scheme olri-entation already
identified'and discussed. full profile of responding companies/personnel
is given in.Document 3.

.
Mechanical Trades Principles

336. The thirty companies rOm which responses'Averebbtained ranged
.

from small( < 30 employees); light engineering companies to multinationals
such* ICI. Details providedlbyresponding companies of the groups of
employees,selected for participation-in the scheme, and'the criteria
applied in their selection, represented the full variation.of skill
jevel'and breOth identifiecilln other 'parts of the survey, from the
machine operator to the crafti.apprentice.*

337 In approximately one half of cases, it was reported that the .

groups ofworkers selected.for TRADECparticipation had previously been
involved in alternative courses and schemes. The City and GuildsIron
and Steel Operatives Co se was mentioned in 5 Cases, and City and Guilds .P.

4r.Craft Studies Courses 9 cases. Production trainees aid operatives
predominated in the returns obtained from doloanieS in t schemes operated

Note that th 'term -'apprentice'. is Used by employers .both for those in' .

4* preParation for fully skilled craft functions.and for production trainees

mhOmconditions and training fell short of:full apprentice8hip.



.

by Colleges G,J The. set of companies participating in the College A
4

scheme showed a balance, in respect of the groups of workers Selected for

participation, between those designated as operators' and those designated

'as 'apprentices', the 'appren ides' proceeding, in mbny cases, to City

andGuilds courses (usually e r 2 para 2) following directly from the

three stages of TRADEC. College 'companies described the groups of

workers selected.as 'apprentices' in all cases. In one case the learner

was described"" 'apprentice on Production' and differentiated from those
on full apprengeships who received 'off- the -job' training in the

Company training centre. City '-and build Craft Courses hadipeen used
-previously by the majority of these companies,and placement on,TRADEC had
been undertaken by the college. Few employers were aware that, the, scheme

.in which they participated was in any way different from previous craft

courses.

..4( .338 Seven of the responding companies reported that the learners

undertook part of their scheme within the conpank. Of these, Sour stated
that a period varying in length between .2 and 4hours per week was given
for in-company TRADEC activities. Two reported that between 6.and 8 hours
per week were 'given. Another responded that 'whatever time was required
and.considered reasonable-for completiOn of project work to a satisfactory'
standard' was given.. Two of the'23.companies w

part the scheme was undertaken on employers' pr

pc i2.11Onally, if the project could'not be domplet
would be-giVen at work. ,

_.,

339, Of those engaging in company-based activl
.Training Manager was-most frequently named as th
the,planning andimplementation of in-company a'

.
and instructors were involvedin some large co

h had reported that 'no
mises' did add that
d at.colrege, some time

, the Works Manager or
person involved in the..

tivities. Line supervisors
panies. 'In cases in which'.

supervision was given, this was in most. cases automqirally given by the
direct ,supervisor to the employee; the only two cases.in7which an
Industrial Tutor. was mentioned were cases in7.which the UVP-model was

dominant. Many companies which had reported that no part:of the scheme
took place in the company indicated that direct supervisoAs had a degree
of responsibility for supportihg and keeping an eye on the young person's

, !Jay release':
. . .

'340. On questions con'perning means by which linkage waesecdred between
in- company activities and college-based work, all companies mentioned'
periodic meetings between the 'college and company,.. four mentioned

visits to the college to observe and familiarise themseves with their
employees' college;workand seven mentioned continuing discussions'between
company personnel and trainees, on their work and proaress.', The frequency
of responses to these questions'given-by'POmpaniesnot providing company-
based activity suggested that in several cases a similar level of liaison
meetings, college visits and discussion with trainees took place in order .

to secure relationships:between college work and theyoung person's day -to-
day learning through experience on the .job..

.

341. The degree 'of college/company liaison.and communication achieved

was geherally welcomed. and positively regarded. An average of two or three
'liaison meetings during the course of each stage were recorded by
approximately two-thirds of'responding companies. 'Four,ormore liaison
meetings were recorded in three-cases, one of which may be considered
essentially to be a UVP scheMe adopting TRADEC materials and approached,'
(as opposed to a TRADEC scheme drawn under the UVP umbrella).. Only 'four -
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responses, suggeeted that company personnel had 'not been, s fficiently

involved in discussidh of the scheme. One Works Manager commented.,
that he would have responded positively to any opportunity to make an

40:1puq, Another, by contrast, felt that it was'not appropriate that the
omp6ny should 'have a say' since the course was 'primarily an educational

experience'.

342. Two-thirds of companies reporting no company-based elements
presented a pictu're of having been involved actively in the scheme in
the sense of having 'helped the college to meet their needs'. Several
companies, however, reported that they were happy to le.ve things to,

the college and didn't want to spend'too much time on discussion. In the

outcomes of-liaison looked for, recurring items were

'understandihg by the college of our needs'

information about trainee progress
0

343. On questions of the relevance of the scheme and its alignment

with needs, approximately two- thirds of responses indicated goothelignmeni;

the remainder were ofthe view that the scheme was well.aiTkned.with,
_individual needs, but that company needs were not really met.

'. 4

\

.344 Achievement and progress in the scheMe was considered satisfactOry

by 23 companies. Three r' cordeddissatisfaction - 'they don't make as

much progress as they sho ld.' Four others were neither satisfied nor!
'

Aissatisfied, having littl knowledge of.progress made in and through' the.

scheme. One 'Training 4Offi er commented that-the 'degree of skill achieved
at.any point was greater wi h TRADEC students compared with those recruited
before.TRAIgC was available'. Weaknesses identified werpthose associated

. with 'trying to cater for to wide,a range of academic interests', lack".
of an assessment system which stretches young people and. makes them want to

achievei inclusion of 'irrelevant' subjects and the usual and familiarlr

complaints about Social and Life Skille, where this was handled as a
separatelement..It was noted that many respondents-were not familiar ol
'even moderately informed about the scheme programme, although liaison was

generally regarded as-good. 'It vas clear frdm several responses that the
prime function of liaison was all too often seen as informing the college
about company'reqarements rather than gaining insights into the operation

of the schemeand supporting theyoung.trainee:
.

., , ,

345 In the general appraisals of strengths and weaknesses, features
attracting positive comment were the schqmes' emphasis on the practical r-

application oftlearning,,. on the opportunities for company involvement in
choice of project work,the particular contribution made by the.scheme
to the training needs of the smalltmediuM-sized company, its. capacity to
impart skills across a wide range of student ability, and the better
liaison and communication thah that. which had'been experienced in

conventional' courses. 'Flexibility of topics', broad-baed subjects'
and 'depth of tuition' were also,mentioned. .

. . .

.

346 The Training Manager of a large light engineering company commented

'that excellent progresS was made: 'the work - related skills are better

Understood when taught in'an unpressurised environment. The lecturers,

by visiting our Company, can assess basic needs and arrange training
accordingly.' Two Others considered'that the course was made tob easy for

o .

0
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the learners and presented no challenges to they gung people. This

adversely affected progress, they claimed. OneTrakang Officer of,a
large company (Company M1) reported that he was 'quite pleased with
achierment but as far gs--wePare concerned it is. a fourryear Course
in City and Guilds, the fourth year tieing viewed as an integral part
of the course', while another reported that it 'reached(80% of the
standard of City & Guilds',.a level considered appropriate for the
Company's purposes. A

347. Company M.1, a medium -sized (150 employees) founders and
engineers suppVers to NCB of headgear pulleys, haulages; etc.,
provided amexample.of the TRADEC scheme, supplemented by City & Guilds
205, Part II, Year 2, being used,RO train fully-skilled craftsmen*. The

Company, a regular user of the College A Scheme, also sent one or two
young workers on ETTB off-the-job training and. modules. There was,

however, no distfnctiOn between the type of wock done by these. workers
on cofipletioh of their apprentice8hip, and'that done by those following
the TRADEC route, and the CoMpany was unable to Offer 'criteria they used
in deciding who to involve in which type of training.

348. School attainment determined whether employees were placed on
TEC or TRADEC: It was considered that Craft Studies was insufficiently

4 practical and tht, prior to the introduction of TRADEC, a better
grounding. was given by Cratt Practice. Those -doing TRADEC automatically
proceeded to City and juilds 205', Part ItiYear 2, and could proceed
either to Part 3 sr to TEC. The Training Officer saw college and work
as completely. sepc-ate. 'We train the apprentice so he can goanywhere
as,a skilled fitter or turner' - this was necessary tq Company needs
Since most of the work i 'hvolved 'one-bffs' and little repetitioll.
Apprenti,ces undertook normal production work, By the nature of the
Company, this involved working on one-offs, and a large training'element.
was,involVed. As far ag Company involvement in. the TRADEC scheme was -

concerned the Training Officer did not ue this as extending beyond '

general encouragement and interest: 'giving then an interest to make

them go'; _'encouraging.students to continue'. There was no direct input
in respect. of the work covered in the scheme, which the Company saw ds
'helping to sUppoly the basics', a process it was happy to leave to the

college. Consultations had,taken place only over the project, Projects

undertaken by eMployees'had included, e:g. making a crankshaft., The,
Company had found this feature of the scheme.'quite useful'. The Training
Officer was pleased with,the level of achievement given that,. as far as
the Company was concerned, it was a four-year course, the fourth-City and
Guillds'year being regarded as,integraL It was clear, here, that college/
company' relationships were operating along almost completely°,traditional'.
lines. TRADEC was seen. as the most' appropriate course because of its .

greater practical content, but other than that it operation with this
Company did not represent other features of TRADEC philosophy. As a direct
and automatic feeder to City and Guilds, the schemS was .definitely for
apprentices,, not operators, in thisiacontgxt. o

349. A second example reprebents the scheme in use with the .,ntended
target. CoMpany M2 (1,630 employees), involved in the manufacture of
cutting tools, had participated in the College G MTP Scheme, involvigg,10
young production operator trainees.in the year of survey. The Company had
previously engaged,this group of workers in City and Guilds engineering
operatives scheMes and', as a large Company, used a very. wide., range of other
courses, ranging through City and Guilds Craft StUdies BEC, TEC,,Higher TEC,

:

* Trades, Union and safety considerations required fully skilled 'status.
. ,
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No Engineering, as well as a range of Managempnt courses. No part of

the TRADEC Scheme was undertaken in the Company animas, in exoeptional
circumstances, an employee was unable to oomplete project work in the

college. The project work was linked directly to the learners job, and

Training Officer, Training Instructor and line manager to the employee

undertaking TRADEC were all involved in consultations and support of the

link between the college-based and the learners work, The Training

Instructor had four meetings per scheme with Company personnel to discuss

f)
trainee development and progres ,,,projects and trainees 'individual needs.

He was satisfied with this leve''of contact. The direct supervisor,

however, met college staff only once per scheme and considered this to be

inadequate.

350 Different perspectives on the schemes' strengths and weaknesses

were presented by the Training Instructor and .the supervisor. While both

considered that liaison and cooperation between college and company was

good, the Training Instructor considered that the scheme supported 'good

personal development' of the trainees, achieved relevance through linked

projects and assignments, but that its weakness lay in its attempt to

cater for too wide a range of academic abilities. The line supervisor

(16 years experience as a supervisor, 34 years in the engineering industrry)

considered that while the scheme gave 'an insight into general engineering

aspects' its weakness was that it was too generalised and did not always

fulfill specialist requirements of companies. He did, however, consider

that the scheme helped to 'develop character' and potentially more 'loyal'

employees, who responded to the Company's interest in their'development.

351. A small company user should be illustrated here to provide a

balanced picture! Company M3, a small (20 employees) hydraulic and
precision enginering company, involved apprentices and production trainees .

in the,18-20 age range in the College M Scheme. These groups of workers

had previously been involved in City and Guilds Craft Studies, until 1979.,

Two employees were involved in 1980/81.

352. Part of the practical project work was undertaken in the Company,

geared to production of items for eventual use in the works environment.

One day per week was given for these activities. Direct Supervisor, Works

Manager, and Director were all involved in aspects of the planning and

implementation of company-based TRADEC activities. While there was

general satisfaction with the progress in work-related skills of participants,

there was some dissatisfaction with the capacity of the scheme to align

itself to the specialised needs of the Company. The Company Director, in

commenting on the extent to which a working-partnership-existed, observed

that: 'The College usually consults us but hardly ever vary the curriculum

to prbduce instruction in line with the works environment'. The treatment

of broad - based engineering subjects was considered to be reasonably good,

but the scheme was seen by the COmpany to lack appropriate specialisation

and insufficient practical instruction. It was not always in the'best

'.interest of the employee to have a broad-based curriculum, it was argued,

revealing some of the special problems of the smaller companies operating

4,.outside the mainstream, which the TRADEC system is intended to serve..

353. The final example is pro'irided by CompanY^m4, a lar e glass

manufacturing company, (2,000 employees) which responded to the survey with

reference to a UVP scheme based in content on Mechanics Trades Principle,

Stage1. The Company had been,closely'involved in the desing of,the scheme,
,cbordinated by College'A, and the Training Manager of the Company was also

tiindustrial assessor to the standard MTP Scheme, which was offered'in parallel

with the UVP scheme. The latter scheme was temporarily in abeyance at'the
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time of the research, through 'lack of support', attributed by the Company
to the 'effects of recension on the availability of suitable employeee,.
The case provided an interesting comparison between MAN and a UVP scheme
adopting Trades Principloe content. It has been included for thin reason.

3M. The Company had involved four of its employees, machine operatives
between the ages of 16 and 19 years, during 1979/60. These young workers
had, before the introduction of the UVP Scheme, been involved in in-company
courses 'related to the requirements of their jobs', e.g. Technology,
Health and Safety at Work, etc. The Training Manager considered that
liaison between the college and the Company, in respect of the UVP scheme,
was good and stated that he was actively seeking good integration of the
An-Company training and Further Education components through these liaison
contacts. The Training Manager engaged in discussions with college staff
once or twice a year. The Training Instructor designated as Industrial
Tutor (by virtue of the UVP association) had meetings with college staff
five or more times during the course of the scheme, for purposes of
review of progress and linking of the scheme components.

355. All participating employees undertook company-based training as
part of the scheme. Logs of training activity were kept as an instrument
of recording and monitoring the progress of in-company activities. Eight'

hours per week were given to the company-based component. The Training
lanager, Senior Training Instructor (Industrial Tutor) and line supervisor
co the participants were involved in the planning and implementation of
scheme activities. Participants received continuing supervision, formal
instructionkand general guidance and support. Weekly meetings were held
between sch6ve participants and the Company supervisory and training staff
to discuss progress, and visits were made by Company staff to scheme
participants in the college setting, at 3-weekly intervals. There was
also an end of course review of both in-company and college elements.

356. The Training Manager was clearly satisfied with the prodess and

outcomes of the scheme. The Training Manager stated that the'scheme
employees and Company's needs

very well - the individuals needs were taken into
account before designing the content of the course, and
the Company were involvedrin the work of the Steering
and Course Committees'.

The scheme, it was considered, had increased the participants' knowledge
of engineering principles, particularly in relation to their specific job,
and had provided an opportunity to broaden their knowledge of other
activities within the Compahy. The Industrial Tutor reiterated these
observations, commenting additionally, that the gain to the Company had
been 4

'Employees with a greater commitment to their duties
and responsibilities'.

The Training Manager and Industrial Tutor were very satisfied with progress
in work-related skills and comented that the 'Outward Bound' element of
the scheme had been important in developing leadership and in promoting
recognition of the importance of team-working. The only difficulties had
been encountered in fitting the scheme with shift-work arrangements.

357. The working partnership between the college and, Company, which was
considered to be.exceptionally good, was seen to stem from a relationship



which had °slated for many yearn, through personnel having attended the
college at nom time for courses of Further Education, and oleo through

,

some college lecturere having worked in thp Company prior to entering
teaching In Further Education. The major atm-lathe of the tinhorn() centred

on thin unison process, in the view of the Training Manager, and, in the '

OAHO of the Induetrial Tutor, on the involvement of the company in the
design of the schema - an involvement which had, in h,la view, ensured its
succors. No weaknesses were identified by either respondent. The Training
Manager did commentrhowever, that the success of the scheme depended on
college staff being 'fully conversant' with the Company activities and the
nature of the work of the trainees'.

ti

Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles

356. The workers selected for participation in the scheme were, without
exception, presented as apprentices, although responses from some larger
companies proceeded to draw distinctions between those allocated to this
scheme and their 'proper' apprentices following EITB training. Several

companies were using both TRADEC and City and Guilds Craft Studies Courses.
Different placements were as often related to perceived academic abilities
of,the workers as to the skill levels and ranges of their ultimate jobs.
None of the responding companies were selecting workers designated as
operatives, although such workers comprised part of the workforce in many
of these cases.

69. Of the 57 companies providing responses, 15 reported that part of
--the TRADEC scheme was undertaken at the company base. In 13 of these

cases, the company-based element consisted entirely of project work. In

the other two cases, a training programme accompanied by periodic testing,
and a job notation programme, respectively, formed the company-based
components. In these 15 companies there was, again, no uniformity in the
types and levels of personnel responsible for, and invovled in, planning
and implementation of in-company TRADEC activities. Personnel named ranged
from line supervisors to. Works Managers, Production Directors and General
Managers. In the small companies, the Production Directors, or equivalent,
frequently had sole responsibility. In the larger companies both line
'supervisors and Works Managers were most frequently involved. There was

some incidence of use of 'skilled tradesmen' working alongside the
'trainees', in supervision of TRADEC projects: No instances of this were
found in companies responding in respect of Mechanical Trades Principles.

360. Regular'time was allocated to TRADEC activities in five cases; two
Companies gave 8 - 10 hours per week, two gave between 4 and 6 hours and
two between 2 and,-hours per week. The remaining 10 companies concentrated
time in the proTgct period. Periods of between a total of 10 hours and 40
hours were reported in these cases. Two companies reported that no special,
arrangements were 'lade to co- ordinate and integrate the company-based and
college-based elements. In one case this was the main criticism of the
operation of the scheme made by the'Company. In 13 cases periodic meetings
between the Course Tutors and Company personnel in supervisory 9r training
roles were reported as a means of ensuring 'linkage'. In 8 sAses regular
discussions and reviews of activities and prdgress between scheme participants
and supervisory training staff were reported to be'used in this way. In 3

cases regular visits to the college to o6serve participants' work in the
college setting were reported.
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361. Approximately one quarter.of the companies which were not engaged

in company -based activities, as part of the TRADEC scheme, reported
attempts to link their usual forms of training and/or experience with the
progress of work in college, mainly by keeping in touch with work/skills
covered and 'providing opportunities for breadth of experience, and for
practice and application of these, where feasible. It should be noted

that trainees in these cases, given job rotation, sometimes complained
that even'though they, were moving 'around they were performing very similar

tasks over a narrow range. In the remaining three-quarters of cases no

such attempt was made: Where systematic, or other tralping was undertaken.
in the company, it was regardedas separate and difficult to link without
substantial expenditure of time. In several cases the 'college experience'
was clearly-regarded as a very minor' supplement to the vperience and

training (often on the informal 'environmental-exposurel,model..) received
in the company.

36 Employer involvemeht in the form of part ation in discusssions,
choice ofproject work, and provision of materials was generally high. The

liaison and communication with the college vies welogimed, and was considered
by all but three responding companies to be at least satisfactory and, in
some cases, excellent. The highest frequencies of neutral or negative
responses in respect of liaison were found in the scheme with the largest
number of participating companies, illustrating the problems, encountered
by schemes engaging large numbers of small companies, in achieving satis-
factdry liaison without the expenditure of an unacceptably high amount of
time in liaison and administrative work: However, the other scheme
involving a large number of companies (College C) was almost unreservedly
applauded'by the companies for the degree of interest, commitment and active
'liaison efforts made by the Course Tutor.

363 One Training Officer complained of whatAt claimed to be the
inability of the Course Tutor to understand company needs despite liaison
commenting -.

'I find the liaison we have had to be awkward in the fact
that the scheme representative is unable to grasp what the
Company requires,. i.e. a competent, practical course, not a
techniCal wizard cotirse....,'

In their assessments' and appraisals of the scheme, respondents revealed
quite specific areas of satisfaction and diSsatisfaction with the scheme.
In answer to'questions concerning relevance of the scheme, and its capacity
to align itself with Company andindividual needs,' 26 company responses
indicated that effective alignment had been achieved. twenty-four considered

t ,alignment to.be 'fair' but commented in many cases that they appreciated
the difficulties in obtaining full alignment in schemes involving several
companies. Only seven complained that alignment was poor .and that the
scheme had failed' to meet either. their needs or those of.the employee.

'364 'Typical' responses-in each of these categories, which serve to
illustrate the range. of concerns, are reported below:

Small Company making shoring equipment for Civil Engineering:

The'Director considered.the TRADEC Course the best available
from the Company's point of view. The Course did cover what

was necessary, and although 'it covers stuff we don't do or
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need' this is accepted as bding limportant -from' the

individual point of view. 'More Tian enough', as far

as the Company is concerned.

Large Transformer Manufacturer:

The scheme meets all our needs. But the individual

loses out to some degree, compared with 'off-the-job'
training associated with a large company'.
'the scheme doesn't meet individual needs for

progression'.

'The scheme is not meeting the Company's needs -

two lads had to be sent on another course after
TRADEC to improve their skills. The scheme is not
meeting young people's needs either - it gives them
the basic idea but then goes over their heads - its
pitched at too high a level on the 'technical' side'.

Small Sheet.Metal Company:

'I am not entirely happy with the TRADEC Course - it

is not detailed enough. By. the time they have finished,

apprentices have not learned enough in any one particular

area. We would like to see areas covered more
intensively - for example, we would like to see more
emphasis on the interpretation of drawings. The basic

TRADEC ideas are sound - practical-related and involving

..the Company. It goes further than other courses. in

this respect'.

Small Sheet Metal Company:

'From the employers point of view the course is very

forward-looking. 'it is very up-to-date and

moving with the times'

365. It was noticeable that 'affective' dimensions were larless
frequently mentioned by companiesin the FabriCation.area than was the

case in companies engaged in Mechanical Trades Principles schemes. In

..anslipr to question's concerning learner gains and benefits,'the.answers

were predominantly concerned with practical skills and 'background'

theory to these'skillsgained, althoUgh some did mention a more serious

approach to work and a greater interest in their jobs among young employees

participatingin the.scheme.!Flexibility' and 'realism' were mentioned

by two companies. It was clear that the majority of companies saw the
".scheme principally as a kind. of substitute apprenticeship emphasising

tieve:I.opment.of technical skills/transmission.9X knowledge,-rather than a_

-broader preparation and development of the young person.

366. On questions of achievement and progress, 28 of the Companies

providing responses considered%that.progress in work-related skills was

good and that achievement was generally satisfactory, according to the

variety,of different criteria. they'adopted to assess this. ,Twenty

companies considered progress and: achievement to be 'fair' several

commenting, as suggested by the responses concerned with alignMent, on

the slower progress, and lower levels of achievement in specialised areas.

than they would like. Others commented that the schemes didn't put enough
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Arpresstre-on the yaingsters, and didn't stretch them.' AccUsatiais. of
'time-wasting' at college were confined almost exclusively to this

scheme, as were the'traditional complaints about English and Social

StudieS. In the case of the College C scheme, extra workshop
sessions had been introduced,, going on into the evening, as a result

of the, demands whichfeatured strongly in the company responses to

the surve3re The Scheme.participants' view of:thiS was that the,day

was far too lopg and this wadthe main.complaint about the scheme,
(interpreted by some companies as yet further evidence to reinforce

their belief .. in the general softness and lack of backbone in the youth

of today) The atmosphere in the workshop in the evening was not one

of high motivation. .(The research team conducted some of its'interviews

during evening workshop sessions).

367. The observations of participating companies on the '.working

partnership' feature were generally positive, as in the case ofMechanical

Trades* Principles. Twenty-two companies considered thatthe scheme
had okrated fully and effectively as'a working partnership and welcomed

this as evidence of a new trend in Further Education. Nineteen considered`

that a working partnership had been achieved partially,- many of these°

considered that it was really a.tWo-Way parthership with the learner
little. involved. Seven considered thatmorking.pvtnership had not been
achieved and. were critical of the scheme on thesigrounds. A .further eight

did d
not consider Partnerships to be necessary or appropriate - they just

wanted to se the youngsters to college and tolet the staff there do

the job they hought necessary. It was noticeable-that among:participants
in the College Lseheme there was a greater range of satisfaction and

dissatisfaction than was found elsewhere within the same scheme. There

were more cases in this scheme of companies no
form of workingpartnership, seeing the colleg
poor) supplement to their own. training. There

seeking to engage in any
as a very minor (and often
ere, on the other hand,

tanceS,of companies which had never before been meted to Further
E ucation,'who were.cOmpletely 'sold'. on this sch . ,The following cases

have beenSeleqed to provide a picture of the ra 'e of companies using

the Fa icatiOn scheMe, including two contrasting examples drawn, from the

College Scheme,

368. Company Fl: Container Manufacturers, (350 employees)-had six

trainee welders involved in the scheme. The TRADEC participants did
undertake company -based work as part of their scheme;-being involved in
full product manufacture of water cylinders, in mild steel. Thirty to

forty hours/year were given for this work. The Works Manager and direct

supervisor were responsible for its execution. Fourneetings/year were
held between the.Company and C011ege staff,. to obtain relevance of the

scheme to the Company's needs and jinkage in respect of in-company
activities. -One to two visits per term were made by Company staff to the

College and there was a weekly,review, with the learners, of their progreSS.,

369. The main strength-of lie scheme was seen to the project, which
involved development of the product involving all as ects of production,

.methods. This approach was .seen as meeting individu 1 needs,_in developing
relevant skills, and company 'needs in making a sale le.item. By this . .

means, level of skill was both..'raised and tested',. Affective gains in

the establishment of pride in work and the capacity to see a job through

to its end were alsoeen as impOrtant:--The-Foret&n; involved in
supervision; instrction, general reviews of Progress and assessment, was
enthusiastic about the scheme, which he considered achieVed good appliCation

,of education to work. and training.' All personnel involved were highly

satisfied with the ,progress and' resutls.

* See Case ,Study Report '4, Chapter 10
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370. Difficulties over iearder motivation and in securinlearner'
participation in the .working.partnership',1Aferanoted. (This represented
one of the fewtompanies to comment onthe 'learner' dimension of the
relationship:). The general cooperation and partnership.which had been
achieved betWeen the Company and.College Was welcoMed, and the CoMPany
clearly looked to the contact not only as a means to get the College to
understand its requireMents, but akp to gain infofmation on training .

trends:and tO discuss the participants' development in )i-oader terms
This case certainly illustrates intended TRADEC. operation and outcomes in
respect both of tangible learner and employer gains and of alignment.

371. COmpany F2: A Garage (20 employees) engaged in repairing motor
vehitles and overhaul.and reconditioning of aircraft ground equipment,
provides a further example of.interest. This company involved Nne
'apprentice! in the College C scheme The company had chosen not to be
involved'in the scheme in tree sense of tlartnership',4tut welcomed the
opportunity to give advice where this was necessary. The in-company..
'training' of thefearner consisted of on-the-job experience, and no.
attempt was made to coordinate thf.a with the college-based scheme. However,.
the scheme did fit with thg firm's:requirements, ancraithe learner became
more proficient in welding he was given progressively greater and more
varied practice at work,

372. The Company considere that the specialisation in panel beating was
an iMportant and attractive rt of the. scheme. The project had been
found less lAeful than in o schemes:because the Company was involved
in repair work, rather than-m facturi g,and had 'found.it difficult to
come up'with anything.* .The projecttfinally selected was the production

of a tin'battery box. The progress of the learner was °compared favourably
with that achieved'on Motor Mechanics courses.. 'TRADEC_!peemed to,be able
to do something week by week', whereas the motor.mechanicscourse seemed
to be a 'long haul', with the goal -a long way off. The7more immediate aims
of TRADEC were seen as attractive.

373. The scheme was, here,.viewed from a very. traditional pei-speciJive

and against traditional criteriaused in respect of day release. There had

. been nothing in:the Company's -contact with the College orthe.scheme which
had'suggested to him that this was in. any way a new model of, orlew
departure in provision in the fabrication field - a widely recurring
phenomenon in the Fabrication and Joining Scheme.

.374. Company F3: A Sheet Metal Company(20 employees, including 3
apprentices) illustrates disatisfactionarising from misconception. The
ComiTa-b-rlarst apprentice was placed on a TRADEC, Fabrication and Joining

Scheme in 1976. .A CoMpany Director initially retueved the.rcsearch
questionnaire claiming that the'Comapny only, had 'apprentices on day release
release 'atCollege B and therefore.knew nothing of the scheme under:
investigation.,,On.follow-up it was revealed that.the-CoMpany, which in'.
1981/82 had three employees engaged in the scheme- saw the scheme as nothing
other than a traditional day release course for' 'apprgntiqes., directed
towards skills training. This perception clearly established their
expectations of the scheme, with which they were-dissatisfied. The'company:
was'unhappy'with what they considered to.be the over-emphasis on technical
subjetts and'on English, and considered that'insufficient'time was spent.on
sheet-metal pattern development. -('These lads were not technically-Lminded.),
-The,apprentices only 'got the basic idea at college and certainly learned
more in the shop. In other words, the Company was bringing very traditional

*'

* See para.204 for a gcurse Tutor's comment on the pressure to produce bits of
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criteria 'to bear on a scheme' which they Iperceived-to.be altraditional
day'release course of.the Craft Practice type, producing.the very-
,familiar complaints that have come.to be associated with day release.
Companypersonnel did perceive that there were some limited opportunities
for them to make suggestions to the college, with which they had contact
approximately once per year. There was no sense of working partnership.

375: These perceptions are of importance, given the practice of automatic
placement of 'apprentices' or production trainees on TRADEC where they are

not receiving complementary training. This Company's needs were clearly
not being met, the type of course being,lookedfor was. one which would .

result in the Company'sIsrimary.aim of trainees 'coming out of their.time
with a full knowledge of and skills in pattern development'. This perception

was by no means-untypical. While there is the question of the aPpropriate-
nesa.of.the Company'S assessment of its own needs and those of its trainees,
the working partnership and acceptibility to employers needs through
effective alignment was clearly not working - a point'which require° h,

,examination in schemes which engage in automatic placement- of some categories
of 'apprentices.'. on TRADEC, without clear communication With the Company.

376. Also of interest is .the experience of Company F4: a small General

Sheet Metal Company, (12 employees,,including five sheet metalworkers, One
welder, three apprentices, and three'semi-skilled quillotineoperators).-
This'company had chosen to involve its apprentices, and not its semi-skilled,

operators; in the College L.Seheme. Again,. the Company had not been party

to the decision to place the apprentices on TRADEC - 'it just happened',

377. Ihe Company was engaged in .a wide range.of general sheet metal work.

Appr ices were trained by each working under the supervision.of a trades-lot

man; gradually undertaking progressively more'difficultl Companyes. The Compan.
f

was nothappy:with TRADEC. The Director, in-particular, was a firm
believer in the City and Guilds courses, and complained that TRADEC was a
poor substitute, appearing 'very loose on the teaching side'. Both company
and employee needs were considered to be better met by City add Guilds than

by TRADEC. The assessment, Was considered to be inadequate'- ''everyone

appeared-to_be'reaSonabl ' even when they-were-clearly not' and learners
progressed to Stage 2 even When they had-fared very poorly in Stage 1. The

information provided by the Certificate was. regarded as poor, in comparison
with thatgiven bya City and Guilds. Certificate, which, it was considered,
at least conveyed sOme_thingof-standards. The only strength of'TRADEC.was

considered to be the:-contact with the college ('with City and Guilds they

were there and we were Are, and we would never meet'). -Regular discussions
had been held with the college and criticisms offered by the company had

been acted upon. .

.

378. .Here again; the whole course was being judged in terms of City and .

Guilds and apprentiO4training -.the course was judged on the inadequacy of
what.was learned and iNt, was evident-that the company was looking for a
supplement to the practical training' which was undertaken on- the -job in

the company. The danger of automatic' placement to TRADEC, without consul-

:. tation, 'is again illustrated. .

379 This company exPerience'Of TRADEC may be contrasted with that of

Company F5: a small company with (20 employees) making mechanical handling

equipment. The company had little direct involVement in the scheme, other
than\in duscussion of project work, but considered that the college had
been very cooperative in responding to suggestions when they had arisen.
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,The.scheme had been effective ih giVing participants skills and experience
over.a much wider range than they were able to gain in their day -to- -day

work on produCtion. The.echeme was seen by the. Works Director as
'bropdening-them out' ''and practical orientation was welcomed. The:
general view of the course was that it was successful. Comparisons- With.'

City and Guilds were favourable, contrast with Company F4. tt was

considered inappropriate tor4earners to-.proceed after Stage 3, but'the'
scheme was seen to be, important iitself, in meeting, needs at below craft

level.

380 Finally, an example of a-company assuming automatic progression to
City.and Guilds is required. Company'F6:--a Sheet Metal and Heavy Fabrication

. Company with (60 employees) The Works Director was an industrial assessor
to.thet TRADEC, and enthusiastic-about the TRADEC approach - he was 'highly
'satisfied' with the scheme, which.he considered to be a great improveMent
on previous courses. Pheticipants took two stages of TRADEC and'then
procdedrd to two years on City and Guilds Craft. Studies., This was seen as
an impepvement on following'City and Guilds alone, since the latter was

seen as' 'no craft, all theory'. It.was the practical element of TRADEC

which was seen as important. c

381 . Employer commitment and-involveMent was substantial. The Companyl.

had asked for certain specialised elements (e.g. the WorksManager had
.
remarked that there was no lock formation'on the course - this had been
incorporated immediately, and all of the first year group:had visited the
Company to see how it was done). The Company had also participated in
selection of topics an.d.in. discussion- on project work. For learners on the

sheet metal side. they had asked that the projects be based on 'robots' -
an exercise piece, but-incorporating all the marking out and all the

jointing the Company required. Company personnel tried:to keep in. touch

with what was being done week by week' in college, by'discussion with
learners, and individual attention was given to learner progress. The

company/college liaison was, therefore, extremely good, Howeverthe:
learner had', within the working partnership, amudh more circumscribed role,
receiving, in the main, what.the other two parties-considered appropriate

.fbr him.

382 . Although the Works Manager.hadbeen an industrial assessor, and_
,
had therefore seen project andwritten work, he clearly did not have a full
understanding of the assessment process.-

'Distribution & Consumer Trades Principles
...

383.. The categories of workers selected for participation in the scheme

were named as retail 'trainees', 'sales assistantS'i 'warehouse staff' .

and, in the oase of Stage 3, '.management trainees': In apprOkimately \

half of the companies all young_workers falling into the named categories \

were either offered the opportunity or 'sent' on the scheme.. In others,

selection was madejaccording to-tattitudes', 'interest' and/or 'potential'
of the young emplogee. In only one case had an' alternative course been

Used for the group of employees in questioh. The workers were junior

management trainees and thecourse-was the Certificate of Distributive

Management.

3b4. Of the 29 companies providing responses, 14 reported that a company-
based element Was provided. as part of. the"TRADEC scheme - a substantially
higher proportion than that repreSented in the MTP and-FJTP responses. The
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company -based elethent 'consisted ofiproject work,- including, for example,.

group and indivj.dual projects based on stock control, product information,.

investigations into brands'problems, etc. Three companies had developed

job rotation programmes,, and one had constructed a.training.programme
based ont he DITB 'Work Book'. In five oases time was allowed, on a

weekly basis, for in-company. activities. This varied from 2to 4 hours/

week in four cases, up to 10hours/week in one, case. In other companies,.

blocks of'time were provided for project work, ranging in total from'4 to .

25 hours.

385. Comparison of these results with those provided by the learners
suggests a bias towards those companies providing in-company elements in
the sample of responses, only 32 per cent of learners in Distribution and
Consumer Schemes reporting that any substantial part of their scheme was

.
undertaken in the company. This disparity can alsq,be attributed to the
different perceptiOns of parties'to-the process, concerning those actiVites

which may properly be considered pari'of the scheme, and those which may not.
This disparity has also been noted in the NFER o'evaluationof UVP,* It was

particularly apparent in the case of the College F Schemes. Two of-the

companies supplying the greatest numbers of'participants had substantial
in-company programMes which had predated the TRADEC development. .Training

Managers of both companies, enthusiastic supporters of the TRADEC
development had attempted, on adoption.of the TRADEC scheme, to link the
programmes based on induction and job rotation to the college-based scheme

by, for example, special talks to tie in with the course and regular reviews

of progress with the.partidipants. The participants, however, considered
the in-company programme as the companies' standard training, separate'from
and unconnected with,the TRADEC scheme. They saw any 'tietip'

incidental rather than planned. The Course. Tutor, too, considered that

the task of linkage and integration between the College-based TRADEC schethe

and in- company programme was impracticable within available resources, and

regarded the-two .programmes,as separate. The#NFER_evalUation has already
noted that the existence:Of-standard training programme prior to the
introduction of UVP tended to,,iilitate against the development of a tunified'

programme.

386. In respect of linkage and integration with the college-based programme,

three companies reported that no arrandethents existed to co-ordinate the two,

andthat communication was poor. Twelve companies reported that periodic
meetings between company and college staff were used to maintain linkage.

Five deported that they visited thp.college periodically to keep in touch
with the learners' work, while ten-reported regular meetings. and reviews

between supervisory/training staff and the scheme. participants - a, notably
higher proportion than that found in.the Engineering schemes. bhe company

saw TB as the principal linking.'agent'.-

387. There was, in general, an impres6 of higher Cdththitment to

training in the retailing companies. ile this was not surprising in the

case of the larger stores and cha si it was unexpectedly .apparent in a

number of smaller establishment:. The DITB' grants were undoubtedly having

their effect. There was also : reater uniformity in the pattern of
involvement of company person el'found.in the schemes. Most of the larger
establishments engaged in sc emes comprising in- company elements were 0

charecterised,by activeinvo vement of both the training Manager and line,

supervisor. In two cases ins rUttors were also involved. Of those companies

NFER,- 1960
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which d cl.pAprovide a.company-based element, approximately one-half-

claimed toarOfe their own in'company programmes involving induction/

rotation/training. It was' noted from interviews that many regarded the'
college course as peripheral and a very much less important part of the

young employees"preparation than their own programme. .

388. Discussions held with a group of large Sheffield employers in

Distribution revealed some interesting attitudes:

1. Generic train$g was regarded as.difficult and the
training staff involved did not seem to pick up on

the possibilities TRADEC offers.
.

2. In recruitment, employers were 4ten.looking for
certain 'abilities', which are/readily affected by
courses of Further Education: communication,.
confidence, dealing with percentages, etc.

3. The.TRADEC.type course was generally more acceptable
than conventional courses' in.that the.company can
have major input into the scheme and therefOre
strongly influence their young employees performance.
The discussion, however, conveyed the impression
that whatever happens at college is considered
incidental. There was certainly no groundswell in
support of TRADEC present among the larger employers.

4. Placemeht and allocation to schemes wouldtappear to
take place on the basis of ability (with TRADEC 'at_
the bottom') although some disquiet aboUt SEC was in

evidence.

389. The processes and value of liaison and corm-vacation between the

college, company and trainee were less positively regarded in. responses
obtained from:employers in Distribution than in any 'other TRADEC scheme.
Apqroximateiyhalf of the companies participating in the College F scheme''
responded negatively to questions concerning the adequacy of liaison and.
.communication, complaining that they had no contactibeyond an initial
'visit, on their'entryto&the sChertie.' This is,.agaih,'an.exampleof the
problem6 experienced in schemes involving large nUmber6 of companies-

The College F schemes were the largest set o schemes op sting, in terms

of number of schemes per year;'number of participdting ompanies and number

..of learners. The Course Tutor acted. for all schemes and received very
little'support (other than some remission) in the extensive liaison duties.

Other members of the staff team were rust keen tO extend their involvement

with TRADEC because of)ts low-leVel status, and tWpart-timers engaged
to support the expanding teaching programme were 'qlearly not able to help

with the liaison 'load': Respondents from other schemes were closer to

those from'the Engineering Zoneschemes'in:'welcoming the liaison,' although '-

less enthusiastically. The modal frequency range of liaison was one to two

visits per, scheme

*) Appraisals by respondents film the companieS, of the relevance and

capacity of the schemes.for'slignment to the needs of,the company were, on

the whole, less positive than those.recorded in the engineering, areas.
Most .companies were clearly looking to'the schemes for attitude eve.16pment

and confidencd,tather than transmission of knowledge.and 'of speCific skills.

The schemes were seen very.much as-a minor adjunct to the'development
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eXperienced and training undertaken in the'workplace.. ohere responses
were classified the same way as previously, 12 company. responses indi,gated

satisfactionWith alignment, 12 only partial satisfaction, and 5 were '

dissatisfied.

391. The following observations are typical of the range of responses:
*

mean Dl: (Small ,laboratory equipment distributors). The.General Manager
co sidered that the scheme had successfully been aligned with employees'

i dividual needs by increasing their 'general education in providing a base
progression to further qualification. It has served Company needs by

'enlightening the employee on information not taught within the normal
working week'. The general observation was made that Colleges of:Further
Education tend not to communicate with employees on questionsofscheme,
development unless tchaSed''by the employer - an ihteresting inversion of
the view frequently expressed in the colleges . .

Company D2: (Small wholesale office supplies).. The ,ManagingDirectof
considered that the scheme had 'very little' ali nment, with either
emploYipe or Company needs, had very little influence on their own
traidAg and 'was not sufficiently related to our training requirements'.
This was attributed to .a lack of contact with the college.

Company 'D3: (Large retail g multiple). The Training Officer considered
41

that the scheme did not meet Company needs, but the Company did not require
it to,since specific company "needs were met fully through their own

training. The TRADEC scheme was looked'tOto help employees to increase
their self - confidence and their ability to:communicate. The course was
Seen as supplementary to the 'real training and real work' occurring in the
Company -: it was the !icing on the cake' and was considered of. relativ4y
little value with regard to job skills:

Company D4: (Small engineering merchants). The Managing Director considered
that the scheme (College E) had been successfUlbr aligned. It had helped

emplOyees to understand the Company's .'working policy' and had giVen them.
a fUIler.appresiation.of their role within the Company, whici had gained .

through the 'broadening attitude. towards Comppy Business' noted in
participants.

'Company.D5: (Food retail multiple). The Personnel Manager (involved in the

College D'scheme) considered that'personal development' work.itlad,been well
-aligned with individual needs, that the syllabus had been 'entirely relevant!
and students had gained in 'abi ity to communicate, in confidence and in
slature'.

,

. A

Company D6: (Food retail multiple) The Personnel Services Manager
considered that the scheme had not een aligned:at all successfully 'there
is often a lack of sensitivity to individual needs'. TRADEC 'sup'pli'ed. a.

valuable input of work7related togics not easily obt&inable in the. workplace.
The major weakness of the scheme, ia the Personnel Manager's view was the
'academic approach', which alienated some student, and seeMedless

..appropriate when compared.with the non-academic approach of UVP Courses,
with their emphasis on participation by'students.: (The Company had also
,participated in UVPschemes other' than thOse offered'on the TRADEC model),

302. The differences between expectations and experiences of TRADEC and
its importance relative to in- company training. between the Distribution
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and Consumer schemes and Engineering Zone schemes is very marked, and

Is compatible, with that revealed in learn& appraisals of benefits.*

i .

393, Several examples were found in which the scheme,had apparently

failed, to meet the needs of workers outside the main retailing sales

assistant-occupations - a point of importance in view of the claim of

the TRAD,Echemes to be able to deal with widely varyinggroups within

occupat*44 families. Tor example, a Young person working in the stores

of a locaT4R4spital had participated in one scheme dominated by retailing

occupatiOnd. The Asistant,Area Supplies Officer commer?ted that the .

scheme had been only 20 per cent relevant, to the hospital environmerwe

although he appreciated the difficulty of organising the course to meet

the needs of 2 to 3 hospital workers, commenting.
,,

''.
.

'In general, it is felt that it-was,a good course,' but of

more use to young people working in industry, supermarkets,

etc. We have, of course:suitayle, courses for most employees

in the Health Service, but it as hoped that this short course

based locally, would help:to stimulate two young men in the

Stores Department. ..... It should be of value to young, people,

if their firms have'no training scheme or suitable courses at

the local l'echnical Coklege!,

394 Company D7: (Cooperative Society multiple). The Training Officers,

who were enthusiastic TRADEC supporters, comment" directly on the ability

of the scheme to update' itslf.as a major strdhgth.

. 395. 'As far as achievedentah&Trogress in work - related skirlys wasachievement{-

concerned, it was.found that:the question was frequently sidestepped by

training staff in the Distribution field,'on the grounds that in these '

schemes it was principally attitude development anq employees general

personal development needs that were the central aims, The certification

and assessmentsystems were seen as 'not important' by most company

personnel.consulted, who often'demonstrated little knowledge of the

assessment base. Several respondents suggested that both-the scheme

prograMme and assessment systems were too 'fbrmal,' and-rendered the scheme

less effectivein the 'attitude development' area than, for example,UVP

schemes. Of those who did respond to questio -concerning satisfaction

with achievement and progress, many, alth h broadly pOsitive, recorded

levels of satisfaction lower thanthor apps nt in the Engineering Zones,

a phenomenon undoubtedly linked with the less c rly identifiable nature

of skills and progress and the generally less good gnment

cation... with progress and achievement was recorded in
/ I

only two cases. F
..--

,

396. The working partnership wap 'considered to exist in reality by msot
,,

company personnel, with the exception of some of those engaged in they

College F schemes, whose special problems have already been menticined. The

vorking'partnership, although welComed, was often considered capable of.

substantial improvement. The.diff'drence between thisscheme and the ..

Engineering schemes in this respect is not attributable to a.generally loWer

level of a.ommunication between company and colle e, which is certainly not'

the. case. Lt appears to arise, principally, 'throe gh' a greatei" openness and

desire for close co-operative workingoin the distribUtive:indusiries than

10,

was evident in theengineering companies.

I

See, Chapter '5

,
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397. In this context of general comany perspectives, two cases

exemplifying the involvement of

(a) a large department store chain
and
(b) a small business

are reported below.

1

Company D8: (Large department stores). The Departmental Manager.

(previously the Staff Trainer) was a member ofthe Regional Steering

Committee for TRADEC and a strong TRADEC supporter. The Iclimate, of

the Company was'one of a positive orientation towards Further Education,

in which it actively promoted the participation of employees and courses.

The Company had previously. been involved with other FE corses, which had

been considered les9 than successful, in some. instances, in respect of

their lack of 'relationship, with the learners' work.' A decision had been

taken, several years previously, to switch to TRADEC from BEC General

because of its greater rele4ance,,although the Company continued to use

other courses from time to time,'according to their suitability.

. 398. Employer commitment was generally high. A system of job rotation

around ,departments, at ree monthly intervals, was palst of the standard

training programme for a new entrants. Some efforts were made from the

Company, 'end' to co-ordin to learning in college with experience and

activitits in the store and talks on security, health and safety, etc.,

were arranged from time to timeto 'tie in with the course'., "'trnental

staff as well as training staff were involved in the program,
be noted, however, that any co-ordination/link between the in-company and

the college-based scheme was reported only by the Departmental Manager,

learners regarding these as entirely unconnected and college staff considering

that the system was not amenable to linkage,. wit4n avaliable'resources.*

399. Levels ofprogress and achievement were seen as satisfactory,.and

there were examples of those completing the courses subsequently receiving

early promotion. Learner incentives were, threfore, provided (and were

clearly reflectedin learners' attitudes and motivations at Stage 3 level)**

The absetsment and certification wts seen as having some value, although it

was the change in actual work performance that was of primary importance

to the Company.

4,100,. The Company was, in general, clearly committed to training and, in

particular, to the idea that companies should seek to co-operate with the

local college's.

401.. The co-operative society, (Company D7 ),also a large user of the

College F scheme,'demonstrated a comparable, degree of enthusiasm for the

TRADEC approach in the retailing field.

*Ws Company-DR; (Small family businees retaileing schoolwear) had

involved a young recruit to the staff of the shop to the newly-established

College P scheme in 1981. 'Keen interest' was used.as the criterion for

involving a young person in the scheme. No shop-based training was linked

to the 'scheme, other than that received continuously through experience.

The4Ownerof the business took direct responsibility for the young person's
involvement in the scheme.

* See para 226

** See Case Study Report-3, chapteri 10.
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403. The owner he?1,,met college staff two or three times during the
first' scheme, and saW this contaot as providing the opportunity 'to
sea if they are teaching for our requirements', and was,satisfied
with its outcomes. The owner also regularly reviewed progress with the
learner, in order to ensure linkage' between the scheme and young person's
day-by-day-experienv. The owner felt 'generally satisfied' with the
progress made by the learner, but felt that because of the'specialism
of their trade, benefit,, to the Company was limited. He further considered
that one year of trai ing was insufficient and,that a two-year'period
would be required for full benefits to the,learner:and the company.

404 The business had encountered the problems typical of small companies.
Release Of the employee had created practical difficulties. The owner
commented that had it not been for the financial help he would hot have
been able to involve the employee in training at all.

Commercial Trades Principles

405 The companies and organisations participating in the two Commercial
Trades Principles schemes surveyed were drawn-from the private and public
sectors: They included large and small manufacturing companies, small
insurance brokers, Local Authorities, Church' bodies, and a football club.

406. The groups of workers selected for participatiOn in the scheme were,
predominantly, junior clerical staff. In one case the, scheme was being
used to support the transfer of a 'production operative' to a clerical post.
In the case of the local authority, only WEEPs trainees were involved in the
Commercial,Trades Principles Scheme. IILT General being used for permanent
staff recruited in the' 16.- 19 age range; Social and Life Skills Courses
he.d previously been. used for this group. Transfer to the Commercial scheme
had been made because of unavailability of the SLS course in the year of
burvey.

407. Seven of the companies had previously involved the selected groups
of workers,in other courses. In .two cases these were unspecified typing

. and shorthand courses, and in two others .a variety of courses was open to
the choice of the trainees (usually'where day release for all 16 - 18's
was a feature, of Company policy). Others used BEC General'in parallel with
TRADEC, with pltement on TRADEC''for those who it felt could not cope with
BEO General/Nati nal. Another, however, considered that it was inappropriate
to label TRADEC as 'a poor substitute for BEC for the less able', and was
keen to promote TRADEC on an equal footing with BEC General.

408 Of the 12 companies from which responses were obtaintd, 7 reported
that part of the work of the scheme was undertaken ink the Company. In all
cases this was centred on the project, and time allocated was 'variable' or
'as required' in most cases, with the exception of one small InsuranceBroker,
which gave 1 to 3 hours per week. (The Company Managing Director was, in
this case, Industrial Assessor to the scheme and a keen TRADEC supporter).
Personnel involved in the support of the project were in the majority of

. cases the supervisors to the trainees; with Training or Personnel Managers
involved in discussion of the project work in 'some cases,.

14409. Periodic meetings with college staff were used to ensure linkage
of company7based work in all cases, Visits to participants in the college
setting were made by he personnel of four companies. -Regular meetings
between supervisOrs nd trainees were reported by three. Liaison activites
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ranged between one and four meetings per year with the Course Tutor -
a degree of contact which was regarded very positively by Company peraonnl.
Desired outcomes of liaison were 'control of training of the juniors',
'ensuring the relationship of work in college with work experience',
'ennuring relevance of all details of thb course'; 'to gain understanding

.
of course problems'; 'reaffirmation of purpose of.course and its usefulness';
'help in assessing the trainees potential and aptitude. Respondents were
universally satisfied with the outcomes of liaison in these respects.

410. On questions of alipment to needs, the two Commercial Schemes
clearly represented a balance in the perceived emphases and orientations'
expected and required by employers, between affective dimensions and job
skills, again reflecting'the learner perceptions of benefits.*

That the scheme

- 'provided interest-and motivation'

- 'more understanding of company work'

'help in presenting themselves, and in basic office skills'.

were typical observations.

411. Of the 12 companies, 8 considered that the scheme had been fully
aligned, 2 considered that alignment had taken place (to some degree), one
of these commenting that it was 'ideally suited to personal development

-need but, less relevant to company needs (eg: for accurate speed typing).
None considered that the scheme had failed to achieve any alignment with
their. needs.

412. On questions of achievement and progress, respbnses *reflected a
general satisfaction, although several responses suggested that the scheme

-'had failed to 'stretch' those participants who were 'more able'; and others
were disappointed that the scheme did riot reach a higher standard. One

Works Director of a small (35 employees) optical prescription laboratory
considered that the scheme was 'purposely watered down, and presented,, no
real challenge for the bright', while another commented that it did not
meet employees inilividual needs, in terms of ability, and was, consequently,
found boringby some. 'Another felt it.was a weakness that the scheme was
not linked to-la more acadehic course 'for those on the brighter side'.

413. The working partnership was considered a reality. Most respondents
confirmed that they had been consulted over the course, and had been able
to make some input over course content and projects. Several companies,4
in their general appraisal, reported that they thought the TRADEC approach
to be an excellent one, particularly in respect of its practical orientation.
The Works Directors of a small spring manufacturing company considered that
ti*.scheme opened up 'a completely new potential' for training, but

observed that the need for 'very detailed liaisonand learning by college
staff to maintain the relevance to the peculiarities of a particular
company'waa extremely demanding on college time and resources. Reports of
the companies involved in the Cbllege G, CTP Case Study Scheme appear in
full in the Case Study Report**

414 14. The following two examples of companies involved in the College E
Scheme provide illustration of company involvement in the only other
operational scheme:

r.

See para 234 - 241

** See Case Study Report 4, Chapter 10
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Company Cl: (Spring manufacturer. 130 employees, also involved in all
relevant EITB Schemea, TEC, C & 0 Craft, Industrial Training). One

employee was involved in the College E Scheme in academic year 1980/81.
The employee was in the process of transferring from a production operator

job to a clerical poet. The Company had been in close contact with the

Course Tutor over the scheme an considered that it had operated fully as

'a working partnership' bet eon employer, employee and College. An average 0

o' one day per week was given to scheme participants for in-company activity

related to the scheme, usually in connection with project and assignment

work! Trained instructors took supervisory roles in this work and integra-
tion was linked with college work and was maintained through periodic

meetings between college and company supervisory staff, visits of company
staff, to scheme participants, in the college, and cOntinuing discussions

on progress between company training staff and the scheme participants. Tho

Works\Director considered that the employees had gained from their 'partici-
pation in the scheme, in the broadening of other interests and knowledge

and in their 'ability to relate the particular job being done to the whole

organisation'. The Works Director admitted to feeling sceptical about
the coUrseapt the outset; but commented that he had moved far from that

position Sihce being involved

we are now satisf4d_that there is a very real
place for this approach'.

415. drganisation C2: (A City Metropolitan Council) had involved two WEEPs
trainees in the scheme in 1980/81. WEEPs trainees had previously been

involved\in SLS at College E. Since the SLS Course,was not available in
1980/81 and the TRADEC Scheme had been suggested as an alternative by the

Course TUtor. The Training Officer reported that it was the intention of

the Council, in respect of WEEPs trainees, to involve them in provision

able to give a 'good grounding in the commercial sectog and in Work generally'.

The Council and College had been'in contact through meetings between the

Course Tutor and both the Training Officer in the local office responsible

for superision of the trainees. No part of the scheMe.had been undgrtaken

on the empiloyers' premises, apart from collection of information fop project

work, which had been based on the study of ,internal communications between

central and local offices.

416, The Training Officer had insufficient contact to be-able to comment

on the pro ess and Outcomes of the scheme. The direct supervisor
,(Administrtive Officer), however, felt that the main benefit of the echeme

was the help given to the trainees in presenting themselVes. Progress had

been good, put there was.tlight dissatisfaction that one of the girls who

had been very 'office skills orientated' found it boring at times., The

strength o the course was that it had 'definitely been linked to what was

done pract'cally in the office'. During the 1981/82 year the/ WEEPs trainees

had change to a Basic Office Skills Course. The main reason for the change,

was the le gth of the course - ten weeks, against thirty three.

Food'Trade Principles

partioipat ng in the College A. Food Trades Principles case study scheme. :1'he,.1
417. The five responses from Company .personnel were obtained from companies

1

nature of the companies and of their involvement are outlined in Chapter 10.

Ranging frpm fish restaurants to large hotels, public authorities,.tliey

involved Workers predominantly in low level jobs,(eg, fish fryer, tea attendant)

in the scheme.
i

i

1

I
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418. None of the respondents (thd Managers in four case's; and the owner

in the fifth) reported that any, art of thesCheme had been undertaken

in the CoMpany, to their knowledge, - a response inconsistent with that

provided by the learners, three of whom reported that the greater part of

the project- work,Was undertaken in the'Company. (The inconsistency can

Probably be attributed to lack of awareness on the part of. he.Managers

.of assignment work based on the workplace All 'employers reported that

'they had been involved in choice ofcourse content,through the identifica-

tion.of priorities in respect of.the scheme units. One reported that

beyond that they had 'not had a great deal of say' in the.scheme and

therefore found it difficult to make judgements about it. The Catering

Manager of South Yorkshire County Council had also been involved as an

industrial assessor. All respondehts reported that they had been happy

with the degree of liaison. They repOrted that they had been satisfied,

too, with the outcomes of the scheme which were, as'in the Distribution

schemes, expressed mainly in affective terms,.e.g, more interested in

their work, more aware, more confident, and able to deal with people, etc.

The Catering Manager of the Public Authority, who had acted as industrial

assessor to the scheme reported that he had been very impressed by the

qualityof_the project work. Another (an hotel manager) commented that the

scheme was the only one he had found which dealt fully with the human and

interpersonal dimensions and skills so vital in the hotel inOtktry. However,

the schemehad not proved relevant to the needs 'of the receptionist

involyed during the current year, and he considered that if the scheme was

to have a role in the Hotel & Catering field it would need to be more

directly aligned with the industry's needs.*

419.-The scheme was well received by all employers involved, despite

the reservations of the college staff aboilt the effectiveness and realism

of the scheme.

420. A visit was also made to the-headquafters of supermarket chain, a

Company which had, in the 1980/81 academic year, involved apprentice

....Dutchers in a scheme centred on the Company. developed with College E. The

Training Staff had worked closelywitathe college in the Distribution and

Consumer area, the Training Manager was generally of-the view that TRADEC

filled satisfactorily, an important gap in suitable provision in both fields.

While there is little evidence concerning employer involvement and accePtr-

ability in Food Trades Principles, such limited evidence as does exist

.suggedts both a definite role for the scheme, particularly in respect of

small establishments, and general acceptability to employers where the,

-,spread of occupations accommodated is not so wide as to render alignment

A.mpossible.**

'421. Overall then, it seems that the acceptability of TRADEC to employers

is established. While the responses reported are largely from,'continuing

companies' checks.on-companiesswbose participation has ceased revealed thetT,

in nearly all cases, withdrawal was due. to lack of staff inthe required

categories, resulting from recession However it is slightly disconcerting

:that this acceptability (or lack of it in a small number of cases), is

frequently associated with perceptions of the scheme as other than it is

indended to be (e.g. a substitute apprenticeship (FJTP) or a very minor.

adjunct to incompany training (DCTP). There is a general welcoming from

employers of the degree of liaison and opportunity for involyement and

effort put in by ,c9llege staff in those schemes in which this aspect is well !

6eveloped. However, the number of employers who have experienced the scheme

as.nothing more than.a traditonal sort of course, indistinguished from others

by anything other than its better liaison, should be noted.

See Case Study Report 5, Chapter D

*-it "See, pars 160 (Chapter 2) 150
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422. The benefits perceived and valued by the companies clearly depend .

on what they expect the scheme to do. However there was a marked emphasis.
on affective dimensions of development in all schemes except Fabrication.,
and Joining where the accent was very much on specific job skills. Whether.
this.is a manifestationsof a general change in employer awareness or a
product 'of the TRADEC scheme is not.clear'- but the impression is that it
is the former. The extent of direct involvement in provision:Or support
of company-based activity as part of the scheme reflected in the responses
confirmed the view that direct input is lower than that which'would
normally be associated with a UVP scheme, confined predominantly to ad hoc
support of parts of project work in a proportion of cases. It was inter-
esting to note, however, that a significant proportion of those not
involved in company-based activities, appeartl"to make some efforts to
link the participants' day-to-day experience with the progress of learning
in the scheme, and to engage in some-reviewing_discussiqns with their.
trainees. The responses confirMed that the assignment of staff with roles
equivalent to that of the UVP Industrial Tutor did not take place. Any
involvement of-company personnel in supervision and support rested on
automatic allocation of e.g. the direct supervision op an adhoc basis. The

effects on learner motivation are discussed elsewhere.*

* See paras 294-,328
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND SUPPORT.

423. The evalu\ation questions posed in respect of quality were those
associated with,1 firstly, the moderation, monitoring and feedback
mechanisms of the system.

1

.

How is the implementation of schemes controlled? What

forms of mo itoring.are used? What mechanisms exist for
feedback to] committees, writing groups and course teams?
To what extent does review, evaluation and adaptation
take place?

Secondly, questions,of the nature, selection, balance,
preparation, of the teaching andslearning activities,
together with those of staff development, and thirdly,
questions of how the scheme's are reviewed and evaluated
internally, were imposed.

424. The moderation system, outlined in Chapter 1, is the principal
means by which the certificating body seeks to maihtain'the 'quality'
of schemes, in terms 'of their adherence to tie TRADEC model. The

moderating function was seen as a developing one by YHAFHE, and
which required supplementing by closer monitoring of delivery.

425. The Moderators appointed to the system were, as intended, -

practitioners with experience in TRADEC implementation, and drawn from
the operational Colleges. The Moderators within their broad terms of
reference, are required to consider and comment on the conduct of the
scheme in the following areas:

Does the course, in its organisation and stricture meet
scheme requirements in basic matters such as attendance,
project work, records?

What steps are taken to determine. the needs of'employers
and of students? Is there evidence of'Organised working
relationships between College Staff and Employers.

Is the Life and Social Skills element included and
generally integrated into the work as a whole on the basis
of-gtven-guidelines?-----

Is the scheme being interpreted and applied to meet these
individual needs?

Do staff involved organise the teaching/learning process as
a team? /
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-r\ TABLE 7.1. MODERATORS' CR4ERIA

Is thelearning process within, the spirit of TRADEC?
In particulan, is the student's individual work
situation used effectively' as a teaching/learning
medium?

Are the projects chosen valid and relevant?

\ .

Are the available learning resources adequate; are

they renewed and updated?

Are the'assessmeht procedures satisfactory and according
to scheme requirements?

Are students ableto monitor their own progress? Are

the individual standards set and obtained satisfactory,
and are actual standards reflected in the records of
attainment?

426. The system had originally required Moderators to produce 'open
reports' on the scheme. This was adapted, ,subsequently, to a. system
of grading of scheme performance under 10 points as shown in Table 7.1.

. 1. Scheme requirements in basic matters such as attendance, project
work, records, have been met..

2., Steps. have been taken:to" determine the needs of employers and of

students.

3. The course, taken as a whble, is responsive to these needs.

-4. Students' individual work situations are used effectively in

the teaching/learning.process.

5. The Life and Social Skills element is included and generally
'conducted on the basis of the given guidelines.

The projects chosen are valid and relevant.

7. The staff involved work as a team.

. 8. The available learning resources. are adeqUate. i:fa,

1.

9. The assessment procedures are: satisfactory and conform with

scheme requirements.
,

10. The standards a ieved are reflected fairly in the record
(from 110),'and s .-dards are in accord with scheme requirements.

Grades are allocated as follows.:

A the requirement ha 'been met exceptionally well,
B, if the requirement has been met. at an acceptable level,

C, 'if the requirement has not been, met fully but will be
4 satisfactory with further experience, and.with. continuing

help froth the Moderator and
D, if the reqUirementhae not been met:, refer to Validation

& Certif4cation .Sub=Committee.



The moderating function is an *advisory and developmental one rather than

that of inspection. Schemes appearing to, fall short in one'or More

criteria should, it is intended; be supported in making the appropriate''
changes to meet the requirements.

427.. An.issue-of concern is.the strength pf the moderation process
and its ability, in.practice, to maintain adequate;ethe operation and
.quality of the scheme. The weakness of the system, in practice has been
of particular concern to/some experiehced practitioners who consider'
that schemes diverging' w dely from required practices, while frequently
receiving criticism and recommendations for change from.the Moderator,
have little real press re brought to bear in terms of improvement, and
are always approved ev n when there is little evidence of change in'the

areas of concern.*

428. In th schemes operational in 1981/82, examination of the patterns,
of gradings a signed by Moderators to the condlict of schemes, revealed.
that most sche s received 'A' end 'B' gradings on all. criteria, with the

occasional 'C' grading being given. Comparison between the.researchers'

data on lie conduct of schemes and Moderators gradings.suggested that the
criteria being applied for 'acceptable' levelsof operation were both
variable and in some cases admitting operational practices clearly at
variance With the YHAFHE Principles. .In-the case study schemes, P.

Moderators perspectives on theoonduct of the courses. reinforced the
evidence of considerable variation in criteria applied by Moderators
which was apparent from the matching of gradings with suryey,Material.
In the College A Mechanical Trades Principles Scheme, for example, the

.
Moderators considered that employer involvement was satisfactory. A.higher

degree ofemployer involvement in the Food Trades PrinCiples Case'Study
however, considered a weak feature of the scheme by that Moderatorwho was
quite clearly bringing different criteria to bear in respect of company-

based projects.

429. Moderators were'frequently assigned to a particular scheme for
several yeare running. The intensity'of moderation'in second and
succeeding years was apparently reduced in many cases, as Moderators
became familiar with the scheme and established, -in some cases, continuing.-
and close contact with the Course Tutor.

430. Moderation does not extend to the quality of company-based elements;
`the absence of requirements in respect of existence of, or performance.
within, any company-based activities, renders moderation of this.aspeCt
unnecessary,. it is'argUed. However, even the course completion requirement
of 75% attendande including time planhe'd for company -based work requires

'moderation there'is no clear means. by which this takes place in the.

present, system. Many questions concerning quality-control ofany
company-based work undertaken', in the absence of a working Industrial

Tutor 'system or its equivalent, and in the context of the statement that.
parts ef.the course should.be undertaken in the"Company wherever possible,

are raised. The lack of adequate means of oontrol, of supervision of
process and of monitoring is given by several departments as the principal

reason for adoptioh of a policy of college-based project work. ** One

college adopted such a policy as a.means of ensuring'that 'the high:
standards required by the college can be maintained'.

* There is one instance,. cited by Y FHE, of a scheme diverging so far from

the principles ,of the system that ap val was witheld pending evidence
of substantial change in approaches to lover involvement.

..1

*.* Sde para 219.
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'431. The Industrial Tutor and monitoring systems adopted for in-.
company work in many of the ITB/UVP schemes, including the use of logs

for weekly discussion and signature, and for review, represent'attempts
to deal with' thesee Xinds of problems. They prove moderately effective'

where implemented as intended. The practical difficulties, however, are

such that they are frequently not implemented as intended, and the
indicatiohs are that means which are more manageable and more directly
supportive of an explicit learning process, need to be developed in both

types of scheme.

432. The difficulties of maintaining, through the moderation system
alohe, adherence to the TRADEC methodology, particularly in colleges less

experienced in the non-traditionla areas of provision, had led YHAFHE to

seek:resourCes for'closer support and monitoring i'n respect of the estab-

lishment and development of schemes. At the time of writing the new
Association, through the recently' acquired 'franchise' for college-based
UVP in Yorkshire and Humberside, was intending to obtain the support of

a development officer with a monitoring and advisory role, working in

parallel with the Yorkshire and Humberside Field Organiser.

TEACHING AND LEARNING

.433. The YHAFHE7'guidelines emphasise that the philosophy and methodology

of.the TRADEC approach requires compatible 'learner-centred'-teaching and
learning approaches. 1

'The arrangements adopted should be designed to keep
the'learner involved in practical activity, whether
classroom or workshop-based, and. should incline
towards self-reliance and personal responsibility
for learning rather than formalised instruction.'

-) (YHAFHE 1982: )

The intention that the length of the scheme should be geared to learner
requirements and may vary inbetween groups with different needs is
eMphasised. The central function of .project work is expressed as folloWs:-

'Whatever the overall time'lailable, the bulk of
it should be spent.in project work, which is intended
to be the principal activity and the vehicle for
learning and-cooperation, it is also intended that
this. should include a distinct personal commitment'

.gromlf--te learner' ' (YHAFHE 1982:,24-25)

Balance of teaching and learning approaches'in implemented schemes

/434. Course Tutors of the surveyed schemes, with the exception of
./'one MTP scheme, described and illustrated teaching and learning approaches

within their Schethes which. broadly met. YHAFHE recommended Practice,
Course Tutors in schemes drawn from the-Mechanical, FabriCation'and
Commercial*groups placed particular.emphasis.on the use of handbooks and
exercise sheets, which.were used in some cases as a main-instrument of
student involvement in individualised and group enquiry. There were

sevefal'instandes of the use of the structured exercisesof this kind as
the primary. means of achieving individual company-based investigations.
Similarly, all Course Tutors stressed the importance of involving the
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students in 'making and d ng' within theoretical as well as workshop

4or other practical perio s. The 'standard 'lecture' or chalk and talk

approach was, it.wasc1 imed, rarely adopted and this was borne out by

thy case'study investig tions and Vher observational work undertaken.

435. All course tutors considered that the teaching and learning ,

approaches differed from those which characterised parallel 'conventional'

cvrses. However most acknowledged that the scope for the use of learner

centred, learning-by-dOing and' enquiry. approaches existed equally in the

conventional courses. As. one Course Tutor pit it, it tends to be the

teachers who are more experienced and more flexible in their teaching

approaches that are placed on TRADEC.coprses. Here they put'into

practice the approaches which they would implement'in e.g Craft Studies

or SEC; It was'noted thought that the absence of pressure of standardised

examinations did allow teaching and learning to be both more relaxed and

more adventurous than in courses where, the 'syllabus had to be covered'.

The extent to which the teaching-was, in reality, more relaxed and

adventurous depended on the use made by the teacher Of this less -
constraining environment.- In cases where the department had attempted

to meet the required unit coverage 'to the letter', however, a similar

rigidity was'produced, .(and commented on), in the information and

supporting studies components. The scope for coverage of compulsory

content to different leVelsaccOrding to group needs assumes some degree

of uniformity in those needs. In-several cases Course Tutors conaidered

that the groups needs'in respect oOnformation coverage were so diverse
that a substantial coverage of each topic was required (as well as some
unspecified topics) in order that each individual received the required

base.

436. It was noted that where the provision was strongly Iifiked with

UVP (e.g. DCTP Schemes, College J MTP) there was evidenca..of greater
explicit use of learner-centred approaches thanwas found in. thOse

schemes which pre-dated the UVP development. Where approaches were

compared with those adopted in other schemes falling under,the Vocational
-Preparation umbrella, TRADEC was characterised by its greater use of
formalised methods of instruction, attributed most often to its

certification requirements.

.'
-437. This was particularly noticeable in differences in the Way in

which TRADEC was viewed, according to its departmental and college

context. In colleges such as College. P, which were heavily engaged in

work for the young unemployed, TRADEC was certainly not viewed as radidal

or markedly non-conventional. In colleges such as C011ege J, still heavily

involved in conventional craft work in.engineerieig, TRADEC, Was frequently

seen as a radical departure, and was, often a cont.ove ial development for

.%-this reason.*

438.iThe case study investigations.enabled.the balance 'of teaching and '

learning methods to be observed in the selected schemes. The construct

of the daily timetables has been outlined briefly in Chapter 4.** :and

detailed,in the case studies. In terms of teaching and learning methods
adopted the 'balance' achieved in the typical.day is described ia th

case study schemes.
+

.439% In the case study schemes in the Engineering areas, little diff rence

was discernable between the 'classroom' approaches of TRADEC and those

characterising the implementation of the conventional craft course. The

r

* See -para. 202 - 204

** See, para 203.- 213

+ See. Chapter. 10
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time balance., however was substantially different; far greater time was

' allocated to workshop practice in TRADEC scheme. There was also

evidence of considerable use.beingtIle of examples drawn from the
working contexts of the participants, (as is the casein any satisfactorily
taught City and Guilds Craft Studies Scheme) Although, some Engineering

Zone schemes 'clearly did adopt fundamentally. different classrOom
approaches from those used in City and Guilds, it was considered that the
two selected case study'schemes vere typical in the balance they

represented.

440.. In the non-engineering areas, greater use was made of the scope
for non-traditional and learner-centred approaches. In the Distribution.

and Consumer scheme selected for case study, the approaches described were

combined to produce a set of very varied learning experiences and
activities, and were characterised by.an absence of formalised instruction:
Active learner participation was very much in evidence, and in the Stage 3.

Scheme, energy and motivation appeared high. This was counterbalanced, to

some degree, by the lack of,a sense of cohesion and direction in -We

soheme, very clearly'reflected in the learners' appraisals of their

experiences.

441. In the Commercial Trades Fr4oervaes and Food Trades principled
case studies, the scope for variation in teaching and learning approaches

had been used fully, with the high practical emphasis illustrated. In

the latter case, the importance'of variations in group characteriatiCs,
interacting with effectiveness and appropriateness of learner - centred,

teaching and learning approaches was illustrated. Approaches adopted-and

successfully implemented A the first scheme had beeQ., virtually impossible
to'implement in the second, a.fa or which Was'attributed by the Course

A.
Tutor and team to'the very limited erience of the learners on which the

learning process could draw; and to the inappropriateness of the curriculum

structure for the lower end-of.the ability' range in the target group. The

sense of frustration of the teachers, interestingly, was not shared by the

learners, who had found their experience a Satisfactory one.

442. There was more variation in the.Commercial and Distribttion'and

Consumer Courses than would feature,in.a typical BEC course. However, the

BEC mostel clearly accommodates, and indeed encompasses, all teaching and

learnihk approadhes adopted in TRADEC. The principal differences are, it

seems, those of (a) the-assessment reqUirements and (b) the allocaticiri of

teachers, those who, as a matter of choice and style; take less Conventional

approaches ibeing directed into the non-conventional schemes - thereby feeding

a division' between the supposedly 'conventional' and 'non-conventional''

which is rejected, at a conceptual level; by many.

443. It is important to note the stronger UVP Influence on teaching and
learning in the non - engineering areas. The timing-of the introdudtion of
npn-engineering schemes and their joint operation with UVP with DITB in

their early stages had left its mark on these schemes. In the Engineering tam

schemes developed before-the introduction of UVP, UVP characteristics, if

theyihad any:influenceat .all, had-been superimposed. In one of the MTP-.

schemeslaunched after UVP introduction, the UVP emphasis.was very marked .

in the teaching and learning approaches.

. TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING,.AND OF DISTINCTIVE

CURRICULUM FEATURES..

444. The.Course Tutors,. principally in a coordinating role and with
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varying degrees of involvement in teaching activity, outlined the teaching

and learning strategies in the terms already described and were, as

would be expected, of the view that the balance achieved was both effective/6'

and appropriate.. The,replies of other members of the Course Teams tb

queationu concerning the general teaching - learning strategy and their

own contributions to it, shed some further light on the balance and

appropriateness of teaching and learning methods, and the adequacy of the

curriculum structure to accommodate their own field to 'their satisfaction.

Perceptions were highly variable both within and between schemes. Some

v&iations within schemes clearly reflected the teachers' own educational
(particularly in respect of issues of (sducational worthwhileness

and induct ial needs). Other responses clearly reflected features

specific to their own area.

445. In response to the question concerning the extent to which the
TRADEC curriculum structure, as implemented in their scheme allowed the

teacher to cover his/her subject areas in ways which they considered

adequate to meet learners' needs, the large majority of teachers in

schemes of all types, considered the general structure satisfactory. It

should be noted, however, that in many instances, particularly in the non

engineering areas, the 'array' had /already been bypassed in the planning
stages by Course Tutors/previous course teams as it had not been found

adequate to accommodate the various subjects and approaches staff wished

to introduce within the different course components in which they were

involved.
S

446. In the small number of cases in which teachers did not consider

that their subject area was adequately accommodated, these were spread

evenly by, type of scheme. More teachers ofocial and Life Skills
Components/dimensions complained of inadequate 'accommodation' than did
technical teachers, and this occurred botet, in schemes in which integrated

SLS approaches were used, and in schemes including-separate elements; in

schemes in which technical staff were responsible for SLS and in which

General Studies staff had this responsibility. Onef lecturer from the

Engineering Department undertaking project supervision and SLS teaching

on an MTP scheme observed that:--

.'the large spread of TRADEC areas to be covereA__
with various groups means skimping of Social/
and Life Skills'.

'Another teacher based in the General. Studies Department and providing
SLS as a separate component within a Fabrication and Joining scheme,'

commented on the need for more time, and the need for double staffing.

(currently not available for resource reasons) to 'do the job properly',
while a teacher in the, Business Studies Department, dealing with
marketing and stock handling in an 'integrated' DCTP scheme offered the

following observation:-

'I feel that the personal elements should be-more
clearly written into the syllabus - the matrix
leads to subject timetabling instead of a flexible
student --centred programme'

One technical teacher in an MTP scheme commented on the difficulty of

implementing projects effectively 'without, as he saw it, an adequate

foundation of 'basic skills'. . .
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'Project work requires basic skillsand knowifidge
which many students have'not got, anokit is very
difficult to teach adequat.ely these skills in
project work'.

This view, however, was not widespread. The majority of teachers who
commented on project work considered it an effective vehicle for both
technical and Social and Life Skills development.

447. Responses concerning the teaching/learning methods found to be
most dtfective with the groups in question were consistent throughout the

.sample .

- use of project - based, practical approaches

- groupwork methods.

- handouts for completion

- discovery methods

- individual, personal contact

recurred throughout the responses, in the' engineering areas.

In the non-engineering areas,

- group work methods

- case study

- video exercises

- simulation

- role play

were mentioned frequently.'

448. Over all types of scheme, 40 per cent of teachers responding,
stated that the methods they adopted with TRADEC groups were not
significantly different from those they adopted with other groups in
the conventional courses offeredby the samowDepartments, reinforcing the!
earlier pdint that teaching method is associated with the teacher rather
than the course model.* It should be noted again that the teachers
allocated to TRADEC were frequently those most willing to try out non-
traditional approaches and to operate experimentally in their work.
Cases of transfer of traditional lethods into TRADEC occurred predominantly
in the engineering areas, where subject centred methods adapted from the
conventional only by slightly greater use of individual exercises and
greater time spent on pr'actical work, were clearly in use in some schemes.

449. In reply to the question concerning the main problems in teaching
and learning which teachers (excluding Course Tutors) had encountered in
their work, the frequency spread of responses is given in the Table 7.2.
In most cases, steps had been taken to overcome problems encountered,
with varying degrees of success. In the case of prohlems caused by range
of ability and job requirements of the learners,. attempts to overcome these
concentrated primarily on more individual work and closer liaison,
implemented with 'moderate' or 'low' degrees of success, according to the
breadth of variation within the group, and, in the latter case, the number
of employers involved in the scheme. In instances of problems in achieving
learner participation, experimentation with; alternative methods had been

* See para .435
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TABLE 7.2 CURRICULUM PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY COURSE TEACHERS (other than the

Tutor)

Difficulties in:

1. Coping adequately with
wide spread of student
ability

2. Coping adequately with
wide spread of student
occupations and employer

requirements.

3. Planning and development
of project work.

4. Student perception. of
relevance

- generally

- specific
components

5. Employers expectations
of student abilities

6. Matching course
components with projects/
dealing with overlap in
course components

7. Achieving student
participation

8. General course planning
preparation of material

.9. Definition of SLS

elements

10. Meeting needs of WEEPs
and other YOP and

unemployed participants

11. Level of students
in basic skills

TOTAL MTP FJTP DCTP CTP FOOD TP

10'139 N-12 (N -12) (N-8) (N-3) (N-4)

7 4 2 1

5 4 - - 1

8 1 3 3 - 1

1 1

1 1

1 1 Air

4 1 1 1 1

6. 3 1 1 1

3 1 2

2 1 1

1

2 1 1



used in many cades, often with a high degree of nuocees.

450. The problems of project planning, it appeared, frequently
atemmod from n luck of commitment and intehst from employers. Again,

clouor liaison over project matters had been introduced in many schemes
to overcome these problems; but here such success as was achieved was
considered very limited in most cases. The 'time scales' of project
work seemed uometimes to cause problems, with frequent 'late starts' to
the principal project, and therefore curtailing of the project activity
with accompanying limitations on its effectiveness. This difficulty was

apparent within the schemes selected for case study.

451. Problems in general course planning and preparation of material
were met initially by teachers, as is the case with the introduction of
any new course. These problems- had been resolved successfully in most
cases. Development of course materials, leading in some cases to 'banks'
of TRADEC and related resource material had greatly alleviated problems
encountered in the development phase.

452. The lack of clear specifications or guidelines or supporting
materials for SLS elements, mentioned by teachers in two non-engineering
schemes in which integrated approaches were used, was.a continuing problem.
Overlap and matching of course components attracted some comment in each
type of scheme, with the exception of Commercial Trades Principles. The

matching of course components to project work was clearly a problem
associated with the more general problem of project planning described
above. The tendency towards rigidity in the translation of course 'array'
components into practice, in cases where this direct translation took
place, attracted further com---vt, compatible with that presented by
several Course Tutors:

'I feel that we arn too syllabus - centred. We should
look for areas of overlap and build on these in the
way BEC has cross-modular assignments. We use too many
staff to get close to the students. TRADEC is-not
walking firmly on two legs - the job and the personal

(Distribution and Consumer teacher)

453. Observations were invited on the various claims of the TRADEC
system in respect of both the extent and of the quality of the' implemen-
tation of special curriculum features. The extent of implementation of

special features such as the 'triangular' working partnership are dealt
with in Chapter 4 .* 'On questions of (a) how effectively. the TRADEC
model 'fits itself to each individual and each working situation' and
lb) how successfully the 'operational management' accommodates groups
of people with different job backgrounds, both the Course Tutor and the
Course Team responses were overwhelmingly positive.

454. Course Tutors in all schemes but one.registerd views that, although
alignment was not, and never could"be, 100 per cent successful, the TRADEC
model as implemented in their colleges came satisfactorily close to. it.
Several respondents considered that the scheme came closer'to alignment
than any other course model.. they had experienced; the respondents
concerned were not solely-comprised of former teachers,of conventional
courses - several had participated in UVP and/or. YOP schemes. The

*
See paras 179 - 190



Course Tutor of one MTP scheme had experienced considerable difficulty
in gearing the scheme to participants whose work was not in 'mainstream
mechanical' og. wire-rope operators and workers in plastics who required
some understanding of mechanical processes but for whom the principal
needs were teamwork and communications. The Course Tutor had found the
'army' to be too inflexible to accommodate these, with its 'coverage'
requirement for units.

455. Among dther Course team members, compatible responses wore recorded,
with the majority of teachers clearly considering the scheme to be highly
successful, in practice, in achieving alignment and accommodating widely
varying groups, although the limits for which this was feasible,in terms of
size of the group and the extent of occupational variations were expressed
by some. Only 4 Course Team members considered the scheme completely
unsuccessful in its ability to align itself with the needs and requireeents
of individuals and companies, and its capacity to accommodate groups widely
varying in ability and job. Observations reflecting the range of comment
here include:

pistribution,,and Consumer Trades Principles:
teacher of retailing 1980-81 / Course Tutor 1981-82

'Yes, the system is broadly based, which allows
each student to find relevance and build upon
that factor for his/her own job. It helps them
to appreciate others and their jobs'

Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles:
teacher of retailing

'To a large extent Projects allow for specialist
study in depth; high level of coverage in subject
matter, with small group sizes allowing for more
individual attention'

Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles:
teacher of technical drawing

'Not strictly true, but generally flexible enough
to cope with different student requirements'

Mechanical Trades Principles:
teacher of craft principles/workshop supervisor

In the main we can fit the student up
with his 'area' of specialisation if tne.groups
are held to a number of about 12 to 14'

456. Most responses mentioned the major project, and some, minor
projects and assignments, as the most effective vehicles for achieving
alignment with widely varying needs. Others, particularly in the
Distribution area, referred to establishing a 'core' which was, as far
as possible, geared to needs; the.limitations of this were, however, noted.



Distribution and Consumer Trades Princi les:

DITB Trainin! Advisor teaching sellin Human Relations 1980/81

andsubeequently Course Tutor 1981 82

'Obviously, in any group, you aim to give the

maximum to most people. Butthis must be at
the cost of those not forming the core of,the

group'

.........

.

.

Another respondent from a Distribution and Consumer Scheme registered ,

concern about this feature;
4

Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles:
teacher of marketing, stock handling and storage

'I feel this is a very unsatisfactory aspect....
of the scheme as at present impleme4ed. The

assignments are sometimes individualised, but the ---

bulk of the course is experienced as a group%,

The danger of ossification of those components of the scheme intended

to provide the !.matching' medium is manifested here.

457. Other responses both frodCourse Tutors end.otber.team members,,

however, indicated that there was, in practice, sufficient 'commonality!

in job backgrounds f relevant 'spine' to the. course,tobe established,

suggesting that the groupngs were working in practiCe, in most cases.

The iMportance, too. of st ents learning from each others! experience

was mentioned by several re . It was elt that the TRADEC Model

provided scope for.use of teaching methods which facilitated exchange

and -learning between peers. The factors most,commonly identified as

interfering with the process of alignment and accommodation were:-

(a) lack of time

(b) size of class/staffing arrangementh

(c)'lack of employer interest

Lack of adequate 'staff development' support and provision'for staff

taking oil non-traditional coueses was mentioned by one respondent, a

point taken up later in this Chapter. *_

x458. The fundamental claim that !TRADEC is a system of personal ,

develepment,which uses the working situation as a vehicle and motivator,

was also .put forward as a subject for comment by.-both Course Tutors and

all members of the Course Team. The responses were widely varied, and

primarilk reflected the position of-the 'educational'philosophy' of the

individualw. responding din relation tothat of the scheme as,implemented.

Within the same scheme, widely different perspectives on the operation

and effectiveness of that 'scheme as a system of personaL development,

were expressed.

459. The question served to generate several responses of interest.

A selection of observations drawn From the minority considering that the

system did not allow for adequate identification or meeting of personal

development needs conveys the spread of.views represented in the repliei:

See paras 467 -'473
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.
Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles:
teacher Of Marketing, Stock Handling and Storage.

I 'We should write into the syllabuses certain
personal life aspects of. the topics e.g. money,
rules: We need more time and changed staff
attitudes to get'closer to the students'

Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles:
.teacher of Social and Life Skills.

'More time for teaching and developing
teaching materials is required'

Mechanical Trades Principles:
teacher of. :Operational Outlines and:Project 'Work

'Staff have not sufficient time to follow up
this line of development :.

Mechanical Trades Principles:
Course Tutor

Considered thatthe needs of thelearner are much less easily accommodated

by TRADEC than by UVP. TRADEC was not in'reality he suggested, a system

of 7,1rsonal development at all. The array structure and associated
requirements was at variance with the stated TRADEC philosophy a

'fundamental review of aims and methods were required.

Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles:-_
Course.Tutor

Considered that there was a strong emphasis on personal development in

the scheme as offered by the college, but attributed this principally to

the UVP link, with the involvement of DITB, YMCA Youth Tutor and

residential element.

Fabrication and Joininglrades
Course Tutor

Considered that personal development needs had not been met since
(a) young people experiencing redundancy during the scheme had become,
disheartened and'it had not proved possible to deal effectively with
this and (b) administrative difficulties had not made it possible to

include a residential element.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF OPERATIONAL SCHEMES

460. Overall appraisals by teachers of the features presenting
particular strengths in respect-of.the quality of operational schemes,
focused On two areas:

(i) adaptability, in practice, to learner and employer
needs

(.benefits of closer teachelr learner contact relationships

in the learning proceSs
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Commehts on areas of wealiness suggested that the system frequently fell

short of the quality of operation intended, but'that where this occurred,

it was often 'self-inflicted', by negative attitudes of staff,, learners

or employers. Others considered that the scheme was 'as good as its

staff'. These perceptions were shared, to some degree, by other members

of the Course Team.. However, Course Teams frequently, carried members less

committed to the TRADEC principles and methodology than 'was the'typical

Course Tutor, end their assessments of the general quality of the scheme,

.based'ou their experience, reflected several recurring reservations

about the basis and implementation of the system as a whole.

SUPERVISION,, AND SUPPORT OF IN-COMPANY LEARNING

461. It has been noted that, in TRADEC schemes, neither the Course

:Tutor nor Moderator is responsible for developing or maintaining a

'monitoring function for the predominantly 'ad hoc' company based elements

of TRADEC schemes. The 'Industrial Tutor' system established under UVP

is not a feature of TRADEC, the establishment of a point of contact.in

respect of liaison over course matters being the only requirement of

the system. Securing of supervisory suppOrt and input from company
personnel is, however, seen as desirableand strongly encouraged

(YHAFHE 1982:)

Learner accounts ofin-company support are given in Chapter 5.*

The breakdown by type of schemg of both

(a) points of in-company contact/support

and (b) numbers of learners °receiving support and
supervision, and their assessments of its
helpfulness to them

are given in Tables 7.3.

462. In exceptional scheme ,
is assessment of

all or most project activity was undertaken by participating.Oompanies.

These were, in most cases, single or two company schemes. For=example,

in the College E Distribution and COnsumer scheme in Which a% large ,

supermarket chain provided the bulk of participants, a good deal of

project work was undertaken in the COmPany and. supervision was provided

largely-by-Company-personnel. ',However, case study interviews undertaken

both with'learners and with company personnel revealed that.the learners

exPerienced'little more than generalised and occasional interest and

enquiries- from 'e.g. the T.-aining Officer, when no substantial part of

. their scheme.was undertaken in the company, Where assignments or major/ .

minor projects were-undertaken partial !'i or, Ithc7ily in the company, the

Foreman, Chargehand, or similar Undert s:Jpervisory role in

approxiMately one - third' of cases, usu2:1::y 0:% ?1(1.-'il4ql basis. Training

logs or diaries requiring supervisbrs. .f.arely used

(alth9Ugh these had initially been adopt,A U'IT requirements in

some Distributiohand-ConsumerSchemes) the uf;,19visorsirole in

assessment varied' considerably,. but wa:; rn..01. In the cases.

in which in- company assignments-were 1:idertaken or a,r occasional ad hoc

basis, support.,:in the form-of-advie. j and, occasionally, limited

supervision was given only on requts .from the learner for assistance,

in most cases.

See parse 250- - 254
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Table 7.3 POINTS OF IN-CODIEANYSUPPOKIDEN' (FREQUENCIES)

Personnel/Training Manager

MTP

N7.68

36

F

16

2, Other management, 4 8

3. Supervisor or line manager 13 10

4. Other office workers

5. Foreman or equivalent 10

Instructor

7. Other workers 13

All,s4ff or. varying

Table 7.4

N :39

17

9

12

TYPES OF HELP AND SUPPORT PROVIDED IN-COMPANY, BY SCHEME (PERCENTAGES)

H H HHH' HHH
MTP 0 >10 4) FJTP o 010 4 DCTP o >I 0 4

41 r4-1 41 r14.1 4 1,4 H 4
.1 r11 04 11 A V Wfai .r104 ,

.ri

N Hi'l Hrl H H N, 'H 4-1r1 N H HH r-1H
a) w ro a) LH cu w a) ni0J 440) an row wo
>4 kg-0 04 >4 l4-0 O, >4 q 04

Supervision of project work

Arranging viits other ihah'

special activities

Experience of different' types

of work

Advice and guidance on

course work

Providing materials
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94 17 38 '45 110 26 39 34 62 21 35 44

70

79

88

110

10 19 71

20 33 '53

19 38 42,

48 35 16

89 43064

99 28 41 29

108 34 35 42

133 60 23 14

52

55

64

66,

12 48 40

40 31 29

14 50 36

38 32 30

C FOOD

N=.16 Nr.4

2 4

3

0 (FOOd.TP)

H r-1

CTP' o o

H H H

H H wow>H 1 0 .19

IT >la 1-1

N
>IA

VI H H H11 .r1H Hrl
Nab ro VP w (1)(11 (L1044(14

11.1 o4 >A 44x.04

23 52 35 13 3 (1) (2) (-),

14

13

21

21) (31)(57)

46)(23)(31)

33)(38)(29)

24 71)(21)(8)

2

3 (1) (1) (1)

4' (1). (3) (-)'

13) (2)
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_ 463, Of responding company personnel. themselves, approximately one-
half claimed to provide supervision,,of a generalised kind. There was
some bias in responses towards the employer taking an active part -
those companies which understood the nature of the scheme were more
likely to respOnd than those regarding it as simply. another day release
course to whichstudents were 'sent', and therefore-over-represented in
the returns. Also, it may be expected that the learners account of
supervision actually experienced is more likely to be.accurate-than
that claimed by the employer* - a supposition borne out by the more
detailed and - direct case study investigations. More detailed analyses
and examples of company involvement in-this are-found in Chapter-6.

SCHEME EVALUATION

464. The extent to which schemes were reviewed and evaluated
internally by the. implementing teams, was investigated. Few Course
Tutors or their teams undertook systematic evaluation beyond the
general exchange of problems and discussion of possible solutions, as
a continuing prOcess, within the Course Team.... This proceas was described.
by most Course Tutors as evaluating the scheme 'informally'. In some
instances the continuing review process was clearly planned, and .

effective in Maintaining and developing the scheme. In otherS it appeared
that the team meetings occurred so rarely that the .'informal' process
'could, in reality, be considered barely to exist, Some examples were
found of schemes i,n which no review was undertaken on the grounds that
the scheme was now eatablisheld and simply worked to the 'set' formula,
Several schemes had devised systems for securing employer feedback,
ranging from questionnaires to meetings. In one case an employers'
feedback session. had been held at the residential centre.,

465. Student feedback too was btained by a similar. range of means.
Several schemes held student 'debriefing' sessions for the scheme as a
whole and for components such as the residential period. One company,
in the College E Distribution and Consumer scheme already described, held
student debriefing sessions on the Company's premises with theinvolvement
of Company and College staff, providing and excellent example of the
partnership principle extended through to evaluation and scheme development.
The UVP schemes -in most cases prepared a brief evaluation report for their

.,Steering Committees, usually based on the subjective appraisals of the
. Course Tutor and Team..

466. Most college staff involved in the schemes saw the moderating
system as their principal source of 'evaluative feedback. Few schemes
conveyed their own evaluations to YHAFHE, .perceiving.this to be the
functionW the Moderator, and claiming'that feedback was rarely chafinnelled
to the appropriate T Pr ciples Committees. The scheme, it was felt
by one C6urse Tutor, had so oss fied.that recommendations for adaptation

,-on the basis of experience from the ground were neither sought nor valued.
-While this was only one view. exp essed, there was no clear system
affording opportunities for fee ack and adaptation after the pi of stages
of a.giVen scheme, beyond that afforded by moderation. The.func ion of the
moderating system in helping schemes to develop through'evaluati was
.stressed and, on the whole, valued. But.for many the contact w too

brief to be as effective as it could be.

Differences' in percentages areimportanti what en employer described as .
Continuing supervision in respect of the scheme, appears all too often

to the learners, to be little more than an occasional passing enquiry
about progress..
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SELECTION OF COURSE TEAM, AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

4&7. Provision for 'Staff Development! was seen as fundamental to the

TRADEC system from its early stages, illustrated by the:existence of a

Staff Development Sub Committee. The. Committee, largely moribund.until

recent times, is looking anew'at needs generated by the TRADEC develop-

ment for hew staff .skills, approaches and attitudes, linked with issues

of course development. The allocation of staff to TRADEC schemes is a

process reflecting application of the combined criteria of suitability .

fOr 'non-traditional' work in skills/attitudes, of availability within,

the timetable and,of staffing levels relative to Burnham gradings. In

some instances, notably those in which suPpOrt from the college

hierarchy was strong suitabiEtyin.terms of skills/attitudes predominates.

In colleges and departments less committed, it was Often found that the .

timetable and staff grading criteria predominate over suitability.

468. Course Tutors' accounts of staff developmene activities

available and engaged in, revealed that:-,

(a) Many tutors perceived a need for college-based initiatives
for staff in skills and approaches appropriate to TRADEC

and

. (b) these were considered most appropriately to b set in the wider

context of development strategies for 'New FE' or non-traditional

work.

469. Most Course Tutors considered that TRADEC required skills and

attitudes substantially different from those required for !conVentienal'

schemes. Items recurring frequently among the development needs

articulated both by Course Tutors and by members of the Course Teams

included 'openness' to new ideae,and approaches; willingness to

experiment; enthusiasm; familiarity with local industry; ability in

'selling' TRADEC to employers; and an ability to 'relate to students at

.a personal as well as at an administrative level.'. One Course Tutors

considered that teachers engaging in TRADEC should have 'robust'

personalities able to withstand flack from employers!' Another observed,

in respect of MTP, that all that was required from any craft teacher

was a real interest in his'trade and ability to communicate its skills

and features at emy

47 The rangeand emphasis pf a dollege's'provision. influenced, to

. a rge extent, the staff development needs identified, e.g. In colleges

'al eady.dealing predominantly with non-traditional courses such as YOP,

ABC etc. the demands. Of the TRADEC approach in respect of new skills

were seen to be less than those which characterised other schemes, in

which experience had been built up over a period. In departments engaging

.

entirely in conventional courses prior to the introduction of TRADEC,

the processes of adjustment,. curriculum planning and resourcing'create

more demands, and throw into relief the development needs of staff

.needing to reorientate.

471. Most ( 17 ) Course Tutorb had attended external staff '

development activities of some kind; the majority of these had been

conferences/deminars concerned with UVP or'wider non -traditional

developments. Those Course Tutors involved since the design andPilot

stages of their scheme had; in most cases 'developed with the scheme'

and'had frequently acted as advisers to others. Course Tutors generally

agreed.that staff development'needscpuld be better met. College. - based

and widerstrategies were required. The function of the. Course Team in
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supporting the development of staff was seen asimportant in most

cases. Several schemes had adopted a. system ofirintrod cing,new members
into the team year by year, in order that ,a pool of ex ertise and
experience was built up in the department,' on which the scheme could

draw in future years. In some instances, however, the Course Team 'did

not provide 'an appropriate 'climate' for developMent, with a lack of

continuity with frequent changes of part-time staff.

472. SyStems promoting exchange between practitioners in operational

colleges were seen as particularly important. The moderating system was
seen to have, in addition. to the evaluation function described, an
important staff development function, arising from 'ts use of experienced

practitioners. The system was, however, considered insufficiently
developed to have a substantial impact on staff de elopment currently.
The superficiality and brevity of much contact wi Moderators was

widely commented upon, both by Course Tutors and y Moderators themselves.

The'need for a more intensive system was stresse , including more

frequent changes of Moderator for individual schemes, where familiarity
can militate against good and effective moderation in some instances. The

supportive nature of moderation was considered a strength, but over-
familiarity clearly led to over-identification with the probleMs of the
department concerned, and therefore insufficient thrust towards development.

473. Course Team views of staff development needs and systems, where"

given were compatible with those of the Course Tutor. In many cases,

no responses were given to questions concerning the adequacy of staff
development, attributable, apparently, to uncertainty about the activities

incorporated under the Staff Development toncept. The participation of

Course Team members in specific'staff development activities is shown in

Table 7.4.

.

TABLE 7.4. PARTICIPATION OF COURSE TEAM MEMBERS (OTHIr THAN COURSE

TUTORS) IN RELEVANT STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES (N = 43)

Courses 12

Conferences/Seminars 10

Curriculum Workshops 7

Course Team Activities 9

Other

Participation of Course Tutors and other Course Team members in

related TRADEC activities

474. Table ,7.5 shows that, of 19 Course Tutors; approximately one half
had been actively involved in supporting/promoting the TRADEC development
through Writing Groups and/or moderating. Few members of the.Course Teams



were similarly involved. This was to be expected, since it was in most
cases level of interest and involvement which led to an individuals'

allocation to the schemes as 'Course Tutor'.

TABLE 7.5. PARTICIPATION IN RELATED TRADEC ACTIVITIES

Membership of TRADEC committee

Membership of TRADEC
Writing Group

ContributOr to Staff
Development programmes.

Moderation

Other

COURSE TUTORS
N = 19.

3

COURSE' TEAM MEMBERS.

N =43

3

8 6

5

10 3

1

The age,grading teacher training and industrial experience profiles
of TRADEC Course Tutors, and Course Team members from whom responses
were obtained, are given in TRADEC III;

SUMMARY OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
°

475. In general, then, the divergence between actual and intended system

performance illustrated in preceding Chapters would appear to be held in

check to some degree, by. the moderation system = the main-instrument of

'quality control'. The moderation system is' attractive one, but is

capable of deVelopmentto a point of far greater effectiveness, given

additional resources. The traditional staff attitudes and skills so often

held to be the primary cause of divergence do not appear to be strongly

indicated here, at Co7se.Tutor level. The; results have shown a considerable

degree of. aware ss of the principles and pOtential of the system. Practical

'operating co' raints of lack of time, resources, col ge policy in respect.

of staffing, timetabling and the academic year, and a. straints inherent in

college7managed, multi Company schemes are more oft indicated to be the

.causes of divergence. s well. as some features inherent,in the distinctive

features of the TRADEC system itself. It is few staff who'are.so.committed
that they are prepared or able to do battle with the systems to produce, in
practice, the intended operation and outcomes.'ACceptance of divergence as



the product of constraints on the system is widespread, but this does not

mean that the staff'are not aware of in ended operation and do not assent

to its principles.. At Court Tutor leve they do so overwhelmingly,

However, the level of awarenes a a ent does decrease with the degree

of involvement, and among oth r course team members, the influence of

rigid approaches and pre conceptions have caused problems in several

schemes. fIn general, there were ample examples of good teaching/learning

practice in the schemes. .Staff development needs in respect of the whole

held of Vocational Preparation were widely recognised by Course-Tutors,

and such activities as existed were well subscribed to by TRADEC Course

Tutors, and other teachers. However, the staff development functions of

the Course team had not been explored to any great degree in many of the

schemes, and similarly, evaluation was limited as non - existent in many

instances. Moderation and staff developmemt are seen as key areas by
YHAFHE, concerned by the degree of divergence tendiqg to occur as the

system expans; the problem lAes in resourcing, expanded and improved

system and 'slotting into' de loping systems for e.L:. WTI would appear

to provide a possible solution at this stage.

3
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CHAPTER 8: ASSESSMENT

4' /(. The primary justification for the existence of an assessment
process in the TRADEC,system is based on the apparent 'preference' of

learners in the client population, for acme form of assessment and
certification, and the 'appreciation' of employers, of an assessment
statement relevant. to his needs,. Even where the learner has experienced
difficulties and low attainment in examinations within the school system,
it is argued, he wants some form of social recognition for effort and
,,achievement.

477, The assessment processes are intended to operate 'with the

minimum of formal testing, and by assessment processes which are a,

natural part of.-ttie organisation and conduct of the course, and which

do not produce undue organisational burdens' (YHAFHE 1982:30) The

assessment process,* combining elements of continuous assessment of .

coursework and practica projects, assessment of the principal project

and examination or set o phased tests,'is based on a system of

allocation of

(a) Continuous assessment consisting of
(i) a mark awarded for private study such as homework

and for the compilation of essential information.

(ii) shark for participation in at least six groups or
personel projects at each stage.

(b) Principal project assessment, which carries

(i) a mark awarded for the conduct and reporting of the

project.

(ii) a'mark for a short oral examination concerned with

the conduct and reporting of the project

(c) A short written examination, not exceeding 1% hours in

duration, ranging over the information elements of the

syllabus units. Multiple choice or other queStion forms can

be used. The end paper can be replaced by Oi:sed tests

over the periods of the course, if requirel;or other forms

requiring written responses from.the learper**

478. The weighting given to each element of...-eSsessment is as

follows:

Marks possible

Course work continuously assessed 250

Practical work projects 250

Principal project - written report. 200

- oral test 100

Theory paper or equivalent 200

1000

* See pars' 43

** The option for replacement of the written paper was introduced following

pressure from colleges operating in the Business Zone.
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The detailed systems for allocation of marks for each' component of

the scheme are developed by ,the College. The paper is internally set;

and moderated by YHAFIU The oral test is organised and staffed,
uning Industrial rthnensors wherever possible, by the college.

479. No award in gained by learners who fail to submit 'a complete

sassessment profile' recording full assessment marks in the sections

shown. Certificates are awarded to Learners who have satisfactorily
completed all sections of assessment and have not less than 75% of the

full attendance, 'including any time spent allocated for incompany

activities. It. in 'expected' that students maintain persOnal logs and
their project folder in a form readily offerable for inspection, 'to

,complement the certification profile'.

480. The statement of assessment principles records that a 'pass/fail'

concept is totally foreign to basic TRADEC philosophy and that the
emphasis is placed on what has been done and achieved. Two'fairly recent

adaptations have taken place in details of assessment system. The

statement formerly appearing on the'Certificate, that 'it is considered
that a candidate of average all-round ability, who has attended
satisfactorily and completed all sections of assessment, should achieve
not less than 50% of the gross score has now been dropped. This can be

considered an improvement as the statement is clearly at variance with
the philosophy so strongly stated above. The Certificate gives space

for entry of specific tasks/projects undertaken. The Certificate does

not provide information about achievement or competence in basic or core.

skills, or indications of the learnerS' areas of strength and weakness

in 'skill' areas of practical activity, written and verbal communication

etc., all of which, it is intended, should be built into the scheme
process and therefore contribute to the construction of marks in each

component.

481. YHAFHE states that 'Employers and Colleges with attribute
significance to the assessment profile depending on the purpose for

which it is being considered'. Employers are 'advised' also to consider

the evidence of achievement contained lin the students log and project

folder.

482. 'Standards' are internal to the specific scheme. There is no

attempt to standardise marks across' schemes. It is argued that it is

inappropriate to attempt standardisation

'the concept of uniform or comparable results has no
meaning;'for example, the operators of two different
machines or processes cannot be.equated to a common

standard...1 it is in any case of ono value or
consequence to do so since, processes are subject to

changes which make fixed standards useless. .Also,
it would be necessary to create discrete learner
groups for each process in order to prescribe
standards, and this is logistically impossible' (1'HAFHE 1982: 7)

While the adoption of this principle (whose validity will ,be discussed

later,* leads to-the use of the marking systems as means of recording'

- what the learner has done and achieved within the context of that scheme,

according to its own internal norms: The 'internal norms' adopted vary
widely between schemes, sometimes by virtue of variations in the length
and intensity of the schemes and sometimes by virtue of the different

See paras 749 - 751



TABLE 8,1, OVERALL' RESULTS IN TBLDEC SCHEMES 1980-81

SCHEME 0,100 100-200 '200-300 300-400 400-500 500-6k 600-70° 700-800 .8007900 900-1000

Marks Marks MARKS Marks Marks Marks Mar! a Narks Marks Marks

MTP

FJTP' 2

3 0

0 0 0 5 25 39 44 14

0 0 1 5 30 44 45

0 1 4 20 39 35 '\ 7 0

\ 8

0 0 1

0 0 5

DCTP 2 0 0 0 0 4

CTP 1

FTP 1

0 O 0 0

0 0

0

15 Li

13' 41

13 22

15 60

9 19

C 4

1 5

1 9

38 11

17 4

11

57 10

12 1

0

0

4 0 0

9 3

....,.------'

1 0
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factors which are translated, finally, into a mark e.g. weight
given to group contribution, or to progress relative to individ-

ual starting points rather than achievement relative to some normed

level

483. In the case of the Distribution and Consumer scheme, where
individual schemes may vary in length from 11 weeks to 36 weeks
on the day release model, and where incompany elements additional to
college attendance vary widely within, as well as between, schemes,
but are in genera] limited, the student achieving a mark of 600/1000

will certainly have experienced less, and probably have achieved less

progress and lbwer achievement levels in skills than the student
achieving 600/1000 in the latter scheme. Both receive a TRADEC Stage 1

Certificate recording achievement supposedly reflectediby the mark cf
600/1000 but their progress, skills and experience will not be comparable.
While this is compatible with the philosophy and intention of the TRADEC

approach, there are questions both of the meaning and interpretation
of Certificates by employers, and of wider currency and base for
progression, tied up here. W1 -._.e the official statements claim that

the basis of assessment are well understoodby employers, there was'no
evidence provided by the survey of employers undertaken that this was

the case.!, The pattern of aggregate marks gained by candidates completing
the schemes requirements'in Academic Year 1980/81 is shown in Table 8.1.

The model assessment range was 600-700 in nTP, DCTP and DTP, 700-800

in MTP and 'TP. The modal assessment ranges for learners with no other
qualifications were the same as those for all learners.

484. Examples of the way in which the assessment system is translated

into practice were provided by the case study scheme, revealing the

variations in assessment and points of difficulty which arise.

In the College A MTP scheme:

-4 75 earks 'were allocated-of Life and Social Skil2s based on a
,criterion-referenced skills check list.

- 75 marls for 'supplementary studies'and 100 marks for 'Trades

Principles'-were based on exercise sheets relating to
technical topics, given in the class.

- 250 marks. were assigned to practical work projects other than
the major project, accumulated through small assignments,
including e.g. exercise sheets on 'materials', small
investigations, practical tests in e.g. measuring - 'any way
of testing we can find and think is appropriate'.

- 200 marks for the theory examination paper (written responses)

to be allocated for content

200 marks for written project report allocated. for content,
presentation, drawings, ability to communicate' in writing etc.,

- 100 Marks for oral assessment based on a selected project allocated

according to

(a) The students Understanding of ,p;.. :esses and techniques used
in the manufacturing aspect of the project. ,

.

See Chapter 6
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(^*
(b) The students interest in, and knowledge of, the use of his/

her manufactured component..

(c) The ability:of the student to giVe verbal information

relating to the work Carried out. 4

(d) The students interest in, and knowledge of, the material

contained in his/her written report.,

485. In the College A FTP scheme:

- 200 marks were allocated for continuous assessment, 1 marks were

allocated, in each unit (then multiplied by 2), for ercises,

classroom work etc.

- 200 marks were allocated for 7 practical work projects on

e.g. tray setting and carrying
customer relatiOns etc.,
afternoon tea (group project)

Criteria varied according to nature of project.

- 50 marks were allocated for written project report as follows:-

Presentation 5

Illustration 5

Content 30

Relation to work 10

50

Marks were multiplied by 4 for final assessment

k- 75 marks allocated for oral questions as follows !then multiplied by

two)

t

(a) what was reason for choosing project

(b) how did you approach topic

(c) what part of project interested you most

(d & e) pbint out sections of.your 'project which could be useful'to

you at work

(f) what have you:gained from the project

(g) what resources did you use to complete your project

(h) do you feel after completing your project you understand the

topic better

- 200 marks for the theory paper were allocated as follows:-

Hygien0 30

Safet,si& Law 32

Money 15

Sales kService 17

Processing & Prep 56

Handling & Storage ))
50.

Materials & Supplies))

V.
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486. In the College F DCTP scheme (Stage 3): 1.

300 marks were allocated for continuous assessment of course work.

Practical work projects combined & projects/exercises were assigned

50 marks each (reduced from the required 450 marks for these two

components).

Criteria varied according tc 4.he nature of the exercises, which
included multiple choice.papers in Management Theory, an exercise,

involving working out of a training exercise etc. but based largely

on'content, ,'Class Contribution' was also used as a criterion

described as 'very subjective' by the Course Tutor.

300 marks were allocated to the Theory paper (increased from required

200), assessed on content criteria.

250 marks were allocated to the written project report as follows:

50%' for content
20% for presentation and sequence

15% for illustration and drawing

15% for use of Englibh.

150 marks were allocated for one assessment, allocated on criteria of

confidence, expression, communication etc. The case study investigations

and the wider survey revealed that:

487. The marking schedules developed in the colleges, within'the

framework of the assessment elements and their respective weightings,

recorded acNievement and progress, on a far wider.range of criteria than

traditional assessment forms and those associated with conventional'courses.

They did not however, by vi. ' of freedom of the college tpxdevise its -

own schedule, represent uni n means of measuring performance, experience

and attainment. Accordingly there were substantial varizations shown by

the case studies, in the weighting given to different components of any

given assessment e.g. practical and manipulative' skills, writing skills,

communication ekills etc., and to the norms criteria b;',. which they were

assessed. In the case of SLS these ranged from purely subjective

assessments without criteria of e.g. group contribution,- to translation

of parts of, basic skills checklists into marks.

488. Thus the marks pattern for any given scheme was'as.strongly

coloured by the .educatiOnal 'stance' /Of the teacher as it was by the

capaCities.of the learners, under assessment. There was little learner

participation in the assessment processes. The assessments in almost all

schemes investigated, were Predominartly devised and then applied to the

learners performance.by the,aSSessor without involvement of the learner

in establishing the basis of the mark scheme or in the review and

assessment of performance. There were several.examples, however, of

.
schemes in which learner involvement and assessment was adopted within

particular components. For example in College J, MTP.learners had
participated in construction of the mark schedules and had then engaged

with the Course Tutor in self assessment of performance against these

schedules. The Fabrication scheme too affords an example of learner

involvement through self and peer assessment. There was, at the time of

the research, some indication of these practices spreading, through inter

college exbhange.
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489. In conjunction wit', the low level of learner participation,
there was little evidence of the assessment systems being used formatively.
In the absence of explicit goal-directed learning processes understood
and subscribed to by the-learners* the formative use of assessment in its
full sense is difficult to achieve. Learners indicated both in
questionnaire returns and in more detailed discussions in case study
interviews that they received little individual feedback on development.
79% of all learners claimed that they had beeh invovled in discussion
of their marks 'less'than regularly' with college staff, 43% 'rarely'
or 'not at all'. In discussion of general progress 85% responded that
their progress had been discussed with them 'less than regularly'. The

difficulties crated by.a marks -based assessment system in this context
were illustrated by one Course Tutor who said that individual marks
allocated by the Tutors were not given to students' Or discussed with them
as they were trying to avoid competition between students, which was

against the whole ethos of the course. There was an attempt to discuss
general progreSs with students in this case, although few students
perceived this to be the case.

1 490. The logs described in tt,IL"sessment guidelines were in most
cases completions of course material, notes and drawings and not the
diaries or week by week personal records of skills learned and experience
gained, which are associated with e.g. DITB and RPITB UVP schemes, and
which are used for regular review and discussion. Teachers who had

attempted the use of such logs in.the DI.TBYTRADEC schemes had commented on
the extreme difficulty of maintaining theni in a college-managed scheme.

491. The assumption that a form of certification and assessment-is
preferred by the learners was strongly supported by the case sudy
interviewSi, in. which 80 per cent or more learners, expressed thatpreference.
The learners welcomed the balahce in assessment between continuous
assessment.and end-teSts; their lack of involvementinthe assessment
programme was not a source of dissatisfaction, since 1rex:7 7r.y expected, on

the basis of past experience, that assessment could be .Arder).aken by

anyone other than the teacher. In schemes in which gencra ''eviews of

the scheme were held, these were commented on and we.h learners.

492. Teachers found relatively little difficulty in i;Aplemftnting the
assessment.from an organisational point of view except in the case
maintenance of individual records of work in systematised log or,,i/ary

form - a practise which had in most cases been abandoned after; short

period of operation. There was a degree of questioning among' urse Tutors

and other Course Team members of the educational principles derpinning
the assessment system, and a lack of confidente in the gene al valirf
and reliability ofmethods. being used for allocating Marks to e.g. Donal

qualities, group contribution etc., which are well recognised not to be
. amenable. to formalised grading. /'

493. The ess.mtial features of an assessment system appropriate to the
client population and aims of Vocational Preparation** are that

(a) criteria for recording assessment are not determined
by subject area

(b) it provideS a continuing record of student progress

(c) the student is actively invoLed and is a partner to the
process, which is both integrated with the teaching,and

See Chapter 5

**
See 7EU 1981.
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learning process and used formatively to facilitate
teaching and learning

(d) evidence'of attaining given levels'of achievement must

be given

(e) the final record is to be used as a public document for
employers and others, and should provide a base which
facilitates progi,ession to other schemes.

494. The question of the extent to which the TRADEC system matches
these criteria must be considered. Clearly, the system as it currently
'operates, at the level of implementation, is based both on construction
of a continuing record of student progress and achievement, is embedded
in and integrated with the scheme processes and incorporates measurements
of performance, competence and achievement across a range of skills and
abilities beyond the conventional 'academic'. However, it involves the

learner in the assessment process only in exceptional and limited .

instances, and is not, in general, formatively used, this being limited
to use of; lesSed exercises as instruments of teaching and learning at
group leve Neither does the Certificate constitute a record of the
achievement, performance,andOompetence of the participant in the
individual vital areas of basic or core skills, or a record of experience

gained. The measures of performance 'ptc. , gained and recordrA throughout

.the course are obscured by. the aggregation f.marks on the 'certification

profile'. Similarly development in personal qualities of e.g. social
maturity are also obscured, since any marks llocated to these dimentions
of development are also obscured in the aggr gation, (not to mention the

question concerning the validity of marks fo such dimensions). The

absence of recording of experience or attainients in different areas also
reduces the efficacy of the certification profile in assisting approprtat
progression.

495. Use of aggregated, directly comparable marks. within-a scheme wi Cher

allocated on a.norm-referenced basis, or on a criterion-referenced basis
related to norms of levels of performance it is reasonable to expect, can also
engender the perceptions associated with the pass/fail concept which the

systeM,so strongly rejects. As the Course Tutor of one scheme expressed it:

'even though there are no pass marks:, students feel that
X per cent is a magic figure - it does help;the students
that are around that mark,.. but students that are way down'
probably tend to have given.up.'

496. £he lack of learner involvement and formative use of assessment is
not a fundamental weakness of the system. The system itself can
accommodate the whole range of college - devised' assessment systems from
thos- based fully on Trainee Centred Reviewing and full profile recording

systems to those based entirely on traditional teacher assessed exercises
and assignments. Thq weakness qies in the form of the final certificatio

which, far from providing a stimmulus to the former types of system ow
widely acknowledged to be.the more appropriate for this band of prevision,
allows for easy gravitation to the latter. The parallel with the 'array'

structure is obvious. In any system or 'structure which allows scope for
processes and practiceb to regress to the traditional, processes and

practices will, in many instances, so do, if only because the institutional



context, by its nature, supports and facilitates implementation of the
traditional. rather than the innovative.

4W. The Former argument` has compared the TRADEC system with the
ideal, WI it. is currently perceived. When compared with other schemes
and courses under the 'conventional' umbrella, the TRADEC systeM shows
strengths.in that the components can cover a wider range of learning and
development processes than do the examinations and continuous assessment
processes associated with the conventional qualifications. The Certificate
also provides marginally.more information although its lack of currency
and of 'standards' association, of course, renders it much less powerful
as a statement of the capacities of its holder than for example the
internationaly recognised City and Guilds Certificate. In comparison with
the other Vocational Preparation schemes, the system has strengths relative
to the 'Certificate of Attendance' type of assessment which does not
include measurement and recording of progress and achievement translated
into a statement of competance, but seeks only to record what has been
done. The features of TRADEC in which recording is not linked to an
explicit jearning process and is therefore not used formatively to any
eft-c!ct has been shown to be shared by many other schemes on the former YOP
and related models.*

* See MSC, 1980
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CHAPTER 9. COSTS AND VIABILITY

Tho oohtN ur operation of TRADEC, in comparison with the costs
as with other modes of provision, may be consider at two levels.

(a) the costs of the operation of the system as a whole

(b) the costs of launching and running indivudual schemes, at
colege level.

Costs by themselves, unless accompanied by the considerations of
effectiveness (which have been the central concern of the rest of this

volume) mean little. Reference to relative effectiveness therefore
rears in the following discussion, and renders comparison complex and
conclusions difficult.

409. Quantitative costing of the operation of the TRADEC system in
comparison with that of the variety of Conventional and Vocational.
Preparation system was neither appropriate nor possible within'the scope
of this study. However, some qualitative assessments can be made
concerning the economy of operation of the system.

500. TRADEC proponents claim that the system as a wh4e is economical
in its operation, when compared with conventional schemes, by virtue of
its use of an adaptable anatomy and methodology as the basis for the
scheme specification, as opposed to detailel listings of content and/or
specific learning objectives. Detailed specifications of content, it is
argued, are expensive to maintain, since they require constant revision
and updating, and threfore mechanisms for feedback., Consultation and
rewriting. Detailed content specification also makes necessary the
development of a proliferation of sch9mes to meet the needs of distinct,
but related, groups of occupations. Such approaches, it is further argued,
carry additional disadvantages. .Problems of relevance are inherent in

systems specifying content to meet generalised and assumed need, removed
from the points of actual need which they ultimately seek to serve.: These
systems are also experiercing'increasing problems caused by the 'lead time'
of change in syllabi compared with the accelerating rate of industrial
change.

. 501. The use of the scheme 'anatomy' on the other hand, with specification
limited to generically applicable topib areas, does not require updating.
This process, it is asserted, will occur automatically at the point of
implementation of the scheme,.through liaison ndcooperation between the
employer and the college; over thespeCific details and emphases of
scheme content. The Writing Groups are, therefore, suspended following
completion'of their writing task and revision of the draft scheme on the
basis of information provided by the pilot schemes. They are called into
_play again only if fundamental changes are required. There.is strength
in the claims concerning the advantages of the anatomy, both from the
point of view of economy of operation, and that of :capacity of the-schemes.
to meet, and keep pace with, changing and diversifying needs. The difficul-
ties increasingly being encountered by the Conventional courses, in
revision and updating of syllabi and specifications are apparent, more
marked in the traditional ; centrally- devised syllabus-based courses than
in the transitional\courses affording space for college-devised elements,
designed to meet special needs. However, the bodies concerned are making
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their own adjustmehts to moot thono challenges. One example is given

by the work of City and Guilds in developing a 'mnster syllabus' for'
Kngineering craft courses, from which selections of content can be made."
The componentn or such a syllabus are more readily updaCed, and similarly,

the schemes which may be conntructed from its components are more readily

adaptable to as range of different needs.

502, The claimed economy of operation of the TRADEC system in, in thecae

respects, apparent. The system does avoid the need for a proliferation
of courses and therefore, for resources to support their writing, even
though the range of participants is currently considerably narrower than

that envisaged. Similarly problems of 'out-of-datedness' are not;
occurring in schemes under implementation, and Writing Groups have not had

to be recalled to undertake this type of revision.

501. There are, however, some disadvantages which counterbalance the
undoubted economy of the TRADEC system, here. The self-updating of
TRADEC schemes to meet current needs is specific to particular companies
and learners. The disadvantage can be explained here with reference to

hypothetical case of the learner based in a small company using
solescent equipment and therefore requiring skills in using that

equipment in order to secure current employer needs. The danger is that

if as the system intends, the scheme operates around his/her job and work
processes, the'learner will emerge ill-prepared for subsequent Movement to

another job or for adjustment to new processes at a later stage, should
the company not wish to release him/her for a further basic course.

504. The example articulated by a BEC officer was that of the clerical/

secretarial worker, currently using typewriters at work. For a TRADEC

scheme to be relevant to that learners' short term future needs, it would
need tt, have available in the college the very equipment which it claims

widespread use of the TRADEC system would render unnecessary. The

alternative.solutions which proponents of TRADEC might:suggest e.g.
gaining the necessary skills in another company, or further release for

retraining, are not convincing.' While the TRADEC system seeks.to serve
current needs, and stresses this as a principle of its operation, a failure
to meet short-term future needs arising from new technology is clearly

serious, both for the-learner, and the company.

505. While it is recognised that tle intention of the schemes. to
prepare for change is producing flexibility of mind and purpose, this

remains insufficient. It is of interest that the most recent proposals
(at the time of writing) from the MSC in respect of the YouthTraining
Scheme, make explicit the 'need to prepare young people for future demands
which may be made upon them with increasing application of new technologies
to industry and commerce'.. On of the core modules in schemes.under

development is, for these reasons, concerned with computer literacy/
information technology and it is noted that

'It may be that in some YTS programmes there may be no
suitable learning opportunities for particular modules
such as computer literacy, and these opportunities will
have to be provided 'totally off-the-job. In some clerical
traineeships, the manipulative skills are/may be very
limited, and need to be supplemented by off-the-job
activity'**

See the 'Hargreaves' report, City & Guilds,1981

** Unpublished MSC paper ''Guidelines on Core Skill-s' 1982
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506. In word., then, the system does operate economically et the level

of production and maintenance of the published schemes. The system,

however, holds some disadvantages in its ability to prepare for short
term future needs both by the absence of specification and updating/

revialon In key areas, ita advantages against conventional courses lie

in its directnens of response to current needs.

507. Comparison with other modes of provision in the Vocational Prepare-

tion 'band' is rendered difficult by their infancy or by the fundamental

changes to which they are currently subject, or both. Proponents of the

TRADEC system have claimed it to be more economic in operation than the

looser set of organisational arrangements associated with the wider UVP

programme. That these arrangements have been anything but cost-effective

for the numbers involved is widely accepted. A particular feature of the

UVP arrangements which has been identified as both costly and ineffective

have been the scheme Steering Committee arrangements and the cumbersome

centralised scheme approval mechanisms.

508. Another feature of the UVP 'system' which has been costly, but
effective in terms of its relevance, has been its openness to development
of each scheme 'from scratch', with the greater employer involvement
which that approach brings. However, disadvantages in.the form of limits

on transferability of learner can also occur here. However, the fact that
UVP is not a 'system' in the same sense as TRADEC is national rather than
regional, and is currently undergoing transforming change in its alignment
with YTS and its decentralisation of control and organisational arrangements,
renders the costs comparison at this level almost irrelevant. The

importance of the initial UVP operation has lain almost entirely in the
accumulated experience of methods of operation appropriate to the target
group,, which it has afforded.*

COSTS OF LAUNCHING AND RUNNING INDIVIDUAL SCHEMES.

509. The introduction of new and innovative approaches at college
level is always an expensive process. In the field of Vocational Prepara-
tion, the curriculum approaches are generally held to be 'heavy' on staff
time, and therefore comparatively expensive to run. In making this
assessment, the comparison is, of course, being made with the Conventional
style of course, to which the system is primarily geared. Proponents of

the TRADEC system claim that 'traditional' perspectives on costs are
inappropriate, and argue that a 'new balance sheet' approach to costs,
in schemes such as TRADEC, provides a fairer picture of the real costs of

operation. Here it claims 'the contributions made to the operation of the
schemes in terms of staff time, use of premises and use of equipment and
plant, must be counted to the credit side of the overall costing, so that
the contribution from the Education Service is correspondingly lower than
for schemes which are wholly contained within the Education Service'.
(YHAFHE Unpublished paper on social & Economic Benefits of TRADEC, ind)

510. Another factor included in the costing equation proposed is that of
reduction of the need .for repeated high capital_, investment in colleges,
because, it is claimed, it is not necessary to install facsimile working
situations. The installation of such equipment, because of the, expense and
rate of obsolescence of the equipment concerned. Other features which
represent potential costs savingS are it is claimed those of better use of

See MSC Youth'Task Group Report, 1982
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existing resources by virtue of the higher 'throughput' of students,
by the flexibility of timing of the schemeAi.e. not tied to the
academic year) and generally improved viability through larger groups.

511, Tho new balance sheet argument has been reviewed here, in a number
of ways.

Firstly, by interview on costs issues with Heads of Departments.

Secondly, by recording Course Tutors assessments of time spent
in launching and running TRADEC schemes in comparison with
conventional and other Vocational Preparation schemes.

Thirdly, Course Tutors appraisal supplemented by the researchers'
appraisals in the Cape Study scheme of the importance/contribution
of the factors included on the credit side within their own scheme
(a) currently, and (b) potentially;

Fourthly, by the application of DES costing procedures to two
selected Case Study schemes, and two selected Conventional Courses
offered in the same department.

The last exercise was undertaken in order that comparative costs figures
may be obtained, and assessments subsequently made of costs on costs off
according to the special features of the operation of the schemes unaccounted
for in the 'formula'.

512. There was general agreement among Heads of Departments and Divisions
interviewed, concerning the high levels of staff costs, both in the develop
ment phase and in the recurrent running costs of all types of scheme. The

perspectives brought to bear on these costs questions did, however, differ
widely. One perspective was that of recognition of the inevitable high
costs of innovation, and of the justification for this high cost in the
case of TRADEC, by virtue of the schemes' ability to draw in former non
participants and in some cases, the importance of giving a foothold and
some' experience in an area which was seen as a major growth one in the
context of national training developments. Others by contrast, considered
high costs levels, which were not in reality balanced by the elements on
the other side of the 'costs equation' or new balance sheet, put a question
mark over the scheme. This was particularly so in a context in which
increasing demands were being made on the college, for new work in other
areas.

513. Some Heads of Department claimed that the scheme could operet
effectively only if staffed with higher graded staff than would normally
be allocated to a Burnham V course, rendering the scheme relatively expensive.
Again, it was found that TRADEC proponents and others differed in willing
ness to place higher. graded staff onto.the scheme. Similarly, .the group

siza at which the scheme was considered viable varied according tp the
commitment and support of the Head of Department/Principal, and the extent to
which he/she saw it as either an investment for the future and/or a social
responsibility.

COURSE,TUTORS' APPRAISALS OF TIMECOSTS AND THE EXTENT OF 'NEW BALANCE

SHEET' FACTORS.

514. Course Tutors were asked to assess the time costs of their scheme,
both in the context- of the 'new balance sheet argument' and against other
courses in which they had participated.
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515. All Mechanical Trades Principles goUrse Tutors but one, agreed that
the scheme was expensive in terms of staff time, While equipment and --
materials from companies represented some savings, this wan small. All,

however, spoke of the wider benefits of improved employer contact:, both

for ether courses and general company-college pvlations. Most considered

that: the return in terms or learner outcomes, 46,stified the effort and

expense involved.

The following observations serve to illustrate the views expressed.

'Certainly, launching TRADFC was very expensive: its easy to

pour resources, especially time, into a pilot course. At the'start

start of the second year, the Head of Department had decided that

resources should be much more in line with City and Guilds 205'

(College J)

This was of interest, since this particualr scheme had fewer participating

companies with which to maintain contact, than any other.

'Inc Course Tutor of 'College M, observed that the scheme was

'very expensive and especially time consuming. The use of
other resources, such as equipment, leads only to small savings'

He commented further that the UVP funding had been very important in

securing extra industrial liaison time. The Course Tutor of the Case

Study scheme considered however, that the scheme was no more expensive,

overall, than LI conventional course, and was considerably better 'from

a college point of view' than Craft Practice, on the grounds, that

'you don't need the machinery that you needed on a Craft

Practice course, because not all of the lads are needing
to use the same sort of machine, because of their different

backgrounds'

Only in the case of College H, running the scheme which had most obviously

lapsed into conventional and fixed fcrm, did the Cotirsa Tutor assert that

it was only the 'development.costs' that were high and thereafter the

running costs were the same as those in a conventional course.' this

case, this was true because the scheme had become, to all intents and

. purposes, a conventional course.

516. The responses of Course Tutors in Fabrication and JoiningTrades

Principles were almost identical. The scheme was seen as 'very time-
consuming and expensive' with the only' real savings being made in respect

of materials supplied by the Participating companies. Again, it was widely

considered that the return in learner outcomes, and in the nature, of the

client groUp, justified effort and expense.

17. Responses obtained from Course Tutors in Distribution and Consumer

schemes were broadly similar, but offered some interesting perspectives

which differed frOMthose in the Engineering schemes. The scheme was

again considered relatively expensive todaunch and run, by all respondents...

The 'new balance sheet' argument was generally thought not to hold.

In-company elements were Kery limited, and only in the College E scheme

was the input, from the companies, of expertise and supervision, considered



Lo provide any ren1 coniribtition to scheme contn. The supply Of

equipmenb/materiall was very much lent) nignificant in thin scheme,

than in the'Engineering nehemen. However, the good maintenance of

demand In name' colleges meant good throughput or fitodooto, which reduced

eosin/student conaiderably. In one college, in which the Heed of
Deportment, Fred renervationn about the scheme becauee of the contn involved

and because or its 'bitty' nature, it had been proponed that the scheme
needed to be run continuously if it wan Ch become reasonably economic.

The scheme coordinator* onsidered that a 'quiet period' was essential,
to got on with recruitment and planning activities. He agreed that the

scheme wan an expensive, one, oleo encountering organisational' problems

associated with team-teaching hours, and use of over-time and part-timers.

All Course Tutors again considered that the return justified the

,ffort, since Distiration and Consumer Trades Principles was really

a gap in provision.

519. A simil I view was held by Commercial Trades Principles Course

Furors. Broadly compatible observations were made concerning the expense

of the scheme', from the staffing point of view. These too, confirmed

that there was little balance to costs arising from employer input. The

Vuod Cour:w Tutor added the important observation that recurrent costs

only reduced substantially if the TRADEC methodology was not properly

adhered to.. If the scheme operated as intended, recurrent costs remained

high.**

520. Where Course Tutors were asked, in written responses, to assess'

expenditure of time on TRADEC schemes relative to that on comparable

conventional and Vocational Preparation Courses, the pattern represented

in Table 9.1. emerged. It can be seen that the TRADEC scheme was generally
regarded as more expenpve in terms of staff time than conventional cours.ps,
and greatly so in 14 01 the 20 cases. Very few were able to Uretw comparisons
with other non-traditional modes, having little or no experience. Of those

able to make the comparison, 4 out,of 5 considered the levels of time
expenditure, in TRADEC to be similar to those in other modes, one considering ,

the time expenditure in TRADEC to be slightly greater.

521. In some instances, Course Tutors were able to provide estimates otime
spent in the development, planning and launching of subsequent courses.
Estimates of between 100 and 500+ hours spent in activities including
contacting employers and'designing the learning programme were given for the
Engineering Zone and Commercial Trades Principles schemes. These times were

,roughly halved for subsequent courses. Estimates provided by Course Tutors

of Distribution and Consumer Schemes were substantially lower, ip the 20-6)

range. The estimates'are summarised in Table 9.2.

'522'. The data provided by aid sources used in the research, including detailed,

,detailed observation of schemes dnd compilationof data Pertaining to the
operation of other types of courses, led the researchers to suipport the view
that the schemes, if operated according to the tenets of the system, are
expensive in terms of staff time in comparison with conventional courses,
and are roughly comparable with other college-managed schemes of Vocational

Preparation designed for the client group of young people in employment. .

* *

See Para 1.1.5

See account of resources prbblems in Case Study Report 5, Chapter 10

Supplementary data provided by a parallel investigation of

'alternance'schemes commissibned by MSC. , .



TABLE .1- ASSFESMEWOURSE TUTORS I.RVELS OR_XIME EXPENDITURE
IN TRADEC RELATIVE TO OTHER TYPES OF COURSE.

COMPARISON WITH COMPARISON WITH OTHER

CONVENTIONAL COURSES VOCATIONAL PREPARATION COURSES

Less than slightly much Less than slightly much Not

equal to greater gi-eater equal to greater greater Known

than than than than

MECHANICAL TRADES
PRINCIPLES 1 1 1 -2 - - 2

-

(4 responses)

FABRICATION AND
JOINING TRADES
PRINCIPLES

(7 responses
including 3 Course
Tutors from one
scheme)

DISTRIBUTION AND
CONSUMER TRADES
PRINCIPLES

(5 responses)

1

COMMERCIAL TRADES
PRINCIPLES 1 1

(2 responses) (=BEC, but>
ordinary day_
release)

FOOD TRADES
PRINCIPLES

(2 responses)

7 1 6

4 1 1 3

1 2

2 2

TABLE 9.2. ESTIMATES (by Course Tutors) OF TIME SPENT IN PREPARING

AND LAUNCHING TRADEC SCHEMES, for (a) THE INITIAL SCHEME

(N = 11) (b) SUBSEQUENT SCHEMES

HOURS

0- 49

50- 99

100-149

150-199

200-299

300-399

400-499

500+

Not Known

INITIAL SCHEME
MTP FJTP DCTP CTP FoodTP

1

1

SUBSEQUENT SCHEMES
MTP FJTP DCTP CTP FoodTP
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523. Where the 'new balance sheet' arguments were tested with
reference to the research data, it was concluded that, as the scheme
currently operates, the costs 'off' (i.e. on the credit side) are very
limited while costs 'on' in terms of staff time, are very substantial.
In particular

the degree of incompany work is currently insufficient for any
savings on capital costs to be possible or likely. This argument
only holds good in an anticipated future state of greatly expanded
number of participants with significant opportunities for incompany
practice and supervision. Workshop practice in the college remains
to many companies and learners, the most significant part of the
Engineering. Zone schemes. The fundamental problem which arises here
already raised the need to ensure that participants are adequately
prepared in key areas, of change whether or not their companies are
using new technologies and equipment reduces possibilities for
capital costs, savings.

input of company staff is also very limited, and the quality of
supervision received, if any, undetermined. While there is a
potential saving in costs here, this element cannot be considered
to represent a significant contribution to the credit side, within
the schemes as they currently operate.

the contribution of materials by employers does represent a saving
of some significance in the Engineering Zone schemes.

the better use of college resources afforded by flexible timing of
schemes has materialised in only one or two cases. Most schemes are
run to the standard academic year, or term, currently.

524. However, the potential of the system to operate with a substantial
employer input which represents real cost savings, and to use existing
resources more effectively, has been demonstrated in one or two schemes.*
It should be noted, though, that the model itself acts against its own
intended operation in some of its key areas, particularly that of employer
involvement. The difficulties inherent in the system are overcome only
with the very high degree of staff commitment and time noted earlier.

525. A quantitative assessment of the costs of TRADEC and selected
conventional courses offered in parallel, was attempted in two of the
case study colleges. This affords a basis for discussion of quantitative
and qualitative aspects of costs in specific well documented instances.

526. The first comparison was made between TRADEC Mechanical Trades

Principles and Mechanical Craft Studies (2nd year in each case). Here
cost/student/hour was greater in TRADEC than in Mechanical Craft Studies,
but total cost/hour of the course was less.(Table 9.3)

527. Three elements come into play here

(a) the effects of staffing levels..

The high proportion of LI staffing in the
TRADEC course rendered its staffing costs
substantially lower than those of the Craft
course.

* See e.g. College E, Distribution & Consumer Scheme



(b) the small class size rendered cost/student hour greater.
.Recruitment difficulties of recession appeared to
have affected the TRADEC course more greatly than

the Craft course, despite its wider client band,

(c) the effect of industrial liaison time reduced the effective

'Average class size' still further, for the purposes of

calculation, again raising the TRADEC cost/student/hour

above that of the Craft course.

Since there was little systematic company based learning, the total hours

of teaching could not appropriately be considered greater than those

spent in the college, in this instance.

Materials costs were also greater in the TRADEC scheme despite 'employer

Contributbns because of the greater amount of practical work undertaken in

the college setting. It is interesting to note that the Course Tutor
of this scheme asserted that the costs of TRADEC and Craft courses were

comparable. This was the case, where student numbers were disregarded.

528. To broaden the discussion beyond this particular case, it can

be seen that in those TRADEC schemes using more highly graded staffing

levels comparable with or above those used in Conventional courses

(there were many examples of this in MTP) costs of TRADEC increase

relative to those of the Conventional course.. In schemes with greater

numbers of students (again there are many) relative costs are reduced,

but the reduction is counterbalanced by the effect of increased

industrial liaison time.

529. The second comparison was made between BEC National Diploma *

and TRADEC stages 1, 2 and 3 in College F (Table 9,4) Here, the costs/

hour of each course were comparable. Cost/student/hour was greater in

TRADEC, despite the high number of students, by virtue of the effect of

liaison time and the way in which groups had been divided for teaching.

(The disparity in cost/week, of course, reflects the difference between

21 hours and 6.75 hours of college attendance.

530. TRADEC was clearly the more expensive course. The absence of

any systematic company-based work again prevented cost savings through

company-based and company-supervised learning fromcoming into play.

Consumable materials were less significant in these'courses, and there

was little employer contribution in the case of TRADEC.

531. While the comparisons are necessarily untidy ones, and elements

such as capital costs etc. have been excluded (on the assumption of

comparability between the schemes) the exercise does serve to show more

tangibly the source of the perception of many Course Tutors that TRADEC

is relatively expensive, the extent to which it is so being determined

by staffing levels (in grading terms), class size, amount of industrial

liaison and remission time. While other factors were not significant

in these cases, instances can be identified, in the preceding chapters,

of a few schemes in which real costs savings could be expected through

company-based contributions to the systematic learning process.

This was considered to be the best comparison which could be

* achieved in the Department in question.
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VIABILITY OF THE SCHEMES

532. The arguments concerningviability relate, again, to

(a) the viability of the system as a whole

(b) the viability of individual schemes,

the two levels being interrelated.

533. The system is clearly viable at regional level, in the sense of

being economic, supportable and successfully sustained over a period of

almost a decade.. The total number of participants have continued to

increase, as have the number of operational colleges within the region,

and there is no reason to suppose that this growth will not continue. A

matter of concern, however, has been the apparent difficulty encountered

over recent years in transplanting the TRADEC system from the Yorkshire

and Humberside region into other regions, raising questions about the

viability of the system, both in other regions and at national level.

534. Questions have been raised concerning the relationship between the

system's success in establishing.itself in Yorkshire and Humberside, and
the industrial and social characteristics of the region. No detailed - study
regional factors associated with the successful introduction and viability

of courses has been possible here. However, the experience of, different

regional bodies and individual colleges which have attempted, and in some

cases succeeded, in introducing and maintaining TRADEC, has served to shed

some light.

535. The two factors which appear to be associated with the successful

introduction of TRADEC are

(a) the existence of 'hungry' colleges, or colleges
recognising the need to develop new lines of
activity in the short-term future, for survival.

(.b) The existence of a supporting organisational
infrastructure in the college's own region or area.

Although the characteristics of Industry in any given area will necessarily

be linked with the extent to which colleges are in demand, the conditions

described are by no means specific to Yorkshire and Humberside, but are, by

contrast, widespread. In addition, the existence of the stated target
population in large numbers in all regions is beyond dispute.

536. Questioning of those responsible for the successful launching and

coordination of TRADEC in Scotland concerning the conditions favourable

to implementation produced responses almost entirely along these lines,

while the experience of College S* provides the classic example of the

'hungry co:I.lege' being stimulated to action. Difficulties in establishing

the schemes in London and the Home Counties, by contrast, were attributed

to the diverse and non-traditional nature of Industry and to the density

and maintenance of the population, which meant sustained demand on the

colleges and little response either from the colleges or the RAC to the

ideas of TRADEC. In Northern Region however, diffibulties in implementation

were attributable neither to lack of motivation of the colleges,nor to lack

of support a-id active promotion from the Northern Council for Further

Education. Participation in the system as a whole, through participation in

* See pare 98
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YHAFHE Committees and Writing. Groups, and in work on the development of a"

Regional Committee Structure to parallel that of YHAFHE, was lively and

efforts to launch schemes, particularly in Powered Traction, intensive.

Here, difficulties encountered appear to be similar to those affecting

the successful launch of newschemes in Yorkshire and Humberside in

1981/82 and attributable to the same factor of economic circumstances.

537. Two cases of failure to launch schemes drawn from the Southern

England are of interest.

One college in the Home Counties had attempted to launch a Distribution

and Consumer scheme in 1980/81. The scheme was developed and employer
liaison undertaken in order to recruit learners to the scheme. The response

from employers,had been 'very poor' despite the input of considerable time

Another college in the South Midlands had considered offering Mechanical

Trades Principles, and had worked with Yorkshire and Humberside Council on

development of the scheme. The scheme had been offered in 1980/81, but

had failed to get off the ground. In this instance the reason for failure

was purely financial. It had been planned to link the scheme with 40-week
operator training of EITB, the grants for the latter had been withdrawn
shortly before the planned launching thus undermining the scheme which did

not run. In neither of these cases are regional factors indicated as
significant in the failure of the scheme to run.

VIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL SCHEMES

538. At the level of individual schemes, the viability argument is based

on the assertion that, the. schemes, by spanning a wide range of generically

related occupations, have a far wider population from which to draw than do
the conventional Courses, particularly in the case of operator courses.
Thus, schemes are more likely to attain viability in terms of minimum

numbers than are more "arrowly aimed courses, (as well as avoiding the

expense, already mentioned* of writing, training , developing and operating

a proliferation of courses)

539. The research findings have shown that, in all areas, the actual band

of recruitment is much narrower than that possible and intended. Thi.s state

of affair- is attributable partly to the approaches to recruitment used by

college staff, partly to the perceptions and 'raining traditions of employers,

and partly to the problems of availability of time to seek out and recruit

the non-traditional groups. However the potential of the system to draw on

the wider bands is undeniable.

540. There have been few problems in achieving viability in the

Mechanical and the Fabrication Schemes. The schemes' role filling the
'Craft Practice' gap has given them their sound base of operation, from

which wider groups have been sought and secured in some cases. The drop in

numbers in 1981/82 resulting largely from the effects of recession on
recruitment in companies, has however rendered non-viable some of the schemes
whose liaison and contact has not been extended beyond the stable 'core'
of users. The effects of recession have undoubtedly hit the Mechanical Trades

Principles schemes harder than the Fabrication schemes. The only schemes to

have been successfully launched in new colleges in 1981/82 have been

Fabrication and Joining schemes.

See paras 501 - 505
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541. Distribution and Consumer schemes have enc9untered relatively few

viability problems, although the actual client group is much narrower

than that attended. Here, the viability of the scheme appears to be

more attributable to the success of the scheme in meeting a need for a more

practically o'iented course in Distnibutior fcr the 'Sales Assistant' type

of eLployee.. The scheme has continued to expand, within the narrow client

band, despite the effects of recession. In both the Engineering and the

Distribution areas, then, TRADEC has.been successful in achieving and

maintaining viability very much more rapidly than have conventional 'operator'

courseu orUVP counterparts. The success is not, however, attributable to

the schemes' wide span of operation, in terms of occupational group, but

rather to its filling of gaps in provision to meet the needs of a specific

narrow but large market of young workers.

542. In Commercial and Food Trades Principles schemes, there has been

clear difficulty in finding a ready market in the principal, intended

target group.* While several schemes have been launched and sustained

successfully in two colleges in the case of Commercial Trades Principles,

the continuation of Food Trades Principles is in doubt in both of the

colleges in which it has been implemented, and a third college which has

endeavoured over a period of two years to launch the scheme has been

unsuccessful in gaining sufficient recruits. Mechanical and Powered Tractor

Trades Principles have attempted to establish their pilots during the worst

period of recession, and despite interest and, in some cases, intensive

effort in several colleges, including a number of Northern Region Colleges,

no schemes have succeeded in establishing viable groups. Whether a market

will be found for these schemes remains to be seen. Some of their problems

at present may stem from the fact that they are not seeking to exploit

their full range and are experiencing similar recruitment problems to that

of their conventional counterparts.

543. The 'adult' and 'retraining' dimensions also open Up a potentially

very large market beyond that already established. However few inroads

have been made here, for reasons similar to those which have limited

recruitment from the full occupational range of schemes.

544. Overall, then, the viability or otherwise of individual schemes

appears at present to stem from their relationship with specific areas of

need and demand within narrowly defined bands, rather than from their

generic nature.

* See Care Study Reports 4 and 5 Chapter 10.
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TABLE 9.3a

Length

of

Course

MECHANICAL CRAFT STUDIES (2nd Year) COLLEGE A

Average

No. of No. of No, of Student Class Princ Sen. Lect Lect PT PT

Hrs SizePlaces Students Hrs/wk Lect Lect II I Casual Ass, Lect,

36 14 8.5 119 14.0 - - 02 4 - -

LECTURER COST (1981 rates)

Salary Teach Hrs. Salary Teach Hrs.

Lecturer Mix Average per Grade Average for Course

Lect II 52,9% 11,655 18.5 6,166 9.8

LECT I 47,1% 9,545 21,0 4,496 9.9

=1111 AlMw.mr .Mimal. 111.1.1

TOTAL 100%
10,662 19.7

(a) Cost/hour: £15,04 (b) Cost/Student/hour: £1.07

(c) Cost/week: £127.82 (d) Cbst/Student/week: £9.13

CONSUMABLE MATERIALS

£100 per Course

COst/Student

19i

£7.14

Cost/Student/Hour = £0,02

19S



TABLE 9,3b
MECHANICAL TRADES PRINCIPLES (2nd Year) COLLEGE A

Length Average

of No, of No, of No. of Student Class Princ Sen. Lect Lect PT PT

Course Places Students Hrs/wk Hrs Size Lect Lect II I Casual Ass, Lect,

36 16 9 7 63 7.9 - - -

LECTURER COST (1981 rates)

d

Salary Teach Hrs, Salary Teach Hrs.

Lecturer Mix Average per Grade Average per Course

Lect II 13% 11,655 18.5 1,515 2,4

Lect I 87% 9,545 21.0 8,304 18.3

TOTAL 100%

M.=111=1

9,819 20.7

(a) Cost/hour: £13,18 (b) Cost/Student/hour: £1.67

(c) Cost/week: £92.26 (d) Cost/Student/week: £11.68

CONSUMABLE MATERIALS

£100 per Course

Cost/Student = £11.11

Cost/Student/Hour = £0,04



TABLE. 9.4 a BEG NATIONAL DIPLOMA COLLEGE F)

Length Average,

of No. of No. of No, of Student Class

Course Places Students hrs/wk Hrs Size

Princ. Sen. Lect Lect PT PT 4

Lect Lect II I Casual Ass. Lect,

33 - 24 21 504 18.7 . 3 3 12 6 3

LECTURER COST (1981 rates)

Lecturer Mix

Princ.' Lect 11.1%

Sen. [Jut., 11,1% 13,562

Lect II 4444%

Lect I 22.2%'

P.T. Casual 11.1%

OM.M....

TOTAL 100%

(a) Cost/hour: £16.65

(c) Cost/week: £347.5

CONSUMABLE MATERIALS

Salary Teach Hrs.

Average per grade

15,575 14,5

16,5

11,655 18,5

9,545 21.0

4,967 21.0

(b) Cost/student/hour: £0.88

(d) Cost/student/week: £y3,58

24 reams @ £1.59 = £38,16

6 reams ,@ £12.45

Cost/ student/hour" 0.6p

201

£74.70

0.11"

£112,86

Salary Teach Hrs.

Average for Course

1,729 1,6

1,505 1,8 \

5,175 8,2

2.119 4,7

551 2,3

11,079 18,6

2014



TABLE 9.4b
DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMER TRADES PRINCIPLES

Length Average

of No. of No. of No. of Student Class Princ, Sen, Lect Lect PT PT

Course Places Students hrs/wk- 'Hrs- Size-------Lect I Casual--Assi-Lect,----

25 3600 65 6.75 438.75 12.36 - - 27.5

2

4.5 1.5 -

LECTURER COST (1981 rates)

Lecturer Max

-

Salary Teach Hrs.

Average per grade

- -

-

Salary Teach Mrs.

Average for Course

- -

Princ, Lect

Sen. Lect

Lect II 83% 11,655 18,5 9,674 15.3

Lect I 13% 9,545 21,0 1,241 2,7

P, T, Casual 4% 4,967 21,0 199 0.8

...01.1=1

TOTAL 100% 11,114 18.8 ,

(a) Cost/hour: £16.42

(c) Cost/week: £110.9

CONSUMABLE MATERIALS

(b) Cost/Student/hour:, £1.4

(c) Cost/Student/week: £8.97

20 reams @ £1.59 01,80

Cost/student/hours = 0.3p
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CHAPTER 10 : CASE STUDIES OF TRADEC SCHEMES

545. The preceding chapters have selected key features and issues
in the operation of the TRADEC system, and commented upon them in
the light of the research data. This chapter presents Case Studies
of selected schemes within the five fields in which implementation
has been achieved. The studies reveal the ways in which the
different aspects of operation can combine within individual
schemes, and comments on the points of strength and weakness which

emerge. The Case Studies were all selected from Colleges experienced

in TRADEC implementation. If should be noted, however, that the
Commercial and Food Schemes were still in their pilot stages at the
time of the research, although all schemes, except Commercial Trades
Principles, Stage 2, had already been run at least once.

CASE STUDY 1

PROFILE OF THE SCHEME

546. COLLEGE: 'A'

DEPARTMENT: Engineering

SCHEME: Mechanical Trades Principles

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: 1974

STAGES OPERATING 81/82: 2, 3.

PATTERN OF ATTENDANCE: Day release for one day per week, to College.
Some in-company activities associated with project work
and assignments, arranged on an ad hoc basis.

Duration: Stage 1 36 weeks) October
Stage 2 36 weeks) to

Stage 3 35 weeks) June

STAFFING: Nine staff were involved in the TRADEC Scheme
The staff team for each stage was:

Stage 1: Engineering: 1 LI, 1 LII, General Studies: 1 LI

Stage 2: Engineering: 2 LI, 1 LII, General Studies: 1 LI

Stage 3: Engineering: 4 LI, 1 LII, General Studies: 1 LI

STEERING COMMITTEE:

The scheme has its own Steering Committee. The Steering
Committee had been active in the initial stages but
rarely met in later stages. It was considered by the
College that the Steering Committee had little function,
once the scheme was 'firmly established'. The last
meeting had been held more than'18 months ago.



DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEME

547. The College had been involved with the TRADEC system since

its inception, when representatives of the College had participated

in its development through the Committee system. The stimulus for

introduction of the scheme initially came from the needs presented

by craft students who continued to be sent to the College but

who were not following EITB training. Stages 1, 2 and 3 were intro-

duced in successive years. During the period 1974-80 the Course had

grown steadily. Its successful introduction was attributed by the

Course Tutor and Head of Department to the backing which the scheme

had received in terms of resources, and the supportive attitud of

the Principal to these types of development. The TRADEC initiative

had been successfully introduced and maintained in a context

characterised by declining recruitment and therefore declining demand,

particularly in the 'higher level' courses.

The clientele had originally come from existing 'user' companies

continuing to send students who formerly would have participated in

Craft Practice. Recruitment had extended beyond these in subsequent

years, hlt had continued to rely on a 'core' of approximately seven

compar Extension of recruitment activity to the 180 companies in

the rel. nt industries within the College's 'catchment area' had been

planned in 'response to signs of severe reduction in the 'client

population' as a result of the recession. However, little activity

had materialised in practice, with the result that the Stage 1 scheme

attracted only four enrolments in the 1981/82 session. Stage 1, therefore,

failed to run for the first time, and the few recruits were placed in

the Craft Studies course.

The ITB training scheme organiser had not been involved in supporting

recruitment to the scheme on the grounds that the ITB

'Would want all the, firms to be sending them on ITB off-the-job

training schemes',

not recognising, in the Course Tutor's view, that the scheme was

receiving learners for whom ITB training was not appropriate to the

nature of their job. The low take-up rate by companies approached was

attributed largely to the recent decline in the client population.

No particular resistance to the scheme itself had been encountered

in the approaches to employers.

548. The UVP association was considered to have made an important

impact in terms of improved resources directly available to the course.

It had little impact in terms of the curriculum, however. The Glass

Technology 'pure' UVP scheme, run in previous years, was considered by

the Course Tutor to have entailed closer employer cooperation and

greater employer commitment, and had carried a more strongly represented

and effectively integrated SLS dimension. This latter feature had

not been carried over into the TRADEC/UVP scheme.
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THE COURSE TEAM

549. There was a change of Course Tutor during the reriod of the

research. The Course Tutor in the academic year 1980/81 (the year of

the survey) was in his second year as Course Tutor. His involvement

as Course Tutor in the TRADEC scheme had arisen through a policy

decision, which allowed LI staff to be given responsibility for

courses, with appropriate remission. The Course Tutor had previously

been involved in the Glass Technology scheme and on Craft Studies

courses. His industrial experience had been gained over a period of

six years as a Draughtsman and Works Superintendent and Works Manager

in Engineering. He also held a teaching qualification. The Course

Tutor undertook all industrial liaison for recruitment purposes, and

a proportion of continuing liaison activities in respect of the scheme.

He was responsible for course administration and undertook six hours

a week teaching and project supervision on the scheme. The other

members of the Course Team had a teaching commitment toihe scheme of

between one and six hours per week, including project supervision,

and were granted one hour per week 'unofficial' remission for company

liaison over project work. Most of the 'technical' teachers had,

formerly, been involved entirely in teaching, conventional courses.

Two had experience of other Vocational Preparation schemes. The

General Studies staff were drawn from a team specialising in servicing

Vocational Preparation schemes, including UV?, ABC, etc. (One of five

teams in the General Studies Department responsible for servicing

different types/levels of course).

THE LEARNERS AND THEIR COMPANIES

550. Learners: The number of learners in the 1981/82 scheme were

Stage 2 : 9

Stage 3 : 11

All Stage 2 learners were in the 17 to 19 age range and all the
Stage 3 learners were in the 18 - 20 age range. Their educational

level, by previous attainment, was as follows:

No qualifications

<3 CSEs

3 CSEs L 4 '0' s

'0's

3

16

1

In occupation the learners may be grouped, as follows:

10 maintenance fitters
5 production fitters
1 machine operator
1 production trainee
3 turners.

2 0"



All but the production trainee (at a glass container factory)

considered themselves apprentices, and nearly all intended to continue

to do City and Guilds subsequently (indeed many regarded it as a

four-year course). All except those working for Company 'A' were

directly involved in production (but even in the workshops of Company 'A'

it was like a "maintenance assembly line").

All those on Stage 2 had previously.done Stage 1. All, bar two on

Stage 3, had previously done Stages 1 and 2. These two came in at

Stage 2; one had been doing City and Guilds Motor Vehicle Studies

when he had been made redundant, and MTP was considered more appropriate

to his new job in another Company; the other had had previously

completed a City and Guilds Communications course. (lie subsequently

lost his apprenticeship, and the right to attend college, when the

foundry he worked for went into liquidation, and although he was given

a job in the reformed company it was as a crane driver, rather than

as a turner).

551. Companies:

Company 'A': central workshops for maintenance and reconditioning of

equipmentiused in coal-mining,of gearboxes (500+ employees) had three

learners on Stage 2 and four on Stage 3. The apprentices have two

spells in the training centre (six months) and also move around each

section doing maintenance on different types of gearbox; thus, they

(-jet a fairly wide range of tout* in terms of size, complexity, etc., but

it is all within the same area. Some of the gearboxes, and other parts

which the learners strip down and reassemble during maintenance practical,

come from the company so there is a direct link. Progression to City

and Guilds in the fourth year is automatic, so the scheme is regarded as

effectively a four-year course by this Company.

Company 'B2: founders and engineers, suppliers of headgear pulleys,

haulages, etc., for the National Coal Board, (150 employees), had two

learners on Stage 2, and three on Stage 3. They train only fully-

skilled craftsmen, finding this necessary as most of the work involved

one- off's, no repetition:

'we train them so they can go anywhere as a skilled fitter or turner'

As above, the scheme was seen as, effectively, a four-year course.

All the other companies had only one learner on either Stage 2 or\Stage 3.

Company C: small firm which makes packaging equipment and reconditions

weighing machines (12 employees). Work tends to be straightforward

and rather repetitive.

Company D: medium-size company (150 employees), not involved in engineering,

but makes graphite blocking, pulverite, etc. Learner on the course had

responsibility for maintenance to plant and boilers (learner got the job

through previous experience as a motor mechanic).

Company E: small company (24 employees) which reconditions printing

equipment. Lqarner was helped a great deal in company by an interested

older worker. Learner acknowledged his weakness at theory, and would

only consider a practical course. He would not, therefore, be continuing

to do a City and Guilds Craft course.
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Company 'F': foundry which went into liquidation; apprentice turner

redeployed as a crane driver on reformation of company.

Cc,mpany 'G': small company (13 employees) making special nuts and
bolts, fastening, eLc., for industry. Only a small unit with limited

facilities; learner was a machine operator, working on production -
received no training at work.

Company II: large company (about 500 employees), makes tin containers

and other sheet metal goods. Learner was from maintenance/toolroom
area, requiring a general engineering background.

Company I: glass container manufacturer (1,250 employees - in two

local works). Learner was a production trainee. (Craftsmen do City

and Guilds Craft courses). The Company considers TRADEC to be suitable
for glasswork production trainees and engineering workers below EITB

craft level). The Company required that the learner should develop
skills and knowledge of basic engineering principles and receive a more
structured introduction to working life. The learner did not require

any particular job-specific skills. The Company is 'training-oriented',
and trainees, including the learner in question, go round the factory
doing different jobs, spending three months in each department.

Courses these companies would previously have used, if applicable,
would be the old City and Guilds Craft Practice,(although some may
possibly have been on the Craft Studies course).

THE CURRICULUM

Translati.on of the structure and content of the published scheme into
the daily timetable and week-by-week programme:

552. The day is divided into four components:

Supporting studies 11/2 hours

Trade principles 11/2 hours

Projects 3 hours

Social and Life Skills 1 hour (11/2 hours for Stage 1)

The progress of the scheme has been clearly mapped out. One a week-by-

week basis the learners follow the YHAFHE syllabus, devoting between

one and four weeks to each unit* in Stage 1.

The details of the syllabus also follow the YHAFHE format very closely.

While the theory lessons cover the same ground as detailed under headings

"basic concept, supporting studies, group instructional practice and

operational outlines", this is divided into two periods. Although these

may be notionally called 'craft principles' and 'supporting studies' they

do not bear a straightforward relaLionship with the YHAFHE classification,

in that elements from any of the four YHAFHE categories may be taught in

either period. However, this does mean that it is very important that
the lecturers do coordinate the coverage of content with one another.

*Introduction (1), 1.1 (4), 1.2 (3), 1.5 (2), 1.6 (2), 1.7 (3), 1.13 (3),

1.3 (3), 1.4. (2), 1.8 (3), 1.11 (1),.1.12 (2), 1.9 (2), 1.10 (3), End Test (1)



553. The syllabus for Stage 2 again follows the MAMIE formulation

quite closely and there is a split for the final ten weeks between

those in production and those in services, during which time different

units are covered*

For Stage 3, there are two groups (machining Production and Maintenance),

for which independent syllabi had been mapped out, again following the

MAME guidelines. llowev-,r, insufficienqnumbers meant that for only

one of the two periods did they receive specialist tuition. Thus, the

division between the learners "as simply a pragmatic one: everything

which could be taught jointly was taught in one 'lesson', and that which

could not was taught in the other 'lesson'. This was obviously much

easier to do when there was extensive overlap between units**. Then to

accommodate this the c1ncept of the integrated day was surrendered.

Thus, for example, inone week during the first period both groups would

cover accuracci, interchangeability, screwthreads, etc. (common to

units 3.3 and 3.2), thk:n they would separate. The production group

worked on free cut:I:Any materials (from unit 3.1), while the maintenance

group worked on Force Ratio and Movement Ratio (from unit 3.24). This

meant that Eor most of the year both groups were studying two units

simultaneously. In practical work, the following pattern was adopted

in each stage: twenty minutes were allowed for any short projects of

assignments which related to the day's classroom activity, (e.g. those

activities designated under the heading 'group projects'). Ther the

remainder of the day would be devoted to either college-devised minor

projects ;twenty weeks) or the major project, lasting fifteen or sixteen

weeks. The students had to complete at least five minor projects (in

areas such as turning, milling, shaping, drilling and inspection).

The organisation of Stage 3 practical work ran into the same sort of

problem as had the classroom activity. That is, the number of students

only justified one teacher - but it was difficult for him to coordinate

the activities of two groups doing different things in different workshops.

554. Social and Life skills

There was very little coordination of this element with the rest of the

syllabus. The separate session was taught by General Studies staff,

who drew on a substantial resource-bank of General Studies topics

considered suitable for this type of learner. The choice of topic rested

with the individual lecturer, and there appeared to be little overall

strategy and no apparent organised progression through the stages.

There was no great attempt, in practice, to relate what the learners did

in Social and Life Skills either to what was done in the company or in

the rest of the scheme, although intentions to improve that relationship

were expressed.

One General Studies lecturer summarised the SLS approach like this:

*2.1 (4), 2.2 (4), 2.3 (2), 2.4 (4), 2.5 (4), 2.6 (5), then either:

Production: 2.7 (3), 2.8 (3), 2.9 (4), End Test (1), or

Services: 2.10 (3), 2.11 (3), 2.12 (4), End Test (1).

**as between 3.3 and 3.20.
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'the lecturer himself assessed the standard of the lads and then

drew on whatever information he thought fit'.

The Department had produced a course outline for Stage 2 (UVP/TRADEC),

which set out the main aims and areas to be covered in SLS:

Aims:

to provide the student with the necessary study skills

to complete his course of study in college.

2. to help the student to develop the social skills

necessary to a young worker.

3. to increase the student's life knowledge to the level

that he can cope adequately with the demands of adult

Areas to be covered were:

1. Study skills:

use of library, letter-writing, form-'filling, simple report-

writing, graphs, listening skills.

2. The young person as a worker:

communication in industry, organisation charts, problems

at work, trade unions, health and safety, money am-, work,

legislation.

3. The young person as a citizen:

lega- rights, consumer rights, leisure.

4. Self - presentation skills:

participation in individual and'group activities designed to

help him to present himself acceptably, to speak confidently,

to argue cogently and to cooperate with others in the

attainment of goals.

555. However, in. practice this operated as a very loose framework,

and some of the staff involved did not know of its existence. They

were, of course, aware that this type of scheme would necessarily

cover areas of this sort. However, one teacher said the rationale

'was to teach English in a relevant way'. A similar situation

existed with regard to course content for TRADEC Years 2 and 3. It

had been very much left to the individual lecturer to come to some

form of agreement with the students as to what should be covered.

This laissez-faire approach meant that where the course was taught

by a single teacher, he or she could build up a relationship with

the learners and have some interesting discussions (although it

should be noted that these tended to be regarded as 'an interesting

diversion' by the students). The approach tended to break down where

a number of teachers were involved with one group. One group of

students had four different teachers in five weeks and the result was

chaotic, with very little work of any sort being done. Various games

were played, (e.g. arranging a series of concerts all over the country

for a pop group), which were supposed to improve certain of the
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learners' basic skills (how to read a railway timetable, etc., how
to plan) .. However, in order for these acti.ities to be successful
both teacher and ntudentn must be clear about the purpose - and
often this was not convoyed to the students. Another exercise,

spread over several weeks, involved the students in a series or tape-
recorded interviews with the public about the lay-out of the local

bus station.

556. After the initial research visits (and six weeks after the
beginning of the scheme, there was a meeting of the General Studies
team to discuss the course content for TRADEC 2 and 3, and some of
the issues raised above were debated, (in the presence of five students

on teaching practice).

The meeting decided that the content of SLS should be as follows:

Year 2: Trade Unions

Industry and unemployment (coping with employment change)
Industry in South Yorkshire
Environment and economy of the region
New Technology.

Year 3: Influence of national and international policies on the

worker

Geographical mobility and change
Emigration/working abroad
Energy resources and future needs
Alternative TechnOlogy. Aga

It was also emphasised that 'all TRADEC materials should refer back
wherever possible to the student in his oirn phase of work'.

In general, student-centred approaches weie seen as most appropriate;

the difficulties of maintaining these approaches satisfactorily when
a team of more than two members of staff was involved were also noted.

This meant that the informal approach was maintained, but that there
was more of an outline structure against which to work. The result
seemed acceptable to SLS staff and the students. The students were
still not convinced of the relevance or usefulness, but they did not
display the hostility which SLS had attracted in some other colleges.

557. The idea that SLS could be made relevant to the student's own
place of work was doubted, given the relationship between the Engineering
and General Studies departments. Indeed, one lecturer thought the lack
of liaison was 'because of the degree of hostility of General Studies
from the staff in Mechanical Engineering department, who saw General
Studies as a waste of time'.*

* The SLS element on mining courses and on a UVP scheme run for a
glass company were partly integrated into the overall scheme.
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It in clear that until problems of liaison between departments is

seriously confronted, the Social and Life Skills element: 1.41.1 clearly

be viewed as a marginal adjunct ,to the 'course proper'.

That this was a problem was recognised as early as 1976, when a

review of the existing situation noted:

'General Studies is included in the curriculum and as yet

as no specific role to play in regard to the course itself.

'Iris is an area which will require consultation with General
Studies staff when the course has run the full three years'.

The same comment could be made today!.

558. Mode of operation: The scheme was intended to be suitable for

a wide range of occupations. Indeed, the college itself expressed the

view in 1976, that:

'the course has a wider implication than simply being a

replacement for the Mechanical Engineering Craft Practice Course :\
It aims at a population not previously rate!.ed for by Further

Education Courses, e.g. skilled operators or process operators

requiring a knowledge of engineering'.

However, the course has invariably been populated by students who would

previously have been on the MECP course. There have been the occasional

exceptions, but there has not had to be any great accommodation to

differing student requirements, other than the basic two-way split in

Stages 2 and 3. (As previously indicated, the separation is for ten

weeks during Stage 2 and four practical and one classroom lesson through-

out the year during Stage 3).

Thus, it has been possible to vier the course 4n very stable terms, with

a set syllabus to be taught each year (indeed several members of staff

made the point very strongly that they regarded TRADEC as 'just another

course'). This was reinforced insofar as it was expected that many of

the lads would to on to do City and Guilds Craft Studies and therefore

it was important that a clear, relatively stable 'body of knowledge' be

transmitted to each year's students. The link with other courses was

also acknowledged in the way the practical exercises and projects were

drawn from programmes of 'similar' craft courses. Another influence on

this was the availabilipi of equipment (especially, for example, the

gear, etc., which the 'maintenance' group of learners could strip down).

559. Overall, then, the structure of the scheme was similar to other

courses with regard to presentation (standard academic year), audience

(mainly 16-19-year-old apprentices), and syllabus (both practical and

theoretical elements clearly set out, and varying little from year to

year, or according to company).

560. With regard to the detailed operation of the scherrf, there was

a fairly substantial bank of information on which the lecturers could

draw (e.g., information sheets; part-completed handouts; exercises, etc.,

many of which were also used on other courses). However, this, coupled

with the detailed syllahus,were the only apparent guidelinesfor staff.
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That is, there was no emphasis on any particular teaching method, and

it was apparent that: each lecturer adopted his 'normal' style. Thus,

some adopted 'chalk and talk' methods,with the students copying down

notes, while others adopted a far, more participative approach with

omphanis on questions and probing what happened in the student's own

workplace. Either way, what was apparent was that this was not seen

as any different from other courses. (Indeed, it was noticeable that:

in College 'A', in contrast with some other colleges, there was noone
at 'practitioner' level who wan really committed to the TRAM:C.

philosophy, and certainly no-one said they would rather teach TRADEc

than other craft and technician courses).

561. The time allocated to TRADEC exactly fitted the standard

academic year and the standard day. Again, this did allow for

continuity for those who sent on to City and Guilds Craft Studies.

However, this did mean that many of the students regarded their course

as a [our -year course, and for some of the staff this reinforced

TRADEC's position in the hierarchy of courses as just below City and

Guilds Craft Studies, (particularly when some of the TRADEC learners

struggled with some of the 'more advanced' work).

562. Adaptability

The TRADEC system did provide a simple and clear curriculum base.

However, in practice it was not particularly adaptable (for a number

of reasons given above). The scheme did have the core of three or

four large employers who generally give the scheme a degree of stability,

which meant that there was not any marked pressure on the scheme to

adapt from year to year. Thus the scheme would appear to have met the
needs of 'mainstream' employers, and it is an open question as to

whether the scheme would have attracted more learners from other back-

grounds if it had been more adaptable. (As it is, the college could

argue that the type of learner did not require substantial adaptation

of the scheme to needs as these were all met adequately by the existing

and, by now, standard, approach).

EMPLOYER AND LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

563. Liaison

The amount of liaison between college staff and the companies varied.

Contact with some of the larger companies, who were often regular

contributors to the scheme, was reasonably frequent (although,after

an initial visit to find out exactly what the company does and what

they may require, telephone contact may have been sufficient). With

some of the smaller companies, however, the College staff seemed to

think that 'most of the companies were content to leave it to the college',

and liaison was very cursory: talking about general progress or what

could be done for a project. This was regarded as sufficient by most

of these employers, but some did think 'it wouldn't do any harm to

have had the opportunity to get more involved'.

Certainly, there was little liaison over content of the scheme.



564. Prianciplar relationship in practices

The overwhelming response,from learners, (both in interviews and in
questionnaire responses, wan that they had not had the opportunity to

discuss their own ideas about what they should be learning on the

TRAHEC schemes, (e.9., in the 19110/81 scheme four out of thirty -five
claimed to have had an opportunity - only College had a poorer response).

However, some Aid feel (twelve out of thirty-five in t'le 1990/81 scheme)

they had had the opportunity to discuss how the course fitted in with
their work with company staff.

565. Overall, then, it quite clear that the course itself was
generally regarded as-eixed, immutable, apd very much a syllabus to he

followed in the same way as standard college courses. There was not a

three-way relationship: at best there were weak two-way relationships
between the parties, and,with the possible exception of the project,

'work' and 'college' were perceived as distinct by each of the parties.

566. Nature and extent of tangible company contributions to scheme:

It was found that:

- most companies were cooperative over supply of materials for the

project

- supervision of learner in-company was, where it occurred, usually

regarded as completely separate

with the exception of those involved as industrial assessors,
there was little knowledge or understanding of assessment
principles or practices among company personnel.

567. Adaptation and alignment to company needs:

Far from tailoring the scheme to specific requirements, college

constraints (of learner numbers, etc.,) rendered it difficult even

to make the production/maintenance split as satisfactorily as was

envisaged when the scheme was constructed. No adaptation/alignment

to specific requirements occurred, other than that which wa4 achieved

by the project.

568. Employer perceptions of the scheme:

(a) Relevance:

All company staff, with responsibility fOr the involvement of

the learner in TRADEC perceived the course as relevant. Some

were seeking just a general engineering background, whereas others

were looking for the scheme to be complementary to training

designed to produce skilled craftsmen.

(b) The effectiveness of what is taught and how it is taught:

Most company staff felt they did not know enough about the scheme

to be able to comment on its content and process, although

several thought the practical emphasis was helpful. (One
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considered that there could he more accent on practical).
A common perception of the scheme was that of a basic
Mechanical Engineering course, i.e, it was not seen as very
different from any other college course.

(c) Ntrengths/weaknesses identified by employers:

Again, moot company personnel felt unable to comment in
detail since, an the learnern no often wont onto City and
cluilds, the course wan frequently viewed an lanting four to

five yearn. One firm spoke generally of the courne an

"benefiting apprenticen and the company", and interentingly
the only company to make a detailed appraisal wan the glass
manufacturer who had found the course useful for imparting
basic skills across a wide range of student ability, and in
enahling the 'lens able' learnern to achieve success.

The company perceptions nerved to reinforce the view that college-
company relationships are aeon on almost completely traditional 11'ns.

LEARNER OUTCOMES

569. Only one learner dropped out of the course on being made

redundant; all those on Stage 2 intended to proceed to Stage 3
and most of those on Stage 3 intended to go on to do City and Cu4 d.

Craft Studies.

Overall, the majority of students felt it was worthwhile to do the

course, but they had more reservations and were less likely to view

the course as offering significant benefits than were learners in

most of the other schemes which were analysed (e.g., from the

questionnaire survey of the 1980/81 scheme a sizeable minority

felt their needs were taken into account "hardly at all"; had very

low ratings on the perceived benefits both with regard to general

self-development 'benefits' and 'job-related' benefits; and one-

third thought the course was not worthwhile. This pattern was

reinforced by interviews with learners in the 1981/82 scheme. Here,

there were varying opinions about the effectiveness and usefulness

of what was taught in both theory and practical elements, and work

and college were seen as separate. It was apparent that the
relevance of what the learner did at college to their work needed

to be more clearly established. Similarly, the learners were

unclear about the status of the course, the dominant view being

that the TRADEC certificate was worth little on its own. However,

the majority were reasonably happy, bearing in mind their recognition

that they had to do an extra two years at college to become fully

skilled by this route:

570. The assessments of Stage 2 and 3 learners at the end of the
1981/82 scheme were as follows:

Nine learners successfully completed the scheme in Stage 1 and eleven

in Stage 2. Marks achieved ranged from 512 to 813. Marks attained

in project work and oral test were uniformilyvvod. The marks in

the theory paper were widely variable, ranging from 38 marks out of

200 to 146 in Stage 3.



COMMENT

571. General appraisals by the parties to the scheme:

The dominant view among the staff of the College, learners and

personnel representing large employers was that

(a) the scheme was a basic Mechanical Engineering course which

offered an alternative route to achieving skilled status,

and
(b) that the course should not be judged on its own, but as part

of a four or five year period of training and further education.

For learners from smaller companies and/or doing more limited jobs,

there was a mixed response as to whether it met their needs and was

relevant, useful, etc. One company enthusiastically embraced the
idea of the course as a structured introduction to working life

(UVP-type philosophy), but, interestingly, the learner himself

thought much of the course irrelevant in this case.

All parties to the scheme agreed that the project was a valuable

exercise. This was the only time the three parties came together.

572. General appraisal by the researchers:

The biggest weakness of the scheme Would appear to be that there is

no-one really committed to the TRADEC philosophy as one which is

particularly different, interesting, or special. The net result is

that the TRADEC course is seen as 'just another course' and is

judged as such. This means that, although liaison is weaker than on

many other TRADEC courses with little real discussion over course
content, and although learners express doubts about relevance, etc.,

none of this is even perceived as a particular problem by the parties

themselves: it is considered normal.

CASE STUDY 2

PROFILE OF THE SCHEME

573. COLLEGE 'C'

DEPARTMENT: Engineering

SCHEME: Fabrication and Joining Trades Principles

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: 1977

STAGES OPERATING 81/82: 1, 2, 3.

PATTERN OF ATTENDANCE: Day release, one day per week, to

College. Four-day residential period in Lindley

Lodge during the Spring Term. In-company activities,

associated with project work and assignments and

arranged on an ad hoc basis, are engaged in by some

participants.
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STAFFING: Six staff were involved in the scheme.

The staff team for each stage was:

Stage 1: Engineering: 4LI, General Studies: 1LII

Stage 2: Engineering: 5LI, General Studies: 1LII

Stage 3: Engineering: 3LI, General Studies: 1LII

Grade of Course Tutor: LI

STEERING COMMITTEE

Until 1981 a Steering Committee for the course had operated; holding

two meetings each year on average. In October, 1981, a system of

Steering Committees for 'sectors', rather than 'courses', was intro-

duced. The first meeting under the new system was held in October, 1981.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEME

574. The College entered the TRADEC system in 1974 with the intro-

duction of Mechanical Trades Principles. The Engineering Department,
following its experience with MTP, implemented the pilot scheme for

the newly-written Fabrication and Joining Scheme, Stage I, in 1977.

Stages 2 and 3 were piloted in successive years.

575. The introduction of the scheme was prompted by the 'gap' left

on the phasing out of Craft Practice, in provision for the many small

fabrice'ion firms outside the scope of the EITB and not offering off-

the-job training.

The initial group of companies participating in the scheme was

comprised partly of former users of Craft Practice and partly of new

companies.

576. The scheme grew quickly, in terms of number of participants,

between 1977 and 1980. The number of participants fell in 1981,

within the general trend attributable to lack of new recruitment in

the companies.

Recruitment to the scheme was undertaken by building up personal

contacts in as many firms as possible over a period of time. The

recruitment responsibilities lay with the Course Tutor of the scheme.

The initial take-up rate had been low at 5 per cent but had built up

gradually as the'Department was able'to discern which firms were

'promising'. A core of six firms was regularly involved and efforts

were made to recruit new firms each year. Small firms which recruited

,
young people every three or four,years formed a large part of the 'pool'

of participating companies. In 1980/81, 120 firms were approached for

recruitment purposes.

577. The strong commitment and support of the Principal and the Head

of Department for the development were clearly important factors in

the scheme's successful introduction in providing an appropriate

'climate' for the scheme to grow, and making available remission for

the substantial industrial liaison activity required. A factor which

was considered by the Course Tutor to have impeded the development'of

the ideas was the desire of some of the potential employers,for whom

the schemes would have been appropriate, for a scheme leading to a'
nationally recognisecLqudlificatiang
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578. The UVP Association:

Stage 1 was run as part of the UVP programme from its second year of

operation. The funding associated with the UVP status had been a

clear advantage, although the size of the grant to companies did little

to provide incentive to companies participating in this scheme, who

tended to disregard it.

THE COURSE TEAM

579. The Course Tutor had carried responsibility for the coordination

of the scheme since its inception. The Course Tutor role included

responsibility for industrial liaison and most aspects of course

administration. Sixteen hours per week teaching, including project

supervision, was undertaken by the Course Tutor, who also acted as

moderator to the Keighley Fabrication and Joining Scheme. The

previous and concurrent teaching experience of the Course Tutor lay

mainly in City and Guilds Craft Practice and Craft Studies Courses.

His previous industrial experience was substantial, and included

experience as a Works Manager. He held a Certificate of Education

teaching qualification.

THE LEARNERS AND THEIR COMPANIES

580. Learners: The number of learners in the 1981/82 scheme were

Stage 1 : 14

Stage 2 : 20

Stage 3 : 16

Stage 1 learners were in the 16 - 17 age range, with the

exception of one 21-year-old; all Stage 1 learners were in the 17 - 20

age range, and all Stage 3 were aged between 18 and 20 years.

Their educational level by previous attainment was as follows:

No qualifications 9

<3 CSEs 4

>3 CSEs <4 'O's 36

'O's 1

The occupations of learners may be grouped as follows:.

2 unemployed
1 work experience (at College)
3 panel-beaters (chassis repairers, etc.)

1 blacksmith
1 trainee refrigeration engineer
7 welders
8 plater/welders
19 sheet-metal workers
5 fabricators
1 maintenance fabricator
1 stainless steel fabricator

1 plater.
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The occasional learner was classified as a 'trainee', but the vast

majority were regarded as (and considered themselves to be) apprentices.

Stage 1: One of those who started Stage 1 was on Work Experience and

he left the company and course when this finished, after three weeks.

One learner (21 years old) who was unemployed, also only spent a short

time on the course. Three other students started on the Foundation

Engineering course, but by December they had been fixed up with jobs

and transferred onto the TRADEC course. Two of these were subsequently

made redundant in April.

Thus, only 9 students followed the Stage 1 from start to finish.

Stage 2: All 20 students had previously completed Stage 1.

Stage 3: All 16 students had previously completed Stages 1 and 2.

581. Companies:

All but four of the companies had less that 50 employees; many were

very small and most were engaged in general fabrication or sheet-metal

work. Training was, in the main, informal working with a

skilled man, or being given small jobs. Exceptions to this are noted

below:

Company A: Four employees, general sheet-metal work

Company B: Twenty employees, general sheet-metal work

Company C: Forty employees, transformer tank manufacturers

Company D: Eight employees, blacksmiths, forging and small general

fabrication work.

Company E: Eighteen employees, sheet-metal work, installing air

conditioning /dust extraction units.

Company F: Sixteen employees, oil suppliers; fuel oil for textiles.

They only require any welding or fabrication if they want to manu-

facture/install extra tanks, pipes, blender, etc., therefore one

welder/fabricator is sufficient.

Company G: Sixty to seventy employees, making ducting, especially

for heating and ventilation. Most of the work is fairly routine.

Company H: One- hundred - and -ten employees, steel stockholders and

construction engineers.

Company I: Twelve employees, fabricators: do mainly plating and machinery.

Company J: Five employees, general sheet-metal work

Company K: Five employees, trench-shoring steelwork for civil

engineering.
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Company L: Twenty employees, steel fabricators (4.though they are

part of a larger organisation employing over 300).

Company M: Small company, making industrial hoists and cranes.

Company N: Thirty-six employees, constructional engineers (but

part of a larger group)

Company 0: Small company doing car repairs

Company P: Twelve employees; manufacture and installation of

refrigeration systems.

Company Q: Small company; sheet-metal work

Company R: Seven employees; general fabrication work.

Company S: Twenty employees; motor vehicle repairs and overhaul

and reconditioning of aircraft ground equipment.

Company T: Eight employees; general fabrication work.

Company U: Ten employees; lifting engineers, who employ two

blacksmiths.

Company V: Fourteen employees; maintenance engineering, mix of

fabrication and mechanical work.

Company W: Twelve employees; very general engineers, doing repair

work for a wide range of industries.

Company X: One-hundred-and-fifty employees, but part of a larger

group; garage which specializeds in heavy goods vehicle accident

repairers; systematic training programme run by a training division.

Company Y: Two-hundred employees; industrial combustion engineering,

(i.g. for glass industry); formalized training with instructors, etc.

Company Z: Fifteen employees; plastics fabricators.

For most of these companies the only course they had used was TRADEC.

The majority involved all of their apprentices (usually only one, two

or three in number) in the scheme. Several of the larger companies
also used City and Guilds Craft courses, and a few asked for mix of

courses, (e.g., in association with MTP). Placement on the particular

course was often guided by the College. Many were 'sold' the course
by active recruitment by college staff (and in the main these had not

previously sent employees to college).



THE CURRICULUM

582. The progress of the scheme had been clearly mapped out, with

the exception of the SLS element. The syllabus had been substantially

revised during 1981 and the structurev operation and content of the

scheme differ, although they are still clearly derived; from that

published by YHAFHE. However, this is in accordance with the TRADEC

principle that 'the structure of the TRADEC system and schemes is

designed to allow substantial flexibility in operation, nd in actual

content'. (Interestingly enough it would appear that th se tutors

who are most ready to set aside the YHAFHE syllabuses a

were involved in writing them. Presumably because they

aware of the underlying principles and also because th

to some extent at least, the process of selection of t

inclusion is a rairly arbitrary process).

e those who
are more

y recognise that,
pics for

583. One significant departure from the YHAFHE approach is that the

College C scheme does not take a single topic and treat it to the

process of 'basic concept; supporting studies; group instructional

practice; operational outlines and group projects. Rather, they

would appear to decide which practical and classroom-based activities

they wish to undertake and then build the scheme around these, bearing

in mind the need to encourage a participative mode of learning.

Wherever possible 'day visits' are included to ensure the simultaneous

study of theory and practice. This means that the instructional
practice and operational outlines can usually run more or less in

parallel with supporting studies, giving all students a basic theoretical

understanding of fabrication, whereas both the specialization and the

projects can be taught more independently. This occurs with the

projects because the amount of time to reach an acceptable standard

inone area may differ greatly from the amount of time it takes to

teach any associated theory. The ordering and emphasis here is

important - there is an expectation, from most learners and employers,

that it is more important to be able to perform certain tasks than

necessarily to understand all the associated theory. Whether this is

the correct emphasi'S becomes more problematic for those who offer,

in-company, a more comprehensive form of training in practical skills.

(These are clearly in the minority and it may be thought that

existing City and Guilds Craft courses would offer an alternative here,

especially as TRADEC is predicated on the assumption that what is

required is a course with greater emphasis on practical skills.

However, in some areas there is not a choice between the two!).

The specialization sections have to be taught independently because

they involve drawing and construction, plus any special needs,

e.g./pattern development, welding, etc.

584. The following examples illustrate the way in which the time-

table is organised on a week-to-week basis:
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Weeks 13 - 30: Stage 1

Project Work: (weeks 13 - 21) Examination and report on gas- and arc-

welding equipment and practice. Production of sample welds and gas,

arc and resistance. Production of sample joints using other joining

methods. (Weeks 22 - 30) Working on major project.

Specialization period: Continuing with drawing and development work,

(with a four-week period relating to their specialization; drawing

work associated with e.g., welders, blacksmiths, coachbuilders).
While both of the elements outlined above are carrying on more or less
independently, a whole series of more discrete topics are being
covered in instructional practice and operational outlines, backed up
by supporting studies, for example:

arc welding; soldering and brazing; joints form by

screwthreads, rivets and adhesives; washers and gaskets;

resistance welding; self-secured joints; common

fabrication materials and sections; stiffening by forming;

heat treatment; testing and inspection.

585. Social and Life Skills:

There are supposed to be coordination meetings between General Studies

and Engineering staffs involved in teaching TRADEC, but in practice

General Studies staff appear to teach,what they want, (e.g. in Stage 1

several staff were used, with little apparent coordination; also some

of the material used was not relevant for this group one lesson

consisted of the practising of dictation note-taking). Similarly,

there was no apparent organised progression through stages; what was

learned,and when, seemed to be guided by ad hoc decisions. There was

a college-devised syllabus for Stage 1 SLS (reference books; note-

making; use of library; instructions; safety; profit, etc.)), which

does have greater emphasis on study techniques, but the impression

gained was that the decisive influence on what was taught was the

teacher taking the session. However, on Stage 3 students were offered

a series of topics and asked to choose what they would most like to

cover, e.g., unemployment benefit/bank accounts, etc. ABC checklists

were also beginning to be used.

The integration and efficacy of the SLS component was clearly a matter

of concern to the Principal (a TRADEC 'proponent') who had proposed

closer team working between the two Departments concerned.

586. Mode of operation:

The principle of suitability' for a wide range of occupations, on which

the scheme structure is based,appears to have been taken on board in

this scheme, which has tried, as far as possible, to incorporate

different specializations within fabrication. This again means sub-

stantial alteration to the published material, while still remaining

within the spirit of TRADEC.



Thus, in Stage 1, there are twenty-four-week specialization periods

which allow welders, blacksmiths, coachbuilders, etc., to work on

separate'lines from the sheet-metal workers.

Specialization increases markedly on Stages 2 and 3, when the different

groups follow separate ways for most of the year in both the 'project'

and 'specialization' periods. To facilitate this, wherever possible,

the specialization periods are double-staffed.

Even within the specializations there is room to accommodate the

wishes of employers in greater detail as they can select from,oradd

to,a range of options.

587. The scheme at DABTAC is, therefore, in this respect, flexible

in practice, not just in theory. The staff have also been very

successful in conveying this message to employers in such a way that it

becomes very difficult for them just to send the lads on the course

and then forget about it. The structure of the Scheme has met with

approval of the majority of employers, and even those with apprentices

in minor trades (such as blacksmiths) generally seem to appreciate that

while it does not meet their needs fully, it is perhaps as much as can

be realistically, and economically, expected in the current climate.

The only group which did consider their specialization was not met as

fully as it could realistically have been were the 'thin' sheet-metal

workers - who did not think so much time should have been spent on

'heavy' work.

The only other significant constraint on flexibility was the nature of

college equipment. Here, gas-welding is taught, in preference to greater

emphasis on more modern and widespreadcmethods, because of the cost of

re-equipping. It could be argued that'the underlying principles, etc.,

are the same but this would seem more of a rationalization than a

cogent argument.

588. However, whilst the structure has proved flexible enough to meet

the varying demands of different skills groupings within fabrication,

in many other respects the TRADEC claims to flexibility remain not

proven. This is becuase in practice the scheme has operated as a

standard three-year day-release sclieme\for 16 - 19-year-old 'apprentices'

(all are 'apprentices' in the sense of their needing some form of

extended skills training). Only very rarely did anyone join the course

who was very much older (and these did not complete the course), nor was

there, other than exceptionally, any in-company element. The scheme

has also followed the standard academic year.

5R9. This is not to decry the efforts of the College, since they

clearly have been successful in providing significant Further Education

to some traditional non-participants, and have offered a range of allter-

natives to some groups who were inadquately provided for in existing

schemes. However, given the very small size of many firms in this

industry, it does throw a question-mark against the claim that: Stage 1

is a useful basic course suitable for many workers in operator-type



oecupatlonW, and that 'Stage 3, alone, may well be a useful programme

for an expothmeed adult worker involved in job change or improvement'.

590. With regard to the detailed methods of the TRADEC scheme, the

Course Team did try, wherever possible, to use participative teaching

methods, 'rather than formalized instruction. However, while this

approach was consistently followed by those with a thorough understanding

of, and sympathy with, the aims of TRADEC, there were some occasions

whorl other' staff were required to teach on TRADEC. Some of these either

did not fully understand the approach or could not adapt from the

familiar didactic approach, and this sometimes created proolems.

591. Adaptability:

The TRADEC system tries to provide a simple and clear curriculum base

which is adaptable to the circumstances of the client. It has been shown

that the College did try to incorporate several quite didtinct occupa-

tional groupings, although all were still in general trade areas.

It was reasonably successful in this, although again this could be very

testing for teaching staff who did not have experience in all these areas.

The length of time allocated to the TRADEC course fitted exactly to the

standard pattern for courses for engineering apprentices; full day-

release for an academic year, starting in September. nis had the dual

advantage in that it fitted in with employers' (and "e.arners') pre-

conceptions about 'proper' courses, and it allowed continuity for those

who were doing a four-year apprenticeship, and intended to move into a

City and Guilds Craft course. In 1982 it also meant that some

apprentices could take TRADEC 3 and City and Guilds, Part 2, simultaneously.

The college day has been extended to 7.30 p.m. so as to enable them to

cover sufficient ground (partly in response to some employers' claims

that a standard day was not long enough).

EMPLOYER AND LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

592. Liaison:

The amount of liaison between college staff and the companies was quite

extensive. Contact was made not only to discuss general progress, but

also over decisions about which specializations to follow, projects, etc.

This was particularly impressive, given the large number of companies

involved (27). The majority of companies thought liaison was very good

and even those few who thought these were not as full as they would,

ideally, have preferred acknowledged this was not a question of not

having the opportunity, but rather of not having the time to get involved.

There had been initial involvement and liaison over content of scheme

and, after the 1980 revision, the companies had the opportunity to Tecify

specialist options and topics from a wide range.



ome omployers did also take up the invitation to visit the College

and soo the schome in operation.

Given the small size of many of the employers' enterprises, and their

supposed traditional reluctance to get involved with the colleges,
the achievement seems even more noteworthy. So liaison with employers

was as full as could reasonably be expected.

593. The triangular relationship in practice:

While the relationship between employer and college was clearly two-
way, the involvement of the learner in discussion of the learning

programme was much less'substantial, either with the college, or with

the company. While there was little discussion at any stage between
learners and company staff, on what they should be doing at college,

there was a progressive involvement of learners with college staff.

Thus, while there was little involvement at Stage 1, by the time the

learners reached Stage 3 they were more involved. (It was, however,

considered by college staff that, especially in the early stages,
the learners did not know enough to make decisions about course

content). Howeyer, although the overwhelming majority considered the

course worthwhile several, especially those on Stage 1, felt their
needs and interests were taken into account hardly at all.

Overall, then, the three-way relationship could be represented as:
tir

COLLEGE \

Very //// uite \Weak
Strong Strong

Weak
- - -> LEARNER

EMPLOYER 11(

Thus, while it may be possible to regard course content, etc., as a

result of a two-way negotiation, it is clearly not a three-way

negotiating process. (Interesting neither of the other parties

thought the learners should be more involved, even though the learners

themselves often felt that). However, the idea that 'work' and
'College'' are completely separate has been eroded.

594. Nature and extent of tangible contributions to scheme:

the companies were highly cooperative over supply of materials

for the project

in respect of the supervision of the learner in-company, only

one or two companies did actually try to coordinate what the

learners did in-company with what happened at the College.

There was very little in-company coursework, but many more
companies considered that the specializations and project's, etc.

meant that the college did coordinate well with what they did

in the company



industrial assessors were involved in the scheme and obviously
knew assessment system and principles very well. Several
other company personnel were aware of the assessment system
but many more were not aware of it, often regarding this as a
purely internal college matter.

595. Adoption and alignment:

Great efforts are made to align the course to the specifi requirements,

with companies being given not only broad specializationsAto choose but
also a range of particular topics. The adaptation of the course to
their needs was favourably commented upon by many of their companies
and even the few who felt that the course did not match their require-
ments too well usually acknowledged that it was not feasible, given
the range of trades covered, to do much more.

596. Employer perceptions of the scheme:

(a) Relevance:

This scheme was invariably considered to be highly relevant.
Only two companies expressed any reservations; one felt that
the course was too general and would have preferred it to
concentrate, solely, on sheet-metal work; the other would have
preferred a blacksmithing course but, failing that, this was
the next best thing.

(b) The effectiveness of what is taught and how it is taught:

Again, the overall response was very positive, although several
felt they did not know enough so as to be able to make an
informed judgement. Some felt the course did have a practical
emphasis which was appropriate; whereas other felt the course
was well balanced between theory and practical.

(c) Strengths/Weaknesses:

Comment was very favourable, especially with regard to flexibility,
relevance and liaison. Even those companies which still felt
that the liaison could have been fuller, recognised that this
was at least a significant step in the right direction (and often

made a favourable contrast to 'usual' college/company links).
There were, however,--some-reservations-expressed-about-the-value
of the Certificate (they would have preferred a nationally-
recognised qualification) and that the assessment tended to be

rather bland always complimentary, with 'no constructive
negative criticism'. Also some general complaints were registered
about the 'Tech' not being aware of industry's needs with regard
to production Speeds.

597. Overall, while some companies preferred to keep relationships

at a distance, most recognised 'the value of the College's efforts to

'bridge the gap', although it was still very Common to feel that the

College should come to the company, rather than vice-versa.
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LEARNER OUTCOMES:

598. Learner achievement, satisfaction and orce tion of benefits:

The overwhelming majorit", considered the scheme to be worthwile.

Other attitudes and perc ptions of benefits became markedly more

positive as the learners nrogressed through the scheme. The major

source of dissatisfaction was the length of the college day (9 am to

7.30 pm), and it was come time before the students became resigned

to this. This criticism was not purely negative, as they advanced

a number of alternative proposals and also made legitimate points
about the negative educational results of such a long day. (Interestingly,

the college lengthened the day in response to requests from employers

to cover more'ground, without considering the views of the learners).

The value of learning job-related skills was strongly emphasized,

although this was sometimes partly undermined if their work was seen

as repetitive, with little change of progression, and/or their employer

was perceived as,not really being interested. Aowever, the learners

invariably felt that the course would be helpful, either in helping

them to get a better (more highly skilled) job or just to get another job.

(Thus, most of those made redundant during the life-time of the course

opted to stay and complete the course if at all possible).

There was no automatic progression to another course. Indeed, if the

learner wanted to do City and Guilds subsequently he had to transfer

to another college. Nevertheless, many intended to continue in the .

City and Guildsroute, or would have liked to do so if their employers

had been willing.

Overall, although the scheme was rarely considered by the learners
to be helpful with general 'self-development needs', such as ability
to communicate, forming relationships with other people, etc., in a

different sense the course was highly successful in terms of personal

development. The learners perceived themselves as having learned
valuable and relevant skills, and their attitudes towards further
education were positively influenced.

599. Assessment:

In Stage 1, eleven learners completed satisfactorily. One participant
did not complete the coursework or have the required level of attendance.
The range of marks attained was 429 - 780. In Stage 2, seventeen
learners completed successfully, achieving marks in the range of 500 - 839.

-- The-results on the theory paper were poor, with ten learners achieving

less than 50 per cent. In Stage 3, sixteen learners completed success-
fully, in the marks range 540 - 750. Again, seven shared less than

50 per cent on the theory pal!)er.

COMMENT:

600. General appraisals o strengths and weaknesses by parties to scheme:

Industrial liaison and att mpts 'to bridge the gap' 4gtween education
and industry was seen as a great strength by college staff and most of
the employers. From a co lege viewpoint a small number of employers
were seen as being unresponsive, and even among some of those who were
otherwise co-operative t ere was a feeling that 'they have get their
job to do, 'and we have g t ours, so let us get on with it'. College/
company links were considered as good as could be reasonably expected.
However, the learners ften felt that. they could have been more involved
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and that greater notice could have been taken of their noodn and interentn
by both college and company ntaff.

All three groupn connidered the course wan rolovant and useful,

and led to the development of job-related skilln. By way of contrast,

none of the groups were very enthuniastic shout the Social and Life

Skills elements which were considered quite distinct from the rent

of the course.

601. General appraisal by the researchers:

There was a genuine commitment to the TRADEC philonophy with regard

to flexibility, industrial liaison and teaching methods. This

enthusiasm was conveyed to the employers and, often after a period

ofinitialcncepticism, to the learners themselves. To involve no

many companies of the type and size associated with this scheme shows

what can be achieved if a course is actively, and consistently, 'sold'.

Even after this initial 'selling' considerable effort is put in to

make sure the course to be responsive to local needs.

CASE STUDY 3

PROFILE OF THE SCHEME

602. COLLEGE 'F'

DEPARTMENT: Ccmmerce

SCHEME: Distribution and Consumer Trades Principles

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: 1978 ,

STAGES OPERATING 1981/82: 1, 2, 3.

PATTERN OF ATTENDANCE: The pattern of attendance for the
standard TRADEC scheme is day release, one day

per week to college, one week residential period;

company-based activities limited to occasional

project activities arranged on an ad hoc basis,

in most cases. One company provided a full company-

based element in association with the college

component.

The department also regularly contributd to 13-week

'short courses' for unemployed young people,

comprising:

4 weeks in college (usually in two blocks)

2 weeks at a training centre
7 weeks work experience.

TRADEC Stage 1 is used as the basis for the
college component, with additional contact elements

in areas of basic skills.
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S1APVINUi Htage 1)
Stago ;l1 1 hi And two part-time lecturers.

Dtage i)

STEERINO COMMITTEE

The Regional Steering Committee for Dintribution and Consumer

Trades Principlen, convened under the former YRAPHE, wan
considered effectively to be the Steering Committee. No local

(college) Steering Committee &minted for thin nchome.

DEVELOPMENT OP THE SCHEME

603. In 1975 the Department had introduced a college-devised short

course in Distribution. The THAI= system was subsequently adopted
for the name client group. The introduction of the scheme had been

prompted, by identification of a large 'gap' in provision, for those

employees in the industry who 'would not make suitable HEC students'.

There was also a need for progression for those stAents who did not

obtain credits in BEC General and were therefore unable to proceed to

BEC National Certificate courses. The scheme met an immediate demand

from employers. The Department already had good established industrial

links. Other important factors which had supported the successful
introduction of the scheme were the parts played by the Sheffield

District Training Association, by a large Cooperative Society, which

had acted as two major liaison and recruitment sources and had

supported the 'short course' development. DITB had also made a

substantial and important contribution to the successful introduction

and development of the scheme.

604. Target companies were initially those with which the college

had a long-standing association. 'In -fill' recruitment was undertaken

by DITB. Following the break in the relationship between DITB UVP/TRADEC,

the DITB has continued effectively to support recruitment in connection

with the systeM of grants for a variety of awards, which include TRADEC.

The demand so ,generated rendered intensive individual visiting,speci-

fically for recruitment purposes, unnecessary.\4daison with the major

stores and chains was automatically undertaken op a continuing basis

by the Department. Other factors which seea.d/Important in the high

demand and take-up rate among employers could be idehtified, including -

grants; greater flexibility in mode of attendance; greater relevance

of content /approach for the 'sales assistant' level of worker;

opportunity for progression from the 13-week short course; problems

encountered by employers in adjusting to the BEC system.

605. some employer drop-out had occurred during the period of

operation. Much of this had been attributable to the effects, of

recession. Some drop-out was accompanied by reversion to BEC, because

TRADEC had not 'stretched' learners sufficiently. Some dissatisfaction

had also been perceived, in the early stages, with the content overload

in the syllabus. The introduction of the half-day college/half-day YMCA



model, under the DITB/UVP association, had also caused some fall

away (having been considered a waste of time by many learners).

The UVP association, however, was considered to have brought clear

benefits in developing the impetus for the work. In particular,

the UVP fdnding had enabled the scheme to be extended from the

original mode of half-day per week in college (which had been found

to be inadequate); to a full day in college.

THE COURSE TEAM

606. The Course Team had been responsible for coordination of the

scheme from its inception. The Course Tutor role carried responsibility

for the industrial liaison and all course planning and administration,

including assessment.

The Course Tutor undertook 95 per cent of liaison visits and had teaching

commitments of nineteen hours per week to TRADEC.

Other members of the Course Team hadif-aching commitments of between

four and fourteen hours per week.

THE LEARNERS AND THEIR COMPANIES

607. Learners: The number of learners in the 1981/82 scheme were

Stages 1 and -2 : 29 learners*

Stage 3 : 14 learners **

The learners were all in the 16 - 19 age range :

Stages 1 and 2 Stage 3

Age: 16 14 1_

17' 10 7

18 1
5

19 3 1

Their educational level, by past attainment in general

(academic) examinations, was:

No qualifications: 1
1

3 CSE's vs,

3 CSE'S' 410's 22 2

4 'O's 1 'A' 3 6

2 'A's 1

(Not known 2)

*There were three groups in operation, of which only two were in the

case study.'

**There were two Stage 3 groups, one of which was case studied.



The learners' occupations can be groupd, as follows:

All those on Stages 1 and 2 were sales assistants (three of whom
had additional responsibilities in office, administration and warehouse).

The Stage 3 scheme included 13 sales trainees and a warehouse assistant.

All those on Stage 3 had previously completed Stage 2. For Stage 1 and 2

group, three joined group at Stage 2. (Two of these were eligible for

a DITB grant and so were going to, do Stage 2, followed by Stage 1, as they

had missed the September start. The other learner had previously done

Stage 1 and the company decided they would like him to re-join. Two

left after completing Stage 1; one did not want to continue, while the
other was promoted and could no longer get time off.

Stage 3 was split into two parts separated by the summer, and five

learners did not re-start the course after the break. (One left the

company, one asked if he could come off the course, one was promoted

and decided not to continue, one decided to do a BEC National Course
instead, and one was withdrawn by the company because he felt he was

not getting anywhere). Thus, the five had all completed a full academic

year (Stage 2, plus one-half of Stage 3).*

608. Companies:**

Company A: Medium-size builders' merchants, part of a small chain

Company B: Large variety chain store (280 employees in store).

Company C: Large department store, itself part of a large group.

Company D:

Company E:

Company F:

Company G:

Company H:

Company I:

Company J:

Company K:

Small wholesale office suppliers (30 employees).

Cosmetic retailer, small shop but part of a large chain,
which is itself part of a larger group.

Small shoe shop (27 employees), but part of a large chain.

Electrical retailer, small shop (23 employees).

Plastic goods manufacturer (medium-size company):
learner is sales and office assistant.

Large department store (220 employees), itself part of a

larger group.

Menswear shop, (6 employees), small shop but part of a
large chain - part of same large group as Company E.

Retail chemists, small shop, (5 employees) part of a

small chain (300 employees in total)

*Throughout the learners comments with regard to Stage 3 refer

only to those nine who continued with the course in September.

(hence this may give a more favourable picture than if all
fourteen had been interviewed).

** A 'small shop' here means a small city-centre shop (usually
5 - 30 employees), not in the small corner shop. This contrasts
with the department stores who employ hundreds in a single store.
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Company L: Retail chemists, small shops, part of a small chain.
Learners in different shops of varying size (5 - 30 employees)

Company M: Small retail fashion company (70 employees)

Company N: Menswear shop, small shop, part of a small chain.

Company 0: Large department store, itself part of a large group

Company P: Clothing multiple, small shop but part of a large chain.

Company Q: Local co-operative society: retail distribution

(950 employees). Besides sending some of own employees
on course, they co-operate with the College to run the

short industrial courses for the unemployed, using the

content of TRADEC 1 as the college element).

Company R: Large department store, itself part of a larger chain.

All the above, with two exceptions, involved one or two employees in

the schemes in 1981/82. The two exceptions were Companies B and L,
which involved fourteen and eight learners, respectively.

None of the employers had any special requirements. In the main,

the scheme was viewed as a general background/introduction to distri-

bution, especially as all the larger companies had their own training

programmes. The learners and their companies could be divided into

three groups.

(1) those who started the course while on work experience and

wanted to continue

(2) those companies who were participating because of the DITB
grants, for which TRADEC constituted the appropriate course.

(3) those companies who insisted young recruits did day release,
although whether this was TRADEC or BEC depended on suitability
for one scheme or the other.

CURRICULUM

609. The day is divided into three sections:

'Personal Development' one-and-a-half hours

Units one-and-a-half hours

Units (different from above)
and project work three hours

The division of 'Units' sessions above simply reflects that the classes
are taught by two different lecturers, the second of whom also has

responsibility for project work. There is no particular significance

in which units are taken in which section.
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The content of the scheme is covered on a unit basis, with the amount
of time being devoted to project work stepped up towards the end of

the scheme. Each lecturer will be allocated a number of units which

he will be expected to cover during his 'slot'. Thus, in Stage 1,

lecturer 'A' may take three units (money;, security; health;

hygiene and safety), while lecturer 'B' takes four units (relationships

at work; selling; stock; aspects of distribution), with the
remaining unit on communications being subsumed into the personal
development sessions. A similar pattern applies to Stages 2 and 3.

This way of organising the syllabus does mean that each lecturer has
the freedom to organise, structure and teach the units at whatever
pace and in whatever way he likes. This reduces the need for co-

ordination in that each lecturer can teach his section independently
of the others.

610. The mode of operation

On the YHAFHE model it is intended that all trades should take the
same Stages 1 and 2. This occurs at Richmond. Indeed, the stages

are offered within one academic year with just a short break between

the two courses. It was originally proposed by the DCTP Working
Party that 'Stage 3 of the course will serve as an introduction to

management for first-line supervisors or junior managers'. Also

Stage 3 was intended to be applicable to the following occupational

zones: 'manufacture and distribution; wholesaling and distribution;

retailing perishables; retailing non-perishables; retailing services'.

This may imply that the course would allow separate specializations, etc.,

but in practice it is the same course, with examples used in discussion

perhaps reflecting the learners different backgrounds as may the

projects. Similarly, the Stage 3 scheme, in practice, picks up mainly

sales assistants, not supervisors. They may go onto become supervisors,

but they are not sent on the course because the company intends that

they will become supervisors, as the decisions to send them on the

course and whether to promote them are entirely separate. This means

that for the learners, Stage 3 may be useful in the future, rather than

being relevant to the job they are doing now. As such, it is clearly

more of a traditional college course trying to put over a 'body of

knowledge', than one able to exploit the 'working situation as a
vehicle for learning'.

611. With regard to the detailed method of the scheme, this decision

rested with the individual lecturers, and a variety of teaching methods

were used. Consider the following examples:

i. Lecturer 'A' doing 'Market Research' with a group of Stage 3

students.

This consisted of the lecturer asking a series of questions. Then,

after the'students had made their contributions and the lecturer
elaborated a little, the students were expected to copy the 'right'

answers from an overhead-projector slide. Thus, although there was

an element of participation, the main method was clearly didactic
and the students had had to copy down over 50 lines on market research.

This, then, constituted their notes on this topic.



There was no attempt to use the 'basic concept-supporting studies
yroup instructional projects' formula and, indeed, this was the

basis of this lecturer's approach to any course. Needless to say,

this lecturer did not think very highly of the TRADEC philosophy
and thought the course itself lacked credibility. The learners'

knowledge about market research may been reinforced to some
degree by the general business games played in other lessons, but
not in any other systematic manner.

ii. Lecturer 'B' doing 'Security' with a group of Stage 1 learners

made a genuine attempt to relate information back to the jobs they
do , ('when you go back to your company, see if '). The

sessions were highly participative and the lecturer really worked
at getting students to think through the issues. TRADEC was seen

as a reasonably simple course, where lyou are attempting to give a

good grounding. Hence, there was nogreat mass of information to
be taught, just the need to get the basics across. Therefore, there
was plenty of time and scope to look at the issues in several
different ways. Thus, this lecturer was following the basic TRADEC
philosophy, even if he was not using the model; as such.

612. While the topics were not integrated on a daily basi'S, during
any one particular day the students were likely to be faced by a

range of methods. Thus, even if some lessons are quite close to
formal lecturers, the scheme as a whole (even excluding personal
development) makes quite extensive use of video, business games
and group exercises. The personal development sessions made use of

video in a variety of ways: students have to operate as a news-
reader, stand-up comic, etc., as well as performing mock interviews
and giving other presentations. Their performance can then be

analysed by themselves and/or others.

613. The time allocated to the various stages was as follows:

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

12 days and 1 week residential

13 days

26 days

The timing of the scheme was flexible in that Stage 3 could start
in either February or September, and Stage 1 could be run on a block

basis at any convenient time of the year. Usually, however, Stage 1

started at the beginning of the academic year. This is an opportune

time in that it is a likely time for new recruits to have just started,

and also because it remains the recognised start of the college year.

614 Adaptability:

It was hoped that TRADEC would be adaptable to the circumstances of

the clients. However, the scheme in practice was fairly standard and
appeared to do little different for those in roles other than straight-

fOrward retailing (eg: wholesalers and warehouses), even where the

nature of the work could be completely-different. The project afforded.

only a very limited opportunity for alignment, here.
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EMPLOYER AND LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

615. Liaison:

The major stores all had training departments, and the relationship

between these and the College's Business Studies Department. had

traditionally always been good, even before the advent of TRADEC.

These companies were also likely to have students on other courses,

so there was continuing contact in these cases.

However, for some of those companies which had a chain of shops, a

Training , or Personnel Officer, arranged for the learners to go on

the course but these, in particular, sometimes knew little or

anything about the course.

Finally, the liaison with some of the smaller outfits was very varied:

some felt they had not been involved at all, while others were satisfied.

Thus, liaison between the College staff and personnel of the partici-

pating companies was fairly good at Training Officer level, but much

patchier with those directly responsible for the learners in company.

This 'gap' was aggravated by the fact that most learners considered

they had not had any opportunity to discuss the course with company

staff. (Often they had little contact with the Training Officer,

except for being told they were going on the course, usually at the

initial interview) .

There were differences of opinion among the learners as to whether

they had an opportunity to discuss the content of the course, etc.,

with College staff. (About one-third considered that they did have

this opportunity).

616. Triangular relationship in reality:

There were wide differences in the experience of learners and companies,

but the dominant pattern seemed to be one of fragmented relationships -

which could be represented, as follows:

LEARNER

variable . , often weak in relation

.
to TRADEC course

COLLEGE --\----7SUPERVISOR MANAGER)
) COMPANY

TRAINING OFFICER )

quite good

Only in exceptional circumstances would there be a genuine three-way

negotiating process. An enthusiastic Training Officer, committed to

the TRADEC philosophy, is obviously a necessary condition to forming

this. type of relationship, but this, in itself, is insufficient if the

local supervisor /manager. is uninterested or hostile.



617. Nature of tangible contributions by employers to the scheme:

There was little employer involvement in the schemes. The majority of
learners did no TRADEC work in-company and, even if there were questions
about the company or its procedures these were often found out by the
learner on their own, rather than through consultation with 'company
staff. However, many employers ran their own training sessions, which
covered some of the same elements as dealt with at college, (security,
order-processing, etc.). One or two of the larger-stores also had a
more comprehensive training programme, which involved people being
moved round different departments and/or jobs, but, again, this operated
independently of the TRADEC scheme, as the training applied to all
young persons in certain categories irrespective of which course they
were on.

618. Supervision:

It was unusual for the learner to have a supervisor who took an active
interest in what the learner did at college and tried to give them any
special help. There were some supervisors who did this, but the majority
saw what happened at college as completely separate from what happened

in the company.

619. Adaptation/alignment:

No special adaptation or alignment was required.

620. Employer perceptions of scheme:

(a) Relevance:

Often the scheme was perceived in a general way (eg: 'helps open them

out'; 'they can find out whether they are interested in
distribution'; 'helps communication and confidence'), but generally
viewed as helpful to the employees, who would then be more
interested, useful, etc., to the comp6ny. Training in company
procedures and directly relevant -lob- skills were seen as the province

of company training. Thus, company personnel saw the scheme

(Stages 1 and 2) essentially as a background to working in the
Distribution Trade. Stage 3 was viewed as a progression for the
individual learner, rather than as a course for supervisors. Two

companies expressed disappointment that the course was not made
more relevant to their training requirements, but several companies

did seem to think the scheme offered greater relevance than some of
the other courses available, (eg: BEC General).

(b) Effectiveness of what is taught and how it is taught:

Following on from the above, several employers felt that the more
pragmatic approach of TRADEC, with its emphasis on improving
communications, was more suited to many of these learners than
the more academic (and distant) approach of BEC. This was
particularly true where the learners were required to go to
college, but were not necessarily enthusiastic.
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There was not much specific comment about the effectiveness of

what is taught and how it is taught, as this was seen as

primarily the concern of the college. This applied particularly

to those companies which saw the course as a means of improving

their employees' general education.

(c) Benefits:

The following benefits were seen as accruing to the employee,

which then benefited the company - better understanding of the

world of work; more confident, self-assured employees; helped

employee to mature, etc. This represents the dominant view,
but some employers felt the employees benefited very little

from the course. A third group considered the main benefit or
attraction of the course was the DITB grant!

LEARNER OUTCOMES

621. Learner achievement, satisfaction and perceptions of benefits:

(a) Those on Stages 1 and 2:

There was a very mixed response. A few learners thought that

the scheme was not worthwhile; a few more thought that it was,

but the dominant response was that they were not really interested.

This same mixed response was applicable to most aspects of the

scheme. The dominant view was that it was not very relevant to

their work, but that certain parts of the course (eg: security)

may be useful. Some, however, did like the course even if they

felt it was not particularly relevant. Others felt the course

had improved their 'self-confidence, or helped them handle

customers. Despite their reservations about other aspects of

the scheme, many felt it could be useful to them if they were

seeking another job. Only a minority wanted to continue on to

Stage 3.

The majority considered their companies were not really interested

in how they did at college, and the view was often expressed that

they would rather be at work than at college. One group in

particular (which, with late additions, numbered 24) also felt

the course, itself, was 'not sufficiently explained - we just

copy off the board - we don't know what it is about'.



Overall, then, the course was not perceived to be a success

by most of these learners.

622.Those on Stage 3 (i.e., the nine who continued with .the second

part of this stage):

(b) This was viewedin much more positive terms by the learners

(but note, eight out of nine came from one company - and both

companies were known as enthusiastic supporters of TRADEC).

The majority of these had previously been on a BEC course,

which they didn't like, and had then done TRADEC 2, which was

much more favourably received. TRADEC 3 was seen as being

more involved with job-related skills, although these were

skills which would be required in supervisory or management

positions and, as such, were not directly relevant at the

present time.

This group saw the TRADEC courses as being beneficial in a whole
range of ways, by contrast with the Stage 1 and 2 groups, which

saw benefits only in terms of obtaining a qualification, and

improving confidence and ability to communicate. Several

expressed an interest in continuing their Further Education, if

possible, for example, on a NESS course. Overall, the contrast

between the groups could hardly be more marked. One group (those

on Stage 3) perceived the TRADEC courses as clearly worthwhile,

interesting, and were keen to do well. The other (those on

Stages 1 and 2) was, in the main, disinterested and saw the
course as irrelevant to work. Its overall usefullness was

judged to be marginal.

623. Assessments:

Eight learners completed the Stage 3 Case Study scheme successfully,

and twenty-five the Stage 1 to 2 scheme. The marks achieved ranged

from 544 - 751. Marks achieved on the theory paper were poor in
one group. (The apportionment of marks wa ,changed for Stage 3

learners to a total of 300 marks attainable on he Coursework
component, incorporating practical work projects, 300 marks on
the theory paper and 250 on the written paper).
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COMMENT

624. General appraisal of the schemes' strengths and weaknesses

by parties to it:

Most employees were reluctant to make a general appraisal - perhaps

because they regarded the scheme primarily as a means of allowing

learners to continue their education. Of those who did comment,
several mentioned that the scheme was open to all and that it did

improve learners'self-confidence, while others did not seem to know

enough about the scheme to form a judgement.

The learners divided into two distinct camps. Those who were very

positive about the course, seeing it as useful to them in their job,

interesting and improving their self-confidence and ability to

communicate with others. However, the larger group were rather
apathetic and disinterested, not openly hostile but seeing little of

value in the course.

College staff felt the scheme could operate we 11 (as it did with

Stage 3), but that it was imposing increasingly heavy demands, in

view of the number and size of groups, and that it was very difficult

to use the methods which had been successful with small groups, with

the much larger groups now involved, especially if these were not

really bothered whether they came to college, or not.

625. General appraisal of strengths and weaknesses by researchers:

Where students were interested,and willing to learn, the scheme

worked fairly well, particularly in improving learners' confidence

and ability to communicate. However, the course was not very successful

in actively involving those who were not initially enthusiastic.

There seemed to be a number of reasons for this, but the main one

seemed to be that it was often informally communicated to learners

in their companies that college was not important. This often even

applied to those companies that stipulated from the outset that young

employees had to attend college. From this it would appear that

liaison solely with Training Officers is insufficient to generate a

real commitment to the scheme from the learners and their supervisors.

Thus, although liaison is better than that which exists in many courses,

a lot more effort would have to be put in to ensure the active

cooperation of all interested parties. (It is, of course, unrealistic

to expect college staff to bring about the necessary attitude, changes

on their own. It is bound to be a long, slow, process.)



CASE STUDY 4

PROFILE OF THE SCHEME

626. COLLEGE 'G'

DEPARTMENT: Business and Secretarial Studies

SCHEME: Commercial Trades Principles

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: 1980

STAGES OPERATING 1981/82: 1, 2.

PATTERN OF ATTENDANCE/DURATION OF SCHEME: Day release of

one day per week (9.30am - 4pm) to College.

Company-based activities associated with project
work and assignments arranged on an ad hoc basis.

Occasional release from College back to the company
during the project session to undertake company-
based activities, in cases where another time is

set aside for this by the company.

STAFFING: Three staff were involved, as foil

Stage 1: MI, 1 LI Business Studies Department;
1 LII General Studies.

, Stage 2: 1 LII, 1 LI Business Studies Department;
1 LII General Studies

Grade of Course Tutor:

STEERING COMMITTEE:

A Steering Committee for all TRADEC schemes operating

in the College was established in 1980. The Head

of Department represented TRADEC on these Committees.

It was considered that the Committee had 'made little

impact' on the way in which the scheme was operated.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEME

627. College 'G' had been involved in the TRADEC development from

its earliest stages. The College had piloted the MTP scheme in 1974

and subsequently introduced FJTP in 1977. The Engineering schemes had,

between them, involved more than 100 learners each year once established.

This was the largest single throughput in the TRADEC Engineering Zone

in the region.

The stimulus for development of Commercial Trades Principles arose

from existing TRADEC work and need/potential demand had been identified

through experience of-MTP and FJTP. The College was represented in the

CTP Writing Group on its establishment: in 1978.



628. In the first year of operation the Stage 1 scheme was run

over two terms as the first pilot for Commercial Trades Principles.

The scheme was extended to run over the full academic'Year in 1981/82.
The first pilot of Stage 2 was offered in 1981/82.

Recruitment to the scheme had originally centred on contacts with
twenty to thirty companies and with the local Training Associations.
Direct recruitment to the scheme from companies had decreased as
recruitment to the companies fell with the recession. In 1981/82

recruitment to the scheme was undertaken largely through the Careers
Office, resulting in a high proportion of WEEPs learners.

629. The Course Team:

The Course Tutor had expereince of teaching in a range of Vocational
Preparation courses. She had industrial experience and held a teaching

qualification. The second full-time lecturer from Business Studies had
experience of teaching in BBC General and National Courses. She had

experience in personnel and Works Management. The General Studies
lecturer serviced Craft, MTP and BEC/TBC Courses.

Industrial liaison activities,, course planning, teaching and project

supervision and assessment were shared between the Course Tutor and
another full-time lecturer of the Department, recruited to the TRADEC
scheme on entering the College on completion of teacher training.

The Course Tutor had experience of teaching in a range of Vocational

Preparation courses. She had industrial experience and held a

teaching qualification. The second full-time lecturer from Business

Studies had experience of teaching. The General' Studies lecturer

serviced.

THE LEARNERS AND THEIR COMPANIES.

630. Learners: The number of learners were:

Stage 1: 13) these numbers include one learner who was

Stage 2: 14) following both stages simultaneously.

All were in the 16 - 19 age range, as shown below:

Age Stage 1 Stage 2

16 5 -

17 5 8

18 1 5

19 2

In educational qualifications, all but one fitted into category of

' 3 CSE's, 4 :0's; the other learner held 5 '0' Levels.

The group of learners comprised one quality control technician, six

unemployed, and the rest were junior clerical (mainly on general

office duties, but four were typists) - of these, seven were on

work experience. This meant that only 13 out of 26 were in permanent
employment (and several of these had been, initially, on work

experience schemes). Three of those on Stage 2 had previously
completed Stage 1.
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631. Companies:

Only those companies currently involved in the schema were approached .

The learners on work experience were drawn from:

Company A: Large tools manufacturer, a major contributor to the

Mechanical Trades Principles Scheme, took many learners

on work experience in both Engineering and Clerical areas.

In the latter area they had kept one learner on and

encouraged her to continue with the College if she wanted.

Company 13:

Company C:

Company U:

Company E:

The College, itself, had one learner on work experience.

Small church administrative body (10 employees).

Small shop (but the impetus to come on this course came

from the learner herself).

Professional Football Club (100 employees). Initiative

to do Commercial Trades Principles came from learner,

although football club sends its apprentice players on
a UVP-type course at the College.

The learners with permanent jobs were drawn from:

Company F: Very large steel company, split into separate operating

divisions (each with thousands of employees), two of which

send a learner on the course. It is Company policy that
allstrainees (i.e. those under 20) have the right to

day-release if they want it. Thus, the impetus comes

from the learner and the scheme is seen as meeting the

individual's needs (and fulfilling the Company's
general responsibility) rather than being useful to

the Company, as such.

.Company G: Small company, though part of a larger group, engaged in

on-shore oil reclamation and refinery services. Learner

wished to do day-release; in fact, left the Company to

work elsewhere just before the end of the course.

Company H: Small computer services company. Initially, the learner

did Stage 1 while on work experience with Company A.
Asked new employer if she could continue and they agreed.

Company I: Engineering company. Learner was initially on work

experience and doing Stage 1; when she was made permanent

she asked if she could continue, and the Company agreed.

Company J: Agricultural Engineers: Engineering company (350

employees) but part of a group of locally-based companies.

Contributor to engineering-based TRADEC courses and a

fiim believer in TRADEC philosophy. However, the learner

*Learners from two different companies dropped out:
one after about two weeks, and the other after about
five weeks.
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on the Commercial Scheme wan made redundant part-way

through Stage 2.

Company K Large special steel - makers (3,500 employees). Company

policy that young people should have the opportunity
for day release. The learner wan initially taken on

an an apprentice turner. After nix monthn he wau found

to be unnuitable and wan trannforrod to a job in a

works office. (Se the learner ntarted on TEC 1, then

did BEC General, could not go on to BEC National, no

was placed on TRADEC).

Company L: Large steel company (1,500 employees). Company policy

to allow young people to have day-release. TRADEC

seen as suitable for the academically lens able.

Company M: Small company (35 employees): Optical prescription

laboratory. Company believes young employees should

have the right to day-release.

Special requirements:

None of the companies tow any special requirements. Indeed, the

impetus to go on day-release invariably came from the learner

(either from those who were doing, or had completed work experience,

or fromthose working for companies which allowed any young person

to go on day release). Thus, the learners usually obtained the
right to do day-release at College, rather than to do the TRADEC

scheme, specifically. So all the larger employers used a wide
variety of courses (the most popular in the Commercial area being

BEC), and as a result they saw the criterion for entry in terms

of educational qualifications, rather than their particular

requirements. In other words, they saw TRADEC as suitable for the

academically less able. Some of the smaller companies had only
been involved in TRADEC but, again, this was more likely to reflect

the above reasons than choice of the TRADEC course on its own merits.

THE CURRICULUM

632. The day was divided into two sessions: during one session

the theoretical developments (including integrated Social and

Life Skills) are handled, and in the other, practical project

individual work was undertaken.

The basic material outlined in the syllabi was covered but for a

variety of reasons the exercises associated with them may not have

been appropriate. For example, there were varying degrees of

familiarity with offices, office machinery and office practice in

both a practical and theoretical sense. Another major constraint,

the operation of the course was the availability of resources.

For example, the learners were seldom able to use the business

activities room, and many of the suggestions under 'operational

outlines' had been predicated on the assumption that the equipment



it held would be available for use and demonstration. Following

the material and underlying ideas of the syllabus was no great

problem, as the College had been heavily involved in the writing

of Stages 1 and 2, and the College had been used as a pilOt. For

reasons already given, it was sometimes difficult to give either

the intended operational outlines or group projects, but nevertheless,

the 'spirit' of the TRADEC philosophy was being adhered to and the

pragmatic response to an audience, other than that for which the

course was originally intended, certainly fitted in with the

stated aim of flexibility of provision. There was an additional

element incorporated into the course involving the provision of a

major block of typing practice, which lengthened the original
scheme to run for a full academic year. (However, pressure on
limited resources, e.g., having to share typewriting rooms, again,

meant that the students did not always get as much out of this as

was intended)

633. Social and Life Skills:

The teaching of this was co-ordinated with the rest of the syllabus.

For at least some of one session the class was doubled-staffed to

help achieve the intended overlap and integration. The Social and

Life Skills element is also seen as fairly flexible. This is

important because of the nature of the population - besides those von

Work Experience, the scheme also had a number of unemployed learners.

Both of these groups were also likely to be doing (or had done) other

courses. Also, people were leaving and joining the course at

different times in the year. All this meant that there was a

premium on flexibility to meet individual needs. Thus, topics like
.unemployment, technological change, local history, etc., could help

contribute to a wider understanding of the students' current circum-

stances. Given the balance of the student population, this was an

understandable emphasiS'. (It was generally well-received, even by
those who did have a permanent job, although they said it was not

relevant to their work its value was seen in its contribution

towards their own peisonal development).

634. Mode of operation:

All students followed the same broad path. There was not the same

emphasis on 'specializations' as that met in some FJTP schemes,

for instance. Indeed, in view of the uumbers without jobs, the
whole orientation of Stage 1 was to give learners a very general

introduction to Cpmmercial practice. Similarly, Stage 2 was also

targeted at junior clerical staff, but this time with the aim of

building on their existing knowledge. Only a minority had actually

done, Stage 1 CTP, but quite a few had done BEC General but had not

done well enough to proceed to BEC National. The learners were

also much more likely to have a permanent job, and hence be more

able to relate what they learned to the environment of their company.



635. With regard to the detailed method of the scheme, the Course

Team aid try, wherever possible, to use participative teaching

methods rather than formalized instruction. However, as previously

mentioned, they were sometimes hampered by not having access to

facilities, or being merged with other groups for typing practice.

However, several learners contrasted the informal approach of CTP

with the formality of some of the othri courses they were taking.

All of the Course Team were in sympathy with the aims of TRADEC

and the learners themselves perceived the course as worthwhile,but

often with regard to general personal development, rather than the

gaining of job-specific skills.

The length of time allocated to the TRADEC scheme fitted the standard

academic year, with full day-release (9 or 9.30am to 4pm) from late

September to June.

636. Adaptability:

The course proved adaptable to the needs and requirements of various

groups of students (unemployed; work experience:. those also doing

other courses; those who could not attend a full year, etc.), but

in occupational terms they were dealing with a very limited range.

EMPLOYER AND LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

637. Liaison:

There was regular liaison between college staff and the companies

in the sense that there was always at least one meeting per year.

However, some of the employer's saw the course as primarily fulfilling

employee, rather than employer, needs and did not get very involved

after the initial decision about placement. Also, some of the

larger companies were only involved at Training Officer level, with

those in direct supervisory roles in relation to the learner knowing

very little, if anything, about the course. Similarly, some of the

employers who had learners on Work Experience did not consider, it

apprppriate to get too involved because of the short-term nature

of the Work Experience scheme. Thus, although the companies had

the opportunity to get involved, some considered it was sufficient

simply to release the young person.

638. Triangular relationship in practice:.

The amount of consultation and co-ordination between college and

learner was particularly high. This was because a number of students

were following individually designed programmes of study, often

involving several courses, or parts of them. Also, the decision

over placement on the course was more open than on some schemes

where there was no alternative. Finally, the course programme and

its content were discussed with each student. Therefore, there

was a strong relationship between college staff and learners, but

because of the number of learneis on Work Experience, or who were

unemployed, or whose companies took little active interest, in only

a small number of cases was there,s strong triangular relationship.
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639. Nature and extent of tangible contributions of scheme:

For the above reasons, again, tangible contributions were comparatively

rare. For instance, very few of the projects related directly to

the work being carried out in a particular company. Even where the

learner was employed at an 'interested' company, the project was

sometimes, library- based, e.g., relating to historical development of

company or products. Similarly, the supervision of the learner in-

company was widely regarded as completely separate.

640. Adaptation and alignment:

With one exception, even those employers who did monitor course content

did not make explicit any special requirements, as they were looking

for a general understanding of business and commercial processes,

although one employer did ask that their quality control technician

receive a mix of Commercial and Mechanical Trades Principles.

641. Employer perceptions of the scheme:

(a) Relevance:

The employers generally perceived the scheme as more relevant

to the employees' needs than to those of the company. However,

all but one acknowledged that the scheme was relevant to the

companies in that it gave a background of general commercial

practice. Seeminly there was no expectation that the course

would teach particular jab - drills.

(b) Effectiveness of what is taught and how it is taught:

Most were disinclined to comment, but two did comment that

they felt methods used were appropriate for those of low

academic attainment.

(c) Strengths and weaknesses:

Again, most felt that they were not in a position to judge.

Those who were more involved cited liaison as being parti-

cularly worthwhile and the fact that the course catered for

the less academically able. However, it was considered a

weakness that the scheme did not extend the'more able and

cdid not link into more academic courses for the brighter

students.

Overall, then, it was apparent thatpany of the employers were

favourable disposed to further education/day-release and welcomed

the scheme for opening up opportunities for those for whom existing

courses were not suitable. Thus, they did see TRADEC as particularly

helpful for the academically less able.



LEARNER OUTCOMES

642. The future intentions of those learners who were either

unemployed, or on Work Experience, obviously revolved to a large

extent aroung whether, or not, they got a job. In the main, their

responses concerning possible future courses, etc., centred very

much on their individual requirements and there was no 'natural'

progression for them.

For those who were employed, many of these came onto the TRADEC

course either because they found BEC General unsuitable, or
beca'use they passed BEC General but did not qualify for BEC

National. Either way, again, there was no 'natural' follow-on

to TRADEC 2.

Learner achievement/satisfaction and perception of benefits:

No clear pattern of response, but this would be expected, given

the different outlooks and expectations of the different groups.

Again, those without permanent employement tended to view the

total package of courses they were doing at college according to

whether it would help them to get a job. They generally regarded

TRADEC as interesting and hoped it would help in their search for

a job. They often favourably contrasted the relaxed approach on

TRADEC with the more formal attitude on other courses. Of those

in permanent jobs, most were satisfied with the course, especially

those who had previously taken BEC, but who had not been particularly

successful. They differed on questions of the usefulness of the

scheme in their present job, but were more likely to view it in

terms of their own educational development.

643. Thus, overall, the course tended to be judged it more or

less conventional terms by the learners, with the benefits

perceived to be those of additional qualifications, etc., rather

than either general self-development, or an improvement of parti-

cular job-related skills. That is, it was still very much regarded

as a standard type of course, even if it was more interesting than

others they had taken. As a result, some learners were reluctant

to commit themselves on the value of the course until they had

seen how it was received by 'significant others', like employers.

644 Assessment:

Seven learners successfully completed Stage 1, attaining marks in

the range of 545 - 790. Stage 2 was, completed by Stage 2 learners,

attaining a higher average level of marks, in the range of 599 - 849.

The theory marks were considerably better than those achieved in

other schemes. This scheme was one which had moved away from the

theory examination paper as the form of testing 'requiring written

responses'.

It was noted that the poorest scores had been attained by those who

were unemployed, on Stage 1, scoring poorly on practical work projects.



COMMENTS

645. General appraisals of strengths and weaknesses.by parties

to the scheme:

Both College staff and employers saw TRADEC as filling a 'niche'

in the overall pattern of further education provision for those

for whom existing courses are either unsuitable, or offer no possib-

ility of further progression. The College also saw the scheme

as providing a basic commercial course for those either on Work
Experience, or unemployed, and co-operated with the Careers
Services in 'selling' the course to these groups.

Those employers who were interested considered that the industrial

liaison and opportunities for partnership between college amd
company were a significant improvement on existing practice.

The learners liked the informal approach and were generally
reasonably satisfied, without focusing on any part of the course

as being particularly useful, expressing neither the clear belief

in the value of learning job-related skills associated with the

Fabrication scheme, nor the belief, expressed by many on the
Distribution scheme, in the improvement in confidence and ability

to communicate afforded by the scheme.

. 646. General appraisal of strengths/weaknesses by the researchers:

The scheme clearly does meet the needs of junior clerical staff for

whom existing Further Education provision is inadequate. Similarly,

it does fulfil a function of giving a basic introduction to

commercial practice. However, as a result of this,among other
factors, the idea that the scheme is directly relevant to those

doing particular jobs is weakened. Hence the scheme is judged

in terms of being 'just another course', and assigned a position

at the bottom of the hierarchy of courses in the Commercial field.



CASE STUDY 5

PROFILE OF THE SCHEME

647. COLLEGE 'A'

DEPARTMENT: Social and Health Education

SCHEME: Food Trades Principles

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: 1981

STAGES OPERATING 1981/32:

PATTERN OF ATTENDANCE: Day release of one day per week,
to College (loam - 5 pm). In-company element
1 - 2 hours/week spent on project work and
assignments.

Duration: 18 weeks.

STAFFING: Two members of College staff and three visiting
lecturers were involved.

Stage 1: 1LII, 1LI
Public Health Inspector, two Hotel Managers

STEERING COMMITTEE:

A Steering Committee had been established in the
first year of operation, including College Staff,
Careers Service, Chairman of Local Hotels Association,
and Trades Union representation. The Steering
Committee of all College 'A' TRADEC schemes were
undergoing reorganisation on a College basis, at
the time of investigation.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEME

648. The College had participated in the Food Trades Principles
Writing Group, set up in 1978, and was described as generally receptive
to new courses. On completion of the Stage 1 writing process, it
was the next 'natural' step to try a pilot in the College. This had
been feasible in terms of staff commitments, at that time*. A gap in
provision available and suitable for the employee in the food industry,
with few or no qualifications, but with the ,potential to move into
lower supervisory positions, was well known and the existence of a
'need' therefore assumed.

Target companies in the food industry were identified, and visited
personally in order to recruit participants. Visits to 15 companies
had produced ten learners for the first scheme. It had been found
that it was the small establishments (e.g., small restaurants) which
had been most responsive. 'Recruitment activity was being extended to

The first pilots of the Food Scheme had already been undertaken in

College E.



Public Authorities - Old Peoples' Homes, Hospitals, School Meals
Services, etc. It appeared that persistence in personal visits
was the only effective means of student recruitment in an industry

with a limited record of training at levels below the craft equiv-
alent, and little training awareness. An attempt to convene a

'forum' of companies in the summer months of 1981 had produced only

three replies from 33 contacts. Only four of the Companies recruited
to the first scheme continued to participate in the second. Fall

out appeared to be due to staff shortages, in most cases, and
development of an unrelated institution-based training programme in
one case. There were no plans to develop Stage 2 or Stage 3. The

Course Tutor considered that there was little evidence of a demand

at these levels. Only a very small proportion of the participants
in the first scheme could, appropriately, have continued; it was

felt that a considerable number of Stage 1 schemes would have to be

run before a sufficient demand could be generated for progression.

It was difficult to see which categories of learners could have
entered at Stage 2, the Course Tutor asserted, since most of the
potential clientele, including the mature and experienced group,
needed the grounding which Stage 1 offered.

649. The Course Tutor had represented the College on the Food
Trades Principles Writing Group, on the request of the Head of
Department, and had naturally adopted the Course Tutor role in the

subsequent College initiative. The Course Tutor role encompassed

all recruitment and liaison activities, administration, including

co-ordination of assessment, and project supervision. The Course

.Tutor also undertook approximately one-third of all classroom
teaching, shared with the three other members of College staff and
two yisiting lecturers. The team had to be selected specifically
for its interest in the TRADEC client group.

The Course Tutor had also taught on a range of conventional and

non-conventional courses, including link courses (CS Catering),

'0' and 'A' Level 'pre-nursing' courses, Food Handling (MSC) courses,

among others. She had substantial industrial experience in Hotel
and Catering Work and held a teaching qualification.

THE LEARNERS AND THEIR COMPANIES

650. Learners:

The number of learners in the Stage 1 scheme studied was eight.

Their ages were as follows:

18 2

19 2

20 2

21 . 1

The educational qualificationS held by the learners were:

7 3 CSE's L4 '0's 2
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Occupational characteristics:

Two Leaners started the course while unemployed. One of these

dropped out of the course, and the other obtained a job but wanted

to continue with the course. Both were also doing other college

courses.

Those in employment were:

1 hotel receptionist

1 waitress

1 sales assistant

1 fish fryer

1 trainee supervisor

1 tea attendant

651. Companies:

Company A Medium size hotel, but part of a hotel chain. The

learner was an hotel receptionist mainly involved in

administration.

Company B

Company C

Company D

Company E

Company F

Small restaurant.

Bakers, also cafe ria: 26 employees in branch, but

pirt of an exten lye chain.

Fish restaurant: 30 employees

Store (150 employees), part of a major multiple chain.

The learner was a trainee supervisor in the restaurant.

Local Authority: catering department employed 26.

The learner did general low level jobs (washing-up,

serving tea, etc.) and was initially on Work Experience.

THE CURRICULUM

652. The scheme used a thematic approach, where for each topic the

cost, handling, nutrition, preparation, etc., would be carried right

through. Similarly, a balance was struck between class-based work

on hygiene, nutrition, etc., and practical catering. For example,

during.successkve-weeks-the-following-were considered:" potato dishes,

unusual vegetables, salads, sandwiches.

653. Social and Life Skills was not treated as a separate subject

but was 'hidden' in, e.g. Customer Relations elements of the scheme,

where it was considered by the Course Tutor to be less susceptible

of, rejection.



654. Mode of operation:

With regard to the detailed organisations and the time allotted,

there was substantial variation between the first and second schemes.

With the first, more experienced group of learners, a highly

participative teaching style had been successfully used. This was

because the emphasis of the course was (i) adapted to suit each

individual and his employer; (ii) the teachers were under little

other pressure as it was run during the 'academic vacation' and

(iii) not least, the participants were all experienced and hence

had plenty to contribute. (Their practical skills also were already

more highly developed).

With the second scheme, teaching methods reverted to the more formal

for two reasons. Firstly, as the course was run at a busy time, with
examinations pending on other courses, it just did not receive

sufficient of the teachers' time and attention. Secondly, as the

learners had so little experience, they were very reluctant to contri-

bute anything to the sessions. Interestingly enough, although this

was regarded as unsatisfactory by the staff, it was deemed to be

reasonably satisfactory by the learners themselves. So the expecta-

tions of the learners, coupled with other pressures, had a definite

influence on the operation of the scheme in practice.

655. The first scheme had run for twelve weeks and had proved to

be too rushed. The material was insufficient for 36 weeks. It was,

therefore, derided to extend to 18 weeks for the second scheme.

The timing of the scheme during the academic year was seen as,important.

When the first scheme operated during the summer, plenty of time and

resources could be devoted to it. When the second scheme ran in

competition with all the other courses, it suffered badly, because

of the pressure of external examinations.

656. Adaptability:

An attempt to run the first scheme with 'non-food', as well as'food'

people, proved "absolutely impossible". The differences'were just

too wide, and "theory doesn't work in practice in that respect", the

Course Tutor considered the learners would have had to be split for

almost all parts of the. scheme in order to meet the different needs,

and this was not a viable arrangement. However; it was possible to

be adaptable within the much narrower range of thOse involved in food

provision. Here, each company _. could_be-approached and-asked-to

identify the most important topic areas to be covered. A common core

could then be built up and projects could be used to facilitate any

specializations.

Also, the impression was given that, as it was a 'food' course,

practical lessons on food preparation had to be included. It is

arguable whether this was required for those who were not directly

involved with this (e.g., dealing with customers may have warranted

greater emphasis for an hotel receptionist). Indeed, the learners

themselveacansidared-that whethe'r-the course was-usefOI-dependTil

to a large extent on the job you did.
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657. Thus, it would appear that Food Trades Principles can serve

a ranqo or occupations within which it can adapt to different

circumstances. This range is, however, much more limited than that

envisaged within any individual scheme. Of course, the full range

of groupings of occupations could be accommodated if they were each

sufficiently large to warrant completely separate treatment, as in

the case of the College E scheme, filltd with apprentice butchers.

EMPLOYER AND LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

658. Liaison:

There was regular liaison between College staff and the companies,

but the College offered very much less scope to the employer to

exercise choice over content, compared to operation of the first scheme.

The College did not offer an individual timetable this time, although

the companies still had an opportunity to influence course content

through listing of priorities, with the most frequently occuring

topics selected for coverage.

659. Triangular relationship in practice:

The link betweefi College and company was perceived as quite good,

although the employers were not very demanding. The learners had had

an opportunity to discuss the course with company staff, although

this usually took the form of occasional, rather than continuing,

interest. Finally, within the teacher learner relationship, the

learners may have had opportunity to contribute to decisions

concerning their own learning programme, but in practice very

seldom did. There was a tendency just to accept things as they were.

Overall then, the framework of a triangular relationship was there,

but both learners and employers were happy to accept a much more

subsidiary role. In practice, the relationship was, therefore,

rather low key.

660. Nature and extent of tangible contributions to scheme:

One employer was an industrial assessor. Otherwise, the only tangible

employer involvement was over initial selection of topics and selection

of a written project, which then usually required little help from

the-employer.

661. Adaptation and Alignment:

As already mentioned, employers could express a preference for topics

but this allowed for alignment within catering only and the scheme

could not afford alignment for learners outside that field, e.g., the

hotel receptionist.



662. Employer perceptions of the scheme:

(a) Relevance:

All but the hotel saw the course as relevaptvlIplthough the
reasons varied: 'the scheme enables learners /to find out if

catering is what they want to do', 'gives lea'iners a greater
awareness of the public and of hygiene', etc.

(b) Effectiveness of what is taught and how it is taught:

Only two employers commented on this directly. Both were

satisfied.

(c) Strengths and weaknesses:

The scheme was generally regarded as a 'step forward'.
Again, only two employers made specific comments about strengths:
the scheme 'helps people to become more interested in Oteir
work', and 'brings people into catering so that they c,in find
out whether they are interested in it'.

The weakness of the scheme was that it was not possible to go

further after completion of the scheme; an interesting employer
observation in the context of the Course Tutor's assertion of 'no
demand'for subsequent stages. It was also considered that the .

scheme should either be made more specific (e.g. for hotels), or a
much broader and flexible scheme able to cater for all interests.

LEARNER OUTCOMES

663. One of the unemployed learners dropped out when they

obtained a job; several of the others had problems in attending
regularly - they could not come if they had to 'cover' at the shop,

etc. None of the learners was very sure what she would do subsequently.

Three stated that they may be interested if another course was

available.

664. Learner achievement, satisfaction, and perception of benefits:

The responses were characterised by apathy, with the learners
reluctant to say whether the scheme was worthwhile, -or whether they

had achieved very much. There was a feeling that whether the scheme

was useful or not depended largely on your job. There was no

hostility towards the scheme, but very little enthusiasm either.

665. Assessments:

Seven learners completed successfully, achieving marks in the range of

506 - 698. There was little difference between assessment elements,

the only very low mark occurring on the theory paper of one learner

scoring poorly on all other elements, with the exception of the

written report. Of the two unemployed learners originally enrolled,

one completed successfully with a mark of 601.
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COMMENT

666. General appraisal of strengths/weaknesses by parties to scheme:

Employers seemed to welcome the scheme, and the learners responded
with passive acceptance. So it might have been considered a success,
but the College staff felt that the other parties were not sufficiently
critical and that the scheme did have several significant weaknesses.
It was too vague, the employers accepted the course 'on sufferance',
the learners did not have sufficient experience in catering to be able
to contribute very much to the scheme; it was too time-consuming to
run the scheme as intended, alongside academic courses during term-
time; that the assessment was 'a nonsense', the objectives were not
clear and the scheme generally needed to be made more durable.

667. General appraisal of strengths and weaknesses by the researchers:

The scheme does not have confidence of those who have to operate it
at the moment. It was also felt that the number of recruits likely
to be granted release to attend this scheme, and who could benefit,'-
it, was very small.



CHAPTER II : TRABEC IN CONTEXT - COMPARISONS WITH PROVISION FOR

COMPARAI31A TARGETS

668. The introduction of TRADEC predated the development of the

concept of Vocational Preparation, as it is currently understood.

It undoubtedly represented, at its time of initiation, one of the

few forms of provision to have met with success in gaining and

maintaining the involvement of young people employed in occupations

below craft level.

It has, in recent years, continued to develop and extend its range

oC operation in the context of rapid expansion of provision for

the former non-participant which has culminated in the strategy

for development represented in NTI.

The findings presented and discussed in the foregoing Chapters have

served to 'fill the data yap' on the reality of the TRADEC operation.

These findings need now to be placed in context.

669. The injection of innovation into systems necessarily geared
to support and facilitate the 'standard' is necessarily an expensive

process in development terms. Innovation frequently encounters a

host of constraints in institutional and attitudinal terms, as for

example, traditional resource allocation systems come into play. Similarly,

staff expertise, attitudes and approaches selected and developed to

maintain standards and mainstream provisions are often ill-prepared

to deal with the challenges of new developments and, as wider

acceptance by populations party to the development, of parents.

employers and practitioners in other parts of the system is often

hard won.

67n. TRADEC, as an innovation, has necessarily encountered, in

its early stages of implementation, the difficulties and operational

constraints characteristic of most innovations. It has, however, in

recent years, received the stimulus and support of national develop-

ments in respect of the traditional non-participants, which have

doubtless contributed to its expansion.

The foregoing findings have examined areas in which the TRADEC

system in implementation appears to achieve its intended operation

and performance, and areas in which it diverges from that intended

operation and performance. Divergence can stem from several sources,

including faults in the system itself, and external factors character-

istically affecting the type of innovation, and not associated with

the specific characteristics of the system itself.

The capacity of any new system to perform satisfactorily, by mini-

mising the effects of opposing external forces, is also an important

measure of effectiveness, though.
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671. 'Phi' findingn concerning THAI= in thin study have been placed

againnt oxinting and available data and knowledge concerning the

operation of comparable nchemen and cournen in order that judgmentn

may be made of the effectivenenn of the ncheme and of Ito potential

for development.

An innue which in fundamental to the comparative dimennionn of the

tudy in that of the 'location' of the TRADEC development.

(a) In relation to existing schemes and cournes engaging the

participation of similar target groups,

and
(b) In relation to the main thrl:sts of development currently

taking place in both of the vocationally orientated 'arms'

of the model (FEU, 1981 : 9) of

Courses/schemes for
16 - 19 ear olds*

1
"Academic" Courses (ii) "Vocational/Technical", (ii0 "Vocational

eg. '0' Level eg. Traditional CGLI Preparation"

'A' Level Craft Courses, RSA,
NNEB, etc.,
Transitional BEC, TEC

1

YOP

UVP

FT Pre-Employment
Courses, eg. CGLI
Foundation, CFE, RSA,

College-devised
Courses, etc.

672. The TRADEC approach clearly reflects some of the essential

curriculum features characterising the Vocational Preparation

'package' and its stated and intended group is that of the non-

participant in other forms of continued education and training.*

The case for comparison, and the essential focal points of comparison

between TRADEC,and the developments gathered under the Vocational

Preparation umbrella, is therefore clear.

673. The strengths of the TRADEC appraoch, claimed by its proponents,

however, are expressed principally in terms of the 'inversion' of

'orthodoxy' which the TRADEC approach is said to represent, in a

context of comparison of the effectiveness and potential of the

TRADEC model and that of so-called 'conventional' provision in

meeting changing vocational needs.

The comparison has been limited to the 16 - 19 population, in

accordance with the terms of reference of the study.



There is, too, evidence of substantial, numbers of young people
participating in the TRADEC development who Eall into the categories

of those 'fully and realistically' committed to a certain trade,

who would in normal circumstances be associated with conventional
vocational/technical provisions but who, for reasons either of lack
of adequate formal training opportunities to complement the Further

Education courses which would be expected to be their destination,

or of gaps in traditional prevision, or of employer preferences, find

themselves in TRADEC schemes.

674. The issues of adaptation to meet changing vocational needs
are key issues at the points of development in the conventional 'camp'

(see e.g., the work of the Hargreaves Committee*, and the direction

of development in BEC General). Some redefinition of intended and
actual participant groups necessarily accompanies these processes of

change. Where the actual and intended targets of 'conventional'
provision are redefined, so automatically are those of Vocational
Preparation provision whichls defined as 'residual' in terms of

target. Similarly, where the distinctive features of the conventional
provisions change, so does their relationship to those of the Vocation-

al Preparation provisions. In these shifts and changes, the TRADEC
development is frequently perceived to be 'on the interface' and
comparison in both directions is therefore indicated.

THE EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY OF TRADEC COMPARED WITH THAT OF

VOCATIONAL PREPARATION, TRANSITIONAL AND CONVENTIONAL COURSES

675. While it is a mistake to assume that there is a formal or
direct process by which specific educational policies or practices

are deduced from educational philosophies, it is generally accepted
that educational philosophies do guide educational policy - this

has been described in the 'organic' connection between philosophy

and education. Most developmen*,' in education have some philosophic

underpinnings. 1

If one shad to summarise the essence of the philosophic underpinnings

of those Further Education courses described as 'traditional', it

could best be encapsulated by the notions of 'education as initiation',

asproposed by .R.Qters ( 1D65 ), with its emphasis on the importance

of social conseni on the value of. what is learned, and universal

standards. The phi osophic underpinning of Vocal:1.0mA. Preparation

development, bycry rast, is that of education through experience

[derived from Dewey, 1.938' ], with its emphasis on the importance

of instrumental purposes, on continuing indiviaual growth as the end

rather than the,means, on-relevance and experience as the starting

point for inductive learning, and on the learner's stY,,,cial interests

as the vehicle for learning through challenge and prot:tlem-solving.

Each Further Education approach manifests some elemmts of the other -

the difference is one of emphasis, rather than of essence. Trans-

itional courses may be seen to represent a balance between the two.

See-City and Guilds, 1982.
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676. The different emphasis on the Importance of consensus about

what is worth learning,and.of standards by which learning outcomes

are measured, are immediately apparent in the model of methodology

presented below (Fig.11.l). The traditional and transitional
provisions emphasise consensus seeking to define, by consultation

with key interests through a national committee system, the framework,

objectives and content of courses, leaving responsibility to the

individual practitioner for elements of 'interpretation' only.

Vocational Preparation, however, seeks to define only an element of

framework and objectives by consensus, this consensus being
translated into a 'common core'*. Transitional courses, again,

remain in an interim position. Vocational Preparation, by placing

responsibility with the practitioner within the broad criteria of

operation, puts to the fore individual needs and development and
the importance of individual experience and relevance.

677. If the MSC model were to be extended to assessment, the

differences in respect of the role of consensus would be seen to be

extended to assessment approaches, traditional courses being

characterised by external examination, to criterion-referenced
standards linked to 'norms', or consensus about what performance

levels may 'reasonably' be expected. Transitional courses are

characterised by external moderation to ensure both achievement of

criterion-referenced standards and adherence to methodology, while

Vocational Preparation is dominated by moderation of adherence to

methodology, with definition of criterion-referenced standards

emerging as the 'issues of the day'.

678. Where is the TRADEC system placed in this? The system is

clearly located in the Vocational Preparation group, both in terms

of its intended target and its methodology. It is distinguished

from other Vocational Preparation models by its combined features

,
of the triangular relationship as a means of securing relevance

and unification, its specifications based on generic skills and

areas of competence, and its assessment systems.

Its distinctive features, when ?lacc! alongside other Vocational

Preparation models, are those (;; trianqular relationship

as a means of securing relevanm (b) its published

specifications, based on genet of competence,-

(c) its assessment system, ((i V!-,c a'

.(i.e., lack of age-specificity), c -a0 it5 fnbuilt system of

prc^ression. These differentiat.- tio71 other Vocational

Preparation models and, in partYcular, JVP, also operating

,
principally in the field of e-y:f young pe.-s in employment.

FEU (1980) has articulated set of criteria describing,and
subsequently defining, the concept and forms of Vocational

Preparation. As responsi:re programmes of personal development

with instrumental aims ::hey need to be characterised by the

following if they -to fulfil their functions:

*

4.4

See FEU L979 Vasis for Choice".
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FigurelL1: F,E, Teachers Responsibility for Curriculum

Trad. F.E.

G,C,E,, C.S.E,

Transitional

T,E.C. & B.E,C.

New F.E.

N.T.I,

Framework Syllabus Interpretation

and Objectives and Content and materials

Standard

Units

/-"-----

F,E, Teachers Responsibility

;

From: Malcolm Cribb, Manpower Services Commission

presented at N.A.S.D. Staff Development Conference

Loughborough 14th May 1982
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A NEGOTIATION process, between clients and teachers and between

agencies, which needs to be defined explicitly. This means real

responTlibility of the young person in planning his/her programme.

In the TRADEC model, some degree of negotiation is intended, through

the triangular relationship between employers, learners and the

College.

COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE LINKED WITH FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:

679. A system of guiding clients within the scheme or through several

schemes to optimise achievement and employability. Certification

processes, givi g formative and summative appraisals are required,

the currently r commended form being the 'profile' providing a

common system of record-keeping and certification.

The TRADEC model does not specify or make explicit the counselling

and guidance functions, but would argue that elese'are integrated

with the process and arise automatically on imeolemehtation. This

is linked closely with the integrated approach 'to Social and Life

Skills. Its assessment system is both potentially formative and

summative. It does not, in its certification, record attainment in

a way which conveys intelligible information about\strengths,
attainment and capacities in the various personal development

dimensions it seeks to serve.

680. In BASIC SKILLS, the TRADEC model does not make explicit an

identifiable core of basic skills which it is seeking to transmit.

It does, by scheme, specify generic areas of unde standing and

competence which are sometimes expressed in skill terms. Basic

Skills, it would claim, are conveyed through e process, and partic-

ularly through the project work which invol s the development

and exercise of manipulative, literacy, meracy, communication,

copying, etc., skills. These, however, are not required by the

model to be specified as part of TT-explicit learning process which

can be monitored, assessed or eviewed. This feature it shares

with UVP.

EXPERIENCE:

681. hin the inductive approach, approaches based on and using exper-

ienc'e as a vehicle for learning are fundamental. The TRADEC model

intends that, employers' premises should be used, wherever possible,

as a location for elements of the scheme; where this is not

possible, plant processes, etc., should be brought into use in

college-based work. By this means it therefore employs work-based

experience. It does not include a requirement for residential

experience. In terms of its model and methodology, therefore,

TRADEC is potentially able to meet the defining criteria for

Vocational Preparation (given alignment iri respect of closer

specification of requirements for the Vocational Preparation target

at college level).



662. It has been observed (FEU, 1980 : 13 ) that no one model

of Vocational Preparation is uniquely suitable, all having their

characteristic advantages and deficiencies which become apparent

on implementation.

In the case of TRADEC it has been seen that on implementation there

is a considerable degree of variation in the extent to which

schemes meet FEU criteria. In practice there is, as would be

expected, considerable variation in the extent to which negotiation

involving the learner takes place, in the extent to which basic

skills are made explicit and monitored, and in the ways in which

the counselling and guidance function materialises, if at all.

There is also variation in the effectiveness with which experience

is employed within the learning process.

While some of °these variations are due to external factors to the

system, the research has revealed that there are clearly areas in

which the construction of the system does not serve to facilitate

their successful achievement. These are discussed in the following

pages.

THE MODEL FOR COMPARISON OF IMPLEMENTATION

683. In comparisoh of the IMPLEMENTATION of the TRADEC approach

with that of the Vocational Preparation and traditional/transitiOnal

models, two levels of comparison require.consideration:

(a) the operation of the system, the way in which the

philosophy and methodology is translated into practice).

and

(b) the performance of the system, in terms of processes and

outcomes.

The former is of primary importance in the comparison of distinctive

features, the latter in the assessment of effectiveness.

In view of the proliferation of courses and schemes under both the

Vocational Preparation and 'conventional' arms, it has,been the

judgment of the researchers that, in comparison to-implementation,

particular attention should be given to selected forms of provision

with which it appears the most fruitful and significant comparison

can be made, second level comparative comment being reserved for

other forms of provision where these present comparable or contrast-

ing features of particular importance.

684. The selection of primary and secondary comparisons has been

informed by discussions with representatives of intending users of

the research, and consultants to it. The working model appears below:



Comparison of the implementation of the TRADEC approach with that of

other forms of conventional and Vocational Preparation provision*

TRADEC

CONVENTIONAL COURSES 'VOCATIONAL PREPARATION' COURSES

Secondary Primary
"5

MTP - - -
comparisons comparisons 4

RSA,
TEC, etc.

Craft Studies
or equivalent
Operator <

Courses

BEC
General

FJTP -

Primary Secondary
comparisons comparisons

Powered - -
Traction ,

TP
SCOTTISH
TRADEC

Food - - ->

TP

Commercial - >

TP

DCTP - - _>

UVP

YOP/Pilot
programmed
for YTS

Pre-vocational
Courses:

City & Guilds
Formation and
365 Coursses,
RSA, Vocational
Preparation,etc.

685. The primary level comparison with UVP .is important for reasons

which include its encapsulation of the essential Vocational Preparation

curriculum features (FEU, 1901 : 12 - 13), its orientation towards

young people in employment erd therefore the importance of employer
acceptability, and the acceptance of TRADEC I for UVP funding.
Secondary level comparisons will also be made with other components

of the Vocational Preparation package, in respect of the essential

curriculum features. The 'drawing-in' of UVP under the NTI umbrella
and therefore its disappearance as a distinct and separate scheme,

and its alignment with wider Vocational Preparation practice, from 1983,

renders lessons drawn from past experience most important at this stage.

686. The first level comparison with Craft Studies is of importance

for reasons which include (a) the origins of TRADEC schemes in

'filling a gap' for those who, on the phasing out of Craft Practice

courses, were not appropriately served by Craft Sutdies courses since

they were not receiving adequate complementary training (this role of

TRADEC continues to be seen as its primary function by a significant

number of agencies), (b) the developments under discussion by the

Joint Advisory Committee of City and Guilds and the REB's on the

'Stages' of operation represent another set of variables,

in terms of comparison.



future of Faigineering Craft Courses, which have considerable impli-

cations for the role and function of TRADEC and, (c) the implications

of changes in the balance between traditional craft and limited skill

occupations, Eor provisions on the boundary of change.

The first level comparison with BEC General courses is included for

reasons o[ a degree of overlap and interchange between he client

groups in the Business Zone of operation of TRADEC, anu because of

the moves towards adaptation of the BEC General to meet MSC and FDU

criteria for Vocational Preparation.

687. In comparison both of operatioD and performance, the criteria

adopted throughout; are presented in TRADEC III. It will be noted that

the questions relating to.TRADEC were developed under the main headings

of this model in order to facilitate the types of comparison detailed

ahov.m

THE 'MECHANICS' OF THE SYSTEM

688. In practice, the TRADEC system has been shown to be supportable
and economically operated (by Vocational Preparation standards) at
regional level. 3

Its strengths as a system lie in this relative economy of operation,
and in its moderation systems which, although demonstrating several
deficiencies in its practical operation, represents a significant
advance in terms of quality control in Vocational Preparation, over
the diverse and often haphazard arrangements previously associated
with UVP. It is less cumbersome than the moderation systems of
transitional schemes, which use appointed moderators-on a regional
hasis and is probably potentially more effective in disseminating
good practice, although there is no firm evidence of this. The

system, in the view of the researcher, is worth further examination.

639. Another criticism sometimes made of the UVP operation is its
cost of operation at local level for the numbers involved. This is

largely due to the high development costs involved in generating each
scheme from scratch - a cost not incurred by the TRADEC system. This

disadvantage, as has been shown, has to be weighed against the benefits
of enhanced employer involvement shown to be associated with the
schemes which do not start from a highly structured base, (NFER 1980:

48-69). Overall costs of individual schemes, however, appear to be
broadly comparable with-those of TRADEC and, as expected, greater than
those of conventional schemes under current operating conditions.

690. Another point of importance to be considered here is the trans-
ferability of the learning gained in a scheme designed on a generic
base, as opposed to e.g., a single company base. TRADEC definitely
scores in this respect, although again there is variation within UVP
between those schemes designed to prepare young people for work in
the whole industry (DTIB schemes), and those Focused on specific
company and circumstances. Weaknesses of the TRADEC system lie in

the recurrent problems in maintaining adequate employer participation

*See TRADEC III (pares 12 - 14)

**See Kendall, G., 1981
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in the Committees, particularly at Writing. Group level - a problem
which has been evident in the Steering Committees of UVP too, but
which is not characteristic of the established conventional and
transitional courses (perhaps by virtue of their national status).

It should be noted, however, that industrial. representation at
Committee level is seen as less critical in TRADEC, which seeks to
secure relevance and employer acceptibility through the 'working

partnership' arrangements at the level of individual schemes. Also

the mechanisms of harnessing feedback, reliably and systematically,
and using it in scheme development,areas of relative strength in
conventional and transitional courses. While unnecessary in the

early days of TRADEC when operation was limited, the extended
operation appears to require better feedback and development
mechanisms than currently exist.

691. One feature of the examining, validating and co-ordinating
badies in all three categories of provision is their readiness to
examine critically and publicly their own operation, and this is

a very much in evidence in their publications and reports. While
one accepts the position of a new, development initiated at regional

level and concerned to establish itself, ttlere appears to be little
comparable public dissemination of balanced information about the
strengths and weaknesses in performance of the system, ,directed
towards discussion, review and scheme development. This may, again,

be attributed to the rapid expansion of the scheme. oThe network
of relptionships established during the scheme's early operation
was probably adequate to deal with this. This can be considered

to be another manifestation of the scheme, having outgrown in some
respects its operating mechanisms.

TARGET GROUPS

692. The intended targets of TRADEC, former non-participants in

Further Education engaged in occupations not associated with long-

term training, are close to those of UVP in the 16.- 19 age range,

but extend beyond the UVP target to the adult non-participant
population in similar occupations.

The UVP target is described as those young people who at 16 enter
the job market directly and receive little in the way of Further

Education or systematic training. TSA (1975) characterised the

group and their jobs thus:

'jobs, simple and monotonous, and as now constituted
offer no prospect of advancement'.

'requiring little or no skill and, consequently, little

of no training'.

The'target clearly forms part of the-wider Vocational Preparation
target defined as residual.

693. The BEC General target is also similar, in terms of

attainment level for the 16 - 19's, but extends beyond UVP and
TRADEC to include those ',expecting', to enter the relevant

occupations, (i.e. full-time pre-vocational students), as well as

those already in work. The BEC General course aims to provide
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hyl)d educational roundation:

'appropriate for young people with few, if any,,academic

Thilifications who expect to enter, or have recently

entered, employment in industry, commerce, distribution,

or public sector'.

While the nature of occupational level is not specified, it can be

deduced from the reference to low academic attainment levels that

the occupations of the intended target are in the UVP/TRADEC band.

BEC General is, again, age-specific aiming to provide a foundation

education for new entrants, and developing separate post-experience

provision for the older age groups.

694, City and Guilds conventional operator courses have, individually,

much more limited targets, being directed towards groups with

specific operative functions, and at the higher skill levels,

e.g., Iron-Steel Operatives. The new Specific Skill courses, too,

are directed at narrow targets, e.g., bar attendants. In Craft Studies

the principal target is currently those in preparation for fully

skilled craftsmen occupations.

This embodies those groups of young workers requiring long-term

systematic training. Where this is not received in the company, it

is intended that it should be provided through practical process

experience. The stated targets of TRADEC and City and Guilds Craft

Studies are, therefore, adjacent but quite distinct at present.

695. However, in the Engineering Zone, the recommendations of the

Hargreaves Committee*create an important new context within which

targets should be reconsidered. The move is clearly towards

extension of target groups to all those using craft skills, both in

non-traditional axeas and in less skilled occupations. The Sub-

Committee has recommended that, following the establishment of a

master syllabus bank of Further Education related to engineering

craft processes, the Advisory Committee should consider a range of

main and supplementary selections from it to meet needs associated with:

(i) existing craftsmen and their specialisms

(ii) the introduction of new technology or processes

(iii) providing for craftsmen (indluding adults) who need

retraining or updating

(iv) providing for unconventional grouping of skills

demanded by local employment opportunities

(v) the economic simultaneous provision for college

intakes which may need

- a narrow range of skills (operatives)

or
- a wider range of skills (conventional craftsmen)

or
- a full range of skills

(vi) pre-vocatiorial courses.

* [City and Guilds, 1982 : 9]
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The C(mimil goes on to recommend that, where formally reorganised
industrial training is not provided, adequate practical experience
should be ensured by successfullyicompleting a practical skills
test, or by following a programme of practical process experience,
in the teaching institution or in a company.

696. When the client groups actually achieved are examined, it
has been shown that in TRADEC participants are spread through the
whole range of skill levels from unskilled to craft level, and above,
but are differently clustered according to scheme. In the Engineering
Zone, participants are clustered at the interface between the
production trainee employing a limited range of craft skills and the
multi-skilled craftsman, and certainly draws in a significant pro-
portion of participants for whom the option of Craft Studies,
supplemented by process experience, is intended.

697. They differ from 'mainstream' UVP participants'in skill level.
The small number of engineering UVP schemes operating tend to cater
for. the lower skill levels. The Scottish evaluation of TRADEC
(undertaken from a UVP standpoint) also points to the distinction
between UVP and UVP/TRADEC, in terms of skill levels of participants,
with particular referenceto the Engineering Zone, noting the pre-
dominance of semi-skilled and apprentice level employees. The
distinction was also noted by the NFER research team, who felt that
the TRADEC schemes they had visited represented,, by virtue of the
nature of the client groups, something which was distinct from
mainstream UVP.

698. The high skill orientations of participants are particularly
marked in the Scottish development in which in the engineering area,
Stage 1 TRADEC is clearly seen as, first and foremost, a replacement

" for Craft Practice for those who would normally be considered to
require, but who do not receive, complementary training in their
Companies. Hence, the scheme is offered at Stage 1 only in most

cases and feeds thereafter into City and Guilds Craft Studies. It

can be argued that the small operation of UVP in the engineering

field is attributable to the greater difficulty in securing the
participation of the low-skilled operative, than of the more highly
skilled production trainee, frequently still termed an 'apprentice',

with all the associations and expectations of Further Education
and training which that carries.

699: In the Business Zone, participants in TRADEC Distribution
schemes are not widely spread in terms of occupation, the vast majority
being located in sales assistants' positions. The target, as expected,

is very close to that of the mainstream-UVP schemes. TRADEC, by

virtue of its three-stage operation, draws in more participants in,
or entering, junior supervisory levels at Stage 3. The BEC Distribution

(General) has been shown to attract primarily Sales Assistants and
Trainee Managers..

While BEC General, with options in e.g., Book-keeping and Accounts,
Use of Office Machines and Equipment, etc., probably comes closest,

in respect of its participants, with.TRADEC Commercial Trades Principles

and UVP courses with a clerical orientation, in which participants'

occupations are clustered in the junior clerical area.
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A breakdown of liEC participants showed that 74 per cent were
involved in using office machinery and calculato, approximately
one-half were involved in handling money,and more than one-third
were involved in serving customers*.

700. There is limited experience of the operation of Food Trades
Principles. However, those targets actually achieved to date are
clearly distinct from the craft level in the Catering field,
coinciding more closely with the UVP target group and, in some
instances, with the target of the City and Guilds Specific Skill
schemes now undergoing rapid expansion in response to substantial
demand. It comes closest to the participants both of TRADEC
Commercial TP and UVP courses.

701. Evidence has shown that both TRADEC and UVP require intensive
and insistent 'selling' to employers in order to secure participation
of the target group, and that this requires the development of
special skills is scheme organisers. It has been shown to represent
a special challenge to co-ordinators of college-based schemes in
UVP, and-this is strongly reflected in the TRADEC experience. The

greater ease with which TRADEC attracted participation in its
earlier stages**can be attributed largely to the replacement of craft
practice function'which caused it to take hold quickly in the
Engineering areas in which UVP has made little thrust.

702. The wastage rates from UVP and from TRADEC are broadly compar-
able at around the 10 per cent level, with the majority of withdrawals
due to redundancy, moving, and similar reasons. (Reference to UVP,

Scottish TRADEC evaluation, Chapter III of this study). There is
little doubt that wastage in both BEC and City and Guilds is consider-
ably Higher. The BEC survey report shows that there is a 66 per cent
completion rate among part-time students who, in general, perform
significantly less successfully than full-time, in terms both of
dropout and final results. The dropout rate in City and Guilds, still
relatively high at about30 per cent, may be attributed partly to
inappropriate placement among those who are in the intended TRADEC
band but classed as apprentices by their Companies, while they are in
reality performing jobs considerably different from those of a multi-
skilled craftsman and often receiving little or no systematic training.
It was noted in the collegeS in which the Case Study ,themes were
investigated, that this placement sometimes occurred at the insistance
of the-employer wanting the nationally and internationally qualification
of City and Guilds because of its currency.

703. In the case of BEC there was some evidence of interchange of
student's between BEC and TRADEC in the Commercial and Distribution
fields, reflecting the close similarity of targets already noted.

TRADEC was clearly, scoring in recruiting participants in establishments
with little previous training record or awareness, by virtue of the
greater degree of direct practical orientation it carries, in
comparison with BEC. It was also drawing substantial numbers of
WEEPS trainees, preferring the practical orientation of TRADEC to the

*Draft of survey of courses undertaken in 1981/82 by BEC.

"The difficulties encountered in research targets in the UVP pilot scheme

operation are outlined in NMI, 1920. .270



alternative Social and Life Skills provision which has a generally

poor record in attracting and maintaining the participation and

motivation of the trainees

It was also achieving success with targets in some large chains

who saw it as more directly applicable to their needs than DEC

General, although there was some indication of reversion to BEC

General in the case of 'more able' young people which, it was

sivAested, TRADEC failed to 'stretch' sufficiently. The feed into

Commercial and Distribution Trades Principles, Stage 2, of DEC

Pass students, was described in Chapter 3, TRADEC is clearly

meeting the need of a target for whom there was no other opportunity

for progression.

704. The progr-ssion issue is an important one. TRADEC clearly

affords progress-on through its Stage Structure, a route forward

not offered currently by UVP . Progression from Stages 1, 2 and 3,

City and Guilds Craft Studies, Part II is already established and is

the -'norm' for several MTP and FJTP schemes, catering predominantly

for craft level youngsters not receiving complementary training.

Progression in areas, such as Food Trades Principles, is not

established, nor progression routes from TR EC Commercial and

Distribution fields.

In general, TRADEC is currently offering more gible progression

opportunities/to its participants than is other provision under

the Vocational Preparation 'umbrella', particularly UVP.

705. In terms of level of qualifications and age range of

participants there is, apparently, relatively little difference

between the UVP and TRADEC populations. The TRADEC sample was

characterised by predominance of 16 - 19 year olds (91.5 per cent)*

The modal qualification level was;3 CSE's,<:4 'O's (54 per cent).

The majority of participants (all but three) were male, in the

Engineering Zone. Distribution, Food and Commercial scheme

participants were predominantly female (75 per cent).

The NFER sample had the following characteristics:

//_

most had left school at 16

equally balanced in sex

twenty-two per cent had no graded examination results:

47 per cent CSE qualifications, 29 per cent GCE '0' Levels

and 2 per cent GCE 'A' Levels

a strikingly similar population to that drawn into TRADEC,

although the NFER researches noted that the level of qualifi-

cations was relatively high, when compared with the intended

population, and suggested that this could be attributed to

employer selection of partici 'pants for the UVP schemes..

Similarly, BEC General has been shown to attract a participant

group in which almost one-half have no GCE '0' Levels.
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106. city and Guilds Croft Courses are widely thought to he character-

ised by a modal level ol school attainment slightly higher than that

of TRADEC participants (in the current circumstances of supply far

exceeding demands). There is little statistical evidence available
MI national level to support, this. However, local and regional

!ftudleH of Ryrie and Weir (1980), [?vans (1982), have produced some
evidence showing the modal educational level of craft apprentices

to be in the same band.

The modal age of TRADEC Stage 1, participants is comparable with

that of UVP and BEC. The modal age of the three stages, taken
together, is comparable with that of City and Guilds Craft Studies,

in the Engineering Zone. The TRADEC model also differs in being
more readily adaptable to older age targets than either the UVP

or DEC models, which are clearly designed to be age-specific and

to provide a 'foundation' experience.

SPECIAL CURRICULUM FEATURES

107. Curriculum Orientation:

The examination of the curriculum methodology has revealed TRADEC to

be considered and intended to be a form of provision standing on the

two legs of individual development and industrial needs.

In this it stands, it can be argued, between the orientation of City

and Guilds in which industrial needs predominate*; and UVP, where

personal development needs clearly predominate, both in construction

and intention. It is probably closest in its general stated
orientation towards personal development, using vocational interests

as a vehicle, to the UVP model. In the Business Zone, its aims bear
interesting comparison with those of BEC General, which states its

primary purposes to be the provision of a broad educational foundation

for the target group, to develop understanding and skills in the

central themes of money; people; ability to receive and understand

information and to express oneself clearly; a logical and numerate

approach to business problems; to develop work competence through

practical assignments; to foster personal development and develop-

ment of further vocational skills (through option modules) enabling

students to become more effective in immediate employment; to help

students to develop a realistic understanding of employment in

business, distribution and public administration, through a period

of work experience or through simulated exercises

708. However, in practical implementation the curriculum orienta-

tions become widely variable. The TRADEC scheme, in operation,

varies widely in its orientation between predominance of individual

development needs and of predominance of more generalised industrial

requirements, (which may be mutually reinforcing, or opposing).

The NFER Survey has revealed, in its presentation of the range of

scheme types (NFER, 1980: 32 -106) that similar variations exist in other

UVP schemes, a point which is reinforced by the observations of

the research team.

*in respect of conventional provisions.
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*In'TRADEC the orientations, it has been shown, tend to differ betwel'.7.

the engineering and non-engineering areas. Engineering Zone schemes

are repeatedly found to 'be referred to in terms of their intention to:

transfer a body of skill, developing people as individuals tY:cyugh
the process, while Commercial and Distribution Schemes are mu,1:
frequently referred to in terms of their confidence-producing
capacity, contrasting with the more cognitive orientations fount,

in practice, in BEC General.

ALIGNMENT WITH INDIVIDUAL AND INDUSTRIAL REQUIREMENTS

709. These questions lead naturally into those of the ease of

alignment of schemes with individual and industrial requirements,

and of employer and learner involvement.

TRADEC and UliP rely, primarily, for alignmenton local direct
involvement of the participating employers. In the former case

this is within a flexible framework, and in the latter case
within broad criteria, generally, or within a variety of models.
developed by different sponsoring bo.:dos. Both also rely, to a
lesser extent, on employer representation at Committee level. The

traditional and transitional courses, on the other hand, rely,
principally,for alignment on high level consultations with industrial
representatives through the Committee system, leading to contiling
revision of syllabi and programmes. They rely, to a ,far lesser extent,

on local consultation on scheme content. There is 'space' for
consultation, which is generally encouraged, and in good schemes this

is carried out, but since it is not a requirement there is a require-

ment there is a tendency Zor local consultation with individual
participating employers to. be limited.

710. Alignment with specific needs is therefore less good. The

argument that thiS is a-strength, rather than a wee ness, is

sometimes put by employers and learners, as well P3 the validating
bodies themselves, in view of the mobility and transferability of

learning within the industry which can be afforded by schemes
devised on the basis of consensus at national level concerning wh&t

should be learned...

However, both City and Guilds and BEC recognise the merits of

specific alignment, too. The City and Guilds Certification of a

range of company-devised and college-devised skill'schemes, and
particularly their specific skill schemes in the Food Industry,
illustrates capacity to respond to requests for specific alignment.

711. It has been shown that several employers in Distributive
Industry in Yorkshire and Humberside had switched from BEC
Distribution to TRADEC beCause the latter was seen as more directly
relevant in manifesting the need already identified by the BEC

Survey Report Certain 'employers outside retailing wanted courses

to cater more for their needs, e.g., electrical wholesalers, while

retailing firms wanted more retailing.

It is here that TRADEC's grouped approach and variable emphasis

can score, provided the spread within a given proup-is-not too wide.
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712. THr.. w,n; 'vidence in the BEC Survey, too, that many
empLo.: dissatisfied with the level of liaison and consulta-

tion i 'ct of schemes (although it should be noted, from the
experi, t this and related research, that the same employers
saw disua.,:,ion meetings and college visits which required active
involvement as ton consuming of time for them to become regularly
involved).

713. It has been asserted that Voczitional Preparation schemes,
in contrast with transitional and traditional, rely on direct
involvement and consultation with local employers for effective
alignment. In both UVP and TRADEC models the strong recommenda-
tion is that at least part of the participants' scheme activities
undertaken on the employers' premises, using the plant, equipment
and processes. This is seen as the most effective means of align-
ment with employer requirements, and of ensuring that elusive
characteristics of 'relevance', so vital to these forms of provision.

714. It has already been shown that employer involvement in the
form of company-based activities and involvement of company staff
in TRADEC and in UVP model-based schemes tends to be at a lower
level than in the open UVP sc,,emes. The observation concerning
lower levels of company-based activity in TRADEC than would normally
be expected in UVP schemes has been reinforced by the observations
of the Research Fellows monitoring the implementation of TRADEC in
Scotland, from a UVP standpoint, and UVP Field Organisers. This,

however, is not to say that UVP has achieved a generally high
degree of success. The NFER study commented:

'It would be fair to say that all too often employers, and
in particular trainees, regarded the off-the-job sessions
as comprising the entire scheme'.

and noted that in college-managed schemes extreme difficulties
present themselves in any attempt to insist on employer inputs or
to monitor, or 'police', the company component. The risk, of-

course, is that the company will withdraw under these circumstances
and their goodwill will be lost. This was certainly the case in

TRADEC. Many Course Tutors'spoke of the impossibility of making
demands on employers in this respect, even where funding for
in-company elements was being granted. Organisers of schemeS
initiated by the ITB s were clearly in abetter position to check
on in-company elements. The demise of many of the ITB s and the
inevitable change in balance towards college-managed schemes raises
many questions about the support. the in-company element
characteristics of UVP.

715. ,In. this sense,it may be that - employer involvement'model
of TRADEC has some strengths. The oppcitunity for employers to
make a tangible input, through consultation, over selection of .

parts of the work of the scheme and support in the form of materials
and equipment, without the commitment of a company-based programme,
particularly difficult for the smaller employers, which feature
strongly in the TRADEC population, to achieve. However, there is.

some cost in relevance, as our case studies clearly,showed.
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716. In UVP it was found that most schemes included an in-company

element b r which company ,personnel were responsible. The extent

to which this materialised was highly variable; 60 per cent of

employers confirmed that one of the Company's personnel acted as

adviser to the UVP trainees, in most cases nominated as the

'Irdustrial Tutor', a Finding also confirmed by trainees' responses.

Py comparison, it is seen that, within TRADEC, while most schemes

lEford opportunities for in-company work, usually on an 'ad hoc'

basis, 64 per cent of trainees stated that little or no part of

their project work had been undertaken in their Company, while

other in-company activities were minimal. Only a very small number

of respondinb -mpooyers confirmed' that one of the company's

personnel was ,,:assigned to act as a Supervisor/Supporter in a role

equivalent to that of the Industrial Tutor, although many claimed

to give more generalised support. A more direct comparison may

be made in the case of Distrioution Schemes.

Ten per cent of employers in DITB/UVP schemes, based oh a model,

involving 451/2 days on-the-job training, claimed that none of the

UVP scheme took place in the Company. Twelve per cent of learners

agreed; 40 per cent of employers made mention of project work, but

not of any job rotation or training. By comparison, TRADEC Distri-

bution gave employers responses of 80 per cent Claiming that none of

TRADEC took place in-company, and 68 per cent of learners claiming

that little Lr. none of their project work had been done in-

company (with smaller, overlTping proportions claiming some in-company

assignments and other activities). This supports the general

observation of lower levels of cotpany-based activity. In some

companies in Distribution, in which job training and rotation had

been in existence before the scheme, neither employers nor learners

considered them as part of the scheme, (even where funding was

being received) and there were no attempts at integration. This

phenomenon also occurred within mainstream UVP schemes. However, in

one TRADEC .scheme in which it occurred the Course Tutor considered

integration, even in a two - company scheme, to be extremely_ difficult

to achieve in a college-managed scheme, and was impractical from a

resources point of view.

717. In the many cases (both in UVP and in TRADEC) in which planned

experience/training integrated with educational components does not

take place, the natural process of learning through day-by-day,

experience on the joo does, of course, take place (although it would

be a mistake to assume that all such learning is, in essence, 'good'

learning). There are variations in the extent to which this form of

unstructured experiential learning is used in schemes and in the

effectiveness with which it is used. The structured project approach

of TRADEC, involving employer consultation is, undoubtedly, used

effectively in the TRADEC model, both in employing the young person's

day-by-day expe:ience,and.in securing a degree of integration in the

learning experiencedi, different locations during the course of the

scheme. This approach is now being recommended by BEC for part-time

employed students.



In it!; late.;t Heview of Standards, BEC. has recommended that:

'serious attention be given to development of assignments

concerned with abilities, other than recall , and

especially to the use of knowledge and experience drawn by

part-time students from their jobs, e.g., obtaining,

analysing, and reporting on aspects of their work, etc.'

commenting that the experience of centres using such assignments

had underlined the fact that 'General Award Students can achieve

highly when motivated by situations and tasks they see as relevant,

and when clearly briefed.' (BEC, 1982 : )

718. most scheme organisers of UVP suggested that:

'to achieve a real synthesis, scheme organisers implied

that the employers' role had to be participating. Tutors

and employers had to share responsibilities and be closoly,

if not equally, involved in the planning of schemes arvi in

their execution.'

As we have noted elsewhere, effective integration is integration in

the experience and perception of the learner; there is still a

very long way to go in achieving this integration in the implementation

both of TRADEC and of UVP. The perceived lack of relevance of TRADEC

to day-by-day experience, articulated by a proportion of learners in

the whole range of TRADEC schemes selected for cane shudy, is an

indication that the system is not working as intended at implementation

level in this respect. A major factor here is the number of companie.;

involved and the range of different work contexts anu requirements

represented in the scheme. Another factor is 'lack of involvement'

of the learner in discussion of goals and intended outcomes of their

learning.

In others, the multiplicity of targets and occupations was shown to

render alignment very difficult in practical terms. Substantial

coverage of all 'compulsory' content was required to meet the range

of needs, resulting in overload of content in those schemes attempting

to abide by the requirements.

719. Alignment through projgt work was also, in these cases, rendered

difficult by the sheer volume of liaison activity involved in the

construction of appropriate projects. The result of this was all too

often the use of stereotyped and repeated exercises, as minor projects

and assignments, a practice strongly discouraged by YHAFHE.

It was seen, however, that in schemes not hampered by too great a

number of companies, the projects were effectively used as instruments,

both of alignment and of intebration, and were frequently seen to be

more effective than their counterparts in UVP schemes.



720. The dlaarn of removal, or reduction, of the company-based
(114.)11t-111.,, t:, 1111:; C. perceived relevance, have already been noted

although it also be, r, argued that effective liaison and consulta-

tion can be aL., successful in .relevance to the learner in

schemes without in-compaw; element. This is a marked area of
difference between the findings on perceptions of UVP and of TRADEC
participant:. While TRADE(: participants generall welcomed the
practical orientation of. TRADEC, many claimed that any link with
their day-to-day work was purely fortuitous. It was on the basis of
findings simil'ar to this that the Jordan Hill Research Fellows were
Led to describe TRACEC as 'practical education', rather than the
unified programme of work preparation encapsulated by the TRADEC
model. The NFER UVP study, on the other hand, revealed that trainees
generally found the scheme relevant hut, in common with the TRADEC
experience, did net perceive integration or unification of different
course components to be taking place.

721. In conventional and transitional courses the evidence generally
conveys a picture of some dissatisfaction of students with the direct
application and matching of their Further Education experience to
training and experience of work, widely held to be a product of
separation of responsibility at national level for the various
components of the young person's preparation - a problem which the
Vocational Preparation models have sought actively to avoid. (FEU,1980:118-125)

722. Where evidence of relevance and acceptability to employers is
examined, the TRADEC nding!-- revealed that the majority of responding

employers (represent oy company personnel with responsibility for
TRADEC trainees and varying in role accorc)ing to the size and nature
of the Company, found the scheme satisfactory and acceptable.

The welcomed, in particular,

(a) the improved liaison with the college, which had been
associated with the scheme, and which contrasted in most cases .

with their previous experience of conventional and ot1.er
courses.

(b) the practical orientation.

Negative perceptions tended to be directed towards Further Education
in general, rather than towards TRADEC in particular. Some employers,

supporters of the City and Guilds route they had taken themselves,
perceived TRADEC as being a little too narrow, in focusing on company
requirements, and felt that a broader approach would improve the scheme.
Others considered alignment to be insufficient to meet their specialised
requirements.

A significant proportion had formerly sent their young workers to
City and Guilds Courses and were unaware that th'e course they were on
now was any different, placement having been made by the college.
Others, however, commented that this was the first time that they had
found a course suited to the needs of their: particular type of trainee.



These perceptions of TRADEC were reflected in the study of Scottish
TRAMc. The recurrent lack of awareness of the companies of the
nature of the course their trainees were undertaking was commented
on specifically, but is by no means confined to TRADEC, as the UVP
investigations and, to a lesser extent, DEC 'Survey, have demonstrated.
However, the automatic placement by some TRADEC colleges of trainees
aot receiving complementary training onto TRADEC certainly increases
the incidence of this level of ignorance of the scheme.

723. The findings of NFER that the general orientation of employers
to UVP schemes were those or advantage afforded by participation in
the scheme, particularly in respect of improved communication and
understanding between employers and the education and training services,
was clarly consistent with the TRADEC findings.

Another perception recorded by UVP employers, which was not strongly
reflected in the TRADEC findings, was that of. the more balanced and
comprehensive approach to the education and training of their young
workers.

In both schemes only a small proportion (UVP : 7 per cent, TRADEC :

10 per cent) of responding employers had reservations about the scheme
in which they had participated, and the general perception that the
schemes made a valuable contribution to the education and training
provision for young people at work (i.e. generalised acceptibility)
was a feature of both.

724. The evidence of relevance and acceptabiit...: employers of

schemes on the conventional models suggests a o a ter. incidence of
expressed 'reservation' than was found in Vocationa' 1'reparation.
It shbuld be remembered' here, however, that it IT vei: likely that
employers are using quite different yardsticks .nd applying more
demanding criteria to schemes catering for employees ut higher skill

levels.

725. In conventional schemes based on the 'segregated' model of
education lnd training, the problems of matching are well known.
The compilation of data (FEU, 1980), on relationships between the on-
the-job and off-the-job training and the educational componce- of
conventional courses on the day-release model, revealed evi' e that

practioners in the different locations of Company) Training Centre,
and College of Further Education had little knowledge of the activities-
of each other, particularly in the engineering fields. AlSO, in

these fields, with practical content removed and liL_le knowledge
of ground covered in these elements, teachers frequently found
difficulty in motivating students. Some practitioners had difficulty
in seeing their workers ina unified way, which suggests it to be
extremely unlikely that their students were undergoing an integrated
experience.

However, in broad terms, there-was no evidence of widespred antipathy
of employers to Mainstream provision on the traditional and transi-
tional models, which were seen as broadly r'levant to industrial
practice, although undermined by the perceived lack of up-to-date
experience of Further Education staff and poor communications and
linkage, which were the main sources'of complaint.
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72o. Tio.8e findings are strongly reflected, too, in the recent BEC

survey results which showed employers' perceptions to be generally

positive, the majority regarding the course as broadly re3-Arant,

although less than one-half of Training Officers were satisfied that
aims were being met and there was someconcern that the course was
not sufficiently vocational. The point about liaison and communication

featured strongly, too. BEC employers considered that they had some-

thing positive to offer to the running of BEC courses, either in

advisory roles or, more practically, in projects and assignments.
They felt that little opportunity was taken to tap this.

'i27. Clearly, the Vocational Preparation models, with their inbuilt
criteria of direct inter-agency cooperation at a local level, are
structured to avoid these problems and it is these features which are
reflected in the generally positive TRADEC and UVP results concerning

li son and communication.

The claimed disinterest of many employers in Further Education is by

no means eliminated in Vocational Preparation. There is evidence of

some success in both TRADEC and UVP in securing real employer interest

and contributions in tangible terms, (e.g., provision of materials)

far 1pyond that secured in most conventional courses. But direct

:ontact with employers left the researchers with the impression that

there is still a very long way to go in securing employer commitment

to Vocational Preparation.

LEARNER INVOLVEMENT

72. Learner invelyement in the selection/construction of the

Learning proceSs can take place at a number of levels. The se 'ition

by the learner, in consultation with staff, of a set of courses or
options making up a programme of study, in conventional courses (e.g.

'A' Level programmes) represents one level of learner involvement.

Negotiation of the explicit statements of learning process which

characterise the 'learning contract' represents another. So there

is, again, City and Guilds and '0' and 'A' Levels at one end of the

spectrum, allowing selection from a set of standard alternatives,

TEC and BEC in Jn intermediate position, affording opportunities

for selection from a set of standard alternatives, together with

specially devised course components, to Vocational Preparation at

the far end, now embodying a requirement for a negotiated programme.

An important element of this rationale is clearly that of student

motivation. In a population previously characterised by low

motivation, programmes which offer the opportunity for some degree

of self-determination and self-selection are more likely to succeed

in securing the commitment of their clients than are standard

courses, it is argued. One of the recurrent problems, particularly

in the Vocational Preparation provision for the unemployed, is that

of poor self-image. While a requirement to negotiate learning with

such students is extremely demanding on teaching staff in terms of

skills, success in involving students in this way can do much to

redress poor self-image, it is suggested - a step forward of

fundamental importance if it can be achieved.



729. Real and effective negotiation in practice is still far from
being realised in Vocational Preparation. However, many schemes,

including TRADEC and UVP, are developing experience of involving
learners and employers to a degree not experienced before, and the
moves, though limited, are in'the right direction.

The TRADEC studies showed learner involvement in development of the

programme of study to he limited, in most cases, to selection of

project work, with the employer frequently, but by no means always,

playing the dominant role. Pew schemes appeared successful in

achieving a balance three-way process: either employer-involvement
predominated at the expense of the learner, or vice versa. In

comparison with other Vocational Preparation models, this picture

of learner involvement is typical, as the experiences of
described in'ARC in Action .suggest.

730. The findings concerning the' way in which needs are translated
into an integrated curriculum, in the NFER study (first phase),
together with the subsequent case studies, showed varying degrees of

learner involvement. Although, in a substantial proportion of cases,
young people were involved to some degree in the design and management

of their own learning, there was a tendency in some cases for learner

Preferences or choices to be preempted, either by the rigid application

of a scheme specification, or by the employer. Both of these

phenomnna were amply represented in the TRADEC schemes investigated.

There was also more evidence of clearer participation, for example,

course committees in UVP. than in TRADEC.

731. The difficulties of translation into practice of the outcomes

of learner participation in selection are well known. The demands made

:-)r, resources by individualised "`programmes frequently rule these out of

court.

However, there is no doubt that client-centred teaching and learning

approaches are very much in evidence in the imolementation of UVP.

fn TRADEC, ton, client-centredness is frequently found'operating

effectively but, again, some colleges found themselves having to
revert from client-centred approaches in TRADEC to approaches geared

to subject coverage in order to meet the content requirements with a

widely spread group. This provides another' example of the model's

aivntages in generic transferability being counterbalanced
by disadvantaj s in constraints on teaching and learnin.

71") -lient-centred teaching and learning approaches :Ire by no means

hr ince solely-of Vocational Preparation. The pressure of

standardised examinations and assessments in, for example, City and

is frequei:ti; stated by practitioners to be a major cause of

adoz.tion of tr.AdtLoc.al teaching methods. In BEC, however, the

recommended approach is strongly client-centred - the divergenCe from

-hese in practice is a feature of impie,aentation causing concern [BEC, 1982 ]

,Again, it is the:'syllabus coverage' constraint which seems to be the

factor inhibiting intended operation here.
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SOCIAL AND LIFE SKILLS

711. The vaciations in the treatment of Social and Life Skills in
TRADEC schemes and in the emphasis placed upon it has been discussed
in.Chapter 4. The Social and Life Skills specification now
represents a point of difference with evolving models of Vocational
Preparation, in which Social and Life Skills is consiucred tG be
encompassed by the basic skills concept.

The your main models adopted are:

integration of SLS content in the curriculum, involving
periodic/regular double-staffed sessions

integration of SLS content being handled by staff dealing
with technical content

integration and separate elements, SLS handled entirely
through separate sessions.

734. The danger of integration, in which SLS becomes an adjunct to
technical content, becoming contrived and distorted in some
instances to fit it, as well as, undorvalued and unevaluated,
is evident in many of the schemes. surveyed. However, the dangers
of the perceived irrelevance of, and prejudice towards, separate
'General Studies' elements were also found in practice. The Stage 1

schemes most strongly influenced by the UVP development appeared to
be the most successful in terms of SLS, both in terms of its adequate
representation within the scheme, and the motivation of the learner.

The Distribution schemes, in which technical content and SLS content
were so closely related as to be inseparable, fared particularly well.
,While the argumen- of Experience, Reflection and Learning concerning
the interactive nature of personal development and the development
of vocationally and socially required and useful skills and attributes
is recognised, it can be used and accepted a little too glibly. In

reality it is used all too often to justify'claims about personal
development dimensions which are neither explicit nor evaluated.
It is the case, based on the evidence, that in a significant proportion
of Engineering Zone schemes,
swallowed up in the emphasis, in practice, on the transmission of
technical skill and knowledge and, as one Course Tutor put it, in
the production of bits of metal.

735. The reservation is sometimes voiced, that double staffing, in
order to interweave SLS dimensions with technical content in, for
example, the treatment of Basic Concepts, can become contrived if the
technical department is calling the tune and there is little joint
planning. However, where Course Teams operate and communicate as

intended, with the involvement on equal footing of General Studies
staff, thematic approaches can be developed which are effective.

The NFER findings on Social and Life Skills in UVP schemes reinforce
these findings: similar variations were found in UVP between
integrated and separate models. The danger of the 'swallowing' of
SLS by technical content Was apparent in several examples claiming
integration, and the subject of comment by the researchers.



Transmission of HJsic skills through the vehicle of vocational
content/proloets I likely to suffer similarly if intended basic
skills outcome:3 are not specified and assessed.

In the TRADEC development there was little evidence from responding
emptoyers that they were aware of the existence, or otherwise, of
SLS components, except in cases in which these were treated as separate
elements - in these cases employers' perceptions are as expected!

736. In the City and Guilds Craft Studies Courses there is, of
course, substantial evidence of the General Studies component causing
considerable employer dissatisfaction, creating the impetus for
developments such as the City and Guilds Communication Studies
Certificate. There is also evidence of some (but by no means universal)
learner dissatisfaction, (FEU, 1980 :122-125)In schemes with high
numbers of craft-type learners and with separate General Studies
eomponents, learner dissatisf,-Irtion on the urouado of lack of
relevance to 'what we'r, hefe for - learning about our jobs' was
often in evidence.

737. In BEC' General, where the notion of close relationships
between technical content and SLS personal development led to the
Cull integration of these dimensions from the inception of the course,
the centra, themes clearly have a substantial emphasis or; elements
that would be considered central to SLS, as in the TRADEC Distri-
hution, Food and Commercial schemes.

The high personal development content in BEC, as we have noted,
leads sometimes to a questioning of its vocational releance, and
there is some evidence that the emphases of the course are often
too concerned with the cognitive aspects of development, at the
expense of the affective. This could not be a criticism levelled
at TRADEC in the non-engineering schemes investigated, or in a
proportion of engineering schemes

ACHIEVEMENT AND PROGRESS

738. AchieveMent and progress in TRADEC schemes is directly
comparable neither with that in other Vocational Preparation schemes
nor that in conventional craft or operator courses, since the aims
and objectives of the schemes and/or the occupational levels and
experience of the target groups are quite different.

739. Some tentative comparisons may be made with conveational
courses. TRADEC case studies revealed comparable achievement in the
projects elements of Engineering Zone TRADEC, in the technical sense,
with that achieved in similar elements of/Craft Studies couses (which
generally devote less, time to these elements). This ohservation was
reflected in the perceptions both of colle-je staff and some company
personnel. Overall achievement in terms c, range and expertise was,

however, considered to be markedly lower.



/40. In the Unsiness Zone sehemen, although achievement relative

to ability was considered good in TRADEC, it was generally considered

to be Lower in academic terms than that in DEC General, reflecting

the tendency for students to be allocated to TRADE.: when it was

ecru that they would not be successful in BEC General. Progress,

although widely appearing to be satisfactory, relative to previous

attainment and perceived ability, was considered by some to be

impeded by lack of'cliallengePstretchings of young people in the

scheme. This was attributed_by some to the absence of the pass/fail

concept. The benefits of TRADEC were regarded mainly in affect-ive

terms by employers who often regarded the scheme as an adjunct to

their own training. Questions of achievement were not regarded as

particularly relevant :r1 this context and few companies, particularly

in Distribution, appeared to have given attention to questions of

achievement and progress in work-related skills of their employees

enuagod in TRADEC schemes.

741. Comparison of Stage I with other UVP schemes, in terms of achievement and

progress, is rendered extremely difficult by the plethora of different
orientations and emphases found in UVP schemes, as well as by the

different lengths of scheme. However, generalised findings in

respect of UVP suggest comparablelevels of achlevement_in_th_esense

of quality of work produced, particularly in the project area.

LEARNER NOTTVATION

742. These comparisons do not, however, tell us very much. A

feature which has more meaning, in the comparison of schemes, is the

learner motivation apparent in schemes, closely linked with achieve-

ment and progress.

743. Conventional models have tended to be characterised by poor

learne motivation when attempting to cater for the target group of

the 'traditional non-participant'. Hence, their limited impart in

the past [FEU, 19130] andthe,consequent recognition of the need for

unified approaches which linked learning directly with its point of

application.

744. TRADEC and UVP. have Maintained schemes for this target

effectively, with very small wastage and good completion rates which,

in itself, is a marked advance on previous 'operator', or 'general'.,

courses. Motivation in those schemes achieving good relationships

with work experience and practice bears out the arguments for the use

of the vocational interest as a vehicle, and its strength as a

motivator.

QUALITY CONTROL

745. The moderation system, with the strengths_and_meaknesses

reported in Chapter 7 is the principal instrument of quality

control. Its attraction as a system-stems from its involvement of

practitioners, and its direct function as -.a control and development

instrument. The weaknesses in the system, as it currently operates,



ihAt it does not extend to company-based elements requiring
evidence only it employer involvement in the sch..imo and regarding

exitem:o of .,:ompanyhiid elements aq a 'plus' for the coordinator,

with no reference to quality; that it i5 frequently 'skimped on'
heeause of pressures on practitioners' time; that it is insufficiently

strong to effect change in college environments which are not
supportive of now developments; that, operating with a limited

number of colleges al a regional level, it can become dilutedthrough
over-familiarity and a tendency to accept, too readily, difficulties
claimed to be due to constraints of the system (particularly if

the moderator has experienced the same difficulties himself).

746. however, the general approach certainly merits attention. In

ro.n)oct of the company-hosed elements, the work done by City and quilds

in connection with the former (leneral Employment Award in mounting

systems for supervision of in-company work, could provide a base for

development here, although elaborate use of logs and diaries is fraught

with difficulties of implementation.as has already been revealed in a

number of contexts. Finding a system, which facilitates and monitors

tb explicit learning process, not only in companies but between the
dirlerent locations of learning, without elaborate mechanismss and

masses of paper work, is what is required - it is a key development

area for Vocational Preparation.*

7.17. :Aaff development has emergeh as a major need in TRADEC, as

it has in other Vocational Preparation and in transitional models

by virtue of the condeptions of curriculum and. skills required for

successful implementation.

acne, but by no means all, of the departures of the TRADEC scheme

from its intended operation were clearly attributable to difficulties

of staff in interpreting and implenting the intentions of the scheme.

Other departures arose, despite full awareness of the intentions,

and were often attributable to the operational constraints of

inadequate remission, difficulties of conducting liaison with large

numbers of companies, inadequate facilities available, etc.

748. The staff development systems specifically geared to TRADEC,

essentially those of occasional, centrally-organised programmes
or seminars, publications of guidelines and the moderation system

are well recognised by the YHAFHE to require development into a

much more coherent strategy - indeed, it has been presented as a

priority area within the new extended role of'YHAPE in Vocational

Preparation.

The staff development issues and needs are quite clearly linked

with those of the whole Vocational Preparation operation.

FEU, 1980, stated that in UVP, YOP and, more recently, ABC -

'many of the staff concerned are the same and many of their

problems are common. What is needed is ,a unifying concept-

ual framework of staff development needs in the area of

Vocational Preparation to support curriculum design and

implementation'.'
(FEU, 1981)

With the development of foundation training the impetus is
developed still further.

*S(le Fp, 1982.
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749. The problems associated with the THAni% w.;sessment and

certification system have been discussed in Chapter H.

The ,.d_rength of the system is that it provides certification
linked with satisfactory completion (and therefore achievement) ,
rather than with attendance only, thereby meeting the needs, now
widely recognised, of young people for assessment and for its
social recognition in the form of certification. The 'chance to
gain a qualification' was given by BO per cent of TRADEC learners
surveyed as a main benefit of their participation. The UVP

evaluation, too, showed the value attached by participants to
certification in cases where this was linked with achievement
(NFER, 1980: Chapter 10).

/W. The weakness lies in the use of norm-referenced testing,
which applies only to the immediate peer group and therefore
conveys nothing of universal standards (normally the strength of

criterion - referenced or norm-referenced testing in respect of
the whole participant population). The final form of certification
which conveys information only' about the average balance of competence,
in relation to the specific peer group of which the participant was
part, but ft.:thing of the individupl areas of competence and achieve-

ment, is another weakness. The information useful to a current or
prospective employer concerning specific cavities and achievements,
to the learner in estimating his own performance and future learning

needs, and teacher in determining appropriate placements and/or
starting points for future learning is, therefore, absent.
Integration of personal development assessments in the marking system
also creates problems for staff unaule to develop appropriate
measuil'es, particularly in the absence of clearly defined learning
objectives, and of 'space' for recording of qualitative aspects of
personal development (although these are, themselves, problematic
and controversial) descriptive listing being confined to 'tasks done'.

The avoidance of the pass/fail concept, widely considered to be
inappropriate 66 the target group, was weakened when the Certificate
specified a single mark which may be considered to convey average
performance the effect on the self-image and motivation of the
young person falling short of this is probably not very different

from that produced by failure. The change in Certification in this
respect, during the period of the research, represents a significant

irprovement.

751. It is of interest that in the schemes developed by SCOTEC
and SCOTBEC or. the TRADEC model substantial changes have been intro-

duced into both the assessment approaches and certification forms.
SCOTEC has developed, for the Engineering Zone schemes, a bank of

objective test item's in an attempt to establisn common standards
and measures of achievement. A bank of Social and Life Skills items,

too, has been developed. These items have been the subject of

criticism by the UVP Research Fellows responsible for monitoring

the Scottish development from a UVP standpoint. The main point of

issue has been their narrowness and their status as adjuncts to

technical' content. Nevertheless, the ideas and approaches emerging



in the !;euttish development arc closer to the thinking emerging in
tospoet of DTI than aro tho TRADEC (or former (IVP) concepts of

assessment. 111 nosiness Zone nchomes, too, assessment. grades, on
opposed to marks, ao alloeated according to generillsed criteria.
o.g in respect cat course work.

A Submitted work which was voty the roughly prepared
li Submitted work which was thoroughly prepared

Sabmitted work whieh was well prepared
Submitted work which was quite well, prepared
Dial not submit sufficient. work to allow for complete asses ems

This, o, represents an attempt to introduce greater meaning into
the assessment process, for all parties to it.

752. The assessment and certification models under development by
MI, in respect of the wider Vocational Preparation development, and
by examining bodies, noteably RSA and City and Guilds of London
Institute, in respect of their Vocational Preparation Courses,
represent attempts to resolve many of the issues of process, outcomes
and standards raised and illustrated IN the TRADEC experience.

753. The profile as an instrument of recording attainment with
both formative and sammative purposes is, of course, a key feature
of development work; its use in the Vocational Preparation area
was first elaborated in the 'A Basis for Choice'.

Profiles should, the FEU compilation suggests

'bo designed in such a way as to present attainments
and experiences in a readily accessible form to its readers.
It should have a clear relationship to the planned areas of
the course to which it relates. The basis of a good profile
is clear curriculum design, and woolly curriculum planning
will not result in clear statements of achievement'( FEU, 1982)

754. Profiles will, it is further argued, have elements in common
and a profile of achievement during the years of transition from
school to work should contain statements of achieVement and experience
in

(i) communications

(ii) numerical skills

(iii) planning and problem-solving

(iv) manipulative abilities

(v) the ability to operate in the environment in which the
indiVidual finds himself.

755. The two basic profile designs which have emerged from
development work (FEU, 1982 : 11) are

(a) those based on lists of learner competences (illustrated
by the RSA Vocational Preparation profile certificate)
providing a summation document giving a statementof
student achievement at the end of the course, unique to

each student
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aril (b) the_basic Cheqklisting processes piloted by FEU An
ABC in fiction, and by and Guilds. London Institute

-for the General Vocational PreparatiOn course.

In theformer system, assignements ar accompanied by assessment
echedUles, so that the learner's work is marked to an agreed standard.

rLearners can eturn to assignments to *each a satisfactory= standard, .

if 'necessary; and achievementis enteredon the Certification profile.
In the latter system, _the profile is similar, to.those under develop-.
ment for type NTI pilot'schemes MSC/CGLI) using FEU grid-style. profiles.

756. It has been noted that, in the context of the New Training
Initiative,which envisaged a modular bUt progressive skill training.
scheme into which both young people and adults can seek access at a
variety of level's, the'concept °Bra profile meeting the abOve cr''teria
and'capable of being updated and validatediby different agencies)
appears not only possible, but necessary (FEU, J:902:PrOMis). Systems
adopting 'cryptic symbols' for poorly understood gralingb Seeking to
conflate measures of performance to a single aaggregated markaxe.in
alrforTs of provision, conventional provisions included, increasingly,
acknowledged as deBicient.

- ,

75.7. For TRADEC, .as an adaptive system seeking'to meet'needs hot
only.of young adults in and 8utside employment,.."but also those of'
adults periddically Tetraining,.the development of Assessment approaches
anda profiling. system which meets emerging 'needs would seem to be of,

prime.importance. The function of the types of-profiling system .

described in bringing assessment into the teaching and, learning prdcess
can help to achieve the aims which TRADEC currently aspires to but
fails to achieve in most instances but the 'standards' issue will
have to be tackred,- in the context Of.the need to link internal
assessment'to national, tandards, via-tAe'profile.

758. Should not be forgotten that the assessment and certification
approaches of TRADEC predated current developments, And that, at the
time of developmef4t, they represented a bre:tic from.the.traiditional

mould. Now, however, accumulated experience, and new ideas-need to be

taken on board.

APPLICATIONS OF TRADEC

759. For learners in Work ExperienCe schemes, TRADEC can clearly fulfil a
role, and has clearly:hadfsuccesses where alternative forms of college
provisionAe.g. Social and Life Skills) have encountered difficulties:
in maintaining the participation of their intended target: _The'.

massive changes to be introduced under NTI render the future uncertain,
but it appears that the features of thl.ear ind'practical vocational'

. application of TRADEC give it advantages over 6her forms of provision.,

available to WEEP youngsters.

760. Evidence concerning the operation of Social and Life Skills and
related programmes for -WEEP trainees (HMI Survey 1981)* has shown .

considerable.variation in their structure and'operNtion, ranging from
the non-systematic to the highly' structured, and from centrality of
affective aims to aims centred'on work-related development. Recording
of student progress Was generally found to be weak,

.
Vigorous approaches to curriculum Planningwere found to be necessary.

* Unpublished drafty 28i



Other college-based programmes with clear and systematic vocational
orientations under development for NTI seem to have a comparable

degree of success.- As expected, a variety of models can-provide the
vehicle for effective learning and self-development, providing they
meet fundamental criteria.

761. In respect of pre-vocational courses, ,the experience of application

of the TRADEC model desCribed in the YHAFHE booklet (YHAFHE
is in °practice. very loose, involving use of some ideas and experience
drawn from TRADEC,- rather than'ipplicatiOn of the model as a whole.
Considerably,more work needs to bezaone (and is currently under way)
to cl'arify the use of the model. he'4,*. RSA and City and Guilds
Vocational Preparation models already have a gOod foothold, having
developed their schemes from the ABC base. While TftADEC intends and

claims tobc an adaptive system, clearer, requireMents need to be
placed on.As operation in respect both of Work Experience 4nd
pre-vocational groups, with particular attention not oniy to the

assessment issues die-Cased, but also to guidance and counselling
functions and their link with assessment and to basic skills,
The experience of TRADEC in developing generically relevant programmes
of work preparation from a college base sho4di..with the provisions._
given, give it an increasing role in this too..

762. The other areas ofaalication ofTRADEC main relatively undeveloped.
Here, agpin,'clearer specification of requirements' which will be
placed on the system in respect of particular groups seems necessary,
and further pilot trials accompanied -by systematic evaluation will be
required before any objective assessment can, be made of the real
potential of TRADEC in these areas,

. : .

CONCLUDING REMARKS

763. The preceding Chapters have served to present the TRADEC system in

action,. to examine areas of strength and weakness in its operation and,
to highlight areas in which the model.appears to require develepment

if it is to be aligned. with emerging thrusts in the national education
And training systems.

-764. Thesynthesisof'theresearchfindings, and their implidationswithin''
the context of the changes introduced by the.New Training Initiative,
are presented in TRADEC I.. The argument thatthe TRADEC approach

,clearly represent"Obtential vehicle for 4eliliery of Programmesof
vocationalppreparation and for programmes ..associated with new models'.
of skills training emerging under NTI,' but:that in both areas Clearer

requirements need to be. placed on its. operation if it is to perform
satisfactbrilyin respect of any given target.

765. The TRADEC system is asserted by YHAFHE t ,be an evolving system which
is constantly under review.. It is. encouraging to 'nOte that review.
in the areas of application to prevocational groups and of 'basic

akillsP''Ite already underway. Action to render the' context of operation

DD
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mor% amenable to non-traditional developments, such as TRADEC,- are
also- under way through applications for regrading in terms of
Burnham levels, and throUgh improved moni,toring,and support of
'delivery, involving extended Staff DevelopMent activity..

J.

766.. .That the experience aPforded.by the.TRADEC system can make an
important Contribution-to devel9pment work in the Vocational
Preparation area, and beyond it,, is undoubted. That the system
represents a pioneering initiative emerging from a regionalloody

.and predating much current thinking at national'level, and that
it has served.the,needs of substantial numbers of yo g people in
its ten. years of operation,. whose opportunities w ld otherwise'
have been limited, both commend it.. Its future lies in the.capacity
Of the syStem to continue to evolve-and to learn rom experience
and expertise gained outside, as well as within it.

It is the intention of the researchers that this study.will support,
serve and promote that process of evolution.

4
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